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The thesis consists of five parts: Introduction; 
Archaeological Evidence; Representations in Art; Liter- 
ary and Linguistic Evidence; Conclusions. 
The archaeological evidence firstly considers costume 
in the. pagan period through an examination of finds from 
Anglo-Saxon cemeteries; the dress is reconstructed from 
the positions in which fasteners and ornaments have been 
found in relation to skeletal remains. The evidence is 
arranged according to county of origin, thirty counties 
being considered alphabetically, anti is followed by a 
discussion. Secondly, the smaller corpus of fasteners and 
clothing adjuncts from the Christian Saxon period is con- 
sidered. Thirdly, the materials from which the dress was 
made are discussed with reference to a list of leather and 
textile fragments surviving from Anglo-Saxon clothing. 
Points considered include techniques of manufacture, origins 
of unusual fabrics and the functions of different materials. 
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The discussion of art examines representations of 
figures in what may have been contemporary costume. 
Information is derived from illuminated manuscripts, the 
Bayeux Tapestry, stone sculptures,. ivories and metalwork. 
Evidence of costume from Old English, Latin, Welsh 
and Old Icelandic texts is followed by consideration of 
Old English garment names and other Old English words 
related to clothing. The terms are arranged according to 
the pröbable function of the articles they represented: * 
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and clasps. A discussion follows. 
The conclusions include descriptions of the probable 
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1. 
PART ONE: INTRODUCTION 
A. HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL BACKGROUND 
This work is concerned with costume in the Anglo-Saxon period. 
Study of costume provides a unique and personal link with bygone ages. 
Thus, in the popular imagination, Elizabethans are associated with ruffs 
and Victorians with crinolines. Such impressions are justifiably 
derived from pictures, from documentary evidence and from the garments 
themselves, faded but whole, in museum galleries. Reconstruction of 
the clothing of the English in the so-called Dark Ages is, for reasons 
indicated below, less straightforward. There is no direct testimony 
such as the complete garments which, having been preserved in peat bogs, 
offer tangible proof of early costume in Scandinavia. Evidence of 
Anglo-Saxon costume is indirect and must be drawn from a variety of 
sources. No single branch of scholarship supplies information about 
the whole period, because of the very nature of the early history and 
culture of the Anglo-Saxon people. 
In the six centuries between the arrival of Germanic settlers in 
England and the Norman conquest (. A. D. 449-1066) the life-style and 
culture of the Anglo-Saxon people were transformed. The most important 
single feature in this development was the conversion to Christianity, 
which began with Augustine's mission in 597 and continued throughout 
the following century. The watershed of the conversion divides the 
Anglo-Saxon period and to, some extent compartmentalises study of it. 
Since the invaders were illiterate pagans, evidence of costume 
in the first century-end-a-half after the settlement is dependent on 
archaeological excavation of their cemeteries. The pagan dead were 
I 
2. 
apparently buried in their clothing, and although only small fragments 
of textile survive, the metal fasteners and ornaments associated with 
the clothing may be found in situ. Some reconstruction of the appear- 
ance is therefore possible. Bede, 
l the prime documentary source for 
the period, claimed that the invaders consisted of Jutes (who settled 
Kent, the Isle of Wight and the coast opposite the island), people from 
Old Saxony (who settled the areas which became the East, South and West 
Saxon kingdoms) and others from Angeln (who settled Mid Anglia, Mercia, 
Northumbria and other Anglian areas). Modern historians give qualified 
acceptance to this differentiation. It is now clear that the invaders 
were of mixed stock, Frisian and (probably)rankish elements2 mingling 
with those mentioned by Bede, but that there existed regional variations 
among the settlers which became more marked in the century following 
the invasion. Thus, there is justification for subdivision and 
the application of the cultural labels "Angle" and "Saxon" in the pagan 
period. There are clear distinctions in the culture of Kent, shared 
with the Isle of Wight and other regions, though these developed after 
the settlement and are less justifiably called "Jutish". 
Archaeological evidence therefore offers a potential source of 
information about the costume of the Anglo-Saxons for the century-and- 
a-half after the invasion, for development of"fashion within that 
period and for regional variation between the known subcultures. 
The nature of early Anglo-Saxon culture precludes the survival 
of evidence about clothing from other native sources, although 
Continental literature and art offer useful supplementary material. 
Being illiterate3 the pagans have left no contemporary descriptions of 
i 
3" 
their clothing. Some traditional aspects of life in the pagan period 
may have been preserved by orally-transmitted poetry to be written down 
in the Christian era; but in the poetry which survives, references to 
costume are confined to the armour which is associated with the heroic 
tradition. 
Nor have the settlers and-their immediate successors left any 
impression of their clothing through art. Zoomorphio and geometric 
patterns dominate the decoration of their metalwork. Naturalism and 
the human figure occur rarely in surviving pagan art. 
Archaeological evidence of costume declines in correspondence 
to the decline of paganism in the late sixth and the seventh centuries. 
The Church discouraged the deposition of grave-goods, and churchyard 
-burial eventually replaced the use of the pagan cemeteries. Archaeo- 
logical finds from the Christian period are fewer and offer less evi- 
dence of clothing. However, innovations in art and the advent of non- 
runic literacy were consequences of the conversion. These new media 
supply evidence of costume in the Christian period. 
The human figure came to be portrayed with increasing frequency 
in Christian. Anglo-Saxon artthough often in a stylized manner. The 
figures, usually representing biblical characters, which appear on the 
earliest sculptures and manuscript illuminations, wear the costume of 
an imported Easters Mediterranean tradition and are uninformative 
about English secular clothing. Similarly, costumes depicted in the 
later Winchester Style carvings, sculptures and drawings may owe more 
to inherited iconography than to contemporary life. However, there 
are also representations of costume which may reflect contemporary 
I 
4" 
fashion. The earliest examples are to be found on'the eighth-century 
Franks Casket, and some Northern sculptures. Similar costumes are 
represented in many art works of the tenth and eleventh centuries, a 
culturally productive period. The most important sources from this 
time are manuscript illuminations and the Bayeux Tapestry, which not 
only depict secular persons in the course of daily activities; but also 
include representations of historical figures 
4 
The earliest surviving writings of the Christian English are 
scholarly works and correspondence in Latin. Some references to 
clothing in such texts provide evidence of costume in, the two centuries 
after the conversion. Old English texts, which mostly survive in tenth- 
and eleventh-century manuscripts,. contain no direct descriptions of 
clothing, nor do later Latin texts from England; but it is possible 
to derive, from Old English laws, wills and literary texts and from 
Latin-Old English vocabularies, -a corpus of lexical items which appear 
to be Old English garment names and the names of other items associated 
with clothing. 
p 
The Viking settlement of north and east England brought about 
a major cultural division between this area and the rest of IIigland, 
united under the kings of Wessex, in the last two centuries before 
the Norman Conquest. Meanwhile, any regional and idiosyncratic vari- 
ations in costume, as in other matters, between the Anglo-Saxon areas 
became obscured by'the imposition of literary and artistic standards. 
Evidence of costume at different times during the Anglo-Saxon 
period must, it has been shown, be drawn from a variety of sources which 
may offer very different types of information. In the following study, 
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evidence of costume in the pagan period derives chiefly from archaeo- 
logical finds; in the early Christian period mainly from Anglo-Saxon 
carving in bone and sculpture in stone and from Latin writings; and 
in the last two centuries of the Anglo-Saxon era from arts illumination, 
needlework, sculpture and metalwork. A vocabulary of clothing terms 
is compiled from material mainly written down during this latter period, 
though some of the words may have been established in the vocabulary 
much earlier, in some cases since before the conversion. 
Be SURVEY OF EARLIER WORK 
Despite the numerous costume histories published in the last 
and present centuries, Anglo-Saxon clothing still lacks a full treat- 
ment differentiating it from costume of later periods and from medi- 
eval dress elsewhere in Europe. 
All costume historians illustrating this period rely heavily 
on the clothing of figures in manuscripts and/or the Bayeux Tapestry. 
Two major limitations should be taken into consideration in examining 
this evidence. Firstly, not all illustrations represent contemporary 
insular clothing. Secondly, this evidence is only valid for the last 
part of the Anglo-Saxon period, since the manuscripts under consider- 
ation were mostly illuminated in the last century-and-a-half, and the 
Tapestry was executed shortly after the Norman Conquest. Few costume 
historians have clarified these limitations and attempts to fill the 
gap of evidence for the earlier period have been inadequate. 
The earliest study of the subject was made in the eighteenth 
century by Strutt, who accompanied his engravings of figures from 
illuminated manuscripts with a description of the Anglo-Saxons' 
"Dress and Habits' deduced from these. 
5 Strutt's dating of manuscripts 
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is no longer acceptable, and he failed to recognise the artists' debt 
to established iconography. Many of his points are still nevertheless 
valid, but only for the tenth and eleventh centuries, not for the eighth 
and ninth as he believed. Stratt supported his evidence with a single 
archaeological find (the flourishing of Anglo-Saxon archaeology was to 
come later) and post-conquest literary evidence, both concerning 
jewellery not garments; 
6 
and with literary descriptions of Frankish 
clothing.? 
PlanchS8 and Clinch, 
9 
writing in the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, respectively, attempted to deal with the early period by 
citing literary evidence. Clinch utilized Sidonius Appolinarists 
description of the Franks in the fifth century, and Planche described 
sixth-century costume by means'of evidence from Aneurin and seventh- 
century by citing a Latin letter. Both authors then concentrated on 
the late manuscript evidence. 
Pairholt, 10a nineteenth-century scholar, gave some consideration 
to the pagan period, describing the types of brooch in use and touching 
on their distribution and function. He also mentioned Douglasts 
excavations. Fairholt used manuscript evidence for the later period 
indiscriminately, however. He failed to recognise that some figures, 
particularly biblical characters, may have been depicted in costumes 
which had become traditional through iconograpby, rather than in the 
clothing of everyday life. Fairholt also illustrated women's costume 
with, among other figures, a drawing derived from an illumination in 
*IN MS Harley 2908, depicting the ascent of the Virgin. This example 
was perhaps chosen for the elaborateness of the dress, but this very 
feature (exemplified in the headdress, elaborate outer gown and short, 
full, outer sleeves) is unlike the women's costume shown in most Anglo- 
Saxon manuscripts. The costume is, however, almost exactly 
7. 
parallelled in a German manuscript (Munich NS Cod____. lat 4453) 
11 
Other features in the ornamental repertoire of the Harley artist confirm 
the German associations, and the manuscript contains, among other things, 
an Augsburg calendar. The illustration chosen therefore, is scarcely 
appropriate evidence of Anglo-Saxon costume since it may be continental 
or at least influenced by continental styles. 
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Anglo-Saxon England has largely been subordinated, or omitted, 
in the accounts of Western European costume by authoritative twentiethr- 
century writers such as Bouoherl3 and Laver. 
14 Despite some concen- 
tration on the period in his Co_ stume_ (1963a}, which included evidence 
from chronicles and miniatures, Laver's description of women's costume 
apparently conflated the archaeological evidence of the pagan period 
and the pictorial evidence of the late Christian. 
Less academic costume historians-have sometimes depended on 
secondary sources or speculative reconstruction in their accounts of 
the Anglo-Saxon period. For example, Truman based his description of 
15 Saxon clothing on an account in Scott's Ivanhoe, and Yarwood was 
reduced to the absurdity of describing, unsupported by other evidence, 
the garments invisible in manuscript illuminations. 
16 The archaeological 
evidence available for study of the pagan period has never been fully 
recognised by costume historians and has been\badly misrepresented in 
one popular history of the period. 
17 
IIzglish archaeologists, by contrast, have long been aware of 
the evidence of costume before them. Douglas, a pioneer of Anglo- 
Saxon archaeology, noted as early as 1793 that his findings indicated 
that the dead not only had a funereal garment to cover them entirely, 
8. 
but that they were also entombed with their accustomary apparel when 
alive". 
18 Baldwin Brown, drawing upon the cumulative experience of 
a further century of excavations of Anglo-Saxon cemeteries, agreed 
that "the corpse was certainly dressed in the clothes worn in life"19 
Some of the many archaeologists who have excavated cemeteries have made 
deductions about costume from their finds, but there has been no 
satisfactory correlation of the evidence from different sites. Cumu- 
lative evidence has led to the acceptance of certain points: that clasps 
were worn at the wrist rather than in other positions; that a certain 
type of hook functioned as a "girdle hanger"; that some gave-goods 
are' characteristic of male, others of female interments. Studies of 
grave-goods have not, however, concentrated primarily on the reconstruc- 
tion of costume and appearance; the decoration, typology and chrono- 
logy of pottery and metalwork have been the chief concern of archaeo- 
logists studying the pagan Anglo-Saxon period. 
Costume historian and philologist have attempted to establish 
the names of ancient garments. The second volume of Fairholt'r(and 
Dillonts) Costume in England consisted of a glossary, useful for 
general costume study but of little relevance for the Anglo-Saxon 
specialist. It failed to isolate the Old English period, or to 
relate Old English terms to the Anglo-Saxon illustrations reproduced 
in the first volume of the work. It did record the derivation of 
later terms i'xom Old II glich. 
Several costune historians20have attempted-to assign names to 
the Garments they have described and illustrated. This exercise has 
produced some useful and valid correspondences (notably in Planohe) 
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but does involve over-simplification of the problems of Old English 
terminology. The assumption that a single Old English noun corresponds 
to a garment illustrated in manuscripts ignores the many synonyms in 
the language and fails to consider the'possibility of change within 
the period -- change in terminology as well as in fashions of clothing. 
There have been some misinterpretations of linguistic evidence. Laver, 
in particular, failed to take account of context, and both Truman and 
Ißver misleadingly juxtaposed Old E lish with non-Old English terms. 
21 
A scholarly study of Old English clothing terms was made in a 
1904 dissertation by Stroebe. 22 This remains valid apart from a few 
points revealed by recent study of glosses. The terms were listed 
alphabetically, without attempt to isolate secular from ecclesiastical. 
The functions of the garments indicated by the terms were briefly dis- 
cussed and the introduction included evidence of costume in Latin texts 
(although this was not exhaustive) and from continental archaeology. 
The considerable amount of archaeological work which had been carried 
out in England was not mentioned. 
Some indication of the lack of correlation of the available. evi- 
dence can be, gained from two successive editions of a recent standard 
book on the Anglo-Saxons. In the first edition of his The glo; 
Wilson summarised the sources of evidence available for recon- Saxons; 
structing costume. Literary evidence and archaeology, both Ihiglish 
and continental, were mentioned. Despite the author's judicious 
selection of material and awareness of its limitations, his conclusions 
about women's costume were immediately challenged. 
24 In the revised 
edition of The Anglo-Saxons25 Wilson incorporated the interpretation 
which had been suggested, but remained tentative on the subject of 
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women's clothing: "It is difficult ... to say anything about female 
fashion in the Anglo-Saxon period ... From the tenth century onwards 
we have a fairly good Lea of the appearance of the clothes ... from 
manuscript drawings ... But for earlier periods it is perhaps wiser 
not to speculate. " 
Thus, despite the wide range of evidence available, and the 
extensive study which the various disciplines have received, the popular 
costume historian remains confused and the academic archaeologist non- 
committal in discussing Anglo-Saxon clothing.. 
C. SCOPE AND ORGANIZATION OF THE PRESENT WDRK 
The geographical scope of the present enquiry covers the area 
which c_ A. D. 800 constituted Anglo-Saxon England. In time, it spans 
the years between the Anglo-Saxon Conquest L. A. D. 449) and the Norman 
(A. D. 1066). It confines itself as far as is practicable to secular, 
non-military clothing, in the belief that although figures in ecclesi- 
astical dress may have been commonplace in Christian Anglo-Saxon England, 
their costume belongs to a different branch of costume history from the 
present one. Ecclesiastical vestments derive from Roman, not Germanic 
tradition. Similarly, it is felt that helmets and coats of mail belong 
properly with military or heroic studies. Indeed the limited evidence 
from the Anglo-Saxon period on the latter topic is already documented. 
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The paucity or ambiguity of other evidence, however, has some- 
times necessitated the inclusion of material in these fields. In 
U. 
the absence of other information the correspondence of Churchmen has 
been included to illuminate the early Christian period. Some Old 
English texts intended for monastic use yield lexical evidence of 
clothing and since it appears that persons in holy orders, when not 
wearing mass vestments, may have been dressed in a similar way to 
seculars, this evidence has been included. Military equipment is 
easily excluded in discussion of illustrations, but since the many 
pagan men who were buried with their weapons may or may not have wo= 
distinctive military clothing, the distinction is inevitably blurred 
in discussion of the earlier period. 
The study begins (Part Two) with consideration of archaeological 
evidence. There has been no attempt to discuss the typology of 
artefects such as brooches and buckles. The chief consideration has 
been to establish the function of such articles. Firstly an exami- 
nation of Anglo-Saxon cemeteries offers the possibility of reconstructing 
the costume from the positions in which articles were placed in relation 
to the body at interment. The material is arranged according to the 
county of origin, thirty counties being considered alphabetically. 
This survey is followed by a discussion augmented by evidence of com- 
parable continental costume. The smaller corpus of fasteners and 
clothing adjuncts deriving from the Christian Saxon period is then 
considered. Thirdly, surviving textile and leather fragments are 
discussed. (They are listed, again. according to county, in Appendix 
i. ) The majority survive through attachment to metalwork. Most 
derive from the pagan period, but some later examples have also been 
recorded. 
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Christian period costume, mentioned in Part Two, is attested 
to a treater extent in Part Three with an examination of representations 
of clothing in art. Emphasis is placed on material executed in 
Mgland. The major sources of information, manuscript illustrations 
and the Bayeux Tapestry, are considered first, and in supplementary 
sections evidence from stone sculpture, ivories and metalwork is 
discussed. 
I 
Literary and linguistic evidence is then examined (Part Four), 
writings of Romans and Franks supplementing the scanty information 
available from IIiglish literary texts. Old mglish garment terms 
are listed according to the probable function of the articles they 
represent, and are discussed, in a survey compiled independently of 
Stroebe. 
The order of the material in each Part has been dictated by the 
evidence available. Thus, since. brooches offer the most important 
archaeological evidence, these, and the garments fastened by them, 
have been considered first in Part Two B. Evidence from art suggests 
that the gown and hood were characteristic of women's costume, the 
tunic of men's. These garments therefore, open each discussion in 
Part Three.. The large volume of lexical evidence about outer gar- 
ments precedes smaller sections in Part Four C. Where relevant the 
order female costume, male costume, children's costume has been observed. 
The study essentially covers a wide range of areas, and such a 
spread demands limitations to the length and depth of treatment. The 
Anglo-Vikin(; ' material deserves individual study. Deeper analysis of 
intorprotations of Latin words than appears to be available is obviously 
,ý 
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required. It has been considered impractical to pursue these matters 
more fully here. In contrast, the detailed examination of pagan 
archaeological evidence is necessarily long. Generalisation can 
only be made after all relevant evidence has been examined. No other 
methods of showing the archaeological evidence (such as lists or charts) 
have been found capable of revealing all the aspects required. 
The study is concerned to examine in detail and without 
prejudice the evidence of Anglo-Saxon costume from various fields; and 
to assemble relevant material from different disciplines more fully 
than has been done before. Correlation between material of different 
dates is, predictably, limited, yet the material from one discipline 
will be seen to supplement that from another. Our knowledge of 
Anglo-Saxon costume is increased, and at the same time it is possible 
to test the assumptions and. generalisatioxs which have been made about 
the subject in the past two hundred years. 
I 
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PART TWO: ARCHAFX OGICAL EVIDENCE 
PART TWO: ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE 
A. INTRODUCTION AND ORGANIZATION I 
1. Pagan burial practice 
Reconstruction of early Anglo-Saxon costume is dependent on the 
pagans' practice of burying their dead with grave-goods. Excavations 
of inhumation cemeteries have revealed brooches, buckles, clasps, pins 
and other personal articles positioned on skeletons as they were on the 
corpses at burial. Analysis of excavation reports suggests that the 
placing of such grave-goods was not random. They have been found con- 
sistently in similar positions in relation to different skeletons at 
various sites. It seems reasonable to suppose that the dead were 
buried in their clothing, the brooches and other fasteners being 
functional as well as ornamental. 
2. Problemsof interpretation 
Various objections to this assumption must be acbiowledged. 
Firstly, there must be considered the graves which lack these relics 
of clothing. Most inhumation cemeteries contain some unfurnished 
graves as well as burials, which though furnished, do not include 
clothing fasteners among their grave-goods. 'There are also a few 
unusual burials, such as execution and battle cemeteries and other 
results of violent deaths, which are usually poorly furnished. 
A further problem is that the age and quality of grave-goods 
differs. In some cases old women seem to have been buried with a 
lifetime's accumulation of jewellery, the style and decoration varying 
according to date of manufacture; others have been equipped with 
metalwork showing no sign of wear, which must have been new when buried. 
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Thus Lethbridgo excavated from Holywell Row, Sf, the skeleton of a 
young girl who had been buried in a string of beads too large for her, 
and a brooch which was old when it was buried: he concluded that the 
grave furniture had been picked from a family remnant chest. 
1 
A rare description of Germanic, pagan funeral rites and one 
which has previously been cited in explanation of Anglo-Saxon practices, 
is provided by a description in the tenth-century writings of Ibn 
Fadian, an Arab traveller. 
2 Ibn Fadlan related the practices of the 
Russ a Scandinavian people, who, although removed geographically and 
cbr nolnUI lly from the pagan Anglo-Saxons, evidently had some 
practices in common with them. 
3 The corpse of the Rue chief was re. 
clothed for the final cremation ceremony, although there is no suggestion 
that the clothing was unlike that worn during life, except in its rich- 
ness. The servant girl sacrificed with her master, on the other hand, 
removed her jewellery before the ceremony. 
The lack of grave-goods in Anglo-Saxon battle, execution and 
other unusual burials may be the result of such deliberate stripping of 
valuables. Other corpses appear to have been laid out with some care, 
and while some may have been buried in the clothes in which they died, 
it is likely that some, like the Rus chief, had been specially dressed 
for the grave. The costume of these was probably not unlike that 
worn in everyday life -- there is no reason why an entirely different 
costume should be adopted and no evidence, archaeological or literary, 
to suggest that it was -- but in many cases it may have been an 
elaborate version of the usual dress, the costume worn for important 
occasions. The unfurnished graves in the cemeteries of peaceful 
settlements may be those of servants or other poorer members of society, 
who could not afford elaborate jewellery, whose clothes were stitched, 
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not clasped, together, or fastened by clips of perishable material. 
No doubt practice varied from settlement to settlement, family to 
family, and was partially dependent on the affection or greed of the 
next of kin. 
All the archaeological evidence presented is subject to the 
reservation that the objects buried in graves may not have been used 
as they were during life. Pins and brooches, in particular, may have 
clasped shrouds; personal belongings may have been laid in graves, not 
worn on the person. Yet, though such practices may explain the 
positioning of a minority of grave-goods, it will be demonstrated that 
the majority of objects were. placed consistently. The evidence 
presented in Section B is based on the premise that from the fasteners 
and ornaments of the clothing of the dead, it may be possible to re- 
construct the costume worn in life. 
3. Description of survey. Section B, below 
Section B below consists of a survey of the contents of pagan 
graves, and is the result of a comprehensive examination of the pub- 
lished records of Anglo-Saxon inhumation graves, plus some unpublished 
material. (Over eleven hundred sites have been studied).. The 
material has been arranged alphabetically, by county4 (Sections I to 
70äC) and is followed by a discussion (Section XXXI). Sites have 
been named according to the designations in Meaney's Ginetteer. The 
term "primary evidence" has been used of grave-goods which appear to 
have been worn on the body, and the positions of which are recorded 
in relation to skeletal material. "Secondary evidence" has been 
drawn from incompletely recorded inhumations and occasionally from 
cremations and stray finds. Variations in burial practice and types 
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of gave-goods make it possible to distinguish cemeteries of the con- 
version period (seventh-century) from earlier sites (fifth-and sixth- 
century). 
5 In the survey of each county the dates of sites have been 
noted, but the material from sites of different dates has been 
deliberately juxtaposed in order to test the possibility of a change in 
costume at the conversion. Evidence of women's costume in the 
seventh century has then been separated from earlier material in the 
discussion (Section xxxi). 
The survey of each county considers the occurrence and function 
firstly of articles which may have fastened the clothing, and secondly 
of adjuncts to the costume. Brooches have been identified by estab- 
lished names, for example "saucer brooch", "cruciform brooch". The 
term "paired" brooches has been coined to describe the fashion in which 
two brooches were worn symmetrically on either side of the upper part 
of the body. They have usually been found on the clavicles of skele- 
tons, but instances varying from "on either side of the neck" to "on 
the breasts" have been included as "paired". The term "paired". 
within inverted commas, refers to position, and need not indicate 
that brooches worn in this way were matching, though in fact they 
were sometimes identical. The term "single" has been applied to 
any brooch found' in a grave containing no other brooches, and the 
terra "third" to any brooch found in conjunction with "paired" 
brooches, and usually worn at the upper part of the body. "Paired" 
brooches have been considered first in each county, then additional 
brooches, third brooches, other arrangements involving two brooches, 
and single brooches. 
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The survey continues with consideration of pins, which may 
have been used to fasten shrouds or garments, or to secure the hair 
or headdress where relevant considering first pin suites, two or more 
pins linked by chain. Wrist clasps are then considered, where 
relevant. These articles when complete, consist of at least four 
parts, two interlocking plates worn at each wrist, 
6 (Fig. 10). 
Buckles, in their usual function as belt fasteners, and in other 
roles, axe then discussed. Attention is paid to the conjunction of 
different types of fastener, in order to establish if, for example, 
the garment supported by "paired" brooches was also belted. Additional 
belt fittings and rings which may have fastened girdles are also dis- 
cussed. Rare evidence of headgear and footwear is included where 
relevant. 
The positions of adjuncts to the costume are then considered, 
since, as well as contributing to the overall picture of the appearance 
of the Anglo-Saxon, they may add to information about garments, in par- 
ticular about belts. Knives are frequently found in positions con- 
sistent with having been thrust into or suspended from belts. Even 
a knife which is described as having been found"in the hand" may have 
been attached to the belt, since the hands of corpses were frequently 
folded over the body. Many graves otherwise unfuznished contain 
knives, which therefore provide the only evidence of the clothing in 
those graves. Other articles which may have been suspended from the 
girdle include tools, keys, and the key-like objects commonly called 
girdle hangers; chatelaine chains and objects attached to them; thread- 
boxes and spindle whorls; pouches and purses; and personal items 
such as manicure sets and tweezers. Many of the skeletons equipped 
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with such objects lack girdle buckles, so only the presence and position 
of such objects may testify to the wearing of a girdle. 
Items of jewellery such as armlets, beads and finger rings have 
also been included in the survey. Beads, the most common of this group, 
are so frequently found is female graves that their presence has some- 
times been considered sufficient grounds for assuming that a skeleton 
is female. There is some evidence that beads could be used as toggles, 
and this function has been considered in the survey where large, single 
beads occur in suitable positions. 
4. Burial practices after the conversion 
The decline of paganism resulted in the discontinuation of 
burying grave-goods with the dead. Increased numbers of unfu ished 
graves in cemeteries dating from the seventh century testify to this 
change, which may have included the abandonment of burying the dead 
in their clothing. Anglo-Saxon cemeteries from after this seventh- 
cent=7 transition period, lacking distinctive' grave-goods, are rarely 
distinguishable from burials of other, later centuries. Since the 
Christians were encouraged to bury their dead in churchyards, may 
early graves may have been lost under successive burials in the same 
Brea. 
5. Descriotion of Christi! period evidence. Section C, below 
The evidence from the Christian period discussed in Section 
C is therefore much less than that for the pagan period. Post- 
seventh-century artefacts have rarely been found in association with 
skeletons, so the manner in which they were wo= can only be guessed. 
Most of the objects discussed in Section 0 were stray finds or 
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excavated from occupation or other non-cemetery sites. (A few items of 
jewellery which are not archaeological finds but which have been 
identified as Christian Anglo-Saxon have been included in this section. ) 
The items discussed in Section C include brooches, pins, finger rings 
and strap tags. 
6. Description of textile and leather evidence. Section D below 
and Appendix 1 
The evidence concerning Anglo-Saxon textiles and leather which 
is considered in Section D is mostly dependent on the recovery of 
articles described in Sections B and CO since most surviving examples 
have been preserved through attachment to metalwork. The majority 
derive. from pagan graves. Section D consists of a discussion of sur- 
viving Anglo-Saxon textile and leather fragments. All published and 
some unpublished finds of these materials from secular context are 
listed in Appendix 1. This chart gives the associations of the frag- 
ments (where known), and as much technical detail as possible. The 
finds are arranged in the chart alphabetically according to their 
place of origin, county by county. Pagan sites are distinguished by 
the names used in the Gaz etteer. The related discussion explains 
the circumstances and nature of the finds and distinguishes techniques 
of manufacture. It introduces the chart, analyses the material presented 
there, and discusses individually some cases of particular interest. 
7. The quality of source material 
The published evidence in the following sections has been drawn 
chiefly from the records of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century pioneers 
in Anglo-Saxon archaeolog, from local histories, museum catalogues 
and records, and most often from excavation reports in the journals of 
I 
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county and national archaeological societies which date from the 
beginninCs of the study of the subject to the present day. 
The quality of the records varies considerably. Some sites 
have been scientifically excavated, others accidentally disturbed as 
the result of building or other work. Some excavation reports record 
the precise associations. and location of finds, others generalise. 
The most valuable records for the purposes of SectionsB : and D in the 
present study have been of inhumation cemeteries, particularly those 
in which the sex of each skeleton has been deduced on anatomical grounds, 
and the positions of the grave-goods described in relation to the sur- 
viving skeletal remains. Such records make it possible to deduce that 
certain objects are characteristic of; one sex or the other, and to 
oboorvo the positions in which clothing fasteners or adjuncts wore 
worn. In many excavation, reports, however, the sex of a skeleton is 
only deduced from the grave-goods, or not at all; finds are assigned 
to numbered graves but their positions are not recorded; or the posi- 
tion of an object is described in ambiguous terms, such as "near the 
ear" or "on the stomach". 
7 
Where complete data are not available, the judgement of the 
experienced archaeologist as to the positioning of grave-goods and the 
sexing of skeletons, has usually been acceptable. For example, if 
beads and two matching brooches are found in a grave, analogy would 
suggest that the skeleton they accompanied was that of a female, -and 
that the brooches had been worn on the shoulders. There are many 
less clear-cut cases. The degrees of probability vary considerably, 
therefore, so many of the statements in the survey in Section B are 
necessarily tentative. Where sufficient evidence is available, the 
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survey records the number of occurrences of particular fashions at indi- 
vidual sites; but analysis of numerical occurrences is not the primary 
aim. The ambiguity of much of the evidence would be a major 
drawback to such a treatment. Instead, the aim has been to establish 
recurrent customs of costuming, by including general as well as precise 
records. 
I 
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B. PAGAN GRAVE-GOODS 
I 
Bedfordshire 
4 
1. Sites 
Mazy of the Anglo-Saxon burial sites in Bedfordshire were dis- 
covered during the nineteenth century, and some were not systematically 
excavated or completely recorded. Thirty-one sites are noted in 
Meaneyts Gazetteer, nine bf'which offer primary evidences Chalton 
(Chalgrave); 2 Dunstable, Five Knolls; 3 Kempston; 4 Leighton Buzzard 
II, Chamberlain's Barns A and B; 
5 Limbury, Walludts Bank (Leagrave); 
6 
Luton It Peddarts Way (Argyll Avenue, Bisect Mill);? Pegsdon Common, 
Shillington; 8 Toddington It Sheepwalk Hill; 9 Tottemhoe, Marina 
10 ll Drive. Supplementary evidence has been drawn from Farndish and 
Shefford. 12 Leighton Buzzard II B and Totternhoe are seventh-century 
cemeteries, the others are earlier, Dunstable and Kempston probably 
being used from the fifth into the sixth century. Some of the Dunstable 
skeletons appeared to have been executed. 
2. "Paired" brooches 
"Paired" brooches appear to have been worn by women buried at 
"Limbury, Luton, Toddington and Kempston. At Limbury disc brooches 
were certainly "paired" in one instance, and probably in another. These 
two were the only burials documented from the site. There are three 
recorded instances of "pairing" from Luton (disc, saucer, and brooches 
of unrecorded type being used). There may have been others as many 
burials were incompletely recorded, though more than half of the graves 
from this site were unfu=ished. The recording of the Toddington I 
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site was similarly incomplete, but there is one recorded instance of 
square-headed brooches being "paired". 
The positions of the grave-goods from the numerous burials 
discovered at Kempston were rarely mentioned in Fitch's "Journal of 
Discoveries", but reference to his catalogue of grave-goods shows that 
in a number of cases two similar brooches were taken from the same 
grave, which suggests that the brooches had been "paired". The posi- 
tion of the brooches was only given in the report of a child's burial 
recorded on December 10, where two small bronze brooches were said to 
have been found near the teeth of the skeleton. (The "paired" brooches 
from the other Bedfordshire' sites were found on the clavicles or 
shoulders. ) R. A. Smith recorded that brooches were "generally worn 
in pairs" by women at this site. 
3. Third brooches 
C. R. Smith's account of Kempston included the information that 
"one, two and sometimes three fibulae or brooches, cruciform, circular 
and saucer-shaped, were worn on either shoulder as well as on the breast". 
This suggests that third brooches were sometimes worn, and the catalogue 
of grave-goods shows that in at least one case (February 8) three 
brooches (two saucer and one larger saucer) were recovered from the 
same grave. 
4. Single brooches 
There is at least one instance of a single brooch being recovered 
from a grave at Kempston (March 17, cruciform). At Farndish, one small 
horned brooch accompanied a skeleton equipped with amber beads, therefore 
probably female. A single applied brooch was. found-4on the chest of 
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a female skeleton at Toddington. 
5. Brooches in male Graves 
R. A. Smith stated that "brooches ... appear to have been found 
even in the graves of men at Kempston". Wyatt's account of the ceme- 
tery mentioned two such instances: one of"a bronze fibula set with 
garnets" said to have been found in the grave of a man equipped with 
shield boss, sword and two knives; the other of "a pair of fibulae" 
said to have been recovered from a grave containing a shield boss. 
These graves were, however, discovered by workmen digging for gravel 
and the positions of the objeots not recorded. 
6. Absence of brooches 
No brooches were recovered from the probable execution site 
at Dunstable, but the absence reflects the general paucity of the 
cemetery. The lack of grave-goods may therefore represent a deli- 
berate stripping of finery for ignominious burial. However, as there 
were a few personal objects recovered from the site, it seems unlikely 
that the dead in this cemetery were buried naked. They may have been 
dressed, like those buried in apparently unfurnished graves on other 
sites, in some simpler costume which did not 
require brooches as 
fasteners. 
7. Secondary use of brooches 
Leighton Buzzard II B and Totternhoe, both late sites, each 
yielded only one brooch. Both brooches were found in circumstances 
which suggested they were not functional. Both lacked pins. $yslop 
suggested that the Leighton Buzzard example (from Grave 32) had been 
sewn to the garment, and Matthews, noting that the Totterhoe brooch 
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was apparently "two or three generations older than any other datable 
object in the cemetery" suggested that it had been sewn to the sleeve, 
since it was found on the forearm. As there were other small objects 
with it, it is possible that it, and they, had been contained in a bag, 
or some other perishable object. Since both brooches were found with 
children, they may have been playthings. 
8. Pin suites 
Two sets of linked pins were recovered from Leighton Buzzard II B 
(Graves 39 and 55)" The pins from Grave 39, of silver and garnet, linked 
by a silver chain, lay just below the chin of a skeleton, which, since 
it was also equipped with a necklace, was almost certainly female. The 
pins had been worn vertically, on either side of the body, and were 
attached to the garment below the necklace. The necklace lay between 
two layers of textile linked by the pins. The pins were covered by a 
coarser fabric, which was thought to represent "either a shroud or a 
cloak". 
.I 
9" Pins 
A pin which had perhaps fastened a cloak was recovered from 
Limbury. The metal had stained the left olavicle of a skeleton which 
was equipped with two disc brooches. (The position of these was not 
recorded, but they were probably "paired" as there is an instance of 
"paired" disc brooches in another'burial from the site. ) The pin 
was over 6" long and had two spangles, probably having originally had three 
Baldwin Brown considered that such pins with Klapperschmuck functioned 
as hair pins13 but the recorded position of the L3mbury example demon- 
strates that this was not necessarily so. There is no evidence that 
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pins were worn at the head in Bedfordshire, although there are other 
indications that headdresses of some kind were worn. 
10, Possible headgear 
Two male skeletons at Totternhoe had apparently worn some kind 
of headgear. Two small iron clips were found on the skull of a youth 
(Grave B2) and a triangular bronze plate on the skull of a man (Grave D2). 
Female headdresses are indicated by iron remains and a bronze buckle 
found beside the skull of the skeleton in Grave 39 at Leighton Buzzard 
II B, and by beads. Single beads were found beside the heads of three 
skeletons from Leighton Buzzard II B, including the one in Grave 39, and 
"earrings" both of wire and beads were recorded from three graves at 
Totternhoe (E2 and 3 and C5) two of which contained skeletons of chil- 
dren and one a woman. Any of these rings-and-beads, if not attached 
to the ear, might have adorned a head garment. 
III Clasps 
Wrist clasps were recorded at Kempston, the most northerly of 
the inhumation sites of this county, but not from any of the other sites. 
There are no published details of the finding of the clasps, but 
R. A. Smith's account mentioned that they were found "near the wrist" 
of skeletons. A find of two small brooches near the hands of a skeleton 
(discovered October 31) may indicate an alternative means of fastening 
the type of sleeve usually fastened by the clasps. 
12. Buck 
Buckles were found at Kenpston, and though there are no details 
of the finds, it is recorded that'in at least one instance a buckle 
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was in the grave of a female also equipped with saucer brooches (February 
8). There is no evidence for the wearing of girdle buckles by women 
from other Bedfordshire sites. Buckles found with two male skeletons 
at Totteaihoe (B8 and G4) had evidently fastened belts and were centrally 
positioned. Buckles were the only clothing fasteners recovered from 
the supposed execution cemetery at Dunstable, but although they were 
associated with skeletons (Nos. 35 and 42) they were not positioned as 
they might have been during life. 
13. Adjuncts to costume 
Despite the small number of girdle buckles recovered from 
Bedfordshire, evidence suggests that girdled garments were won by both 
sexes in this county. Knives have been found at the waist or hip of 
skeletons of both sexes at most of-the, Bedfordshire sites. The position 
of the knives is the only primary evidence from Chalton. and Pegadon 
Common. (There were no knives from the Dunstable site. ) Both the 
male skeletons with buckles from Totternhoe had knives, but the majority 
of knives found have been associated with skeletons without girdle 
buckles. Analysis of the finds from Totternhoe, the only site from 
which full details are available,, shows a preference for wearing the 
knife on the'left side, and that it was sometimes carried with handle 
downward. Two male skeletons from this site had had knife sheaths 
(Graves C4 and P4) and objects described as "sheath hangers" at the 
waist had presumably been attached to belts. Another tool had apparently 
been carried in the same sheath in Grave F4. Some persons had been 
equipped with more than one knife. Two knives were found in Grave 13 
at Leighton Buzzard II A, one on each hip of the skeleton. Grave 3, 
Leighton Buzzard II B, contained two knives which were found on the 
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left hip of the skeleton. Threadboxes from female graves at Kempston 
(% I (found November 16 and January 18) were in positions consistent with 
N 
suspension from the right side of a girdle, one possibly having been 
Carried in a pouch. In neither instance was there a buckle at waist 
or hip. (Threadboxes: were also recovered from Totternhoe but the posi- 
tions of these and other adjuncts to the costume from this site did not 
suggest that they had been worn at burial, rather that they had been 
laid in the grave. ) Female skeletons from Kempston (November 20 and 
March 19) also had metal rings and ivory fragments at the legs and hips. 
These, particularly the ivory examples, 
14may have been the remains of 
pouches or other attachments to the girdle, although one at least was 
considered to have been a bracelet. Other probable attachments to 
women's girdles include a key found to the right of a skeleton from 
Dunstable (No. 42) and another found with a knife at the left hip of a 
skeleton from Leighton Buzzard II A (Grave 15). A girdle hanger was 
found with a knife below the waist of a skeleton from Toddington, and 
a rare type of bronze girdle hanger accompanied the skeleton of a child 
from Totternhoe (Grave F2). Another'childts skeleton from the same 
site (Grave E3) had a spindle whorl by. the left thigh, which might have 
been attached to the girdle. 
The extensive evidence for the wearing of girdles or belts which 
had not been fastened by buckles, suggests that in many cases the girdle 
had simply been tied, or fastened by a clasp made of some perishable 
substance. 
14. Possible toggles 
Alternative fastenings may be indicated by single amber beads 
found at the waists of two skeletons at Leighton Buzzard II A 
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(Graves 2 and 3). Other beads were present in one of those graves, 
but the bead at the waist was isolated. Such beads might have funotionod 
as toggles for the fastening of a girdle, or of another garment. 
15. Other jewellery 
Beads recovered from other Bedfordshire cemeteries appear to 
have been ornamental rather than functional, and confined, as far as 
can be seen, to female interments. Large quantities of beads were 
recovered from the graves at Kempston, and were almost always found 
near the necks of the skeletons. A typical example is the grave dis- 
covered on October 20, which' contained the skeleton of an aged female, 
equipped with one-hundred-and-eight beads. A more elaborate necklace 
recovered on January 25 included beads, amethyst pendants and silver 
rings. Possibly these finds represent a necklace of the ring-and-bead 
type. Ring-and-bead necklaces were recorded from five graves at Leighton 
Buzzard II B (in addition to beads and rings which might have been orna- 
ments for the ear or head) and ring-and-bead festoons were found at 
Totternhoe. These festoons were found suspended from the shoulders 
of a female skeleton (Grave D10) and of a child (Grave F2). The choice 
of suspension point for the beads at a site where "paired" brooches were 
not in use, may indicate that the fastening of the gown was still on the 
shoulders although metal clasps were no longer used by the period of 
these burials. The festoons might, however, have been sewn to the 
garment, a conscious or unconscious relic of the time when "paired" 
brooches provided a convenient suspension point. 
Festoons of beads were also recovered from Luton, a site early 
enough to have "paired" brooches. Only one brooch was recorded from 
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Grave 22, however, which had a festoon on the breast, which may indicate 
that even in the period when "paired" brooches were fashionable, they were 
not considered necessary for the attachment of a festoon of beads at the 
shoulders. 
An unusual feature of women's costume in earlier Bedfordshire 
sites'is the apparent fashion for wearing beads as arm ornaments. A 
skeleton recovered from Kempston (March 19) in addition to more than two 
hundred beads found near the neck, was equipped with other beads which 
were thought to have been worn on the upper arm. R. A. Smith's record 
of the cemetery included reference to a skeleton with one-hundred-and- 
twenty amber, crystal and glass beads at the neck and others near the left 
wrist. A fomalo okoloton in Gravo 27 at Luton was found to havo a 
festoon of beads by the "uppor part of the stomach" and othor festoons 
by each knee. As the skeleton was found in a bent position it is 
probable that these were displaced, havin originally been worn at the 
breast (there were "paired" brooches in the grave) and at the arms. 
The Totternhoe excavations revealed the practice of equipping 
the corpses of children with small quantities of beads- (Graves Al, C5 
and D6"). These were found at or near the neck. The grave of another 
child at this site (E3) contained an unusually elaborate necklace, which 
was found encircling the neck and had been fastened by means of two silver 
cones. The necklace consisted of amber, amethyst, fishbone and paste 
beads, with pendants of fishbone and beaver tooth. Pendants were also 
found with festoons at Luton and Totternhoe, and a pendant made from a 
pierced coin was on the breast of a female skeleton (No. 22) in the 
execution, cemetery at Dunstable. 
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The female skeletons from Toddington had finger rings. In 
one instance (the skeleton with "paired" brooches) the ring was found 
on a finger of the left hand. 
ý 
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Bcrkshire 
.. _.. r_... 
1. Sites 
Fifty-one sites are listed in the Gazetteer. Primary evidence 
is available from fourteen of them: Abingdon I; 
2 Blewburton Hill, 
Blewbury; 3 Cross Barrows, East Maley; 
4 Frilford I; 5 Itilford II; 
6 
Harty-ell; 7 Lowbury, Aston Upthorpe; 
8 Milton; 9 East Shefford; 
10 Sutton 
Courtenay n; 
11 Wallingford; 12 White Horse Hill, Uffington; 
13 Long 
Wittenham I; 14 Long Wittenharn 11.15 " Secondary evidence from Lockinge 
park16and Streatleyi7has been included In the survey. The large sites 
at Abingdon and Long Wittenham, and the smaller site at East Shefford 
were recorded in detail. The site at E=ilford was also large but the 
records are less full. Exilford IIp Lowbury, Long Wittenham II 
and probably Cross arrows-and Milton are seventh-century burial sites. 
The others are sixth-century, Abingdon and Harwell at least having 
boon in use from the fifth. Some of the persons buried at White 
Horse Ail] may have died violent]y and been unceremoniously buried. 
2" '"Paired" brooches 
"Paired" brooches were evidently worn at Abingdon, Blewburton 
1111, E1' lford I, Harwell, East Shefford and Long Witten ham I. Brooches 
wore found in thirty-eight of the ono-hundrod-and-twonty-two Abingdon 
graves, which in seventeen instances were probably "paired", twelve 
times an the shoulders, four "on the breast" or "breasts" and onoe 
below the breasts. There were nine farther possible instances. In 
these cases two brooches were found on either side of the body, but 
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their arrangement was not symmetrical, perhaps the result of the 
disturbance of "paired" brooches during burial. In four other in- 
stances two brooches were found on the same side of the body but 
" some distance apart. For example, the brooches in Grave 26 were 
found at the top of the right arm and at the right of the cervical 
vertebrae. In two other such instances the brooches were found on 
the left. 
The "paired" and possibly "paired" brooches were mostly 
associated with the skeletons of adult females, although twice they 
were found with female children and once with a child of unidentified 
sex. In two instances the associated skeletons were thought to have 
been adult males. These were Grave 18, in which the brooches were 
at the right shoulder and below the left shoulder, and Grave 95, in 
which one brooch was "under the right ear" and the position of the 
other not recorded. It may be significant, however, that neither 
these nor the other apparently male Abingdon skeletons with brooches 
were accompanied by weapons, although weapons were found in other 
furnished male graves. 
There was considerable variety in the types of brooch used 
for "pairing" at this site. In order of"popularity, they were: 
disc, saucer, square-headed, annular and. possibly penannular. 
Trefoil-headed, button and applied brooches were each found "paired" 
in a single instance. The brooches used for "pairing" often differed 
in size and decoration and there was one instance of the "pairing" 
of brooches of unlike type: in Grave 106 an applied brooch was 
"paired" with a "domed" brooch,, a fifth-oentury, continental type. 
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"Paired" brooches were certainly found in two of the graves 
at Blewburton Hill, where they were worn on the shoulders. Both 
wore associated with female skeletons, and the brooches were of 
applied type in one case, disc in the other. There were other 
possible instances of the fashion. Two brooches were found "close 
to the skull" of another female skeleton - they were of dissimilar 
type, but both circular, one being annular, the other penannular 
and two penannular brooches were beneath the chin of the skeleton 
of an adolescent. 
There wore two further cases in which similar brooches were 
associated with skeletons. It Grave 4 two disc brooches were found 
close to the upper part of the sternum, and in Grave 3a disc brooch 
was found on the right shoulder and an annular close to the left 
temple. Both these graves were considered to have contained male 
skeletons, but, as with the alleged males with brooches from Abingdon, 
these skeletons were without weapons, while the only male at 
Blewburton Hill to be equipped with weapons (Grave 7), did not have 
brooches. 
Over one-hundred-and-seventy graves were excavated at 
Frilford I but few were recorded in sufficient detail to supply 
primary evidence. Diso brooches were "paired" on the shoulders of 
a young female skeleton excavated on March 17 1865, and an old 
woman, excavated April 1 1868, had saucer brooches over the breasts. 
It is possible that applied brooches may also have been "paired" at 
this site. 
Disc brooches were "paired" above each clavicle of a skeleton 
at Harwell. The skeleton was said to be over six feet tall, but 
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as it also had beads, it is likely to have been female (Grave 4). 
There is another possible instance of the fashion from Grave 1 on 
this site. A small square-headed brooch was found over the left 
clavicle and an applied above the fourth cervical vertebra. Since 
the applied brooch was worn centrally, and the two did not match 
in type, this is a less probable instance than those from Abingdon 
and Blewburton Hill. 
Peake and Hooton, recording the 1912 excavation of East 
Shefford, described the positions of the brooches in general, in 
terms which suggest that these resembled the Abingdon and Blewburton 
Hill positions: "the brooches were always found in pairs and were 
usually found over the clavicles, though sometimes the cloak which 
they had fastened had slipped to one side and they were found together 
near the shoulder". The earliest finds from the site had included 
a female grave with two circular brooches "on the breast", probably 
also an instance of the "paired" fashion. Brooches were found in 
eight of the twenty-seven graves recorded by Peake and Hooton. All 
were thought to have contained females. The wearers were mostly 
persons in their early twenties or over fifty years of age. The 
brooches were mostly of like type, although there were some differences 
in size. Applied, disc end square-headed types were employed. 
There were two instances of dissimilar types being "paired" and in 
both cases one member of the "pair" was an equal-armed brooch. One 
was associated with a craoiform brooch (Grave 10) the other with a 
saucer brooch (Grave 18). These associations may be compared to 
the finds from a cremation burial at Abingdon (No. 26) which had con- 
tained the remains of as applied brooch and as equal-armed one. 
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The excavations of Long Wittenhan I revealed brooches in 
forty-nine of the seventy female graves, forty of which contained 
two brooches. Of these forty, thirty-four skeletons had brooches 
"paired" at the shoulders. In another instance one brooch was 
found at the shoulder and the other in the mouth, positions suggest- 
ing that one of a "pair" of brooches had been displaced during burial. 
The positions of brooches were unrecorded in two instances. The 
positions of brooches at the right shoulder and the throat of another 
skeleton (Grave 129) may also be the result of displacement, or may 
represent an alternative fashion. Brooches employed for "pairing" 
were disc, saucer and long (small and large cruciform) types. 
Penannular and applied types each occurred once. Grave 95 con- 
tained a saucer brooch and an applied brooch, but this should not, 
perhaps, be considered an instance of the "pairing" of unlike types, 
since the difference between sauc4r, and applied types 1ihs.; in the 
technique of manufacture rather than the appearance of the finished 
product. The brooches in Grave 129, possibly "paired", were dis- 
similar: the one found at the right shoulder was a disc brooch, 
and the one at the throat was an oval, probably Roman, example. 
Two circular brooches were found with an isolated burial at 
Lockivge Park. These may have been "paired". 
The evidence attests the popularity of the "paired" brooch 
fashion in these Berkshire cemeteries, and shows that a variety of 
types were used. It is noticeable that where odd brooches were 
"paired" together, one of the "pair" was usually a rarity, Roman 
or continental, or the equal-arned type which probably did not 
continue to be made for long after the settlement of England. 
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These rarities were "paired" with more common Anglo-Saxon products. 
3. Asymmetrical brooches 
There are so many instances of asymmetrical positioning, at 
Abingdon, Blewburton Hill, Harwell, apparently at East Shefford and 
at Long Wittenham I, that it would appear either that an appearance 
of symmetry was not always considered necessary in this area, or 
that there was considerable carelessness at burial. It is possible, 
though, that some of these brooches should not be considered "paired" 
and that they functioned differently. Many of these doubtful cases 
could represent two garments: one fastened centrally, at the throat 
or centre chest, and another clasped at the shoulder. 
4. Two brooches not "paired" 
There are several other instances from the county of two 
brooches being found in the same grave. In Grave 14 at Abingdon, 
which contained a skeleton considered male, brooches were found on 
either side of the lower ribs. Unless these had been displaced from 
the shoulders, they must have fastened or decorated a garment near 
the waist. There are two occurrences at Abingdon of brooches worn 
high on the right and low on the left of the body, indicating a 
diagonal aperture or fold. In one instance saucer, and in the other 
disc brooches were employed in this manner, being found on the right 
shoulder and left ribs of a female aged about twenty years and of a 
child aged about eight. 
A longitudinal opening of the garment was also suggested by 
two graves from Long'Wittenham I, although in these instances the 
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positioning was not diagonal. Saucer brooches were found at the waist 
and left breast of a skeleton in Grave 123; and a disc brooch at the 
left wrist and another brooch at the left shoulder of a skeleton in 
Grave 151- 
A further variation may be represented by a skeleton at 
Blewburton Hill, which was equipped with two disc brooches, both on 
the left clavicle. The skeleton was thought to be male, but was 
without weapons, and equipped with beads as well as the brooches. 
5. Single brooches 
There is no evidence of third brooches from Berkshire, but 
there are some instances of single brooches. Two were found with 
female skeletons at Abingdon. One, a saucer brooch, was by the left 
scapula and the other, an annular brooch, on the chest. A penannular 
brooch was found "under the left ear" of a skeleton thought to be an 
adult male. A fourth single brooch, a broken Romano-British example, 
was found by the left hand of a male child. It might have been 
suspended from the belt or laid by the hand, or even, since it was 
broken, have been a toy or talisman. 
The Blewburton Hill finds included. a single applied brooch 
which was found close to the left shoulder of a female skeleton, and 
Akerman's account of Frilford I included a female grave with an 
'oval brooch, which was probably single. A Kentish polychrome brooch 
was found on the breast of a skeleton at Milton and a female skeleton 
with a cruciform brooch on the left shoulder was among the earliest 
discoveries from East Shefford. 
A brooch was on the shoulder of a skeleton found in one of 
two barrows at White Horse Hill. The two burial mounds were thought 
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to contain the dead from a battle, one Anglo-Saxon, the other Romano- 
British. (The skulls of the skeletons in the two barrows were of 
different types. ) The brooch was in the barrow considered Anglo- 
Saxon although it was a circular, inlaid example of Romans-British 
type. The sex of the skeleton, which had been decapitated, was not 
recorded, although Meaney's account (p. 53) supposed it to have been 
female. 
Single brooches were found in nine graves at Long Wittenham. 
They occurred twice on the left shoulder and once on the left breast 
of skeletons, and once on the right shoulder. The others were also 
found on the breast or shoulder of the associated skeletons, but the 
side of the body was not recorded. The types used were disc (in 
three instances worn on the left of the body), saucer and cruciform 
(worn on the right). Six of the skeletons with single brooches 
were described as young, although none were children and only one was 
sufficiently young to be called a girl. . This tendency may reflect 
a preference for a type of costume fastened by the single brooch 
among young adult females, but it may be the result of a tendency 
evident at Long Wittenham I to furnish the graves of young persons 
less richly than those of their elders. 
6. Distribution of brooches in relation to agre 
Ake=an included estimates of the age at time of death of 
many of the persons buried at Long Wittenham I. This makes it pos- 
sible to consider the appeal of different brooch types to different 
age groups (although saucer, disc and long brooches were also worn 
by persons of indeterminate age). Disc brooches, the most popular 
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type in this cemetery, had been worn by persons of all ages. Saucer 
brooches,, also common, were found in more graves of young people than 
of old. (Ake=an called disc brooches "circular" but distinguished 
them from saucer brooches, which he called "dish-shaped". 
18) Long 
brooches may have been worn only by the middle-aged, while the less 
common types (penannular, applied and the Roman brooch) appeared only 
in the graves of young persons. 
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7. Brooches in male graves 
Excavators considered that brooches had accompanied men buried 
at Abingdon and Blewbuiton Hill, but, as stated, all the relevant 
graves lacked the weapon characteristic of many other male burials. 
8. Alternative fasteners 
Some unusual objects, which may have replaced brooches as 
fasteners,, -, have been recovered from Frilford I and Lowbury. Two 
metallic buttons, one found at the head of the humerus, accompanied 
the skeleton of an old woman excavated from Frilford I (May 3 1850)., 
A flat bone rectangle, perforated at each end, was found on the left 
shoulder of a male skeleton at Lowbury (the only Anglo-Saxon inter- 
mont from tho Romano-British site). 
9. Pin suites 
Pin suites were found at the neck and breast of two young, 
female skeletons at Long Wittenham II, a seventh-century site where 
there were no brooches. 
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10, Pinu 
Pins were found in eight Abingdon graves. The associated 
skeletons were of an aged person of indeterminate sex, four female 
adults and three female children. All except an infant had been, 
equipped with brooches (one with a single brooch, the others with 
two). In the majority of cases the pins were found at the upper part 
of the body, at the right armpit, right breast or at the centre of 
the chest. Twice they were lower down the body at the left side 
(at the left pelvis and left elbow) and once at the head. The 
last mentioned instance, Grave 38, was the burial of the infant with- 
out brooches. Two pins were found at the left and one at the right, 
all under the skull. They may have fastened a headdress, or the cradle 
clothes. In Grave 32, which contained a single brooch, the pin and 
brooch were at the same side of the body, the brooch at the shoulder 
and the pin at the armpit. 
Two skeletons from Blewburton Hill had pins. ' Both also had 
brooches. The pins were on the chest of the skeleton of a child, 
and at the left ribs of a female. A pin was found near the skull 
of a skeleton at Cross Barrows. Details of two graves with pins were 
recorded from Prilford I. Both contained female skeletons with 
"paired" brooches, and in both cases the pins were found on the left 
breast. 
Pins were associated with three female skeletons at East Shefford. 
One was recovered from the breast of the skeleton of a young woman. 
(Another female skeleton with a pin was aged over fifty. ) Metal 
fragments described as "pins or buckles" accompanied the skeleton of 
a male child, but the position was not recorded. 
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Twelve female skeletons at Long Wittenham I had. pins. They 
were preponderately young (two girls and five young women) and seven 
of them were equipped with brooches. (Two had single brooches, five 
had two. ) one of the skeletons without brooches had a buckle. In 
three cases the pin was the only object in the grave. Possibly 
these were shroud pins of persons buried without grave-goods and un- 
clothed. One of the pins was found "in the lap" of the associated 
skeleton, the others were all found at the upper part of the body. 
Seven were at the breast (once, specifically, at the left) and one 
at the shoulder. The pin found "iu the lap" was associated with a 
single brooch. 
11. Possible headgear, clips 
Clips were found in graves of a man, woman and child at 
Abingdon. Those with the child were near the head. The positions 
of the others were not recorded. At East Shefford, bronze objects 
with rivets, which had probably fastened leather, were found under 
the neck of a male skeleton, and in association with a female. 
12. Buckles 
At Abingdon, buckles were found in twenty-two inhumation graves, 
associated with persons of all ages, and with both sexes, although 
the majority of the associated skeletons were ±' ale. Buckles were 
found in female graves with "paired" brooches, with single brooches 
and without brooches. The buckles were mostly found at waist or hip, 
consistent with having fastened belts. They were more often at the 
right side than at the left, a preference demonstrated by both sexes. 
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Two male skeletons had had two buckles, which were found some distance 
apart, but had been worn at the same level of the body, and one male 
skeleton had a buckle at the right breast. In two instances buckles 
found with female skeletons had been associated with chatelaines. 
Buckles occurred at Blewburton Hill in female graves with and 
without brooches, and in the apparently male graves with brooches. 
They were found at the pelvis and among the ribs of the skeletons. 
A preference for the right-hand side was noticeable among the females. 
A male equipped with weapons (Grave 7) had worn an elaborate belt just 
above the pelvis. Iron-bound wooden sections were found at the front 
of the body, and there were buckles at each side. 
A buckle was found with a skeleton at Cross Barrows, but the 
position was not recorded. The grave contained weapons so the corpse 
was evidently male. Buckles were worn by both sexes at Frilford I. 
Akerman noted a female grave furnished with a pair of brooches and a 
buckle, and a buckle was found on the pelvis of a male skeleton with 
weapons (April 1 1868). Baldwin Brown, however, recorded the low 
proportion of buckles recovered from this site. 
19 
The only buckle from Harwell was associated with the skeleton 
equipped with (dissimilar) brooches' at clavicle and neck. The single 
Anglo-Saxon skeleton from Lowbury had a buckle at the right of the 
waist; the remains of an object which might have been another was 
found under the backbone at waist level. 
Buckles were found in seven of the East Shefford graves recorded 
by Peake and Hooton and a "girdle buckle" was found earlier with a 
skeleton equipped with a brooch. Two of the Peake and Hooton graves 
contained male skeletons, of an adolescent and a young man, and the 
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others skeletons of females ranging in age from early maturity to over 
sixty years. An unusual feature of this cemetery was the tendency 
for females to be equipped with two buckles. There is no record of 
the positions of these, but it is unlikely that they substituted for 
the more usual brooches on the shoulders since two of the graves with 
two buckles also contained two brooches. In three cases the buckles 
were both of iron; in the fourth one was iron the other bronze. The 
remaining female grave and the male graves each contained a single 
buckle. 
A male skeleton at Streatley had a buckle, and the skeleton 
of a youth at Wallingford had two. One of these, which was found 
at the right lower ribs, had evidently fastened an elaborate belt, 
since three belt plates lay level with the buckle. The knife and 
other equipment found with this skeleton had evidently, from their 
positions, been attached to this belt. A second buckle was found 
lower down the body, at waist level. 
Buckles were associated with eighteen skeletons at Long Wittenhan 
I; eleven with females of all ages, and seven with males who were all 
old or of indeteiminate age. Nine females and five males had buckles 
at the waist or "in the lap". The description suggests that they 
were worn centrally. One male had evidently worn the buckle at the 
right, since it was found by the right hand. Four of the females 
with buckles in these positions were equipped with brooches. None 
of those females with buckles which were described as young were also 
equipped with brooches. 
Two female skeletons and'one male at this site had buckles 
at the upper part of the body. They were found at the neck and 
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breast of the women, and at the right shoulder of the man. Other 
grave-goods suggest that the corpses had been clothed: neither of 
the females had brooches, but one may have had a girdle at the waist 
since a knife was found "in the lap". The male was also equipped 
. with a knife, but this was found at the right side, a position which 
could indicate that it was suspended from a girdle, or that it was 
attached to a strap fastened by the buckle on the right shoulder. 
This fashion of wearing a buckle at the upper part of the body was 
also exhibited at Long Wittenham II, where the only buckle from the 
site was found on the breast of the skeleton of an old woman. 
13. Belt fittings 
A tag which had probably been attached to a girdle was recovered 
from a cremation grave at Long Wittenteam I. 
Articles which were identified as "clasps" and were thought to 
have fastened the girdle were found in four graves at Long Wittenteam I. 
They accompanied two adult female skeletons, one female child and one 
other child, and were found at the waist or right hip. The illustration 
of one of these objects20 suggests, however, that they were more likely 
to have been attached to the girdle than to have fastened it, and were 
perhaps a species of girdle hanger or openwork mount. 
Adjuncts to costume 
Knives were found in positions suggesting suspension at the belt 
at many Berkshire sites, often indicating the presence of a belt which 
hadfnot been fastened by a buckle. Thirty-six of the fifty Abingdon 
graves with knives were without buckles, and fifty-seven out of more 
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than seventy graves with knives at Long Wittenham I were without either 
buckles or'blasps". The presence of knives in such positions also 
suggests that belts were worn without buckles at Blewburton Hill, 
Cross Barrows, Frilford II9 East Shefford, Sutton Courtenay and Long 
Wittenham II. Skeletons (with belt buckles) at Harwell and Lowbury 
also had knives. 
Knives were worn by both sexes and by persons of all ages. 
The East Shefford burials included two infants with knives. The 
skeletons were aged about twelve months and twenty months; the children 
had probably been too young to carry knives during life. 
The prevailing angle of the knives at Abingdon was point upwards, 
although come had also boon carried with the point down or sideways. 
The knife at Lowbury was also point upwards. The Abingdon and 
Blewburton Hill graves exhibited a preference for carrying the knife 
at the left. The Long Wittenham I inhabitants had also preferred the 
left side to the right, ' although some women and many of the men at this 
site were found to have the knife "in the lap" which suggests central 
positioning. The Cross Barrows, Frilford II, Lowbury and Sutton 
Courtenay knives were found at the left of the skeletons. In nine 
cases at Abingdon the knife was found under the body, where it had per- 
haps been tucked into the back of the belt. 
Only rarely was a skeleton equipped with more than one knife. 
A female at Abingdon had a Roman knife as well as an Anglo-Saxon one. 
The former was found with remains of a chatelaine, and may have been 
a trinket rather than a functional object. 
At Long Wittenham I there were several cases in which the knife 
was found at the upper part of the body at shoulder or breast. " 
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This occurred in the graves of both sexes, but was more noticeable among 
the males. It is possible that the knives had been laid in the graves 
on the bodies, but it is also possible that they were suspended in these 
positions by some strap or other arrangement. There was one such 
instance at Abingdon, where a comb as well as the knife was found 
along and above the upper vertebrae. 
Other articles which had probably been attached to girdles were 
strike-a-lights, found with male skeletons at Abingdon and Wallingford 
and possibly at Lowbury; tweezers, found with both sexes at Abingdon, 
with a male at Long Wittenham I and at East Shefford; combs, found 
with males at Abingdon and Sutton Courtenay, and with a female at 
Long Wittenham I; and, associated only with females, chatelaines, 
evidenced by metal rings, hooks and other fragments at Abingdon; 
toilet articles at Abingdon, Blewburton Hill and Long Wittenham I; 
keys at Blewburton Hill and Long Wittenham I; a satchel and pouch 
frame at Abingdon and the remains-of other pouches and spindle whorls 
at Long Wittenham I. Shears were found at the waist of the male at 
Lowbury, and an item described as a "pouch guard" at the waist of one 
at Long Wittenham I. 
In many oases, however, such items were found at the upper 
part of the body where they might either have been laid on the corpse, 
or suspended from the garment. A toilet set was on the left shoulder 
of the skeleton of an old woman from Frilford I, a position which 
suggests it might have been attached to one of the "paired" brooches. 
Toilet articles were also found at the shoulder, breast or centre 
chest of female skeletons at Abingdon and Long Wittenham I. The 
frequency of this position may have been a regional variation, since 
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these items are more usually found at waist or hip. At IAMg 
Wittembam spindle whorls wore also sometimes found at the upper part 
of the body, and in male graves, there were instances of tweezers and 
a purse guard being worn in this position. 
15, Possible to les 
Single beads which might have functioned as toggles were found 
at Abingdon and East Shefford, and single beads which might have 
adorned or fastened the headdress at Abingdon and Elewburton Hill. 
16. Other . 1ewe lle 
Beads and other items of jewellery appear to have been chiefly 
female adoximenta, except for a sword bead at Abingdon. 
21 (The 
excavator of Blewburton Hill did suggest that one skeleton with beads 
and brooches was male, which seems unlikely in the light of the other 
evidence. A child and a disturbed skeleton, thought male, at East 
Shefford, had beads. ) 
Beads from this county were mainly of amber and glass, although 
there were some of more unusual materials: crystal and jet from 
lbingdon,,. stone and quartz from East Shefford. Thore were many pen- 
darts, mostly perforated coins or pieces of metal, but also individual 
items such as a dog' a tooth and the lid of an enamelled Roman box, 
both from Abingdon. At Abingdon, But Shefford and Long Wittenbam I, 
beads were evidently worn as necklaces and festoons at the upper 
part of the body; but they were also found near the arms and waist, 
which suggests that they had also been used as bracelets and ornaments 
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to the waist or to the girdle. The limited evidence from I! rilford I 
supports this impression. The beads found at Harwell were at the 
elbow of a skeleton, and those from Blewburton Hill were found as 
the neck ornament of one skeleton and below the ribs of another. 
The number of beads varied greatly from grave to grave. At 
East Shefford, for example, the numbers ranged from seven to over 
one-hundred-and-twenty-eight. Grave 71 at Long Wittenham had two- 
hundred-and-eighty beads between the right arm and the body. At 
the same site there were seven instances of small quantities of 
beads (one or three) being worn at the neck. Several of these in- 
stances were associated with children, and it was noticeable at this site 
that none of the most elaborate bead ornaments were associated with 
the skeletons of young people. The unusual find of a "collar" com- 
posed of amber beads and a spiral silver strip was made at Long 
Wittenham I. 
From Long Wittenham II there came three glass beads and two 
"earrings", found at the neck of the young female skeleton in Grave 
3. This seventh-century skeleton was also equipped with a pin 
suite, and it is possible that the "earrings" had in fact formed part 
of a ring-and-bead necklace, a type typical of this period and 
association. 
22 \ 
Additional items of jewellery were finger rings and bracelets, 
all feminine grave furniture. The rings were found on the hands of 
skeletons at Abingdon (found on both hands) and Long Wittenharn I. 
None of the graves with finger rings was poorly-equipped and all the 
associated skeletons had "paired" brooches. The corpse in Abingdon 
Grave 53, which contained three finger rings, was equipped with 
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unusual elaborateness, having, in addition to the brooches, fifty-eight 
beads at the centre of the body and other ornaments at pelvis, right 
shoulder and left hand. Bracelets were found in Long Wittenham 
graves without brooches, and an incomplete wire "bangle" was found in 
a grave with two wire brooches at Blewburton Hill. 
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III 
Buckinghamshire 
. ý_ . ý. - 
1. Sites 
The Gazetteer 
1 lists twenty-four sites in Buckinghamshire, 
seven of which offer primary evidence: Bishopstone, Cursley Hill; 
2 
Cop Round Barrow, Bledlow; 
3 Dinton; 4 Ellesborough; 5 Mentmore; 
6 
Newport Paganell; 
7 Taplow. 8 Secondary evidence has been drawn from 
Ashendon; 9 Stone 11; 10 High Wycombe* 11 Apart from the seventh-cen- 
tury barrow burial at Taplow, the sites so far discovered have not 
been rich in grave-goods. -' Sites have yielded small numbers of in- 
humations and no site has been consistently recorded in detail. The 
High Wycombe finds may be seventh-century. - The others are probably earlier. 
2. ` "Paired" brooches 
"Paired" brooches were never recorded in situ, although two 
matching saucer brooches found at Ashendon, other brooches, including 
matching saucer brooches, from Bishopstone and "two iron brooches" 
found with a skeleton at the same site suggest that "paired" brooches 
were worn-in the county. 
3. Single brooches 
A single brooch was found with the skeleton of a woman at 
Newport Pagnell, but its position was not recorded. A saucer brooch 
was found at Mentmore and another at Stone 11. Several unmatched 
brooches were recovered from Bishopstone. Some or all of these may 
have been worn singly. 
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4. Brooches in male graves 
The iron brooches from Bishopstone may have been worn by a 
male, since they were found near weapons which were associated with 
a skeleton. It is possible, though, that more than one burial was 
represented. 
5. Pine 
A pin which had probably secured the hair or headdress of a 
woman was recovered from Newport Pagnell. It was found near a bucket 
which was at the head of the skeleton. Pins were also found at 
Bishopstone and Cop Round Barrow, but their positions were not recorded. 
6. Clasps 
Clasps were found at Mentmore and Taplow. Only parts of the 
femur and vertebrae survived from the Taplow skeleton which had been 
orientated roughly east-west, but it was possible to plot the positions 
of the grave-goods from these remains. A pair of triangular, gold 
clasps was found "at the left and parallel with the middle line of 
the body". The clasps were thought to have secured a belt. A single 
clasp was found at Mentmore; the associations were not recorded. 
7. Buckles 
The positions were recorded of buckles found in graves of a 
young person at Dinton and of men at Ellesborough and Taplow. A 
buckle was also among the finds from Bishopstone. The Dinton buckle 
(or tag) was near the waist of the skeleton. The position of the 
Ellesborough buckle was described as below the upper part of the body 
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(under the body or lower than the chest? ) not far below the armpits. 
The associated skeleton was of a middle-aged man. 
The Taplow buckle, which was 4" long, was found three feet 
east of the femur to the left of the line of the spinal column. 
Stevens assumed that it had held the garment "at the throat", but it 
is more often assumed to have been worn at the shoulder. A wavy line 
of gold "fringe" extended two yards from the area of the buckle, 
diagonally downward. The gold was assumed to have edged a garment 
clasped on the shoulder by the buckle, and worn over another garment 
clasped at the waist by the belt. It is possible, however, that the 
buckle fastened and the, gold ornamented a baldric which had hung 
diagonally from the shoulder. This opinion is given by E. Crowfoot 
and S. C. Hawkes after consideration of the three existing plans 
of the deposit and of the gold braids themselves (Section D, 16, p. 4+52) 
The T aglow grave offers unique evidence of the costume of a wealthy male 
of the seventh century. ` 
8. Adjuncts to costume 
Knives suggest the wearing of belts by corpses at Bishopstone 
and Cop Round Barrow. A knife was found to the right of a skeleton 
with weapons at the former site, and one was behind the lumbar vertebrae 
of a male at the latter. The Cop Round Barrow knife had probably been 
carried in a sheath and was found point upwards. A knife may have 
been carried at the left by the Taplow corpse, and knives were found 
also at Ellesborough and Mentmore, the associated skeletons having belt 
clasps, a buckle and belt fittings respectively. The female at Newport 
Pa xell had a knife across the breast. 
i 
I 
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Other articles which might have been suspended from the belt 
include a comb and a cowrie shell amulet associated with the skeleton 
of a man aged about twenty-five years, at Ellesborough. The shell 
was at the right of the waist and the comb among the ribs. The 
skeleton was without a buckle. 
Tweezers were found at Bishopstone. The excavator assumed 
them to have been an exclusively female adjunct. Other pairs, however, 
I 
were found in association with male burials elsewhere in the county, -- 
one with the knife at the lumbar vertebrae of the Cop Round Barrow 
skeleton, others at Taplow. 
9" Possible toggle 
A single glass bead was found, with a shield boss, between the 
thighs of a skeleton which must have been male, at Bishopstone. This 
bead is not included in Evison's list of sword beadsý (although there 
was a sword in the grave). It may have functioned as a toggle. 
10. Other Jewellery 
Three strings of beads which were described as "necklaces" and 
consisted mostly of amber beads were recovered from Bishopstone. Two 
were found "encircling the arms' of the female skeleton at Newport 
Padnell. Glass beads and a pendant have been found at High Wycombe 
but no association recorded. 
i 
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Cambridgeshire 
1. Sites 
Forty-six Cambridgeshire sites are listed in the Gazetteer. 
) 
Primary evidence is available from seventeen: Allington Hill, 
Bottisham; 2 Barrington A; 
3 Barrington B; 4 Bran Ditch, Fowlmere; 5 
Burwell; 
6 
Cambridge I, St. John's Cricket Field; 7 Cambridge IV, 
Barnwell; 8 Foxton; 
9 Girton; 10 Haslingfield; 11 Linton A; 12 Linton 
Heath B; 13 Melbourn; 
14 Sawston; 15 Shudy Camps; 16 Soham C, Waterworks; 17 
Little Wilbraham. 
18 Secondary evidence has been drawn from Cambridge 
II, Town; 
19 Newnham; 20 Little Shelford; 21 Wisbech. 22 The Allington 
Hill, Burwell, Foxton, Melbourn and Shudy Camps burials are seventh- 
century. Some of the cemeteries established earlier, Barrington B, 
Cambridge I and Soham, evidently continued in use in the seventh cen- 
tury, Barrington B and Cambridge I having existed since the fifth. 
Girton and Little Wilbraham appear to have been in use during the 
fifth and sixth centuries, and the other sites in the county are sixth- 
century. The Bran Ditch burials may have been the result of a 
massacre*, 
The evidence from Girton and Little Wilbraham is largely 
dependent on grave groups, rather than the recorded positions of ob- 
jects. The grave numbers assigned to groups of objects from Barrington 
A and Little Wilbraham in Cambridge Museum do not correspond in every 
case to the numbers in the published reports of these sites, so it 
has not always been possible to be numerically precise in discussing 
them. 
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2. "Paired" bro o cho8 
"Paired" brooches were worn at Barrington A, Barrington B. 
Girton, Linton Heath, Soham and Little Wilbraham. Matching or 
similar brooches which may have been "paired" were found at Cambridge 
I, Cambridge II9 Newnham, Little Shelford and Wisbech. 
Brooches were "paired" in two Barrington A graves, in both 
cases being dissimilar types. Brooches which Babington, described 
0 
as "small square-headed", but which are shown by illustration to have 
been small-long brooches, one with a trefoil headplate, the other 
horned, were found on either side of the neck of one skeleton. The 
second skeleton had a square-headed brooch on the right shoulder and 
a saucer brooch on the loft. 
At Barrington B brooches were "paired" on the shoulders in over' 
twenty-five graves. In the majority of cases the brooches were of 
similar types. The brooches used were, in order of popularity: square- 
headed, saucer and/or applied, cruciform and, in one case, annular. 
Different varieties of small-long brooch were found-together in four 
graves: twice square-headed brooches were "paired" with cruciform and 
once a square-headed with'a brooch with horned headplate. One cruci- 
form brooch was "paired" with a Roman brooch. In only one case were 
brooohoo of diooimilar ohapo "paired" togothor, when a cruciform 
brooch was worn on the left and a disc brooch on the right shoulder. 
O'Reilly (1932) stated that brooches found at Girton "were 
often worn in pairs, one on each shoulder, sometimes with a third in 
the middle of the breast". Details of a Girton grave described by 
Lethbridge and Fox demonstrate that in one grave a Romano-British 
brooch was "paired" with an Anglo-Saxon one. Records of grave, groups 
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containing two brooches of similar type, which, in view of O'Reilly's 
generalisation had probably been, "paired", suggest that the most popular 
type of brooch worn as a "pair" at Girton was the small-long, either 
square- or trefoil-headed, with one possible case of a square-headed 
being "paired" with a trefoil. Cruciform brooches were also probably 
"paired" and there was one instance each of applied, disc, penannular 
and (dissimilar) "quoit" brooches. 
Brooches were "paired" on the shoulders at Linton Heath, long 
brooches being preferred, but saucer brooches being used once in this 
way, and possibly annular. 
23 Neville described the long brooches as 
"cruoiform", but some of those in the Cambridge Museum collection are 
square-headed, large and small. The brooches were often dissimilar 
in size or decoration. The Barrington and Girton "paired" brooches 
were all associated with female skeletons. A Linton Heath grave 
group, believed to be associated with a male, contained two disc brooches, 
which might have been "paired" although their position was not recorded. 
Dissimilar "paired" brooches accompanied the skeleton of an old 
woman at Soham, a craciform brooch on the right clavicle and a sma71- 
long, worm "foot" upwards, on the left. Another female at this site 
was equipped with small-long brooches, also `foot" upwards, one on the 
ate=u'2, the other at the left clavicle, partly under the chin. This 
may be an instance of "pairing", or may represent a different use of 
brooches. 
Three Little Wilbraham Bravos described in detail by Neville 
and Lethbridge contained "paired" broochess annular brooches were 
found on the collar bones of a child and on the shoulders of one adult, 
cracifo= brooches below the lower jaw of another adult. Long brooches 
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were preferred to circular. Neville described the former as "cruoi- 
form" but square-, trefoil- and semi-circular-headed small-long 
brooches and large square-headed ones are preserved from the site. A 
cruciform brooch was apparently associated with a circular in one 
grave. Many other "pairs" differed, in size and ornament. 
3. Additional brooches 
Additional brooches were found in graves at Barrington A and 
B. Cambridge I, Girton, Linton Heath and Little Wilbraham. The 
single instance at Barrington A resembled the fashion of wearing 
brooches at the upper and lower trunk (subsection 5, p. 61v below), 
combining this with the "paired" fashion a saucer brooch at the left 
hip hatched the brooch on the left shoulder which was "paired" with a 
square-headed one. A more elaborate variation appeared at Linton 
Heath where a skeleton with "paired" brooches had an-annular brooch 
by the right hand and a florid square-headed brooch (called "crucifomm") 
at the left shoulder. 
4. Third brooches 
The wearing of a brooch at the shoulder in addition to the 
"pair" was evidenced at Barrington B. There, the skeleton in Grave 
82 had "paired" brooches at the shoulders. These were small cruci- 
fo= brooches. A larger cruciform was found on the right shoulder, 
lying over and across the "paired" brooch at that shoulder, suggesting 
that the third brooch fastened a garment or covering worn outside the 
garment secured by "paired" brooches. 
O'Reilly's generalisation (subsection 2, p. r 7, above) implied 
that third brooches were common at Girton and that they were worn at 
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the centre of the per body. The fashion was also perhaps current 
at Linton Heath where three cruciform brooches were found by the head 
of one skeleton and three at the neck of another. In the latter 
case one brooch was larger than the other two. 
Between one quarter and one third of the Little Wilbraham graves 
with brooches contained more than two, suggesting that the same fashion 
was common there. Fox recorded that a Roman brooch was found with two 
annulars in association with the skeleton of a woman found at Cambridge 
I, probably a further instance. 
Third brooches in Cambridgeshire appear to have normally been 
of long type, and often unlike the "paired" brooches, differing from 
them in size or shape. At Girton, in two cases graves were found 
to contain two cruciform brooches and one small-long, in one case two 
square-headed and a trefoil, and in a further instance two disc and 
one cruciform. Neville's report suggested that the third brooches 
at Little Wilbraham were always crucifo=, associated with two brooches 
of different type or with two other cruciform brooches of different 
design. The Cambridge Museum collection from this site suggests, 
however, that some third brooches were square-headed, often of florid 
style. In one instance (Grave 10) a Roman bow brooch was associated 
with two (dissimilar) semi-circular-headed brooches. 
5. Two brooches not "paired" 
Several Cambridgeshire graves contained two brooches which had 
not been worn in the "paired" position. In three Linton Heath graves, 
brooches were found together at the right shoulder or breast. Twice 
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applied brooches were used in this way and once two "penannular rings" 
which might originally have been brooches. 
Two annular brooches found inside the left tibia of a Soham 
skeleton were thought to have secured a skirt. The burial had not 
been properly laid out,: howeverp and was much disturbed. 
One skeleton at Barrington B and two at Linton Heath had one 
brooch at the upper part of the body and a second lower down the trunk. 
At Barrington both brooches were of disc type, one being on the breast 
and the other, larger one at the right hip. At Linton Heath a cruci- 
form brooch was found at the collar bones and a circular at the left 
hip of one skeleton; and a cruciform at the neck and a smaller one at 
the middle of the body of the other. 
6. Single brooches 
Single brooches were found at Barrington B. Burwell, Cambridge 
I, Girton, Linton Heath, rlelbourn, Newnham, Sawston, Shudy Camps and 
Little Wilbraham. A seventh-century gold-and-garnet brooch found 
"on the breast" of a skeleton at Allington Hill may have been worn 
singly, as such brooches were in other counties, but the similarity 
of the brooch to another, recorded as a find from "Alton Hill", sug- 
gests that the two may have come from the same grave. 
Single brooches, one disc, one square-headed, were found at the 
necks of Barrington B skeletons. A single bird-shaped brooch was 
found in another grave at the site but its position was not recorded. 
A single disc brooch was found at the neck of a girl's skeleton at 
Cambridge I and a single small-long at the left clavicle of a Girton 
skeleton, a fashion =usual at that site. Single brooches were 
found near the heads of male skeletons at Linton Heath (one cruciform, 
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one Roman) as well as in two other graves where the sex of the skeletons 
was not obvious. (Again, one was cruciform, one Roman. ) The only 
brooch recorded from Melbourn, an annular example, was found on the 
breast of a skeleton tentatively described as male. An unusual S- 
shaped brooch from Sawston was found at the left of a skeleton with 
weapons. An annular brooch accompanied a skeleton with a spear at 
Little Wilbraham. Single brooches were found in several other graves 
at the site. They included cruciform and other long types, and a 
circular brooch with gannet decoration. A single cruciform brooch, 
position unrecorded, accompanied a skeleton, evidently female, at 
Newnham. 
7. Brooches in male graves 
Neville considered that brooches had been worn by males at 
Linton Heath, both on anatomical grounds and because of association 
with weapons. There were at least two instances of single brooches, 
and one of two disc brooches being found in such circumstances. An 
annular brooch may have accompanied a male at Melbourn, and an S- 
shaped brooch a male at Sawston. 
8. Secondary use of brooches 
At Burwell, where brooches were not found at shoulder or 
breast (except for an object in Grave 17; which might have been a 
buckle or a brooch), two graves contained annular brooches which were 
found with chatelaines. Both brooches had probably been re-used as 
suspension rings, or may have been merely trinkets. The only brooch 
found at the similarly-dated site of Shady Camps was of safety-pin 
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type and was also associated with a chatelaine. 
9" Pin 
A suite of linked pins was found at the upper end of a child's 
grave at Shudy Camps. 
10. Pins 
Pins were found at the chests and shoulders of skeletons at 
Barrington B, Burwell, Linton Heath and Soham. Several female 
skeletons at Barrington had pins in these positions, including one 
in Grave 45 where the pin lay across the "paired" brooch on the 
right shoulder in corresponding position (and perhaps corresponding 
in function) to the third brooch in Grave 82 at the same site. 
Similarly, Grave 24 at Linton Heath contained "paired" brooches and 
a pin found "over the left shoulder", a position occupied by a third 
brooch in Grave 21 at the site. A "bodkin" found on the breast of 
a Barrington skeleton may have functioned as a pin. A pin described 
as a fastener for the veil was found above the clavicle of a female 
at Burwell. Two pins were on the clavicles of Soham skeletons, one 
on the left, the other, a Kentish example, on the right of a skeleton 
thought to be male. A pin found on the breast of a skeleton in 
Burwell Grave 6 may have been a fastener, but might have been part of 
a set of toilet articles. Another pin at the site, found at the 
left wrist, was considered by Lethbridge to have been a shroud pin. 
At Barrington B and Melbourn pins wore found in positions sug- 
gesting that they had secured hair or headdress. At Barrington, two 
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were at the head of a child and one to the right of the skull of an 
adult. At Melbouin, a pin which was thought to have been a hood 
fastener was found under the head of a female, and another, which 
had a perforated head to which a ring might have been attached, was 
at the left of the skull of another female., 
Pins were found at Girton, in unrecorded positions, one in 
association with beads, the others with grave-goods not typically 
feminine. One pin was found at Little Wilbraham in association with 
brooches. 
U. Alternative fasteners, clips 
Other articles from the county which might have fastened the 
garments included a flat, hooked rectangle of bronze, measuring just 
less than 1" by just over ". It was found under the skull of a 
Burwell skeleton and was interpreted as a cloak- or shroud-fastener. 
A "hook-and-eye" was found just below the pelvis of a female skeleton 
at Melbourn and clips were recovered from Bran Ditch and Little 
Wilbraham. A clip was found under the left femur of the only Bran 
Ditch skeleton with grave-goods and two clips were at either side of 
the head of a female'at Little Wilbraham. At Linton Heath, studs 
may have substituted for wrist clasps (subsection 12, below). 
12. Clasps 
Wrist clasps were recovered from Barrington A and B, Cambridge 
I, Girton, Haslingfield, Linton Heath, Newnham, Soham and Little 
Wilbraham. They were apparently always associated with females. They 
were not uncommon finds in the county, at the earlier sites, but were 
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not worn by the majority of women. (Neville recorded forty-six 
Little Wilbraham graves with brooches, only thirteen with clasps; 
Poster thirty-one Barrington B graves with brooches, eleven with 
clasps. ) 
At Girton clasps were found in graves containing. two or more 
brooches, and at Barrington B and Little Wilbraham they occurred in 
graves with one, two and three brooches, and in graves without brooches. 
Clasps were found in the Barrington grave in which a third brooch over- 
lay one of the "paired" brooches and also in the grave in which a pin 
was found in the same position. 
At Soham clasps were found on the left wrist only of a skeleton. 
In several instances at Linton Heath only one pair instead of two accom- 
panied a skeleton. Bronze studs or buttons found at the right wrist 
of the skeleton in Grave 9 (subsection'll, p. 6 4., above) perhaps 
counterbalanced the pair of clasps which had been worn at the other 
wrist. 
13. Lace tags 
Shoe-lace tags were associated with skeletons at Burwell and 
Melbourn. They were found on the ankle bones of the skeleton of a 
middle-aged female at Burwell, and in the graves of both sexes at 
Me1bouam. A skeleton thought to be male had a single tag, and two 
females each had two tags by the ankles. 
14. Buckles 
Buckles appear to have fastened belts at the hip or waist at 
Barrington A and B, Burwell, Foxton, Linton Heath, Helbouzi, Soham 
i 
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and Little Wilbraham. A Kentish buckle and belt plates were found 
at Cambridge I, but no associations recorded. Both sexes appear to 
have worn buckles, though there were apparently more male than female 
wearers at Melbou= and Shudy Camps. O'Reilly described the buckles 
from Girton only in terms of male skeletons: "Buckles at the waist, 
shoulder or knee were usually theiri7the male only ornaments. " 
Buckles were associated with only two typically female grave groups 
from Girton. 
Buckles were worn centrally or at one hip. A slight preference 
for the left side was demos trated at Barrington B, Linton Heath and 
Melbourn. At Burwell there was a preference for the right side, and 
at Foxton a buckle decorated with a fish motif was found at the right 
side of a skeleton. One Melbourn skeleton had two buckles, one at 
each side. 
Buckles were found at the upper part of the body at Barrington 
B. Burwell, Girton, Linton Heath, Shudy Camps and Soham. At 
Barrington, two female graves each contained two buckles, in one case 
both being found at the neck, in the other, at the shoulders. It is 
possible that they had substituted for "paired" brooches. Two Girton 
graves and one at Soham contained buckles placed both at the upper and 
the lower part of the body, an:. arrangement which resembled that of 
some brooches in the county. At Girton the buckles were at waist 
and shoulder in one grave and at right hip and right shoulder in the 
other. At Soham one buckle was at the right shoulder, the other at 
the right knee. 
A single buckle was at the left shoulder of a Linton Heath 
skeleton. A child and adult male at Burrell and a skeleton at ShuBy 
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Camps also had buckles in this position. A buckle was found at the 
chin of a child at Shudy Camps, and one was found "on the shoulders" 
of a Burwell skeleton. The object from Grave 17 at this site which 
was considered to be either a brooch or a buckle (subsection 8, p. 62, 
above) may also be considered in this category. 
15. Belt fittings 
Strap ends were found in the grave of a female at Idnton Heath, 
and at Shady Camps. 
16. Girdle rings 
Rings which might have been used to fasten the girdle, or to 
support attachments to the girdle, were found at Girton and Linton 
Heath. 
17. Adjunctsto costume 
Finds of knives at waist or hip demonstrated that girdles had 
been worn in graves which did not contain buckles at Barrington A and 
B, Bran Ditch, Burwell, Cambridge IV, Foxton, Girton, Linton Heath, 
Melbourn, Shudy Camps, Soham and Little Wilbraham. (Some graves 
with knives also contained buckles at all these sites except Bran 
Ditch and Cambridge, but the majority were without fasteners. ) 
Knives were worn by both sexes and all ages. There was a 
marked preference for wearing the knife at the left at Burwell, Linton 
Heath, Melbourn and Shudy Camps. At Barrington B, the loft side was 
preferred by many women, while men had a greater tendency to wear the 
knife at the right. A knife was also found to the right of the Bran 
I 
Ditch skeleton. Knives were worn equally at left and right at 
Barrington A and Fbxton, and at both sides at Little Wilbraham. 
Eleven of the forty-four knives from Burwell had been wom point up- 
wards. Skeletons at Melbourn and Soham had two knives. At Soham, 
one of the two was found at the knee. A knife found at the knee of 
another skeleton at the site was thought to have been contained in a 
bag. ' One was found in comparable position under the knee of a 
Burwell skeleton. This might also have been carried in a bag, but 
it is possible that all had been thrust into garters or socks. Hones 
found at the lower legs of skeletons at Foxton and Soham may also have 
been carried this way. An adze which might have been carried on the 
person accompanied a male skeleton at Soham, and an axe was found at 
Girton. 
Other adjuncts to the costume found in Cambridgeshire were: 
girdle hangers from Barrington B, Burwell, Girton, Soham and Little 
Wilbraham; pouch rings from Barrington B, Girton and Soham; keys 
from Burwell and Little Wilbraham; and chatelaine chains from Burwell 
and Shady Camps. These items were all found with female skeletons. 
A needle-case and other containers were found at Burwell with female 
skeletons. Metal containers had also been carried at Barrington B. 
Tweezers accompanied both sexes at Barrington B and Girton, and males 
at Linton Heath and Shady Camps. A male at Barrington B and females 
at Burwell, Melbourn and Shady Camps had shears. These were usually 
carried at the waist, but in one case at Shady Camps-were found at 
the upper part of the body. Strike-a-lights accompanied both sexes 
at Burwell and a male at Shudy Camps. Sharpening stools were found 
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with both sexes at the latter site. Toilet articles accompanied a 
male skeleton at Girton, and females at Burwell, Linton Heath and 
Little Wilbraham. 
Combs may have been worn on the person, possibly attached to 
the belts of females at Burwell and of a male at Melbourn. One was 
'strung with the beads at the breast of another Burwell skeleton, and 
one found at the humerus of a female at Helbouxn. At Cambridge Ia 
comb was found against the skull of a girl. It was not too large 
to have been worn in the hair (3? long and ltie" at the widest point) 
although this does not appear to have been a regular feature of the 
costume. 
18. Possible toggles 
Pour single beads at Burwell were found in positions from which 
they might have secured girdles, aiid one at Nelboura, accompanying a 
male skeleton. Lethbridge suggested that beads had functioned as 
toggles in two Shudy Camps graves. In one instance there was a single 
bead, in the other three. There was one possible toggle bead at 
Soham, and at Little Wilbraham three graves contained single beads, 
apart from the three sword beads recovered from this site. 
\ 
19. Other iewellerj 
Bead ornaments have been recovered from skeletons at Barrington 
A and B, Burwell, Girton, Linton Heath, Nelbourn, Shudy Camps, Soham 
and Little Wilbraham. Beads appear to have been worn both round the 
neck and in festoons at Barrington B, and at Girton they were "often 
worn not round the neck but slung from the shoulder brooches". Beads 
were worn near or round the neck at Little Wilbraham, and were found 
at the collar bones of skeletons, including one thought to be male, 
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at Linton Heath. More than one hundred amber and glass beads found 
between neck and waist of a Barrington A skeleton were thought to have 
functioned as buttons, but it is likely that these also had been fes- 
tooned or hung round the neck. Most of the beads from this county 
were amber or glass, but a necklace of amethyst beads was found round 
the neck of a Melbourn skeleton. Amethyst beads were also found at 
Shady Camps and Little Wilbraham, and crystal at Linton Heath. 
Pendants were found in association with beads or as separate 
ornaments at several sites. Most were pierced coins, but there were 
also uncommon objects such as a re-used escutcheon (at Shady Camps). 
Ring-and-bead necklaces or festoons were found at Burwell (including 
a bead on wire associated with a pendant, with a skeleton considered 
male), and objects which were interpreted as "earrings" but which 
might'have derived from similar festoons or necklaces, were also found 
at this site. Ring-and-bead necklaces were also found at Shady Camps, 
and some rings were associated with beads at Little Wilbraham. Single 
beads strung on rings were found at the upper bodies of skeletons at 
Melbouxn and Soham. 
The quantity of beads found in graves varied, the number at 
Linton Heath, for example, ranging from three to one-hundred-and-forty- 
four. At Burwell the quantities were generally small. Four chil- 
dren's skeletons at the site had single beads at the throats. Four 
graves at Girton, one of which was a child's, contained single beads. 
There were seven instances of single beads being found at the throats 
of Shudy Camps skeletons but not all of these were young people. 
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Beads or pendants were found at the waists of skeletons at 
Barrington B, Linton Heath, Melbourn and Shady Camps. They may have 
decorated the girdle. 
Single beads were found near the heads of skeletons at Barrington 
B. Linton Heath and Soham. They might have decorated the headdress, 
if they were not displaced neck ornaments. 
Other. *-items of jewellery from Cambridgeshire include a spiral 
silver armlet found on the left wrist of a well-equipped skeleton at 
Barrington A, and finger rings found on the hands of skeletons at 
Barrington B, Haslingfield, Linton A, Linton Heath, Soham and Little 
Wilbraham. Where detailed observations were made, the rings were 
on the left hands of female skeletons. The Linton A skeleton and 
one at Linton Heath each had two rings. At Soham and Linton Heath, 
finger rings were associated with brooches. A Linton Heath skeleton 
with one finger ring was also equipped with "paired" brooches, clasps 
and beads, but the other Cambridgeshire graves with finger rings were 
not distinctively rich. 
,ý 
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V 
Derb. yahire 
1. Sites 
Heaney's Gazetteer lists thirty-eight sites in Derbyshire, 
l 
omitting Bonsall and Youlgrave. Primary evidence is available from 
eleven sites: Brundcliff:, Hartington; 
2 Brushfield, Lapwing IIi11; 3 
Calver Low; 4 Chelmorton; 
5 Cowe Lowe, Green Fairfield; 
6 
Garratt's 
Piece, Middleton Moor; 
7 Rürdlow, Hartington Middle Quarter; 8 Pilsbury, 
Hartington Middle Quarter; 
9 Sharp Low, 2insington; 
10 Stand Low, Newton 
Grange; 
" Swarkeston. 12 Secondary evidence has been drawn from Benty 
Grange, Hartington Middle Quarter; 
13 Bonsau; 14 Carder Low, Hartington 
Town Quarter; 
15 Duffield Castle; 16 Galley Lowe, Ballidon; 17 Kenslow 
Knoll, Middleton; 
18 Tissington; 19 White Lowe, Elton; 20 Wigber Low; 21 
Wyaston; 22 Youlgrave. 
23 The majority of the sites were excavated 
before the middle of the nineteenth century, although the finds have 
been reconsidered in recent studies of the settlement of the Peak 
District. No site has produced large numbers of interments, several 
consisting of'single burials. The majority of finds from the area 
are seventh-century, only the burial from Swarkeston providing positive 
evidence of sixth-century costume. The shortage of primary evidence 
from Derbyshire is due partly to the burial customs of the conversion 
period (burying grave-goods in containers rather than on the person, 
for example) as well as to insufficient recording of excavations. 
2. Pairedlibrooches, third brooch 
One of two corpses buried at Swarkeston had probably been 
accompanied by "paired" brooches and a third brooch, since one crucifoxi 
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and two annular brooches were found in the grave. Two bronze rings 
found at Youlgrave were probably originally annular brooches, and may 
have been a further instance of "pairing" but the report does not 
state that the objects from the site came from only one grave. 
3" Single brooches 
Only the broken foot of a cruciform brooch was recovered from 
what may have been a sixth-century, female burial at Duffield Castle. 
Since the bones had- been disturbed, it is impossible to tell if the 
brooch had been buried whole, and if it was worn singly. 
A brooch of Celtic manufacture, but thought to have been 
recovered from Anglo-Saxon context, was found at Bonsau, and another 
un-typical brooch was found at Borrowash. This had been placed in a 
box, but was found with other items thought to be Saxon. A penannular 
brooch from Konslow Knoll may have belonged to a Romano-British or 
Anglo-Saxon burial. 
A silver penannular brooch was found with a female skeleton at 
Wigber Low, and this had evidently been worn singly. The associations 
of an annular and a penannular brooch from Wyaston are not recorded. 
A gold brooch decorated with garnets had been placed in a box in a 
grave at White Low. This, together with the Borrowaah brooch, also 
found in a box, suggests that brooches were still worn during life, 
even at the period when it was no longer thought desirable to bury the 
dead in clothing which required a brooch as fastener. 
k 
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4. Pin suites 
A pin suite of gold and garnet was found near the neck of a 
skeleton at Cowe Lowe, a female interment without brooches, and another 
suite at Wyaston. The position of the latter was not recorded. 
I 
5" Pins 
Other pins were found at Galley Low, Wigber Low and Youlgrave. 
Two elaborate examples found at Wigber Low were made ofsilver, and 
had crucifom heads set with garnets. These, like the bone pin from 
Galley Low and the pin suite from Cowe Lowe, were associated with 
typically late necklaces. The Youlgrave pin (called a "needle" but 
illustrated as a pin in the report of the site) was silver. 
6. Buckles 
Two buckles, one bronze, the other iron, were found in the 
presumably female grave at Swarkeston. There is no evidence that 
buckles continued to be part of the female costume in this area, since 
they have never been found in association with linked pins or seventh- 
century necklaces. Buckles were found, however, in the grave of an 
armed man at Benty Grange, so they evidently remained part of the 
male costume. Buckles were among the findssfrom a barrow at Tissington 
which had contained two skeletons. 
7. Adjuncts to costume 
A knife was found in the Swarkeston grave, and knives continued 
to be worn by both sexes in the later interments. Except for the knife 
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found at Calver Low (the position of which was described as at the 
pelvis) in every case where the position of the knife was recorded, 
it was found at the left of the waist or hips, never at the right. 
There were instances of this positioning in association with female 
skeletons at Hurdlow and Stand Low (two knives found with the skeleton) 
and with a male at Brushfield. (The knife in this case was found 
-under the sword. ) - Knives were found at the left of skeletons of un- 
identified sex at Brundcliff and Pilsbury. 
A chatelaine from Stand Low appears to have been worn at the 
left side of the body. Another, found with a threadbox and other 
remains in a female grave at Hurdlow, had probably been placed in a 
container and was not worn as in life. A Youlgrave skeleton also had 
evidently been equipped with a threadbox. Three hones accompanied a 
tall person interred with a knife at Carder Low. They might have been 
carried on the body. 
8. Possible toggles 
A large bead found at Wigber Low was thought to have been a 
toggle, although its position was not recorded. A single bead from 
Cowe Lowe may have been used as a fastener. It was found close to 
the pin suite which lay near the neck of the skeleton. Since the 
constituents of an elaborate necklace had been buried in a box, not 
on the corpse, in this grave, it is likely that this remaining bead 
functioned as a fastener for the clothing. 
9" Other Ieweller- 
i 
Beads have been recovered from Cowe Low, Galley Lowe, Stand 
Low, Swarkeston, White Low, Wigber Low and Yonlgrave. Five beads 
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were found by the head of the female skeleton at Swarkeston having 
perhaps been worn as a necklace or festoon. A necklace consisting 
of eleven glass beads and one of silver was found in a position corres- 
ponding to "where the neck had been" during the excavation of the 
j 
Stand Low grave. Glass beads and one of silver were also found at 
Youlgrave. A ring-and-bead necklace may be evidenced by finds from 
Wyaston, which included beads, knot rings and other rings which were 
interpreted as "earrings". Pendants of silver, wire and glass, and 
an animal's tooth, which had probably originally formed a necklace, 
had been placed in a box in the Cowe Lowe grave, as were the beads 
recovered from White Low. 'A gold cross, a stray find, may have been 
originally associated with the White Low jewellery, and it is probable 
that this too had been worn at the neck. Rings, beads, a boar's 
tusk pendant and a gold pendant were recovered from the female grave 
at Wigber Low, and at Galley Low there were found glass, enamel and 
. 
gold wire beads, and thirteen gold pendants, elen of them set with 
garnets. M. J. Powler24oompared finds from the latter site with 
those from Cowe Lowe, and Meaney25 pointed out the resemblance between 
the metal bead from Stand Low and those from Galley Low. 
Two-escutcheons found in a grave at Garrat's Piece may have 
been worn as pendant ornaments. One, which was circular, was found 
on the right shoulder of the skeleton. 
The only other items of jewellery recovered from the county 
were a finger ring found at Wyaston and a "silver collar or bracelet" 
from White Low. 
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VI 
Dorset 
1. Sites 
Nine Dorset sites are listed in the Gazetteer, 
1 from three 
of which primary evidence is available: Maiden Castle, Winterboume 
St. Martin; 2 Oakley Down, Wimbourne St. Giles; 
3 Woodyates, Pentridge. 4 
Secondary evidence has been drawn from Bardown Hill (Whitchurch 
Canonicorum Parish). 
5 The Maiden Castle and Woodyates burials were 
seventh-century, the others earlier. The few Dorset sites excavated 
have not been rich. Evidence ofa-ale costume is limited to the late, 
possibly military burial at Maiden Castle. 
2. Brooches 
There is no evidence of "paired" brooches in Dorset. The 
only brooches recovered from the county were found singly. A button 
brooch was "near the left ear" of a female skeleton at Oakley Down 
and a small square headed brooch was recovered from Eardown Hill. 
The head of the latter brooch was perforated and it lacked a pin 
when found, so it is possible that it was not functional at burial, 
having perhaps been stitched to, or suspended from the costume. 
There were no typically feminine grave-goods associated with this 
brooch, but there were several spearheads in the same barrow, so it 
may have accompanied a man. 
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3. Belt fittings, adjuncts to costume' 
Iron belt fittings were found at the waist of a male skeleton 
at Maiden Castle. A knife and scramasax had been carried in a sheath 
and were found across the left thigh. The metal belt fittings may 
have been part of some military equipment associated with the weapon. 
No belt fasteners have been found in position on skeletons 
in Dorset, although a buckle and what may have been the remains of 
girdle adjuncts (a hook and an ivory ring) were found in the same 
tumulus as a female skeleton at Woodyates. Pieces of iron, including 
a ring, which may have been attachments to the girdle, were found at 
the left side of the female skeleton at Oakley Down. It therefore 
appears that both sexes wore girdled garments, though buckles were 
uncommon, and that women suspended objects'from the girdle as in other 
areas. 
4. Other jewellery 
The Oakley Down skeleton was accompanied by many small glass 
beads, two large glass beads and twelve amber ones, said to have 
been found round the neck although they. are displayed at Devizes 
attached to two rings, as if they had been\festooned. At Woodyates 
there were found the constituents of a necklace typical of the end 
of the pagan period, two glass beads, one of them on a loop, the 
other on a gold chain, a jet bead and a small millefiori glass pendant. 
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VII 
Durham 
1. Sites 
The Gazetteer lists seven Durham sites, 
1 including one from 
the Christian period "for comparative purposes". The few sites 
excavated have been poor, and there is no primary evidence from the 
county. Secondary evidence has been drawn from a "rock tomb" 
burial, probably seventh-century, at East Boldon2 and from a sixth- 
century site at Darlington. 
3 
I 
2. Brooches 
The Darlington finds include two circular and two crucifoun 
brooches, which suggests that female costume in the sixth century 
resembled that of other areas, although there is no direct evidence 
that the brooches were "paired" or even that they were worn by women. 
At East Boldon there was found a gold-and-garnet fastener which might 
have been a brooch or a buckle. 
3" Adjuncts to costume, other jewellery 
Other finds from Darlington included pins, a pair of tweezers, 
beads of amber, glass and stone, and a chalk object, possibly a spindle 
whorl, "which may have been round the neck of one of the persons 
interred". 
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VIII 
Essex 
1. Sites 
The Gazetteer lists nineteen burial sites in Essex, 
1 
ex- 
eluding the site at Mucking2 where excavations still continue. 
Primary evidence has been drawn from Mucking and Saffron Walden, 
3 
secondary from Feering-Kelvedon4 Prittlewell5 and Rainham. 
6 
Mucking 
appears to have been occupied from the fifth century, Feering-Kelvedon, 
Prittlewell and Rainham during the sixth and seventh centuries, and 
at Saffron Walden burials evidently took place from the seventh century 
until the late Saxon period. The majority of the detailed information 
on Essex has been derived from Mucking, but since only the silhouettes 
of skeletons remain in most of the inhumation graves at this site, 
some details are conjectural. 
2. "Paired" brooches 
"Paired" brooches were common at Mucking, and may have-been 
wo= at Prittleweli and Rainham. At Mucking "pairs" usually con- 
sisted of similar brooches (an exception was found in Grave 322, 
where dissimilar disc brooches were "paired") small-long (square- 
headed and crucifoim), disc and button types being utilized. Long 
brooches were worn diagonally, "heads" downward. Some of the Mucking 
"paired" brooches were worn high up on the shoulders, or on either 
side'of the neck. 
A Prittlewell grave group contained two saucer brooches 
which had probably been "paired". Two square-headed small-long 
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brooches were found at Rainham, but since they were dissimilar and 
not certainly associated together, there is less evidence of the 
"paired" fashion at that site. 
3" Two brooches not "paired". additional brooches 
Some Mucking graves contained two brooches which had not been 
"paired". Two small square-headed brooches were found in an area 
corresponding to the centre of the chest of the skeleton in Grave 93. 
They lay parallel, both with heads"to the right, as if they had clasped 
a central opening. Two applied brooches were found, one above the 
other, in the waist area of the skeleton in Grave 249. A penaunular 
brooch was found in line with the others, lower down the body. (The 
grave also contained a buckle, so none of the brooches are likely to 
have fastened the girdle. ) 
Two button brooches, found in a grave which also contained 
"paired" brooches, may have functioned similarly to the applied brooches 
mentioned above. They were worn one above the other in a position 
considered roughly equivalent to the navel. (This grave, 99, did 
not contain a buckle. ) 
4" Third brooch 
,\ 
One Mucking grave with "paired" brooches contained a third 
brooch worn at the centre of the neck. The third brooch was equal- 
armed. 
5. Single brooches 
Single brooches were found at riucking, a disc brooch to the 
right of, and under the chin of a skeleton, and an annular brooch, 
i 
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without a pin when found, which lay at the centre chest of another. 
skeleton. A Feering-Kelvedon grave group contained one "cross- 
shaped" brooch. One large square-headed brooch was among the finds 
from Rainham. This may have been worn singly, or, if associated with 
the two smaller brooches from the site, as a third brooch. 
6. Pins 
Pins were found in probably female graves at Mucking. In 
Grave 102, which contained "paired" brooches, a pin lay across the 
beads which had hung at the middle of the corpsess chest. A pin 
which had originally belonged to a penannular brooch was found in a 
similar position in relation to the skeleton in Grave 252, which had 
a single brooch to the right of the chin. A pin which might have 
been a clothing fastener or a toilet article was found at the loft 
side of another skeleton (Grave 322) where it lay under the knife. 
7. Clips 
Two clips were found in the grave of a child at Mucking. The 
skeleton had entirely disappeared, so, although the excavators con- 
sidered that the clips had been at the foot of the grave, there was 
no certainty that this was so. (Such clips have mostly been found 
at the heads of skeletons. ) 
8. Buckles 
Buckles have been not uncommon finds in Essex, occurring at 
Mucking, Saffron Walden, Feering-Kelvedon and Prittlewell. They 
occurred at Mucking with a frequency parallel to that of brooches 
and were found with both typically masculine and feminine grave-goods. 
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An elaborate buckle suite decorated with Quoit Brooch Style ornament 
was found in Mucking Grave 117; belt fittings lay in positions 
corresponding to the front, back and sides of the body. Other buckles 
at Mucking were mostly found to the right of the waist or hip, less 
often at the left or centrally. Two interments at Mucking, one male, 
one female, had been equipped with two buckles. The female had a 
buckle just below the left pelvis and another outside'the left femur. 
The latter had probably been attached to some appendage of the girdle, 
such as a pouch, evidenced by the remains of iron and a coin which 
were found to the left of the skeleton. The male corpse had had 
one buckle at the right pelvis, another on the lower chest, perhaps 
for the fastening of a diagonal strap. A similar arrangement may 
have existed in another grave, where a buckle was found on the right 
pelvis and a belt plate on the right of the chest. 
Buckles were found at Prittlewell (one inlaid with silver wire) 
and at Saffron Walden but their associations were not recorded. The 
Peering-Kelvedon grave group with typically female grave-goods, men- 
tioned above, included a buckle. Among other finds from the site 
there was a buckle decorated with garnet. 
9. Adjuncts to co e 
Knives were wo= by both sexes at Mucking, mostly at the waist 
or hip, and occurred equally in graves with and without buckles. They 
were mostly carried point uppermost, and almost always worn at the 
left side. In three Mucking graves knives were found at the upper 
part of the body, always at the left. These three graves had all 
apparently contained male skeletons. One of them had a second buckle 
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at the chest, which may have fastened a strap from which the knife 
was suspended. The others, however, were without buckles. Their 
presence may indicate the wearing of a strap, other than a belt, 
which was not buckled. 
Other adjuncts to the girdle found in Essex include tweezers 
found at Mucking. They were placed at the left side of the chest 
of a male skeleton.. (with the knife), and at the left of the waist of 
the skeleton with an annular brooch, which may have been of either 
sex. An iron ring and a strike-a-light (or purse mount) were found 
by the left pelvis of a Mucking skeleton which was probably female, 
and a strike-a-light and shears at Prittlewell. Girdle hangers 
were found at Prittlewell and Rainham. 
Twenty-two flat, wire rings lay "on the lower part" of a 
Saffron Walden skeleton. They have been compared to eighteen rings 
thought to have laced together the fastening of a garment at Guildown, 
Sr, 7 (xxv, 9, pp, Z56=y), but the position and arrangement of the Essex 
rings are different, and it seems unlikely that they could have been 
anything but a chatelaine chain. 
10. Other jeweller` 
Beads were found at all the sites under discussion. At 
Mucking they were never found in graves with weapons, therefore 
probably confined to females. They were mostly found at the necks 
of skeletons. The excavators noted that where beads were found in 
this position they always appeared to have been suspended from "paired" 
brooches, not hung round the neck. There were variations in the 
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positions of beads at Mucking, some of them unique. Thirty-four 
amber and glass beads were found in a circle at the centre chest area 
of one corpse (Grave 93) below the brooches which lay parallel at the 
middle of the chest. Five were found at the centre of a child's 
grave (125) and in another (256) beads lay in two groups, in positions 
corresponding to the upper and mid-chest area. In another case 
(Grave 281) beads were found to the right of the body. Perhaps the 
most elaborate of the Mucking bead ornaments was a festoon of 
ninety-two beads, amber, amethyst and polychrome, in Grave 99. 
On the neck and breast of a female skeleton at Saffron Walden, 
there were found beads of-carnelian, crystal, glass and silver, 
together with a pair of bracteate pendants and a bronze pendant which 
had been the central ornament. 
A festoon of beads was among the grave group with saucer 
brooches from Prittlewell. Other Prittlewell graves contained 
pendants, one decorated with a cruciform motif, these graves evidently 
being later than those with buckles and girdle adjuncts mentioned 
above. 
D 
Beads and pendants, including a bracteate, were found at 
Rain am. , 
Amber and earthenware beads were recovered from Peering- 
Kelvedon. 
Other items of jewellery from Essex include finger rings 
from Mucking and Rainham, an expanding armlet from the left side 
of a child buried at Mucking, and possibly another arm ring from 
82: Lnham. 
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IX 
Gloucestershire 
1. Sites 
The Gazetteer lists seventeen sites in the county, 
1 to which 
may be added Bishop's Cleave, 
2 
excavated since publication of the 
Gazetteer. ler. Primary evidence is available from four sites: Bishops 
Cleave; Broadwell; 3 Burn Ground, Hampnett; 4 Fairford. 5 Secondary 
information has been drawn from: Chavenage; 
6 
Komble I; 7 Oddington; 8 
Upper Swell I, Pole's Wood South Barrow. 9 The excavation of the 
largest site, Fairford, was. observed by Wylie, who made generalised 
statements about the positions of grave-goods, but did not record 
the details of every grave. The only Gloucestershire finds likely 
to be later than sixth-century are the constituents of a necklace 
from Chavenage. 
2. "Paired" brooches 
"Paired" brooches were worn at Bum Ground and Fairford, 
and possibly at Bishop's Cleeve, Chavenage, Kemble and Oddington. 
At Burn Ground, disc brooches were "paired" on the shoulders of two 
skeletons, one female, the other considered male, although, unlike 
other male burials at the site, it was without weapons and was 
equipped with a pendant. Wylie noted that brooches found at Fairford 
were "universally" positioned on the breasts of skeletons "generally 
in pairs one on either breast, but sometimes both on one breast. 
10 
Wylie described two female graves with "paired" brooches, one with 
button, the other saucer brooches. Other graves contained similar 
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disc and penannular brooches which had probably been "paired". 
3. Two brooches not "_ aired" 
Wylie's record of a grave(discovered July 2 1850) noted that 
two dissimilar saucer brooches were found, one below the other, on 
the right breast of the skeleton. Jessup, describing such a grave, 
considered that the brooches were positioned "as though to secure 
the overfold of a tunic". Wylie's general comment on the positions 
of brooches in this cemetery suggests that this was a noticeable 
minority fashion. 
Similar saucer brooches were found on a skeleton at Bishop's 
Cleave in such positions as to suggest that a garment fastened in 
the usual way (by "paired" brooches) had been "slewed" round. It 
is possible, however, that these brooches had been deliberately wo= 
at the same side of the body, as at Fairford. 
Brooches of similar type were recovered from Chavenage (annular 
and saucer), Kemble and Oddington (saucer). It is likely that 
these had been "paired". 
4" Single brooches 
Single brooches were worn at Fairford, and possibly at Bishopts 
Cleeve and Burn Ground. They were found in two Fairford graves 
described in detail. A penannular was found at the throat of one 
skeleton (July 14 1851) and a square-headed "on the breast" of 
another (March 3 1851). The latter was one of only two square-headed 
brooches found at the site. Wylie considered them indicative of 
social or military rank. A single saucer brooch was found with 
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a "disorientated" burial at Bishop's Cleave. At Burn Ground a 
bronze disc consisting' of two plates was found under the chin of 
the skeleton of an old woman (Grave 2). This might have been the 
remains of an applied brooch, although the excavator expressed doubt 
about this. 
5. Brooches in male graves 
The skeleton of a middle-aged male at Burn Ground (Grave 6) was 
equipped with a buckle or annular brooch, and another skeleton at the 
same site, with "paired" brooches (subsection 2, P. 26, above) was 
considered male. 
6. Pins 
A pin was found near the right shoulder of a female skeleton 
at Broadwell. The grave did not contain brooches. 
7" Buckles 
Buckles were not common finds in most Gloucestershire 
cemeteries. Two were recorded in the grave of a woman without 
brooches at Upper Swell, and some were found at Chavenage. None 
were found at Burn Ground apart from the doubtful object in Grave 
6 (subsection 5, p. a) above) and apparently there were none at 
Faßrford. 
8. Belt fittings 
Metal belt fittings were found in the graves of a child and 
an adult male at Fairford. The excavator considered that a 
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rectangular metal plate with inset garnet "clearly had belonged to 
bracelets", but the resemblance of the object, as illustrated, to 
unpublished belt plates found-at Mucking, Ex, suggests that the object 
had decorated a belt, a further instance of an elaborate belt which 
was not buckled. 
9" Adjuncts to costume 
Knives were found"in graves without buckles at Broadwell, 
Burn Ground and Fairford, and in the Upper Swell grave with two 
buckles. They were mostly in positions consistent with suspension 
from the belt. Five of.. the six Burn Ground knives were at the 
left side, and the one detailed record of a knife in the belt area 
from Fairford also mentioned that the object was found at the left. 
Wylie noted that knives at Fairford were found by the necks and 
ribs of skeletons and that they were "usually found in every grave". 
Other objects which may have been attached to girdles include 
shears found with the knife at the left of a male skeleton at 
Fairford and tweezers found by the arms of two other male skeletons 
at the same site. One of these was equipped with belt fittings, 
the other with a bead which might have functioned as a toggle. 
Tweezers attached to a ring were found near the shoulder of a skeleton 
at Bishopts Cleeve. 
10. Possible toggles 
Three female skeletons at Fairford had large single beads of 
amber or glass in positions consistent with having fastened the 
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girdle. - One male skeleton also was equipped with a glass bead 
which might have motioned as a toggle. It is possible that this 
was a sword bead -- there was a sword in the grave -- but Evison 
considered this unlikely as the objects were not found close together. ' 
11. Other jewellery 
Beads were found at Burn Ground, Chaveaage, Fairford and 
Oddington. Wylie considered that Fairford beads had been worn as 
"chaplets" as well as necklaces. Some of the graves described in 
detail had groups of beads near the waist, so it is possible that 
beads had decorated girdles. One skeleton, which had an amber 
(toggle) bead at the hip, had "great numbers" of beads "about the 
body" but the precise quantity was not stated. Knot rings found 
by the head oVanother skeleton were thought to have been earrings, 
but they might have formed a necklace with the beads which were 
found near them. 
A group of one-hundred-and-fifty beads was found by the loft 
elbow of the skeleton of a young female at Burn Ground. This was 
the only grave at the site to contain beads. They may not have 
been worn, as it was considered that they had been deposited un- 
threaded, in a heap. The associations of beads found at Chavenage 
and Oddington were not recorded. The Chavenage find included 
amethyst beads, and beads strung on rings. 
Apart from the possible earrings at Fairford, other items of 
jewellery found in the county included finger rings and a bronze 
armlet, all associated with female burials at Fairford. Both 
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the graves with finger rings had "paired" brooches, elaborate neck 
ornaments and possible, toggle beads. There were two finger rings, 
both on the left hand, of one of the skeletons. - The bronze armlet 
had been worn on the upper part of the a=. 
A coin pendant was found, without beads, in a grave at Burn 
Ground. It was thought to have hung between the "paired" brooches, 
in a burial which the excavator considered male. 
X 
Hampshire and the Isle of Wight 
1. Sites 
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Forty-four sites in the area are listed in the Gazetteer, 
l 
six 
of which supply primary evidence: Bowcombe Down, Carisbrooke, IOW; 
2 
ChessellDown, IOW; 
3 Portsdown Hill I, Cosham; 
4 Preshaw, E ton; 5 
Snell's Corner, Horndean; 
6 
Wienall II9 Winchester.? Secondary evi- 
dence has been drawn from: Alton; 
8 Droxford; 9 Shalcombe Down, 
Brook., low. 10 The number of sites considered here is small because 
many of the sites in the area were discovered in the nineteenth century, 
and most have produced little evidence of costume. Hillier made 
useful generalisations about the positions of objects in the Chessell 
Down burials, although not every grave was documented in detail. 
The smaller sites at hell's Corner and Winnall have been more fully 
recorded. Portsdown Hill, Preshaw, Snell's Corner and Winnall are 
seventh-century sites, the others sixth-century. 
2. "Paired" brooches 
The "paired" brooch fashion was not common in this area. 
Brooches were found on the shoulders of a female skeleton in Grave 
31 at ChessellDown, but did not match: on the right, there was a 
circular brooch and on the left an "equal-armed fibula with two 
semi-circular ends with projecting knobs" (Baldwin Brown's description). 
Two penannular brooches recovered from Winnall Grave 8 might originally 
have been "paired", although they were both found at the left side of 
the body, one at the humerus, near the shoulder, the other on the 
left clavicle. The excavators noticed that several of the corpses 
in this . cemetery appearedto have been lowered by the right arm, and 
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although Grave 8 was not mentioned in this connection, the fact that 
all the grave-goods were found at the left of the body suggests that 
they might have been displaced by this method of burial. 
Two matching, openwork brooches with garnet ornament, found 
at Shalcombe Down, might have been "paired", as might some of the 
brooches from Droxford. Button, saucer and square-headed brooches 
were recovered from this site in 1901, and. two saucer brooches which 
might have been worn together were found in later excavations.. 
3. Centrally-placed brooches 
Hillier's account of the Chessell Down brooches suggests that 
they normally fastened a garment down the front rather than at the 
shoulders. Hillier always found more than one brooch with female 
skeletons, and their positions were regular enough for him to re- 
construct the garment: "The position which the fibulae retained on 
the skeletons, seemed to point to the conclusion that the part of the 
Anglo-Saxon attire to which they had been attached was either a long 
dress, open partly down the front, or a tunic, which, being confined 
round the waist by a belt of leather or some other substance, was 
closed at the breast and neck by the fibulae. When two were found 
they were invariably removed from these positions, and when three 
were exhumed, it was clear that a similar arrangement had prevailed, 
with less space between them. " These female graves contained "only 
the smaller kind of fibulae" while two larger brooches from the 
excavation were thought to have been associated with males. 
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4. Additional brooches 
Hillier's Grave 31, which was described in detail, contained, 
in addition to the "paired" brooches (subsection 2, p. 4ý, above), 
three square-headed brooches in the central position which was more 
usual in this cemetery. The three brooches were found at the centre 
of the body, above the buckle which had been worn at the waist, at 
the middle of the rib area and at the breast bone. The "heads" 
of the top and bottom brooches were to the right, that of the middle 
one to the left. The three brooches were parallel, and their pins 
must have been horizontal. 
Bowcombe Down Grave 21 also contained several brooches. The 
skeleton was described as male, but was without weapons and equipped 
with beads as well as brooches, so the identification may be unreli- 
able. One brooch was found under the chest at the right, three 
others at the right side of the waist. 
11 The excavators considered 
that these brooches had not fastened the clothing: "All these 
brooches had iron pins and had been bound with string, fragments of 
which still adhere to the original pins. This fact would prove 
that these fibulae had been laid in the grave with the body and were 
not, as is. usually supposed, fixed to the dress to keep it together 
as during life. " Given the presence of functional pins, the string 
would not seem sufficient evidence that the brooches were not 
functional. Threads spun in such a way as to resemble modem string 
may be observed on the backs of other Anglo-Saxon brooches (Section D, 
ll, p. 44o , below). The position of three of these brooches 
parallelled that of three found at the left hand of the skeleton in 
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ennott's Grave 4, Chessell, Down. One was a bird-shaped brooch, the 
others circular, one larger than the other. 
5. Single brooches 
A brooch found at'Winnall was also considered to have been 
laid in the grave rather than attached to the clothing, but in this 
instance the pin ha3'already been lost at the time of burial: "The 
brooch seems to have been buried in this condition -- not clasping 
the clothing, therefore, but deliberately laid in the grave in the 
position in which it would have been worn when intact. " The brooch 
was of disc type, ornamented with garnet and shell, the skeleton that 
of a young girl. Brooches were rare in the cemetery and this the 
only brooch in the grave. 
Single brooches seem to have been unusual but not uclmown 
at earlier sites. Single brooches, one of them bird-shaped, were 
found in two of the Chessell Down graves excavated by Dennott, but 
their positions were not recorded. The large brooches which Hillier 
attributed to males had apparently been wo= singly. 
6. Brooches In ma-le graves 
At both Bowcombe Do'. m and Chessell Dove brooches may have accom- 
panied men, but at the former site associated grave-goods were more 
typical of a female burial than of a male. Associations were not 
recorded from Chessell Doom. 
7. Pin suite 
A pin suite was found at Winna7l, on the left shoulder of the 
skeleton of a middle-aged woman. The two pins were silver, with 
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looped heads, and were attached to a silver chain. Unusually, this 
pin suite was associated with brooches (Grave 8) which may originally 
have been "paired" although found at the left of the body. Evidence 
from elsewhere suggests that pin suites were normally worn across the 
neck. The Winnall suite may have been worn in a different way, or it 
may have been displaced, with other objects in the grave, as suggested 
above (subsection 2, pp. 92-3). 
8. Pins 
Pins which may have fastened the hair or headdress were found 
at ChessellDown, Snell's Coiner and Wienall. At ChesseliDown a pin 
was found at the back of the head of a middle-aged female. In a 
grave at Shell's Corner, a site without brooches, a pin was found 
under the haw. One Wienall skeleton had two pins, under the chin 
and at the upper, Iront part of the skull. The skeleton was female. 
9. Alternative fastener 
Another object which may have been a clothing fastener was a 
bone "button" mentioned by Wright as one of the Chessell Down finds. 
(This must have been among objects found by Skinner. ) 
10. Clip, possible headgear 
A clip was found at Winnall, near the incomplete disc broochtvbxck-en5, 
tbut it is uncertain whether 
this could have been a clothing' fastener. 
There may be evidence of headgear in the area from miscellaneous 
finds: a clasp riveted to wood found at the head of a male skeleton 
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at Bowcombe Down; at Snell's Connor a ring found at the left of the 
skull and shoulder of a female, and iron fragments at the back of the 
skull of a male. 
U. Lace ta, s 
Lace tags were found at each shin of the skeleton of an 
elderly female at Snell's Corner. They were at the inside of each 
leg, about six inches above the ankles. Iron fragments were found 
inside the knees of the same skeleton. These may have derived from 
garters, clasped or buckled at the knees and hanging down to the shin 
where they were fastened off with tags. A tag for a narrow strap 
or lace was found in the grave of an elderly female at Wienall, and 
two objects which were also probably lace tags were found in the grave 
of a female child at the same site. The objects had been disturbed 
in the former, and the position was not recorded in the latter case. 
The excavators noted that "the dating of those tags, and the fashion 
they imply, is consistently seventh-century", stating "it is 
reasonable to suppose that it the Wienall ta%was used, like the 
rest, on a shoe or garter strap". A lace tag was also found in a 
Chessell Down grave, position unrecorded, suggesting that the fashion 
was, in fact, known in the sixth century. 
12. Buckles 
Buckles were found with both sexes at Bowoonbe Dojn,, Chessell 
Down and Winnall, but at Saellts Corner only with male burials. At 
Chessell Down they were usually on the right of the body, a preference 
I 
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demonstrated by both sexes, but at Snell's Corner there was a alight 
preference for the left side of the waist, and at Wienall all the 
buckles found at waist or hip were on the left side. Belt plates 
were associated with the buckles in several Wienall graves. 
one male skeleton at Wienall had a buckle on the left shoulder, 
and one at Snell's Comer a buckle on the right shoulder in addition 
to one near the waist. 
13. Belt fitting 
A strap tag was found at the right thigh of a male skeleton 
at Bowcombe Down,, which was equipped with a buckle. 
14. Adjuncts to costume 
As in other areas the presence of knives at waists or hips 
suggests the wearing of belts even in the absence of buckles. Knives 
were found at the left of skeletons at Bowcombe Down, Chessell Down 
and Portsdown Hill. At Shell's Corner and Winnallv some were 
found on the right, but the preference was for the left side. At 
both these cemeteries knives were also found at the upper part of 
the body... Two skeletons of young males at Shell's Corner had 
knives inside the left upper arms. One of these had, in addition 
to the buckle at the hip, a second buckle on the right clavicle, 
which might have fastened a strap from which the knife was suspended. 
A knife found by the left clavicle of a female at Winnall might have 
been worn in the same way, but two other knives found at the heads 
of bodies in this cemetery were likely to have been laid in the 
graves, so this may have been a local custom. 
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Objects, apart from knives, which might have been attached to 
the girdle include a crystal ball and a spoon found near the knees 
of the Chessell Down skeleton with five brooches. This skeleton 
also had a key. Keys were found at Alton and tweezers at several 
" sites. Tweezers accompanied a male skeleton at Alton. A female 
at Snell's Corner had a chain at the left pelvis, which was probably 
part of a chatelaine. An elaborate ring found at the hip of a 
female at Winnall, had probably also served to suspend objects from 
the belt. Sharpening steels were found at Snell's Cozier and Winnall. 
Male skeletons at both sites had probably carried the tools at-. the left 
of the belt, but a female at Snell's Corner had probably worn the 
steel as two males wore their knives, since it was found parallel 
to the left humerus. 
Combs were found at several sites. One, at Winnall, may have 
been worn at the upper part of the body. It was found at the front 
of the chest, partly under the right humerus of the female skeleton. 
15. Other Jewellery 
Beads were found at Alton, Bowcombe Down, Chessell Down, Droxford, 
Snell's Corner and Wienall. Two beads accompanied two skeletons with 
swords at Alton, perhaps toggles or sword beads. At Bowcombe Down 
single beads were at the waists of two male skeletons. Both were 
equipped. with buckles, so the beads are unlikely to have been. toggles 
for fastening the belts, but they may have decorated them or fastened 
other garments. 
The skeleton in the rich Chessell Down Grave 31 was said to have 
a large number of beads round the neck. Amber and glass beads were 
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found at the neck of one Bowcombe Down skeleton, and beads were found 
with a ring and a bronze pendant near the knee of another. This was 
considered male, but had brooches. Beads found at Droxford, SnellSa 
Corner and Winnall were always in small quantities. The Snellss 
Corner finds included a single bead at the throat of a female, and 
in two graves the association of a ring with a bead or beads. The 
position of beads at Wienall was such that their original function 
was uncertain. Two found in the skull of a female skeleton, and 
two penannular rings (not brooches) found close by, may have been con- 
stituents of a ring-and-bead necklace or decorations. of the headdress. 
Beads were only found with one other Winnall skeleton and their 
position not recorded. 
A pendant accompanying the skeleton of a child at Winnall 
had apparently been made from the central roundel of a Kentish garnet 
brooch. At Preshaw, a gold-and-garnet pendant and a bracteate had 
hung from a gold chain which was round the neck of a skeleton. 
Two bracelets accompanied a female at Snell'a Corner, and a 
finger ring was worn on the left hand of the same skeleton. The 
grave was well-equipped in comparison to others at the site, having 
a pin, beads and a sharpening steel. Finger rings were also found 
at Chessell Down in association with luxury items. There, a spiral 
ring was found on the finger of a skeleton which was probably female, 
since it had brooches, in a grave containing a glass vessel. Two 
other skeletons at the site had two rings. One spiral ring and one 
thick iron ring were found on the forefingers of a skeleton with two 
beads, one of which was decorated with Cold leaf. The skeleton 
in Grave 31 had a gold ring on the little finger of the right hand 
I 
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and a spiral ring on the little finger of the left. The items in 
this grave, the many brooches, the numerous beads, crystal ball, 
spoon, rings, plus a gold-ornamented headdress (Section Z. 16, pp. 4S9.4) 
below) and weaving sword may have made up a ceremonial regalia, 
parallelled in various respects by some sixth-century burials in Kent 
(chart, p"359). 
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XI 
0 
1. Sites 
Hertfordshire 
Ten Hertfordshire sites are listed in the Gazetteer. 
I Primary 
evidence may possibly be derived from one of theses Redbourne. 
2 The 
evidence depends on Wright's conjecture that a skeleton, believed by 
the twelfth-century writer Roger of Wendover to have been that of the 
martyr St. Amphibalus, was an Anglo-Saxon burial, and that the 
"lances and knives" found with the bones were the knife and spearhead 
typical of Anglo-Saxon grave furniture. Further primary evidence 
has been taken from a find at Wilbury Hill, Norton, 
3 
which is not 
included in the Gazetteer but was considered an Anglo-Saxon burial by 
Fox. Additional information has been drawn from: Ashwoll; 4 Furnea x 
Pelham; 5 Ippollitts, Pound Farm; 
6 
Kingts Walden.? The Ippollitts 
burial was seventh- or eighth-century, the others earlier. The 
paucity of burials and lack of scientific excavation limits the 
evidence of costume from this area, but the information available 
suggests that this was not unusual in any way. 
2. Brooches 
Two matching small-long brooches, which might have been 
"paired", a trefoil-headed brooch and the remains of an applied brooch 
were among objects found at King's Walden. The records stated that 
I 
a "woman's burial" had been excavated at the site, but as no bones 
survived the attribution of all the grave-goods to one burial must 
be conjectural. ' Brooches were also found at Ashwell, but no details 
of the finds are published. 
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3. Buckle . belt fittings 
A buckle and tag were found with the skeleton at Ippollitts, 
which was accompanied by a scramasax, so certainly male. A belt 
tab "probably of late provincial Roman workmanship" was found "on 
the middle" of a skeleton at Wilbury Hill. 
4. Adjuncts to costume 
The Ippollitts skeleton, furnis1}ed with the belt equipment 
mentioned above, also had a knife, which may have been carried at 
the belt, though the positions of objects in the grave were not 
recorded. The Redbourne skeleton had a knife "near the breast". 
A pair of girdle hangers and tweezers were found at King's 
Walden, both of which may have been attached to the costume. 
5. Other Iewellery_ 
Two "necklaces", consisting of amber, earthenware, glass and 
"pearl" beads may have originated from burials at Ashwell. 
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XII 
, 
Huntingdonshire 
1. Sites 
Nine Huntingdonshire sites are listed in the Gazetteer. 
1 
Primary evidence is available from two: Little Paxton; 
2 Woodstone. 3 
Additional evidence has been drawn from: Hartford; 
4 St. Neots, 
Avenue Road. 
5 Evidence is limited since some of the finds from the 
few sites in this county derive from cremation graves. Abbott's 
excavations of the inhumations at Woodstone were recorded in detail, 
but earlier finds on the site were not scientifically excavated. 
There is some confusion about the attribution of grave-goods since 
there appear to have been two cemeteries at Woodstone. The second 
6 
is listed in the Gazetteer as Peterborough I (bloodstone), Nh, 
and this division is accepted in the present survey. ' None of the 
Huntingdonshire sites appear to be later than sixth-century. 
2. Brooches 
The positions of brooches have not been recorded from any 
of the sites, but the discovery of two very similar small-long brooches 
at St. Neots suggests that the "paired" fashion was known. Brooches 
of various types were apparently found at Woodstone, although none 
were recovered by Abbott. Early-nineteenth-century discoveries had 
included one square-headed and four cruciform brooches, and later- 
nineteenth-century finds consisted of a saucer and two "round" 
(presumably disc) brooches. Cruciform and radiate-headed brooches 
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found by Walker may have derived from either Woodstone site. 
3" in 
A pin was found at Hartford in association with an annular 
brooch, but the objects were not with a skeleton. They may have 
derived from a cremation grave. 
4. Clasps Lalternative fasteners 
Clasps recovered from bloodstone were in positions consistent 
with attachment to the wrist. In two instances detailed by Abbott, 
skeletons were equipped with only one pair of clasps. In one of 
these cases (Grave 7) the clasps were found at the left wrist of the 
skeleton, which was almost certainly female, while at the othor wrist 
there were three small beads. These may have been used as buttons 
to fasten the other sleeve or wristband. 
5. Buckles 
Buckles were found in three of the Woodstone graves investi- 
gated by Abbott. One, at the pelvis, had probably fastened a belt, 
another was found at the right lciee of a skeleton, where it had 
apparently formed part of the chatelaine complex. Another buckle 
was found at the neck of an old person. 
6. Adjuncts to costume 
Knives were probably carried at the belt at bloodstone, in 
one case specifically at the left. The corpse with a knife in- 
this position was equipped with a second knife which was found near 
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the right knee. It appeared to have hung from the belt with other 
objects comprising a chatelaine. A knife found at the left knee 
of another skeleton at the site had perhaps been carried the same way. 
A knife accompanying a male skeleton at Little Paxton was found under 
the right humerus. It might have been attached to the arm, or slung 
under it on a strap. 
Chatelaines were found with two bloodstone skeletons, one 
hanging at the left, 'the other at the right side. One included two 
iron rings, one key and the remains of another, and an ivory ring 
which had probably been attached to a pouch. The knife and a buckle 
were found with these objects. The other also comprised an iron 
ring, keys and a knife, plus a girdle hanger, a coin, a Roman ring 
and a "rod-like" object. 
7. Other Jewellery 
Two beads were found at the neck of the skeleton of a child 
at Woodstone. There are no other records of the positions of beads 
from the county, except for their possible use as buttons mentioned 
above (subsection 4, p. 105). 
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XIII 
Kent 
. _... _ 
1. Sites 
One-hundred-and-thirty-threo burial sites in Kent are noted 
in the Gazetteer to which Orpington may be added. Primary evidence 
has been drawn from thirty-three sites: Barham Downs; 
2 Beakesbourne I; 3 
Beakesbourne II, Aerodrome; 
4 Bifrons, Patrixboume; 
5 Breach Downs, 
Barham; 
6 
Broadatairs, Valetta House;? Buttsole; 
8 Chattham Down; 9 
Chatham Lines; 10 Crundale; 
l1 Dover II9 Old Park; 12 Faversham II, 
King's Field; l3 Finglesham, Northbourne; 
l4 Gilton, Ash; 15 Guston; 16 
Holborough, Snodland; 
l7 Horton Kirby 2; 18 Kingston; 19 Lidsing, 
Bexley; 20 I1gminge 11; 21 12ilton-next-Sittingbourne I, Huggins Fields; 
22 
Newington; 23 Orpington; 24 Osengal (various spellings), Ramsgate; 
25 
Polhill (Kemsing); 26 Risoley, Horton Kirby II; 27 Rochester II, Watts 
Avenue; 28 Sarre; 29 Sibertswold-Barfriston; 30 Stowting; 
31 Wß; 32 
Wye 1.33 Kent has produced more archaeological evidence from the 
period than any other county, but several sites, explored and pub- 
lished in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, offer inadequate 
evidence for the present purpose. Of the sites under consideration, 
those at Beakesbourne I, Breach Downs, Chartiiam Down, Dover, Faversham, 
Finglesham, Gilton, Custom, Holborough, Kingston, Milton, Osengal, 
Polhill, Riseley, Sarre, Sibortswold, Wingham and Wye appear to have 
been in use in the conversion period, Polhill being used as late as 
the eighth century. Burials had, however, been made at Faversham, 
Finglosham, Milton and Sarre from the sixth century, and at Dover, 
Osengal and Riseley from the fifth. Other sites went out of use 
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before the seventh century. Most were sixth-century, Beakesbourne III 
Chatham Lines and Lyminge having been in use from the fifth. 
The peculiarities of the culture of Kent have long been recog- 
nised. 
34 There remain for consideration the questions whether the 
costume of Kent differed from that of other areas, or whether only the 
type and decoration of the jewellery which clasped it did so; and 
whether the successive cultural influences upon the county as mirrored 
in the changing jewellery brought about a change in the garments. 
2. "Paired" brooches 
It is evident that. "paired" brooches were worn'in this county 
as in others in the fifth and early sixth centuries, also that "paired" 
brooches formed part of the elaborate regalia worn by a small number 
of females in later-sixth-century graves. At Bifrons, Chatham Lines, 
Iym. nge, Orpington and Riseley, brooches were found in this position, 
and it seems almost certain that there was at least one instance 
from Finglesham. In addition a further use of matching or similar 
brooches may be observed from Bifrons, Chatham Lines and Finglesham, 
where in some cases they were found on either side of the waist, 
sometimes in addition to brooches "paired" on the shoulders. The 
term "paired at 'the waist" is here applied to this fashion. 
At Bifrons brooches seem to have been "paired" in eighteen of 
the'-twenty-one graves lozown to have contained brooches. They 
appear to have been woii high, as their position was described as 
"at the neck". The type of brooches found in those positions was 
not recorded in every case, but the types utilized included small- 
long, rad. iate-headed, square-headed (always worn "head" downwards), 
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bird-shaped brooches, annulars and small disc brooches with garnet 
decoration. There was one instance of unmatching garnet brooches, 
and in another case an annular brooch and a small-long may have been 
"paired" together. These brooches, like all the others from this 
site, appear to have been associated with female interments. 
Brooches were "paired at the waist" in five Bifrons graves. 
The types employed in this position were: square-headed, radiate 
and (dissimilar) annular. Other possible instances were "long" 
brooches found at the left elbow and waist of a skeleton (Grave 77) 
and two saucer brooches (Grave 5) the position of which was described 
ambiguously, but in relation to objects which were found at the 
girdle rather than to a pin which lay at the chest. In three in- 
stances skeletons with brooches "paired at the waist" were also 
equipped with brooches "paired" at the neck, and in each case those 
at the neck differed in type from those at the waist. Brooches 
"paired at the waist" were also found twice in association with 
single brooches at the upper body (again, of different type) and in 
one case in a grave containing no other brooches. 
At Chatham Lines button brooches may have been "paired" on 
the clavicles of the skeleton in Tumulus I135and in addition there 
were two sets of brooches found further down the body. Two radiate- 
headed brooches were found near the lower vertebrae, on the left 
side of the skeleton, and two square-headed brooches lower down 
the body on the same side. The positions of other brooches at 
Chatham Lines were not specified, but it seems that long brooches 
were worn in pairs at this site since the finds from Tumulus VI 
included two square-headed brooches, and from Tumulus XPIII one 
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radiate- and one square-headed. 
The rich Grave D3 at Finglesham contained five brooches, 
two bird-shaped brooches, two radiate- and one squaro-headed. 
The positions of individual grave-goods were not recorded at the 
time of excavation, but in her reassessment of the site, S. C. Hawkes, 
utilizing the evidence of a photograph taken at the time of excavation 
in which the grave-goods were replaced by stones, suggested that the 
bird-shaped brooches were worn at the shoulders ("paired") and the 
radiate-headed brooches at either side of the waist. 
At Itiyminge brooches were "paired" at the shoulders in four of 
the eight graves containing brooches. In one instance the brooches 
were equal-armed, and were found on the skeleton of a child aged 
about five years. The other brooches were associated with adult 
females and included "paired" saucer brooches and two occurrences of 
unmatehing brooches. A penannular quoit brooch was found on the 
right and an applied on the left shoulder of the skeleton in Grave 
10, and the skeleton in Grave 25 had an annular brooch on the left 
shoulder and a "plate" brooch on the right (probably a disc brooch 
or the backplate of an applied). The skeleton with saucer brooches 
(Grave 39) had in addition two identical square-headed brooches lower 
down the body. - One was found "head" upwards on the lower chest, 
and the other, "head" to the right, at the left of the waist. 
Brooches at Orpington were always found in pairs and were 
usually worn at the shoulders of female skeletons. Types utilized 
were disc, saucer, button, square-headed and bird-shaped brooches. 
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At Riseley "paired" brooches were found in four female graves 
out of the eleven at the site containing brooches. They were worn 
at the clavicles, the typos employed including disc and saucer. 
In Grave XCVI a square-headed brooch was found on the right and a 
disc on the left shoulder. 
3. Additional brooches 
The fashion of wearing more than two brooches appears to have 
been common in Kent, and is often found in graves containing objects 
of unusual or valuable character. It is possible that the females 
with whom numerous brooches are associated were wearing some regalia 
which varied according to the individual but often included headgear, 
mostly gold-beribboned, crystal balls and perforated spoons (Chart, 
pp. 359.60). The number of brooches was sometimes multiplied by the 
wearing of additional pairs of matching brooches lower down the body 
than the shoulders, as described above, but there apparently existed 
other variations. 
This elaboration is demonstrated at Bifrons (apart from the 
three graves already mentioned which contained brooches "paired" at 
the shoulders and additional pairs lower down the body) by two graves 
containing brooches worn singly at the upper part of the body plus 
two brooches near the waist. The single brooches were worn centrally 
at the neck and chest (Graves 64 and 6 respectively). This arrange- 
ment was inverted in Grave 15, which contained brooches "paired" 
at the neck and a third, rectangular brooch at the waist. The sane 
arrangement of jewellery may have existed in a grave excavated in 
1866, before Faussett's systematic explorations of the site, in which 
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there were small, round garnet brooches possibly "paired", and an 
object described as a "long brooch or buckle". As there were "two 
or three other buckles" in the grave, it seems probable that the 
object was a third brooch. Grave 41 contained two matching, 
bronze brooches in addition to two others which did not match. 
These werea bird-shaped brooch and a large square-headed brooch 
which was found on the right of the chest. 
At Chartham Down brooches were not found in the "paired" posi- 
tion, although brooches were certainly recovered from three female 
graves. One of these graves contained three brooches, two of which 
were described as "oblong fibulae" and said to have been found at 
the left side of the skeleton. 
The Chatham Lines grave with five or six brooches is discussed 
above (subsection 2, p. 109). Finglesham Grave D3 contained a 
fifth brooch which may have been worn on the lower ribs in addition 
to two pairs. Another instance of multiple brooches at Lyminge in 
addition to that discussed above, in which two pairs of brooches were 
found, was Grave 44, which also contained gold braid, a crystal ball 
and a spoon. Two identical brooches with keystone garnots were 
found at the left of the skull and over the chest, and a square- 
headed brooch with "head" to the right was found at the pelvis. 
The catalogue of grave contents in Cumborland's report on 
Biseley mistakenly identified objects from Grave LVI as brooches, 
an error perpetuated, by Fisher. An illustration shows that the five 
objects were the pendants of a necklace. The only instance of more 
than two brooches being found in a grave from this site occurred 
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in Grave XCVII where a brokon brooch was found by the left elbow of 
a skeleton with "paired" saucer brooches. 
Four brooches were recovered from Grave 4 at Sarre. (There 
is no evidence of "pairing" at the upper part of the body at this 
site, most brooches having been worn singly. ) In Grave 4 two square- 
headed brooches were found near the crystal ball which was recovered 
from between the thighs of the skeleton. Two circular brooches were 
found near the centre of the grave, and had apparently been attached 
by loops to the wire from which the beads were suspended. The 
excavator suggested that the brooches had been "suspended from the 
same wire" as the beads, but it is possible that the brooches had 
been the suspension points for the string of beads as attested in 
other counties. The positions of the sets of brooches in this grave 
were apparently lower down the body than in comparable graves at other 
sites, but their associations (crystal ball, spoon and gold braid) 
suggest a similar costume. Possibly the brooches and the beads 
at Sarre were slightly displaced. 
A skeleton at Stowting which was associated with gold braid 
was also equipped with several brooches. One, which Brent described 
as cruciform but other writers have called square-headed, was found 
by the left side of the skeleton. .A 
small, 'circular garnet brooch 
was near it. A button brooch and a large, circular garnet brooch 
were also found in the grave, but their positions were not recorded. 
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An object described by the excavator as a girdle ornament, but more 
correctly described by Baldwin Bro'm as a Rom=o-British brooch, 
may have been worn in the area of the waist, in view of Brentss 
supposition. The costume of the woman buried in the Stowting grave 
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appears to correspond in some respects to the regalia of those in 
other cemeteries, although apparently the brooches at Stowting were 
not matching pairs and their positions are uncertain. "Paired" 
brooches do not appear to have been found in other Stowting interments 
(although only three graves containing brooches have been recorded in 
detail). 
The Kingston grave from which the famous gold- and-garnet brooch 
was recovered contained two additional brooches, but. they differed in 
both type and function from the additional brooches found elsewhere 
in the graves of Kent and other counties. The polychrome brooch 
was found near the neck of the skeleton, towards the right shoulder, 
corresponding in this positioning to late Kentish brooches elsewhere. 
The two other brooches, which were small silver "spring" brooches 
of the safety-pin type, were found by the left thigh of the skeleton. 
Baldwin Brown suggested that they had fastened the hose. Another 
possibility is that they had fastened down the edge of a garment 
wrapped round the body, like the pin of a Scottish kilt. 
4. Two brooches not "paired" 
There were some instances in Kentish graves of the wearing 
of two brooches which had apparently not been "paired". Two round 
brooches which were both attached to a chain were found in Bifrons 
Grave 71. Since the chain was described as running "up the chest 
to the neck", it appears that one brooch was worn higher than the 
other. A similar positimning of brooches occurred at Iyminge and 
Sarre. In Grave 16 at Iyminge a button brooch which may have 
supported a festoon of beads was found at the chest. A radiate- 
headed brooch was found at the waist, and as the "head" of the 
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brooch pointed to one side (the left) the brooch appears to have 
fastened a vertical opening. It is unlikely to have clasped the 
girdle, since a buckle was also found at the waist. In Grave 260 
at Sarre, a small saucer brooch was found between the kneos of the 
" skeleton of a child, while a smaller, circular garnet brooch was found 
"nearer the head". 
Single brooches 
Single brooches occurred in the earlier Kent graves, among 
interments with "paired" and other arrangements of brooches, but it 
is noticeable that in the late-sixth- and seventh-century graves the 
prevailing fashion was the single brooch. The large, late, cloisonne 
brooches which are considered typical of the "Kentish" phase of 
culture appear to have been worn singly, although the simpler key- 
stone garnet brooches often appeared in pairs and in the "paired" 
position. 
At Bifrons single brooches were found in five graves. They 
were either round o=-small-long types, and appear to have been worn 
centrally, either at the neck or at the waist. The positions of 
the single brooches are comparable to the positions of third brooches 
in Graves 6,15 and 64 at the same cemetery\(subsection 3, p. 111, 
above). A single round brooch was found at the neck of the skeleton 
in Grave 74, while a round brooch found in a similar position in 
relation to the skeleton in Grave 64 was found in association with 
two brooches which had probably been "paired at the waist". Grave 
6 also had contained one brooch worn at the upper part, of the body 
(centre chest) and two lower down. The single small-long brooch 
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in Grave 23 was found at the centre of the gravo, which may be 
compared with Grave 15, where "paired" brooches were found at the 
shoulders and a rectangular brooch at the waist. 
At Horton Kirby Ia gilt saucer brooch with an inset garnet 
was found on the left shoulder of a female skeleton (recorded by 
Coates) and another (? ) saucer brooch with chip-carved decoration 
and representations of the human face was found on the left shoulder 
of another (? ) female skeleton (recorded by Jessup). It is likely 
that the single brooch fashion coexisted with the "paired" at this 
site, for although there is no primary evidence for "pairing", other 
finds from the site include matching saucer brooches, which are more 
likely to have been "paired" than wozu in any other position. 
At the nearby site at Riseley, the occurrences of single 
brooches outnumbered those of "paired"q single brooches or brooch- 
like objects being found in six female or probably female graves. 
Positions were recorded in only three instances. A penarmular 
brooch lay on the upper lumbar vertebrae of the skeleton in Grave 
XCV and brooches of unidentified typo were at the right breast of 
the skeleton in Grave LX3C I and at the centre of the breast in Grave 
LRIX. The latter, brooch lacked a pin when found, but it is not clear 
whether it had been buried in this condition or if it had been func- 
tional at that time. In Grave XXII an object described as "a 
circular buckle" and found at the loft shoulder, may have functioned 
as a brooch. 
In addition to the cases mentioned above, an object thought 
to have been a brooch was found with the burial of a male equipped 
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with weapons (Grave LXXV). The "brooch", which was described as 
triangular, was found between the lower legs of the skeleton and 
rested on the floor of the grave. The position makes it unlikely 
that the object had clasped the clothing unless it had fastened the 
leg covering or the shroud. The boss of the shield, however, was 
found on the knees of this skeleton, and it is possible that the object, 
an unusual shape for a brooch, had been attached to the shield. A 
brooch of unusual shape was, however, found at the waist'of a male 
at I4yminge. One female at the site had a single (S-shaped) brooch 
at the neck. At Osengal a circular brooch, with cells which had 
presumably contained garnets, was found with a female skeleton, at 
the centre of the breast. 
The finds from Bifrons, Horton Kirby S, Osengal and Riseley 
suggest that single brooches might 'be worn contemporaneously with 
"paired". Single brooches have also been found in cemeteries where 
numerous brooches were contained in unusually rich graves. A silver 
brooch was found in the female grave under Tumulus IV9 and a circular 
garnet brooch was in Tumulus XII at Chatham pines. A single annular 
brooch was at the breast of the skeleton in Grave C2 at I'inglosham 
(without a pin when found). Stabbing recorded a brooch at the 
left hip of the skeleton in Grave D4. The object was fragmentary, 
and its position suggests that it may have been a buckle rather than 
a brooch. (A suggestion also made by S. C. Hawkes in her reassess- 
ment of the site. ) 
At Stowting a bronze brooch was found on the right shoulder of 
a female skeleton excavated in 1881. A single brooch was found with 
a akeloton equipped with beads at Boakesbourne II9 and a circular 
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brooch in a female grave at Faversham. Other brooches were found 
at both sites, but their associations not recorded. Evidence from 
Breach Downs is also limited since the most recent finds from this 
site have not been fully published and information about brooch 
fashions is dependent on Conynghamts nineteenth-century finds. Only 
two brooches were recovered at that time, and both were worn singly, 
probably by females. One, described only as "a fibula", is shown 
by illustration to have been annular in shape, and could have been 
either a brooch or a buckle. It was found under the head of a 
skeleton. The position of the other brooch, which was circular and 
decorated with garnet, was not recorded. 
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Single brooches were found in ten of the Gilton graves excavated 
by Faussett. There was never more than one brooch in any grave 
excavated by him. Five were circular brooches with garnets, two 
annular, one possibly Roman, and the others of unspecified type. 
The brooch in Grave 42 (a circular example) was found at the right 
breast. The position of the others was described as in the neck 
area, or as "lower" than the beads which were found at the neck. The 
ambiguity in this description leaves open the possibilities that the 
beads were worn over the brooch, or that the beads were worn higher 
up the body than the brooch. The skeletons with brooches recorded 
by Faussett were all female, but Baldwin Brown noted that a square- 
headed brooch from this site was associated with a male (presumably 
found by Rolfe). 
At Guston a circular garnet brooch was found on the breast 
of a skeleton which was also apparently equipped with weapons, and 
therefore male. 
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The Kingston site yielded three single brooches in addition 
to the polychrome brooch which was accompanied by two small safety-pins 
(subsection 3, p. (14, above). (The latter should perhaps be considered 
an additional example of the single brooch fashion since the other 
brooches were not decorative and probably fastened leg coverings 
rather than a body garment. ) All were circular garnet brooches and 
were found in the neck area, that in Grave 15 "near the neck or 
shoulder", similarly placed to the famous brooch (Grave 205) which was 
found at the neck towards the right shoulder. Brooches were rare in 
this large cemetery only occurring in these four graves, which all 
contained elaborate specimens. Grave 299 contained a second brooch, 
a less elaborate circular brooch with keystone garnets, which was found 
in a box at the feet of the skeleton. This suggests that although 
more than one brooch might be owned, and treasured, one was sufficient 
to fasten the costume in which the corpse was buried. This implies 
that it was not the custom to attach all the deceased person's 
jewellery to the burial costume whether or not it was necessary, 
although as some of the persons buried at Kingston had come under 
Christian influence this restraint may have been the result of the 
new teaching. 
A gold-and-garnet polychrome brooch"was found on the chest of 
a female skeleton at Milton, and another near the neck of a Sibertswold 
skeleton, equipped with beads, therefore. probably female. A 
circular garnet brooch was recovered from a Wingham grave containing 
typically feminine objects. 
I 
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6. Brooches in male graves 
A single brooch accompanied a male skeleton at Iyminge, and 
an object which may have been a brooch accompanied a male at Riseley, 
as discussed above (subsection 5, pp. 116-7). 
7. Secondary use of brooches 
Two brooches found at the thighs of female skeletons at Polhill, 
a late site, had probably decorated, or been carried in, bags. Both 
were without pins when found. The brooch in Grave 37 was cloisonne, 
that in Grave 53 a Roman long brooch. At Osengal an annular brooch was 
re-used as a keyring. 
8. Alternative fasteners 
Unusual objects which may häve clasped the garments as substi- 
tutes for brooches include "bronze fasteners" found in Grave LAX at 
Biseley, at the centre of the breast of a skeleton which was probably 
female; and a "clasp" recovered from Crartham Down Baxwow A. This 
object was found near the pendants which had presumably adored a 
woman's necklace, therefore had probably been worn on the chest. 
Mortimer described it as "a piece of gold-six tenths of an inch in 
diameter, consisting of four corded gold wires forming so many circles 
within each other and closed in the middle with a cross of the same 
wire. On one side was fastened a shank of gold long with a hole 
through it; and a gold pin 1" long with a small chain 1" long fastened 
to it. I imagine this must be one side of a clasp to fasten some 
garment, and that there was such another piece of gold wire with two 
shanks which fitted into this; and so the pin going through all 
three of them fastened to one edge of the garment to prevent the pin 
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being lost. " Though unique, and incomplete when found, the object 
is of interest since the cruciform motif suggests that it derived from 
the conversion period, a time when the use of brooches was changing and 
diminishing; and that in its structure of two parts linked by a 
chain, it is comparable with the contemporary pin suites found in 
other areas. 
9" Pins 
Pins may have been used to clasp garments at neck or chest at 
several sites. Two associated with skeletons at Bifrons were found 
at the left shoulder or left side of the chest. One was in a grave 
with "paired" brooches, the other in a grave with three brooches (not 
"paired"). Another was found at the neck of a skeleton without 
brooches. 
, 
Pins were also found at the necks of skeletons at Chartham 
Down (two cases), Crundale, Dover and Sibertswold, and at the chins of 
two Holborough skeletons. They were found at the chests of skeletons 
at Pinglesham, Holborough (two cases), Kingston and Polhill, and at 
Osengal the position of a pin led C. R. Smith to deduce that a garment 
with a front fastening had been worn. These pins were all associated 
with females. A "bodkin" found at the left shoulder of a male at 
I4yminge may have fastened the clothing. A child at the same site had 
a similar object at the right shoulder. Objects found in two Riseley 
graves were considered to be either pins or nails. It is possible 
that these too were clothing fasteners, since in Grave XCP one such 
object was found over the left scapula: of the female skeleton. 
Pins which may have fastened the hair or headdress were 
associated with female skeletons at at least nine sites. One was 
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found under the skull of a female at Beakesbourne I, another beyond 
the skull of a skeleton at Bifrons. One, associated with a "small 
silver wire ornament", was found by a skull at Breach Downs. Two 
were near the skull of one Chartham Down skeleton, six were found at 
the heads of Kingston and seven of Sibertswold skeletons. At 
Faversham there was found"a pin which the excavator described as a 
"hairpin". A pin was found at the back of the head at Finglesham and 
two among the remains of a skull at-Gilton. 
Twice pins may have been worn by males. One was found "at 
the head" of Grave 81 at Sarre, which contained weapons, but the des- 
cription of the pin's position is too vague to prove it had fastened 
a headdress. A male skeleton at I1yminge had a pin at the skull. 
10. Clips, possible headgear 
Small metal clips were found at Lyminge and 8iseley. At 
Lym3nge they were found at the right of the skull of a girl aged about 
ten years (Grave 37). The nine clips, which extended away from the 
skull in diminishing sizes, did not contain wood or other material, and 
may have belonged to a headdress. The arrangement of the clips is 
unparallelled, but several features of the costume at Lyminge appear 
to have been unusual. Clips at Riseley were found near the skull of 
a male skeleton, having probably belonged to a leather vessel, rather 
than a garment; and beside the right arm of a female, where they had 
probably been attached to a leather strap. A bead and a buckle found 
on top of a male skull at Polhill (Grave 65) may have belonged to a 
headdress. Beads may have decorated a gold braided headdress at 
Stowtinggand a single ivory bead at Bifrons, found at the forehead, may 
have been part of a headdress. 
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11. Shoe buckles, lace tags 
Two sets of shoe buckles and two lace tags were found at the 
ankles of a male skeleton at Polhill (Grave 28) and similar buckles 
and tags accompanied male and female skeletons at Fingleshaw (Graves 
95,198; 20,157). A bronze, cone-shaped lace tag was found below 
the feet of the skeleton in Polhill Grave 30. Other examples were 
found in Finglesham Graves 68,163 and 180. S. C. Hawkes suggested 
that these shoe fittings reflect foreign influence. Metal shoe 
buckles and tags had come into use on the continent, particularly in 
Frankish areas, among the upper classes, in the sixth century. 
Objects which were, considered to have been the remains of 
copper lace tags were recovered from 8iseley Grave V, but these lay 
across the lower spine. 
12. Buckles 
Buckles were normally but not exclusively found at the waist 
or hip of Kent skeletons. Evidence will be considered from 
Beakesbourne I, Bifrons, Breach Downs, Broadstairs, Charthan Down, 
Chatham Dines, Crnndale, Finglesham, Gilton, Holborou; h, Kingston, 
Iyzinge, Milton, Polhill, Riseley, Rochester, Sarre, Sibertswold, Stowtine 
and Wingham. 
Buckles were found in three graves at Beakesbourne 2, twice 
being positioned at the right hip. One of these buckles, being 
accompanied by a chatelaine, was evidently worn by a woman. No 
brooches were recovered from this site, but the evidence suggests that 
the buckled belt continued as part of women's costume after brooches 
had ceased to be popular. 
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At Bifrons buckles were found in thirty-two graves. They had 
been worn by both sexes, including women with and without brooches. 
The majority appear to have fastened belts, and were mostly found 
centrally at the waist. One female had worn the buckle at the left 
and one male at the right, and in four cases which included both 
sexes, buckles had been placed at the back. One male and two females 
were equipped with two buckles each , 'though the male had probably not 
worn the second at burial. (It was found at the feet. ) In the 
female graves one buckle had probably fastened the belt in the usual 
way, the second being attached to an object suspended from the belt, 
since in both cases.. 'the second buckle was found lower down the body, 
once with chatelaine components. Both these female graves were 
otherwise well-equipped, one containing brooches "paired at the waist" 
as well as "paired" at the shoulder. Four Bifrons females with 
buckles had brooches at the lower as well as the upper part of the 
abdomen. The association demonstrates that these brooches were not 
substitutes for buckles. 
One male skeleton at Bifrons had a buckle on the left forearm, 
and two, one female, the other of unidentified sex, had buckles at 
the upper part of the body. One was found"below" a pin on the left 
shoulder of the female skeleton, and the other was found with objects 
at the left side of the chest. 
At Breach Downs buckles were worn by both sexes, and were 
placed at the waist in at least two cases. One massive buckle, 
associated with a gold-and-garet brooch, was ornamented with perforations. 
Buckles were worn by both sexes at Broadstairs, and where the position 
was recorded, they were found at the waist. 
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One at least of the buckles found at Chartham Down was worn 
at the left side, but the majority at that site appear to have been 
worn centrally. A number appear to have been found in the 1730 
excavations, and three during later exploration, but there is no 
indication of the overall numbers or the proportions worn by each sex. 
There were apparently several buckles in some graves. Heaney, 
paraphrasing Douglas/Faussett, stated that "At the waist. of three or 
four were small silver buckles", 
38 but the account actually recorded 
that in several of the barrows, there ware found about the waist of 
the skeletons "two three or four silver buckles". 
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One male and one female at Chatham Lines had worn buckles, 
the female at the left side, the male centrally. A buckle was found 
at the left hip of one of two skeletons in Gave 18 at Crundale. 
At Faversham there was no primary evidence of buckles although one was 
certainly associated with a male. An object, which at the time of 
excavation was considered a brooch but which might in fact have been a 
buckle, was found at the left hip of the skeleton in Grave D4 at Finglesham. 
Buckles had apparently been worn by both sexes at Gilton, but again, 
there was no primary evidence. 
Buckles were found with both sexes and with the skeleton of a 
child at Holborough, a site from which no brooches have been discovered. 
In two cases the buckles were at the right of the waist. The buckle 
accompanying the child's skeleton was decorated with perforations. One 
skeleton had two buckles. One had been apparently used to fasten a 
purse which may have been attached to the belt. 
I 
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Buckles were found in at least nine graves at Kingston, 
including those of both sexes and a child. There are no details of 
their position, but apparently there was nothing unusual about this 
(they were probably at the waist), except in one case (Grave 142) where 
the buckle was found in a box. 
The detailed recording of finds from Lyminge has produced more 
information about the thickness and method of wearing belts than most 
other sites. There were buckles in eighteen graves, nineteen buckles 
being found. Eleven of the associated skeletons were male and five 
female, the remainder being of unidentifiable sex. One of these was 
an infant of six to twelve months. 
A buckle found at the left arm of the male skeleton in Grave 
30 was associated with a purse mount, and unlikely to have been used 
to-fasten the belt, which must have been clasped by some other means. 
A buckle in Grave 12, also a male burial, probably functioned in the 
same way. It was found, with a small buckle plate, at the pelvis, 
the tongue of the buckle pointing towards the feet. There was, in 
this case, a second buckle at the waist which must have fastened the 
belt. 
In five instances the buckle was found at the left, and in 
eight at the right of the waist. In six cases belts had been orna- 
mented with decorative plates, and a tag was found to the right of one 
female skeleton with a buckle. The belt equipment may have been 
quite elaborate in several cases and two buckle plates were ornamented 
with cloisonne decoration. 
. In seven cases 
the tongue of the belt pointed towards the 
right, indicating that the strap had passed from right to left across 
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the front of the body. The seven instances included the graves 
. of 
both sexes, leading the excavator to conclude that sex did not 
determine which side the belt was fastened. 
4° It was noticeable, 
however, that the four burials which exhibited the less popular 
method of fastening the belt (the buckle tongue pointing to the left) 
were all male. The positions of rivets indicated that belts at 
Igmi. nge were 1/16" thick. 
There were more buckles than brooches recovered from Osengal, 
and strap ends were also found, but there was no record of their posi- 
tions. 
At Polhill, buckles were found at the waist or pelvis of only 
twenty-one skeletons though there were over one hundred graves. The 
buckles accompanied two children of indeterminate sex, and nineteen 
adults of which fourteen were certainly male. Buckles did not 
accompany any skeleton positively identified as female, leading S. C. 
Hawkes to comment on a change of fashion: "the buckled belt, though 
it might be retained as an optional extra, was clearly no longer a 
functional necessity to women . 
Buckles were found in the graves of both sexes and a child at 
Riseley, and were associated with eighteen interments. In most 
instances they had fastened a belt at the waist.. Three were found at 
the left of the waist and five were positioned centrally. 
Three buckles at Riseley were found at the upper part of the 
body. One, "a circular buckle", was found on the left shoulder of a 
female skeleton, and was perhaps associated with'; ±he suspension of 
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a "short iron weapon" (perhaps a knife) which was found on the left 
breast, but it is possible that the circular object was a brooch. A 
penannular brooch attributed to this grave is in the Borough Museum, 
Dartford. A buckle was found near the breast of a child, and a broken 
. 
buckle under the left humerus of a skeleton which was probably male. 
The latter buckle was associated with an iron band shaped "to fit the 
body". 
Four male skeletons at Rochester were equipped with buckles. 
One of these had two buckles, a large one at the right and a small one 
at the centre of the waist area, perhaps a further instance of the 
smaller buckle having fastened a pouch carried at the belt. Two 
others had the belt buckles at the right, and one centrally. 
Details of buckles from Sarre were mostly not recorded. 
Thirteen were found, and accompanied both sexes. They were worn at 
the waist, one well-equipped female having the buckle on the left. 
A male skeleton in Grave 68 had an elaborate buckle, also a belt tag 
and studs. The ornamented belt indicated by these objects may have 
supported the sword. 
One male skeleton (Grave 26) had worn a buckle on the breast. 
This may have fastened a baldric for the skeleton was accompanied by 
an unusual piece of equipment -a double sheath which contained the 
knife and an object described as a "dirk". This sheath may have been 
attached to a strap over the chest. 
Buckles were found in twelve graves at Sibertswold. Six of 
the associated skeletons were certainly male, and one was a child. 
All the buckles, some of which were decorated with cruciform motifs, 
had probably fastened belts at the waist. Two were at the right and 
. 
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one at the loft, but most had been worn centrally. 
There are few details of the buckles from Stowting, although 
it is apparent that they were worn by both sexes, and that belt plates 
and studs were also found. The detailed evidence about buckles from 
this site concerns examples which had not fastened belts. One buckle 
was found at the nook 'of an old person, and one at the right knee of a 
male skeleton. 
A buckle and belt tag were found in the lap of an adult skeleton 
at Wingham. 
13. Belt fitting 
Three Bifrons graves with buckles also contained studs, and 
at least eight had tags and strap ends which had probably been attached 
to belts. Grave 35, which was not rich and contained no buckle, had 
two strap tags, found by the right leg of the skeleton, which was 
probably female. The tags could have boon attached to the hanging 
ends of the girdle, though they might have belonged to garters. 
At Broadstairs, studs had been attached to the bolts of one 
male and one female. At Chartham Down there were found "two or three 
silver staples, to pass the end of the strap under". One skeleton 
at this site, not equipped with a buckle, had a pair of silver strap 
ends and one "brass" strap end at the right hip. These were associated 
with leather, probably from a belt. Me impression given is that 
absence of a buckle need not indicate poverty, and that bolts 
without buckles could be ornate. A feile at Chatham Lines had 
elaborate belt mounts but no buckle, and shoe-shaped studs accompanied 
another skeleton without a buckle at the sane site. 
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Bolt fittings and strap ends as well as buckles were among 
finds at Faversham, and at Kingston a male and female without buckles 
wore accompanied by belt mounts and strap tag, respectively. 
Decorative plates and a strap tag were among the belt fittings 
at Iyminge, already discussed in detail. At least two male skeletons 
at Polhill with belt buckles had studs at the waist. At Milton-next- 
Sittingbourne, from where there are no recorded finds of buckles, a 
male skeleton was equipped with three studs and other belt fittings. 
Grave LXXV at Risoley contained an iron belt fitting and a 
piece of bone which had provided backing for the belt. This may have 
reinforced the belt which had to support the sword which was found in 
the grave. 
There were five tags at the waist of the skeleton in Grave 9 
at Stowting, which was not accompanied by a buckle. 
14. Girdle . dings 
Skeletons in several cemeteries were found to have rings at 
the hip or waist. The function of these is uncertain. They might 
have been attached to the girdle as fasteners, as suspension rings, or 
might have been the frames of pouches or other objects now decayed. 
Six were found at Bifrons, one with a male, the others with females. 
Your of the associated skeletons were without buckles, therefore the 
rings may, in those cases, have provided a means of fastening the belt. 
Rings were'found at the left hand of a male at Broadstairs (without a 
buckle), the left leg of a male at Lyminge and the'left hip of a 
Rochester skeleton. 
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15. Adjuncts to costume 
Knives in Kent cemeteries were usually found in positions 
consistent with attachment to the belt, and the position of these 
and other objects which were found near the waist often attests 
the presence of a belt in graves without buckles. 
At Barham Downs two knives were found in a female grave. One- 
was at the left side. The other, with a sheath, was found at the 
left shoulder. There was no buckle present. Knives were found in 
four graves at Beakesbourne It including a woman's burial and a child's. 
The objects were positioned at the left hip. In Grave 30 of this 
site, the remains of the leather belt to which a knife had been 
attached confirmed the means of suspension. 
Knives, sometimes called "daggers" by Faussett, were recovered 
from forty-two graves at Bifrons, accompanying both sexes and children. 
In sixteen cases the knife had apparently been worn centrally, in twelve 
at the left, three at the right, and in three at the back of the belt. 
No fashion appeared limited to either sex. Of the thirty-four cases 
in which the knife appeared to have been carried at the belt, only 
nineteen skeletons were provided with belt buckles. Of the remaining 
fifteen, two had single beads which might have functioned as toggles 
and one had. a ring at the girdle. The others were without girdle 
fasteners. 
Five knives were found at the chest areas of skeletons at 
Bifrons, three male, two of indeterminate sex. One of these skeletons 
had a buckle at the chest which may have been associated with the 
suspension of the knife (one of those called a "dagger"), two others 
had buckles at the waist. 
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Detailed evidence of the Breach Downs finds derives only from 
the earliest excavations (Conyngham's of 1841), but from these it 
appears that knives were carried by both sexes. They were found in 
seventeen graves and were usually found at the side, where specified, 
at the left. Ten were not associated with buckles. At Broadstairs, 
also, knives were found with both sexes, with and without buckles, 
and in the two instances in which the position was specified, they were 
at the left side. 
Faussett found knives in four graves at Chartham Down, three 
at the left and one at the right hips. One skeleton was equipped 
with a buckle, the others apparently not. Bloxam mentioned two male 
skeletons with knives found at this site, one with, the other without 
a buckle, stating that in the former instance the fife may have been 
carried in a sheath. 
At Chatham Lines and Crundale knives were worn at either hip. 
One at each site accompanied a buckle and one did not. Prom Dover 
II there is recorded the find of only one knife, which was recovered, 
with other objects, from the left side of the chest of a-female 
skeleton. 
Nine graves of the original excavations at Finglesham yielded 
knives. They were found with both sexes grid always carried at the 
belt. In Grave 2 one knife found at the right hip had perhaps been 
stuck through the belt, while a second knife recovered from the right 
thigh had perhaps hung from the belt. ' Knives were found at the 
right side in four instances at this site, in one case between the 
legs, and in only one recorded instance at the left. This grave (D4) 
was the only one to contain a metal object which might have fastened 
the belt. 
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Faussett found knives in ten graves at Gilton, and two more were 
associated with later discoveries. The details of only one find were 
recorded, however, that of a male without a buckle. The knife was 
f 
found at the right hip. 
The five knives at Holborough were associated with two males, two 
females and one child. Both young and old adults were represented. 
The males and the child wore buckles, the females did not. A knife 
was found at the right hip of one female, the others at the left hip 
or waist. Knives were said to have been found at the left hip of 
most of the Horton Kirby skeletons "especially women", but individual 
details were not recorded. 
At Kingston knives were found in at least twenty-three graves, but 
as at other sites of the conversion period these and other personal 
objects were sometimes not wozu, but buried in containers. Knives 
were found with at least one male and seventeen females, although four 
knives in Grave 142 (female) were contained in a box. Two females 
were equipped with twolazives. The positions of knives were only 
0 
recorded in six instances. Four were found at the left hip. The 
positions of the others were ambiguously described, but not incon- 
sistent with suspension from the belt. Only\one skeleton with a 
knife possibly worn at the belt was equipped with a belt buckle. 
Knives were found with twelve skeletons at Iyminge, including 
six male and five female of which two were children. Eight of the 
knives had been worn at the left of the waist and two at the right. 
Only three of the skeletons with knives apparently carried at the belt 
were without belt fastenings. Seven had buckles and one a brooch at 
the waist. One knife was found at the upper part of a body. 
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It was recovered, with a purse mount, from the left shoulder area of 
the skeleton of a girl. 
"Daggers" were found at Milton, and it was generally observed 
that these were found at the left arm, which indicates that they were 
probably carried at the left side of tho belt. The detailed evidence 
from the site partly agrees with the general observation: knives were 
found at the left of skeletons in Graves E and G, the former with, 
the latter without a buckle, but the knife in Grave I was recovered 
with other objects from between the thighs, so had evidently been 
suspended centrally. 
There were no buckles in two graves with knives at Osengal, one 
of a male with the knife at the left side, the other of a child, also 
with the knife at its side. Knives were associated with both sexes 
at Polhill, the females and some of the males being without belt 
buckles. The knives were usually found at the left of the waist. 
Grave 11 had two knives, one under, one upon the sacrum, both-placed 
handle downward. The inversion of the knife is not unusual in Anglo- 
Saxon cemeteries as a whole, but the angle is rarely mentioned in 
reports of Kent sites. 
Riseley yielded thirty-one graves with knives. Seven of the 
associated skeletons were male, five probably female. Twelve of the 
knives were found at the left sides of skeletons and seven at the right. 
Three were at the centre of the back. Only eleven of the associated 
skeletons were equipped with buckles. 
At least fifteen graves at Rochester contained knives, including- 
five male and two female burials. Nine of the knives were found at 
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the left of skeletons, one at the right and one at the back. Two 
graves contained two knives, which in one case at least, were both 
carried at the left. Only four of the associated skeletons (all 
0 "t 
male) were equipped with buckles, and two of the other skeletons had 
. objects which might 
have functioned as toggles for fastening the belt. 
The remaining nine were without fasteners. 
At Sarre at least twenty-one graves had been equipped with knives, 
but in two cases these were found at the feet, not on the body. The 
knives were associated with at least seven males and seven females and 
a child. Six knives found at the left of the body, and one other 
"across the lower part of the body" may have been carried at the belt. 
Two knives were found at the upper parts of the bodies. One was near 
the shoulder of a male skeleton, the other at the left shoulder of a 
child. Nine of the skeletons with knives also had buckles, but the 
positions of these were not usually recorded, and one knife in such 
a grave, being found at the shoulder, cannot have been associated with 
a waist belt. It appears that eleven of the skeletons with knives 
were without buckles or other belt fastening. 
At least thirty graves of the combined Sibertswold-Barfriston 
sites contained knives. The associated skeletons included five males, 
twenty females and a child. The positions'of the objects were rarely 
described, but the knives in general appear to have been found at the 
hip, and in the two instances where the side was specified, they 
were found at the left. Buckles were associated in only two cases. 
At Stowting eight graves contained knives; the skeletons included 
three of each sex. All but one of the knives were probably carried, 
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at the belt, twice specifically at the left side, including two knives 
(8" and 15") carried in a double sheath. 
There is little detailed. evidence from Wingham, but a knife was 
found at the side of a female skeleton there. A knife found on the 
breast of a male skeleton at Wye is the only primary evidence from 
that site, a cemetery without brooches or buckles. 
The Kent graves provide ample evidence of other adjuncts which 
were attached to the costume at the belt and elsewhere. The crystal 
balls and spoons of which more have been found in Kent than in any 
other county appear to have been adjuncts of the female costume, 
occurring in the sixth century, and part of a specialized regalia 
usually including numerous brooches and a gold-embroidered garment 
(Chart pp. 359-(C). The combination of crystal ball and perforated 
spoon was found in graves at Beakesbourne II, Bifrons (three cases), 
Chartham Down, Lyminge and Sara. One other grave from Bifrons had 
a crystal ball, and one from Chatham Lines also had a ball. Crystal 
balls were found at Gilton, but there is no primary evidence about 
them. One of the Chatham Lines graves, which also contained several 
brooches, had a perforated spoon but no ball. These objects were 
always found between the legs of skeletons, 
consistent 
with suspension 
from the centre of the belts, except for the crystal ball at Chartham 
Down which was found at the feet (the spoon was between the thighs), 
and the Chatham Lines and Gilton finds where the position of the 
objects was not recorded. Despite the weight of these objects, a 
buckled belt was apparently not necessary to support them in most 
instances. 
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The skeleton of a child at Holborough was also equipped with 
part of a spoon which was found with other objects at the left hip, 
but the other contents of the grave did not resemble the regalia of 
the other, apparently earlier, sites. 
Chatelaine chains were found in association with female skele- 
tons at Beakesbourne I, Gilton, Kingdnn, possibly at Milton, and at 
Po7hi11, Rochester, Sibertswold and Wingham, being characteristic of 
later burial sites. They were not uncommon objects, occurring in 
about twelve graves at Sibertswold and fourteen at Kingston. The 
Kingston chains were often found in two lines on either side of the 
body, sometimes with keys attached. A similar arrangement was found 
in one grave at Beakesbounie I, with shears attached at the right and 
an object which may have been a key at the left. Otherwise, the 
chains had hung singly, beside the leg, or as at Wingham, centrally. 
A chain measured at Gilton was two feet long. The chain at Milton 
(in Grave I) was considered by Payne to have "probably encircled the 
wrist". It was found at the left hand, but since this lay near the 
right elbow, it is possible that' the chain lay at the right hip, 
rather than having the unusual function suggested by Payne. A chain 
and hook which were interpreted as objects for suspending a pot were 
found in Grave 34 at Chartham Down. They 'lay at the left hip of the 
skeleton and had perhaps served as, or substituted fora chatelaine. 
At Sarre a ring was found between the knees of a child, and others 
were in this position relative to skeletons at Stowting. Too low 
to have fastened the girdle, these rings may have been used in the 
suspension of girdle attachments, as may a perforated, circular 
object found at the waist of a Stowting skeleton equipped with a buckle. 
i3s. 
Keys were found in many Kent cemeteries, but in many cases their 
position was not recorded. They were found at the right of the waist 
of a skeleton at Dover II9 and between the thighs of one at Bifrons. 
Three others at Bifrons as well as persons buried at Holborough, Horton 
'Kirby I, I{yminge, Rochester and Sarre had carried keys at the left hip. 
The associated skeletons were apparently all female, including children. 
These keys were the typical Saxon "latch-lifters". A Roman key was 
found by the right knee of a male skeleton at Stowting, 'and another 
was found in a similar position in relation to a skeleton of unidenti- 
fied sex at Chartham Down. These souvenirs of an earlier culture may 
have hung from the belt. The Chartham Down key was associated with 
two "armillae". It is possible that it-had been suspended from these 
as three (Saxon) keys at Osengal had been from an annular brooch. The 
brooch had been roused as a key ring, the keys being attached by wire. 
S. C. Hawkes noted that, at Polhill, the women buried with "larch-1+1'teý-sý 
were not the women with jewellery. She suggested that the keybearer 
was the housekeeper, not the lady of the house. 
Girdle hangers, usually considered typical of Anglian areas, do 
occur in Kent, for example at Gilton and Sarre, but there is no 
primary evidence about their position. A hook found at the left hip 
of a Rochester skeleton, in association withthe chatelaine complex, 
may have fulfilled the function of a girdle hanger. Other hooks were 
found at Breach Downs and Sarre, but their position not recorded. 
Tools may sometimes have been carried on the person. Two males 
with buckled belts at Lyminge had axeheads, one at the right, one at 
the left. Possibly the axes had been stuck in the belts. A male 
skeleton at Sarre, with an axe at the feot, 
1had 
a chisel which was 
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found at the shoulder. Another skeleton at Sarre had a plane, and 
one at Bifrons an awl, but the positions of these were not recorded. 
Shears appear to have been carried at the belt, having been 
found at the hips of skeletons at Barham Downs, Kingston and Milton 
(at the left), Chartham Down (right), Bifrons, Polhill, Rochester and 
Sibertswold. The shears appear to have been associated with females 
in these cases, but were found in a male grave at Sarre. 
Tweezers were found in association with male skeletons at iymßnge 
and Rochester, where they had evidently been attached to the belt. 
The three skeletons all had buckles, and the tweezers were found near 
the left arm of the Rochester skeleton, and to the left of one, to the 
right of another at Iyminge. The tweezers were found with males at 
the sites'yielding primary evidence, and also at several other Kent 
sites, but with a female at Broadstairs. 
Other objects which may have been tools include a stylus found 
at the right hip of a Chartham Down skeleton and objects found with 
female skeletons at Dover II and Breach Downs. The Dover object was 
found on the chest of the skeleton. The objects were pins in the 
shape of human figures which were contained in sheaths, and have been 
compared by Edison to similar items, without sheaths, from Birka, 
Sweden. The latter were recovered from female graves, were often 
associated with tweezers and were considered "some kind of toilet or 
domestic implement"; The Breach Downs figure (discussed below, Part 
Three, E, It p. 'i5 apparently originally-had a close-fitting head- 
covering, perhaps "a hood or helmet with a lappet or neck ward hanging 
down the backs. 
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The Dover object was blunt-ended, made of iron and sheathed 
in wood, which Evison suggested might have been a sharpening steel or 
the iron core of a wooden spoon. The sheath, however, had been pad- 
ded with textile, which suggests that the object might have been sharp, 
perhaps a stiletto for piercing textile. 
All these objects might perhaps have been used in the preparation 
of textile. The suggestion is made firstly because the textile arts 
seem to have been a female occupation at this period, textile equipment 
being found in womens' graves, and secondly in view of the connection 
made between weaving and warfare. (The Breach Downs figure may have 
been a warrior. ) Weapons may have been used in the preparation of 
cloth, since swords and spears were re-used as weaving beaters, or 
sword-like objects made for this function; and a figurative connection 
made between the subjects in the "Loom Riddles" De Lorica and Web in 
the Loom suggests that the association was one made by the Anglo- 
Saxons themselves "41 
Small boxes which had probably held needle and thread were 
associated with female skeletons at several sites, and evidence from 
Holborough, Kingston., Polhill and Sibertswold suggests that they were 
carried at the girdle, at Holborough specifically at the left side. 
Such boxes have been recognised as characteristic of late cemeteries. 
The occupation of spinning among the female population is 
attested by the spindle whorls which axe found in many graves. A 
bone whorl, through which an iron spindle passed, was undoubtedly 
functional. It was found at the left hand of a female skeleton at 
Wingham and had perhaps been attached to the belt ready for use. 
Other large beads which have been identified as spindle whorls were 
found at the left hips of two Beakesbourne I skeletons, in the same 
position in relation to one at Bifrons and at the right hip of a 
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skeleton at Horton Kirby. One of the Beakesbourne finds was associated 
with other objects and buckles were found there and at Bifrons, but 
in the other cases there was no buckle. It is possible that in these 
circumstances the whorls might have functioned as toggles. 
Purses and pouches, usually only attested by their frames, 
appeared at several Kent sites, found most often with males, and 
suspended from the belt. They were also occasionally associated with 
females, and sometimes found at the breast. A purse (and a spatula) 
had probably been attached to the waist of a male buried at Holborough, 
and the man accompanied by a plane at Sarre had a purse mount on the 
chest. Purses were particularly popular at Lyminge where they were 
associated with five males and one female child. Three were found 
at the left pelvis, two centrally at the waist, only the child's being 
at the shoulder (under the knife). The remains of a pouch were found 
between the knees of a male skeleton from the same site. The purses 
may have contained fire-making materials in some cases. One Lyminge 
example had contained flints, and flints were found near another. A 
pouch or purse found in Grave 6 at Sarre had probably held gaming 
counters. 
There, were other adjuncts to the costume recovered from Kent 
graves, which, judging from the evidence of other areas, had probably 
been worn on the person, but there is no primary evidence from Kent. 
Ivory rings which may have been attached to pouches were recovered, 
for instance, from Bifrons and. (in boxes) Kingston. 
Personal implements including an earpick were also found at the 
latter site. 
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Combs often accompanied their owners to the grave, and it seems 
they might sometimes have been worn on the person, perhaps suspended 
round the neck, or attached to the belt. Two examples were found 
at the upper part of the body of females at Kingston (one at the right 
breast, the other near the right shoulder) although two others at the 
same site had been contained in boxes. A Polhill skeleton, probably 
female, had a comb at the right arm. A comb at Sibertswold was re- 
covered from a position "lower than" the beads and a richly-furnished 
female grave at Sarre contained a"comb found at the left of the body. 
16. Possible toggles 
A few beads occurred singly at hip or waist, and it is possible 
that these, like the large beads identified as spindle whorls (subsection 
e 1'+0'ºf 
15, habove), may have hung from the belt, or sometimes acted as toggles. 
Single beads were found at the waists of skeletons at Bifrons, Lyminge, 
Rochester (three instances) and Sibertswold, and near the left hand 
of one at Wingham. (The Lyminge skeleton was male and was equipped 
with a buckle. ) A burial at Broadstairs contained two very large 
beads found near the waist of the skeleton., 
17. Other iewellory_ 
Beads, common in Kent as elsewhere, were most often worn as 
neck ornaments by women. Beads and/or pendants which decorated the 
neck area, either by hanging in'festoons or by encircling the neck, 
were found at Barham Downs, Beakesbourne I, Bifrons, Breach Downs, 
Broadstairs, Buttsole (the only primary evidence from this site), 
Chartham Down, Grundale, Gilton, Kingston, Lidsing, Iyminge, Milton, 
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Newington (the only primary evidence from the site), Orpington, Osengal, 
Polhill, Riseley, Rochester, Sarre, Sibertswold-Barfriston, Stowting 
and Wingham. Jessup recorded that beads on rings were found near the 
, pelvis of a skeleton 
at Chatham Lines, but he suggested that they might 
have been worn on the chest. S. C. Rawkes suggested that the fifty- 
two beads and three bracteates found in Grave D3 at Pinglesham had 
been festooned from the bird-shaped brooches which, in her recon- 
struction, were worn at the shoulders. The description of the position 
of beads in the original report as "over and around the body" seems to 
imply, however, that the beads were found at the back as well as the 
front of the body. Also, 'since there were five brooches in the 
grave, it is possible that the beads were attached to more than two 
of them, giving the excavator this impression of their extent. 
Records of necklaces being found round the neck are rare. A 
child buried at Lyminge (Grave 24) had had one arrangement of beads 
on the chest, another round the neck, and beads were found "around" 
the neck of a female skeleton at Stowting. A metal clasp was 
associated with one of the many finds of beads at Kingston. The posi- 
tion of beads was most often, however, "at the neck" or "near the skull". 
Notable variations include six cases from Bifrons where the beads were 
said to have been found running "up the chest to the neck" and at 
Riseley an arrangement of beads from the breast bone to the hips of 
a skeleton (Grave XCIII) which, it was thought, had been laid in a 
skein over the body. 
Triple festoons were evidence from both Bifrons and Iyminge, 
although they were unique at each site. In Grave 64 at Bifrons 
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the ornament had consisted of one festoon of beads, one of gold 
pendants and one of rings. In Grave 16 at Lyminge the festoons were 
composed of one-hundred-and-five beads and a bracteate pendant, plus 
an amber bead which had apparently hung separately. 
Sometimes the neck ornaments were simple. Single beads had 
hung at the necks of skeletons at Bifrons, Hilton (several cases), 
Riseley, Rochester and Sibertswold (a child). Although graves which 
were rich in other respects were often provided with large numbers of 
beads, they might also have simpler arrangements. For example, 
the otherwise richly-furnished grave of a woman at Lyminge (Grave 
44) contained only a single bead, which had been attached by a silver 
wire chain to a brooch. 
Apart from single beads, there were also simple arrangements 
of two or more. For example, a child at Bifrons was provided with 
two beads, and at Crundale the only detailed evidence about beads was 
that five were found at the neck of a skeleton.. The number of beads 
found in each grave varied widely at individual sites. At Gilton, 
for example, where the details of beads in fifteen graves were 
recorded, the number varied from five to thirty-nine, and in the 
seven graves recorded from Stowting, from one to sixty. Rarer graves 
with very elaborate bead necklaces included a rich Bifrons burial 
containing over one hundred amber, glass and porcelain beads, the 
Iyminge grave with one-hundred-and-five (already mentioned), and one 
at Sarre containing a festoon of more than one-hundred-and-forty 
beads apparently suspended from loops on the "paired" brooches, in 
addition to an arrangement of six bracteatos which had probably 
hung above the beads, being found between the shoulders of the skeleton. 
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Glass, earthenware and porcelain beads were co=on. Amber beads 
were also found, perhaps proportionately less than in some other 
. counties, and 
featuring less obviously in the later burials, but 
nevertheless popular at, for example, Buttsole and in some graves at 
"Osengal. Amethyst beads occurred frequently in graves dating from the 
latter half of the sixth century onwards, and rare beads of gold and 
silver occurred in seventh-century context. Beads of crystal, having 
perhaps some prophylactic value in common with the crystal balls discussed 
above (subsection 15, p. 136), have been recovered from Breach Downs 
and Chartham Down (where they may have been worn as a bracelet). 
Although bead necklaces without additional ornaments appear to 
have been the norm at Broadstairs, Buttsole, Crundale, Lidsing, 
Newington, Stowting and Wingham, pendants were extremely popular in 
Kent. The perforated coins which. have been found attached to neck- 
laces in many other counties are infrequent finds in Kent. They 
were found in two graves at Gilton, a late-sixth- to seventh-century 
site, and in a seventh-century grave at Orpington. Bracteates, 
pendants of which the designs were derived from coins, but which them- 
selves were ornamental, occurred in graves of the early and middle 
sixth century in Kent, detailed records of their position being 
available from Bifrons, Lyminge and Sarre. 
Other metal pendants were evidently in use in the sixth century 
(at Bif`rons) but pendants of precious metals, together with bullae 
(gems, mostly amethyst and garnet, cut en cabochon, often in gold 
settings), are characteristic of the early-seventh-century burials. 
Small pendant crosses which attest the influence of Christianity were 
found at Chartham Down and Kingston, in the latter case in association 
with amethyst and other beads, and bu: Llae (Grave 142). 
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Pendants were mostly, but not alwayys, associated with beads.. A 
gold pendant and a knot ring were found without beads at the neck of a 
Gilton skeleton, and a single bulla was at the neck of a child at 
Beakesbourne I. 
Kings appear to have been used in necklaces during the sixth 
century (at Bifrons), but became more common in seventh-century 
burials: nine graves at Kingston contained rings which had evidently 
been part of the necklace although they were not strung with beads, 
and a single knot ring was found at the neck of a skeleton with a 
pendant at Gilton (above). "Finger rings" found with beads near the 
heads of Polhill skeletons probably adorned necklaces. The rind-and- 
bead necklace, in which beads were actually attached to the rings, was 
found in seventh-century burials at Chartham Down, Kingston and 
Sibertswold, but the fashion was anticipated by a single ring upon 
which a bead was strung, found near the left shoulder of a skeleton 
at Bifrons (Grave 5). 
It has often been suggested, particularly by nineteenth-century 
archaeologists, that beads on rings were earrings. This suggestion 
was made in reference to the Bifrons example, and rings found on 
either side of the skull in Grave I at Hilton were similarly inter- 
preted by Payne. Paussett thought that beads on rings in Grave 6 
at Kingston and "blue drops" in Gravo 103 were earrings. It may be 
that this is an unnecessary complication in some cases, for instance 
at Milton, where twenty-nine beads and an amethyst pendant were said 
to have been found in the same position, and obviously constituted a 
neck ornament. It is possible that excavators wore influenced by 
the resemblance of some objects to the modern "hoop" or frdrop" 
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earring in identifying the function of their finds. Rings with 
attached beads have recently been shown t6 be characteristic seventh- 
century neck ornaments, 
42 
and the amethyst beads which were popular 
at the same period are often drop-shaped; so unless the position of 
such objects was clearly distinguished by excavators from the position 
of the necklace constituents, there is no necessity to consider a 
different function. 
The recovery of beads from lower down the body (apart from 
the single beads which might have functioned as toggles, discussed 
above, subsection 16) is less marked in Kent than in some other areas, 
but not unknown. There were seven instances at Bifrons, including 
the rich Grave 6, in which thirty-nine beads were found under the ball 
and spoon which appeared to have hung from the girdle. It was sug- 
gested that the crystal ball might have been strung with the beads. 
Apart from the beads on rings which may or may not have been from the 
pelvic area of a skeleton at Chatham Lines (above) this fashion did 
not occur in seventh-century context. 
Other uses for beads occurred only in isolated examples. 
Records often note the recovery of beads from near the skull, but 
without more precise information it is impossible to judge if these had 
decorated the hair or headdress, or simply hung at the neck. In 
Grave 9 at Stowting small beads were found near the gold braid which 
lay at the skull. The excavator questioned whether these had been 
worn, or scattered at the time of burial. It is perhaps possible that 
they had been sewn to the headdress, since a distinctive head garment 
appears to have formed part of the regalia associated with numerous 
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brooches (Chart, pp" 359-60). A single ivory bead found at the forehead 
of a skeleton at Bifrons (Grave 6), associated with similar regalia 
also indicates a distinctive (but dissimilar) headgear (mentioned above, 
subsection 10, p. 122). 
An unusual use of beads occurred in Grave 39 at I. ymingo, which 
was rich enough to contain two pairs of brooches. In addition to 
beads attached to one of the brooches, nine large beads were found at 
the right ankle. The wearing of anklets appears to have been a 
peculiarity of the inhabitants of Zyminge, since a spiräl bronze bangle 
was found by the right foot of the richly-equipped skeleton in Grave 16. 
(A silver expanding ring, diameter was found at the left foot. It 
could, perhaps have been worn on one of the smaller toes, but such a 
piece of jewellery would be unique in Anglo-Saxon context. ) 
Bead bracelets may have been worn at Broadstairs (where eleven 
beads were found "round" the arm), ' at Chatham Lines and at Stowting 
(where eight large beads found by the left hand might have decorated arm 
or girdle). ' Metal bracelets were more co=on as arm ornaments, and 
unlike the bead ornaments, appear to have been worn by men as well as 
by women. Four, one possibly a re-used penannular brooch, 
43were found 
at Bifrons, three on the left and one on the right am of the associated 
skeletons, two of which wore certainly female. Faussett identified 
six at Kingston, but this figure included .;. ný ivory. ring found in a box, 
which was probably a pouch ornament rather than an armlet. Only one 
(a "brass" example) was found round the arm. A silver bracelet was 
on the left arm of a skeleton rich enough to be equipped with three 
finger rings, at Breach Downs, and another was found in another grave 
on the site. A female buried at Winghan also had a silver bracelet. 
Wire bracelets were found round the left arms of the skeletons of a girl 
at Iyminge and a woman at Sarre. 
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A bronze armlet was found on the arm of a skeleton at Milton 
which was equipped with weapons and so evidently male. A male skeleton 
with an mills was recorded from Gilton (Grave 89) but since the sword 
in this grave was not Saxon, and it appears likely that the grave had 
been tampered with during excavation, this evidence should perhaps 
be discounted. 
Finger rings were apparently worn by women, and were very often 
found in graves which were otherwise well-equipped. At Bifrons, finger 
rings were found in the grave with ball and spoon, and in four other 
e. iptes 
rich graves. Two, had rings on both hands, the others, where 
specified, wore the rings on the left hand. In Grave 42, the skeleton 
was found to have a plain silver ring on the left and a silver-and- 
garnet ring on the right hand. Other rings from the site were spiral 
silver ones. Three finger rings were found at Breach Downs in a 
grave which also contained a bracelet, and two were found in another 
grave which also contained a crystal ball. At Polhill silver finger 
rings were several times found near the necks of skeletons, with beads, 
but a bronze finger ringwas on the left hand of a female accompanied 
by a comb, brooch and other objects. 
At Rochester, a skeleton which had an' elaborate necklace was 
also found to have two finger rings by the right hand, and at Sarre 
a burial with a gold bracteate. was equipped with a large finger ring, 
which, it was estimated, was too large for a woman unless worn on the 
thumb. 
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XN 
Leicestershire 
1" Sites 
Thirty-seven burial sites in Leicestershire are listed in the 
Gazetteer, 
lbut 
since the majority were discovered in the course of 
digging gravel and other materials during the nineteenth century, the 
positions of finds are not included in the records. The only primary 
evidence for the county concerns a knife recovered fron Melton Mowbray, 
2 
therefore secondary evidence has been drawn from other sites listed in 
the Gazetteer and from two additional ones: BaZgrave, Hungert=; 
3 
Barkby Field, (Queniborough); 
4 Beeby; 5 Billesdon Coplow; 
6 
Breedon- 
on-the-Hill.; 
7 Caves Irn; 
8 Glen Parva; 9 Husband's Bosworth; 
10 
ll 12 13 Sngarsby; Leicester, Abbey Park; Leicester, East Gate; Leicester, 
High Cross St.; 
14 Oadby; 15 Rothley Temple; 
lb Stapleford Park, Saxby; 
17 
Sysonby; 
18 Tugby, Keythorpe Hall; 
19 Twyford; 20 Westootes, Leicester; 
21 
tdigston r ia. 
22 Brooches from Husbandts Bosworth and Ingarsby were 
considered seventh-century. The other sites were earlier, most 
apparently sixth-century. 
2. Brooches 
Grave groups from Booby and Glen Pa-rva suggest that the dress of 
women in the sixth century was supported, as in other Anglian areas, by 
"paired" cruciform brooches, with a third cruciform brooch of different 
design. Only one skeleton was recovered from each site, but each 
was equipped with a variety of objects, and both were apparently female. 
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In each case two of the cruciform brooches matched, while the third, 
although of similar size, was differently shaped and decorated. The 
Glen Parva brooches were considered characteristic of the first half 
of the sixth century, and the Booby ones of the later part of the same 
century. 
The popularity of the cruciform brooch in the area is attested 
by finds from Caves Inn, Oadby (one brooch from each), Rothley Temple 
(three and part, of a fourth), Stapleford. Park (at least-five), Westcotes 
(at least two) and Wigston Magna. They may not always have been 
"paired" together, however, since the Wigston Magna example was found 
in the same grave as the backplate of an applied brooch, and one from 
Rothley Temple was found in the same grave as a flat bronze brooch. 
Annular brooches were also popular in the county. Examples 
have been recovered from Caves Inn, East Gate (one from each), High 
Cross St. (two), Stapleford Park (five) and Twyford (two). It seems 
likely that some of these, such as the two from Twyford, had been 
"paired". Two identical small-long brooches from Westcotes are also 
likely to have been worn in this manner. 
Square-headed brooches may have been worn singly. One was 
found at Billesden Coplow and the broken remains of a large, jewelled 
one at Ingarsby. Alternatively they might\have been worn "paired" 
or as third brooches since they were also found at Rothiey Temple, 
Stapleford and Westcotes, where there were other brooches. There were 
two square-headed brooches at Rothley Temple, one whole and part of a 
second at Stapleford Park, and one small example at Westcotes. 
Other brooch finds from the county include an applied brooch 
from Rothley Temple 2, nd: a swastika brooch from Caves Inn. A single 
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quoit-shaped filigree gold-and-garnet brooch recovered from near 
Husbands Bosworth suggests Kentish influence on clothing fashions in 
the late sixth or early seventh century, but as this was an isolated 
find and an unusual type of brooch no further conclusions can be drawn 
at present. 
3. Clan s 
Women appear to have worn wrist clasps, since these were found 
with the female grave group at Beeby and with typically feminine 
articles at Caves Inn. Three clasps of the "hook-and-eye" type were 
found at Beeby, (probably representing one-and-a-half pairs, and the 
same number were found at Caves Inn, where the single clasp did not 
match the pair. One spiral clasp was found at Twyford, whore it 
was associated with a skeleton also equipped with a ring. 
4. Alternative fastener 
A circular, perforated, bone object, which Douglas considered 
had "served to receive the latchet of a dress" was found at Baggrave. 
However, (in information incorporated by Nichols, ) Douglas later re- 
assigned it to a grave containing weapons. Cottrill considered it a 
spindle whorl or large bead. 
5. Pin buckles, belt fittinrs 
Other objects which may have fo=ed pert of the clothing include 
a pin from Stapleford Park, and buckles from Barkby Field, Stapleford 
Park and Sysonby. The associations of the Stapleford Park objects 
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were not recorded, but the Sysonby buckle, found with a bronze ring 
accompanying skeletons and weapons 
A havo come from a male burial. 
Several buckles were found at Barkby Field, and were thought to have 
come from a single grave. Nichols illustrated three, an unusual 
quantity for the costume of one person. Weapons were associated with 
the buckles. 
A bronze tag, which might have been attached to a strap or belt, 
was associated with typically female objects at Caves Inn, but no 
buckles were clearly associated with feminine grave-goods in the county. 
6. Adjuncts to costume 
Knives have been recovered from Melton Mowbray, Rothley Temple, 
Stapleford Park and (fragmentary remains) from Tugby. The Melton 
Mowbray example was found near the right ribs of a skeleton with 
weapons. Three other knives were found during the same excavations. 
As other weapons were found, but no typically female grave-goods, it 
seems likely that these knives also accompanied men. The Tugby 
knife also probably accompanied a male. The associations of the 
others were not recorded. 
Other accessories to the costume which may have been attached 
to the belt, included: girdle hangers, found with the Glen Parva 
burial and at Stapleford Park; an ivory pouch ring also associated 
with the Glen Parva skeleton; keys from Rothley Temple and Stapleford 
Park; combs from Stapleford Park and the probable male burial at 
Tugby; tweezers from Stapleford Park and toilet articles on a ring 
from East Gate, which were not associated with a skeleton when found. 
I 
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7. Other ; jewellery 
Beads were found at Beeby, Caves Imn, Glen Parva, Stapleford 
Park and Twyford. The seventy beads found with the Beeby skeleton 
were thought to have formed a necklace. They included amber and 
crystal examples. The Glen Parva beads were less elaborate, but 
included a large crystal bead and eight others, plus an animalla 
claw amulet. Crystal and amber examples were also among the finds 
from Twyford, and there were amber beads at Stapleford Park. Roman 
coins found at Rothley Temple, Stapleford Park and Westcotes may 
possibly have been used as ornaments. One of the Westcotes coins 
was pierced for suspension. 
In addition to the bone object from Baggrave (subsection 4, P- 
152, above), another large single bead (or whorl) was found in a 
Wigston Magna grave, in association with an object which may have 
been a brooch. 
Other items of jewellery were rare. An armlet was found at 
Westcotes, and two objects which may have been large finger rings 
were associated with the female burial at Glen Parva. 
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xv 
Lincolnshire 
1. Sites 
Sixty-eight burial sites in Lincolnshire are mentioned in the 
Gazetteer 
r but the practice of cremation at some, and insufficient 
documentation of others results in primary evidence being available 
from only three sites: Ruskington; 
2 Searby; 3 and Sleaford. 
4 
Secondary evidence has been drawn from Welbeck Hill. 
5' All the sites 
are apparently late-fifth - and/or sixth-century. 
There appears to have been a large cemetery at Sleaford, and 
although less than half of the graves were systematically excavated, 
the finds were recorded in considerable detail,, and some uniformity 
in the positioning of grave-goods is apparent. The site was con- 
sidered unusual among Anglo-Saxon cemeteries, in that the skeletons 
were mostly found lying on the left side, bent, rather than laid 
out supine as at most sites; and in the character and disposition 
of the grave-goods. The festooning of the beads and the associ- 
ation of wrist clasps with leather rather than textile, which were 
thought unique at the time of the original report, have, however, 
been paralleled elsewhere since the Sleaford excavations. 
\ 
ý 
2. "Paired" brooches 
"Paired" brooches were worn at Ruskisigton and Sleaford. There 
was only one certain case from the former site, where small square- 
headed brooches were found on the clavicles of a female skeleton, 
although it is possible that there would have been further instances 
had these been recorded in detail. Annular brooches (presumably two) 
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were found with the skeleton of a child, and there were other, un- 
associated brooch finds. The "paired" fashion may also have been 
practiced at Searby, since two matching square-headed brooches were 
among finds from that site. _ 
Sleaford, however, provides more information. Brooches were 
found in seventy-three of the graves excavated in 1882 by Thomas. 
Fifty-four of these contained two or more brooches, which in thirty- 
one cases were described in such a way as to suggest that brooches 
were "paired" at the shoulders. There is no 'evidence to suggest 
that where two brooches were worn, they were worn in any other way. 
It is noticeable that at least one quarter, an unusually high pro- 
portion, used brooches which did not match in style or even in type. 
The brooches. employed for "pairing" were annular in a possible 
twenty-six cases. (In at least four instances the two annular 
brooches were not identical, being of different metals. or different 
designs. ) In seven instances cruciform brooches were used, and in 
six, small-long brooches which were described as "spade-shaped". 
Circular (probably disc), pen=nular, radiate and S-shaped brooches 
were all "paired" once. There were nine instances of the "pairing" 
of brooches of unlike type. In the majority of cases (six) two long 
brooches were found together, a small-long brooch being associated 
with a large or small, cruciform, while in three instances an annular 
brooch was found with a cruciform. In the remaining cases the type 
of brooch was not recorded or no longer recognisable. 
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3" Additional brooches, third brooches 
One of the Searby graves contained four brooches, but the 
positions were not recorded. They included two unnatching annulars, 
one disc and one cruciform. No other case of numerous brooches has 
been recorded from the county, but third brooches were common at 
Sleaford. Thirteen Sleaford graves contained three brooches, seven 
of which had two brooches in the "paired" position. It appears that 
at this site the third brooch was usually worn centrally, for in six 
cases the position was described as at the centre chest or breast, 
and once as at the throat. In five instances the group consisted 
of two annulars and one large cruciform brooch, and in two instances 
a cruciform, "spade-shaped" and annular brooches were found together. 
The following combinations each occurred once: two annular and one 
saucer brooch; two annulars and one penarnular; two penannular and 
one annular; two cruciform and one cruciform set with garnet; two 
cruciform and one annular; two cruciform and one swastika brooch. 
4. Single brooches 
Single brooches were co=on in the county. There appear to 
have been three cases at Ruskington, two of single annular brooches 
being found in the graves of children (one specifically found at the 
skull) and one penannular brooch in a grave which may have been male. 
(All the other graves containing brooches in Lincolnshire were cer- 
tainly or probably female. ) A single radiate-headed brooch was 
found in a grave at Searby and single brooches occurred in nineteen 
Sleaford graves. The records of positions suggest that the single 
brooches were not consistently placed. Five were found at the 
shoulder, twice specifically at the left shoulder, and one was found 
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at the sternum, a position corresponding to the placing of the third 
brooches. Again the most popular type of brooch was the annular, 
occurring singly in ten graves, including two of those recorded in 
detail, one at the left shoulder, the other at the sternum. Twice 
large cruciform brooches were found singly, once a small-long, which 
was found on the left shoulder, and once each, square-headed and Roman 
brooches. 
5" Pins 
Pins were found at all three sites. Their exact function at 
Ruskin , rton and Searby 
is not clear. At the former site the pins were 
in the two children's graves containing single brooches, and like 
these, they were found near the skull. (A photograph demonstrates 
that these were not the pins of the annular brooches, Kendrick, 1946, 
Plate X, 8 and 9. ) The Searby grave with four brooches also contained 
a pin with KlapperschmuCY, of the type which Baldwin Brown has sug- 
gested were used as hair pins. 
6 
Evidence from the present survey 
suggests that this was not the sole function of such pins. However, 
the association of four brooches and a possible head ornament suggests 
a tentative comparison with the rich female graves of Kent 
(Chart, pp. 3S9-bo), 
although this grave is probably earlier (late-fifth- to early-sixth- 
century) and lacks the more elaborate and rare features of the Kentish 
regalia: crystal ball, spoon and gold embroidery. 
None of the Sleaford pins appear to have been worn on the head, 
however. They were found in nine graves and were an exclusively 
female ornament. There was one unusual instance in which a pin 
was "paired" with a ring 
(Grave 203). The two objects were found 
"in the usual place of the fibulas", that is, one at each shoulder. 
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The positions of seven other pins (only one was unrecorded) were at the 
chest or breast, and as no pin was found in a grave containing a third 
brooch, it seems likely that pins bad fulfilled the same function as 
the third brooches, which also occupied a central position. Five of 
the graves with pins contained two brooches, and three contained one 
(including one grave with a single brooch at the shoulder). 
6. Clasps 
Clasps were recovered from, Ruskington and Sleaford, where their 
position indicated that they had been worn at the wrist. A pair 
found in this position at Ruskington were associated with a skeleton 
tentatively identified as female, which was without brooches, and 
clasps were found with another adult female skeleton without brooches 
at this site. There was one possible association of a wrist clasp. 
with brooches at Ruskington: an object described as "a bronze clasp" 
was found in the grave of a child equipped with two brooches, but 
the position of the clasp was not recorded. Clasps were found in 
thirty-seven graves at Sleaford, all of which were almost certainly 
female. The clasps were at the wrists, and many were embedded in 
leather. It was suggested that they had been used to fasten leather 
bands (bracelets) at the wrist. The suggestion was disputed by 
Leeds, who argued that if the clasps had fastened leather they would 
have been riveted, giving an example of a clasp (from 1Torfolk) which 
had been riveted. However, recent finds from Welbeck Hill include 
wrist clasps associated with leather, which confirms the Sleaford 
and- %uy CBI's 
evidenceXthat the fashion was popular in this area. Evidence from 
elsewhere suggests that wrist clasps were more usually employed to 
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fasten textile (Section D, 13, p. 4-43,, below). Analysis of textile 
fragments attached to wrist clasps, has suggested that the clasps 
fastened a band which edged the sleeve, drawing the loose sleeve 
tight round the wrist. In the light of this evidence it seems likely 
that the view that the Sleaford clasps fastened leather bracelets 
should be modified. It seems reasonable to suppose that the Sleaford 
clasps secured garments which had been edged with leather, in the way 
that modern sportswear sleeves may be edged with leather to prevent 
fraying. 7 Finds from Grave 121 included "hooks-and-eyes" at the 
wrist, embedded in leather, proving that the spiral clasp functioned 
in the same way as the straight clasp. The resemblance between the 
spiral clasp and the modern hook-and-eye caused some earlier archae- 
ologists to assume that these clasps had fastened the main aperture of 
a garment. 
8 
Zany of the graves with wrist clasps did not contain the mill 
set of four pieces. Sleaford Grave 90, for example, had fragments 
of one clasp only. Grave 124/5 contained one pair, Grave 209 one-and- 
a-half, while others contained two full pairs. 
Only three of the graves with clasps contained buckles, and 
one other contained, a girdle hanger which suggests that a belt was 
worn. The fact that nary of the graves with clasps contained no 
evidence of a belt, suggests that the garment fastened by the clasps 
was not belted, although it might be worn in conjunction with a belted 
garment. 
in twenty instances the clasps occurred in graves also contain- 
ing two brooches, and four tines with three brooches. Six graves 
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with clasps also had single brooches, and seven of the graves with 
clasps were without brooches. In five instances clasps wore found in 
graves which also contained pins, four""tines with two brooches and 
once with a single brooch. 
7. Buckles 
Buckles were not very common in the county, and although some 
examples were found at Ruskington and Searby, they were not associated 
with the recorded grave groups. 
Twenty-five of the Sleaford graves contained buckles, the grave- 
goods suggesting that nine of these were male and eleven female. The 
buckle in Grave 136 was found at the shoulder of the skeleton, which 
was also equipped with weapons, but the others wore., all found at waist 
0 
or hip where they had apparently fastened belts. One female skeleton 
(Grave 49) had two buckles. Six of the females with buckles were 
also equipped with two brooches, two with three brooches, two with 
single brooches, and one was without broochos. It appears that the 
buckled belt night be worn with all the types of female costume found 
in this cemetery. 
\ 
8. Belt fittings 
A belt ornament set with garnets was fond in addition to the 
buckle accompanying one of the malo skeletons in Sleaford Graves 218/9, 
but otherwise the belt equipment was not elaborate. Two skeletons, 
both with two brooches, had tags at the waist which may have been attached 
to girdles, although neither was accompanied by a buckle. 
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9. Girdle rinds 
Nine Sleaford skeletons had rings at the hips. They included 
both sexes. It is possible that these rings were used to suspend 
the girdle adjuncts, or, since only two were associated with buckles, 
to fasten belts. The ring in Grave 191, which had contained a male 
skeleton with buckle, had an animal's tooth amulet suspended from it. 
10. AdJun cts to costume 
Knives were found with both sexes at Ruskington, but their 
position was not recorded. Two small knives were found by the right 
thigh of a skeleton at Sea=by which was evidently female, but was not 
equipped with brooches or a buckle. The position suggests that they 
had been attached to a belt. At"Sleaford sixty-seven of the graves 
numbered by Thomas contained knives, and included the burials of males, 
females and children. In addition, knives were found with skeletons 
equipped with weapons during the earlier (1858) excavations. Most 
were found at hip or waist, under the hands or at the elbow, all 
probably having been attached to belts. The report of the burials 
did not specify right- or left-hand sides. In one instance the, 
knife had apparently been suspended from the\belt by a bronze strap, 
together with keys (Grave 233). Three knives wore found higher up 
the body, two of which might have been suspended from the costume. 
The knife in Grave 166 was found on the left side of the skeleton, at 
the breast, and that in Grave 186 was found at the chin of the 
skeleton. Both graves had contained male burials. 
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Belt buckles were associated with only sixteen of the skeletons 
with knives, and since the positions of most knives suggest suspension 
from belts it is evident that a majority of persons (including both 
sexes) buried at Sleaford, had worn belts which were not buckled, 
Other adjuncts to the girdle included girdle hangers and keys. 
Hangers were recovered from all three sites, although there is not 
detailed evidence from Ruskington. At Searby girdle hangers were 
found in association with the female equipped with knives. Like the 
knives they were found in the area of the right thigh. Another set 
of girdle hangers from this site, which were not associated with any' 
skeleton, were unusual in having attached to them small rings for 
the suspension of articles. Girdle hangers accompanied seven of the 
Sleaford skeletons, all of which were probably female. Five of them 
were also accompanied by the remains of ivory rings. One of these 
rings (Grave 86) was found near the hips of the skeleton, and a 
bronze attachment for a suspension strap was found with the one in 
Grave 143" 
Keys were found at Ruskington and with seven skeletons at 
Sleaford.. In six cases the Sleaford keys were near the waist or 
hips, twice associated with rings from which they may have been sus- 
pended. The fragments of loy found in Grave 50 were on the chest of 
the skeleton. (A ring of deer horn was close by, but the excavator 
did not suggest that it had suspended the keys. ) 
Tweezers accompanied eight Sleaford skeletons, five of which 
were probably male, and one female. where the position of the 
tweezers was recorded, they were found at the hips. 
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The remains of toilet articles were found with the Searby 
skeleton which had knives and girdle hangers, but the toilet articles 
had not been attached to the girdle as they were found at the chest. 
Only four of the Sleaford skeletons accompanied by objects 
probably suspended from the girdle, were also equipped with buckles 
(one with girdle hangers, three with tweezers). One with a key, and 
one with girdle hangers and a pouch, had rings at the waist which could 
have fastened belts. Thus, the evidence of the girdle adjuncts con- 
Pizzas that of the knives, that there were many girdles which did not 
require buckles or other metal fastenings 0 
11. Other dewe llery 
Beads were found with female skeletons at all three primary 
sites. At Sleaford, Thomas noted that the beads were worn in one or 
more festoons attached to the shoulder brooches, rather than passed 
round the neck. He did not indicate the method of suspension in 
those graves which did not contain "paired" brooches. His report 
mentioned in several cases that the beads formed "necklaces", but as 
these instances include some graves with two or more brooches it is 
not clear if he intended to distinguish between the festoons which he 
considered unusual and circlets of beads round the neck; his "necklace" 
may have been synonymous with "festoon". 
Beads at Ruskington and Seaxby were found in association with 
brooches and without brooches. At Ruskington they accompanied 
skeletons of an adult and child, both with brooches, and an adult 
without. At Searby they were found at the neck of a skeleton without 
brooches, and with the skeleton equipped with four brooches. The 
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latter had an elaborate necklace consisting of sixty-coven amber, glass 
and porcelain beads. 
Beads were found in sixty of the numbered Sleaford graves, 
mostly, but not exclusively, at the neck. Thirty-nine of the skeletons 
with beads were equipped with two or more brooches, and one with a 
"paired" pin and ring. Seven of the skeletons said to have festoons 
had single brooches and nine were without brooches. In these cases 
the beads may have been stitched to the garment or attached by 
perishable fasteners. It is clear, however, that the function of 
brooches was independent of beads. The brooches were not necessary 
to suspend festoons of beads, and beads did not invariably accompany 
"paired" brooches. 
The beads found in the county were mostly amber and glass. 
There were also earthenware beads at Ruskington and porcelain at 
Searby and Ruskington. Five Sleaford graves contained crystal beads, 
usually occurring in conjunction with the more elaborate, nceklaces, 
for example, crystal and porcelain beads were in the same group with 
pendants. The number of beads at Sleaford (the only site where they 
were regularly counted) varied in number, but the largest quantity 
found with one skeleton was two-hundred-and-seventy-ono in Grave 143. 
The beads in Grave 141 had, unusually, been strung on wire. 
Twenty-four skeletons were equipped with pendants of some kind, 
which were usually strung with the beads, although in five graves 
pendants occurred without beads. The commonest type of pendant was 
the perforated coin or metal disc. Other pendants were an anIxial's 
tooth, a Roman intaglio, silver btu a (found in two graves) and 
beads (single and clustered). 
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In nine instances the excavator at Sleaford considered that the 
remains of an earring had been found. The objects in five instances 
were beads, in the other four, wire. 
Nine Sleaford skeletons had bracelets. In four cases these 
were composed of glass, or amber and glass beads. One of the skeletons 
(Grave 50) had two bracelets, each composed of nine beads. Two 
skeletons were equipped with two flat, metal bracelets and one with two 
of wire. One of those with two bracelets of metal also had two of 
beads (Grave 50). The metal bracelets in this grave were found 
attached to leather remains, perhaps the same type of cuff edge as 
associated with wrist clasps at this site. Two skeletons had only 
one bracelet, one--described as metal, the other wire. The wire brace- 
lets were found with childrents skeletons, and the burial in Grave 50 
was also a young person, so it seems that the fashion of wearing 
bracelets was particully favoured by the young (female) inhabitants 
of the area. Only four of the skeletons with bracelets also had 
wrist clasps (two with bead, one with metal and one wire bracelets) 
which confirms that the clasps were not fasteners for bracelets. 
Finger rings were found in four Sleaford graves, again all 
apparently female burials. 
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Middlesex 
1. Sites 
Seven burial sites in Hiddlesexa none of them large, are listed 
in the Gaz et teer. 
1 Primary ovidenco is availablo fron three: llanwe11; 
2 
Northolt Manor; 
3 Shepperton I, Upper Wost Pield. 4 Additional info=- 
5 
mation has been drawn fron sites in London. The Northolt burials 
were seventh-century or later, the other sites fifth- or sixth-century. 
2. Brooches 
Saucer brooches were associated with "six or seven" skeletons 
found at Hanwell in the last century. The skeletons, which were 
"evidently of warriors"p had apparently been equipped with spears. 
No objects of the types usually associated with females, except the 
brooches, were found. The brooches had fastened the garments "over 
the breast",, but whether more than one brooch was-associated with 
each skeleton is not clear. A brooch appears to have been worn 
singly at Shepperton. It was found near the shoulder of one of the 
skeletons recovered from the site, and was of small-long type. 
Other types of brooch were evidently in use in the area during 
the pagan period, since a craciform example was rocoverod from Tower 
Street, London, and a disc brooch from the City. 
3. Brooches in male Praves 
It is possible, but not proven, that the Hanw; ell and Shepporton 
brooches were associated with-,, the burials of men. Sherlock, in 
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exhibiting the jaw bones of an associated Harwell skeleton, remarked 
that they indicated "a fine type of man". The comment may have 
referred to race, but as another jawbone attributed to a female was 
exhibited at the same time, it is possible that the remark referred 
to sex. 
4" Pins. buckles 
Pins have been found in London (one on the London 'fall, the 
other, a ring-headed example, at an unidentified site) also buckles 
(one, square, with chip-carving, and therefore probably early, was 
found at Smithfield, and the other, a small example, at the Custom 
House); but none of these finds were associated with burials. 
5, Adjuncts to costume 
A seax and the tip of a knife found by the left leg of a 
skeleton at Northolt (Grave 3) may have been attached to a belt 
which was not fastened by a buckle. 
6. Possible toggle 
A large, blue, glass bead, diameter 1.6 cm., was found under the 
jaw of the skeleton of a young man aged about seventeen, at Northolt 
(Grave 1). Evison suggested that the object might have functioned 
as a fastener. There have been no finds of bead necklaces, or the 
other adjuncts typical of pagan graves elsewhere. 
The evidence available suggests that there might have been some 
unusual features in the costume of this area - brooches and beads worn 
by males, large beads used as fasteners at the neck - but is too 
scarce for certainty. 
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X1iI2 
Norfolk 
1. Sites 
Seventy-five burial sites are listed in the Gazes but 
only six of these yield primary evidence about the dress of the 
population: Br ndall; 
2 1'oulden; 3 Gissing; 4 Hunstanton Park; 5 
Mundford i; 
6 
Sporle. 7 Since the primary evidence deals with very 
few burials, some of uncertain date, and only limited conclusions can 
be drawn from it, secondary information from twenty-two other Norfolk 
sites has been included in the discussion below. The sites are: 
Brettenham-Bridgeham; 
8 Brooke; 9 Caistor-by-Norwich (St. Edmundts); 10 
Great Carbrooke; 
11 Hilgay; 12 Kenainghall I; 
13 Kettlestone 
(Pensthorpe, Pakenham); 14 Kirby Cane; 
15 Narkshall; 16 Xethwold; 17 
Rundford II; Narford; Northwold; North Rumcton; 
21 Little 18 19 20 
Shoring; 22 Thetford I9 Mode= Cemetery; 
23 Thetford III Bury Road; 24 
Thetford Warren; 
25 Tho ham; 26 Great tlalgingham; 27 Little Walsin,,, ; 
28 
and Wretton. 
29 
The lack of detailed infoi ation i'=on this county is partly 
the result of the paucity of grave-Goods 1^ron the inhumation cemeteries, 
or the insufficient recording of those which wore excavated in the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries; and partly the result of 
cremation which was a popular practice in East Anglia. (. renty-oiit 
of the Norfolk sites were partly or totally given over to cremations. ) 
Clothing fasteners and other personal articles have frequently been 
found in cremation urns. It is likely, for example, that the 
'PPlates like Boxes, Fastened with Iron Pins, and handsomely overt'rought 
like the necks or Bridges of Musicall Instruments" from urns at Great 
I 
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Walsingham, observed by Sir Thomas Browne, were long brooches. 
Yet since little is known about the rites involved in the cremation 
ceremony, the usefulness of the evidence must be limited. The con- 
tents of an urn might be the relics of one person and his possessions; 
but the finds in one urn might represent less than the total of the 
personal ornaments of one individual; or more than one individual 
could be represented. Since there is evidence that unburat objects 
such as combs and tweezers were added to the other contents of some 
urns after cremation, and since miniature (dummy) toilet articles 
were also addedi it is clear that some cremation finds had ritual 
or symbolic significanee,, and were not worn on the corpse at the 
funeral. 
Burials took place in the seventh century at Caistor, Kenninghall, 
North Runcton, Thornham, Wretton and, possibly Kirby Cane, NTundford I 
and Thetford Warren, though North Bunton had been in use in the 
sixth, Kenninghall in the fifth and Caistor (for cremations) as early 
as the fourth century. 
2. Brooches 
The primary evidence concerninz; the wearing of brooches in 
Norfolk is limited. An annular brooch (diemeter l7t') and a larger 
cruciform brooch (5-* ") were both "on the breast" of a skeleton at 
Gissing. Seven skeletons found at Sporle wore said to have been wrapped 
in woollen garments fastened on the breast by brooches. One of the 
skeletons, at least, was probably female, but as weapons were found 
with some of the others, some males were among the group. The 
report seems to suggest that all skeletons h , -,. d brooches, but only one 
I 
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square-headed and two cruciform examples were preserved. It is not clear 
if they had been worn singly "on the breast" or if "pairing" had taken place. 
There is a similarly ambiguous instance from Hunstanton Park. Two disc 
brooches were found with two skeletons excavated on the same day. The 
report does not indicate whether both were worn singly, or whether one skeleton 
had both. 
Secondary evidence from Kettlestone and Little Walsingham suggests 
that in Norfolk, as in many other Anglian areas, the fashion of wearing 
"paired" brooches plus, a third (usually cruciform) brooch was practised. At 
each site a burial containing one cruciform and two annular brooches was 
excavated. Another possible instance of "pairing", in this case of unmatch- 
ing brooches, occurred in a burial at North Runcton. Both brooches were 
cruciform, but one, the larger, was probably of seventh-century workmanship, 
and the other sixth-century. The head of the older brooch was missing, 
suggesting that the grave-goods had been completed by the inclusion of a 
brooch which was old and disposable. There may have been conscious archaism 
in this funeral rite. There is some evidence that the wearing of "paired" 
brooches was declining in the seventh century (Section =, 2b, p. 3'SO, 
below). In order to dress a corpse for the grave in traditional garb, it 
nay have been necessary to add an old, broken brooch to make up the full 
complement. 
Brooches have often been found in cremation urns. Two catching 
a nular brooches were found in an urn 
from Caistor-by-Norwich, suggesting 
that "paired" brooches had been worn there. 
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Some of the brooches found at Hunstanton Park appear to have 
been worn singly. "A fine brooch" of unspecified type was found 
centrally, in contact with the clavicle of a skeleton which was probably 
female, and the back of a circular brooch was found near the skull of a 
child. (Hughes recorded that it was in front of the face. ) Other 
brooches recovered from this cemetery were found singly, but as the 
ground had obviously been disturbed earlier there is. no"certainty that 
they were buried singly. Similarly, one "late" cruciform brooch was 
found in a barrow at Great Carbrooke, but the associations were not 
recorded, and there may have been other grave-goods. 
3. Brooches in male {raves 
There is some indication that brooches were worn by men in the 
Norfolk area. The skeletons at Spo s, mentioned above, included 
males, and it is possible that brooches were associated with them. 
Manning and R. A. Smith (1901a) recorded that brooches were found 
with men as well as with women at Kenninghall, but as most of the 
discoveries were not made by archaeologists, who visited the site only 
after the dispersal of the finds, details of the associations were not 
recorded. ' Brooch finds included at least four of square-headed type, 
several varieties of cruciform brooch, anrulm brooches and a horned 
brooch. It is unfortunately impossible to establish which of these 
wcz found with the skeletons thought to be male, or to isolate a 
period when such burials took place. A brooch which had been enamel- 
led was found "near" a spearhead and knives associated with a skeleton 
at Eunstanton Park, another possible, but indefnite, association of a 
brooch with a male skeleton. 
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Pins 
There is no primary evidence regarding pins. An iron example 
was found with a male skeleton at Hilgay, but the position was not 
, 
recorded. Bone pins have also been found in the county, with 
ini3umations at Thetford I and Hunstanton Park, and with a cremation at 
Kettlestone. 
5. Cl 
I&-ist clasps have been found, but never recorded in situ. They 
have been recovered from Brooke, Kenninghall, Methwold and Northwold. 
The Kenninghall finds, included both straight and hook-and-eye-shaped 
clasps. The Northwold clasps were unusual in being riveted, a feature 
which led Leeds to suppose that they might have fastened leather. 
6. Buckles 
Buckles appear to have been rare in the county until the seventh 
century, when. they probably became more common, as evidenced by the 
Thornham site, where "about half" of the twenty-four skeletons were 
equipped with grave-goods, "mostly" consisting of small buckles and 
knives. Other buckle: finds from Norfolk appear to have been 
associated with males. A jewelled example from Kirby Cane was found 
with bones and weapons, and at Thetford Warren a buckle accompanied a 
skeleton equipped with a spear. Some buckles were found at Kennizighall 
I, but the associations not recorded. C. R. Smith noted that a buckle, 
which retained the imprint of textile, was found under girdle hangers 
recovered from the side of a skeleton without weapons at Sporle. 
I 
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This information was apparently inaccurate, since Norwich Castle 
Museum identifies the object with textile impressions as an annular 
brooch, and suggests that a buckle preserved from this site was 
associated with a male skeleton. 
I 
7. Belt fittings 
An object which may have been a belt plate, although not asso- 
ciated with a buckle, was recovered fron Kettlestone, and a clip of 
bronze was found at the right hip of a male skeleton at Mundford I. 
The latter might have been associated with a belt. 
8. Adjuncts to costume 
Finds of knives and other probable girdle adjuncts suggest that 
the absence of buckles need not indicate the absence of belts. Knives 
were at the waists of a male skeleton at Brundall and a female at 
Foulden. Neither had buckles. Males without buckles at Brettenham- 
Bridgeham, Mundford II, Little Snoring, Thetford II and Wretton were 
also equipped with knives, although as the positions of these were not 
recorded, it is not certain that they had been worn at the belt. 
Girdle hangers were found at the side of at least one Sporle skeleton, 
according to C. R. Smith, but R. A. Smith deduced that a girdle hanger 
was part of a pouch which had been suspended from the waist. The two 
authors may not have refe=ed to the same object, however. 
Other articles which may have been attached to the person were 
recovered from the county, but not in situ. Tweezers and combs were 
particularly common finds in cremation urns, being found at Castle Acre, 
North Elmham, Kettlestone and Markshall. Shears were found at Castle 
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Acre, keys at Brottenham-Bridgeham and Thetford I and a spindle whorl 
at Thetford I. Spoonbits were found in a male grave at Brund&l. l,, 
and in a grave at Thetford I. 
9. Other ; jeweller 
Amber beads, graduated in size, lay on either side of the single 
brooch on the breast of an adult skeleton at Hunstanton Park. The 
string of beads had passed through the loop of the brooch. This pro- 
vides an interesting comparison with the known cases of festoons of 
beads being attached to "paired" brooches, and shows that beads could 
also be attached to single brooches. The Hunstanton Park case shows 
that the beads were not suspended from the brooch to which they were 
attached, but merely kept in position by it. 
A necklace was found around the neck of a skeleton at the same 
site, and a "necklace" of amber and paste beads was found in a barrow 
at Great Caxbrooke. Most of the beads found in the county were amber, 
glass or jet. Beads have frequently been found in cremation urns. 
At Northwold sixty-five beads, including one of crystal, were found in 
one urn. 
Other items of jewellery have been found in the couftty, but not 
on bodies. A bracelet was found at Thornham 
(an inhumation site) and 
there were torques in urns at Narford and Caistor-by-Norwich. An 
anklet was discovered at Caistor in the same urn as the torque. 
I 
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XVIII 
Northamptonshire 
1. Sites 
Fifty-seven Northamptonshire burial sites are listed in the 
Gazetteer, 
l-to 
which two later discoveries should be added. 
2 Primary 
evidence is available from eight sites: Desborough I; 
3 Desborough ii; 4 
Holdenby; 
5 Marston St. Lawrence; 
6 
Nassington; 7 Peterborough I 
(woodstone); 8 Thenford; 
9 Welton. 10 Additional information has been 
drawn from Cransley; 
ll Fye; 12 Newnham; 13 Newton-in-the-Willows; 
14 
Rothwell; 
15 Thorpe Malsor. 
16 The detailed information about a 
number of burials at Holdenby, Marston St. Lawrence and Nassington 
provides useful evidence- about costume in this area, though the 
account of the graves at Marston St. Lawrence only recorded the posi- 
tion of the grave-goods in relation to seven burials; and the evidence 
may be unreliable since the first sixteen graves were recorded from 
information supplied by the workmen who disturbed them, not from syste- 
matio excavation by experts. Desborough II was a seventh century site, 
and at Holdenby burials may have continued into the seventh century 
from the sixth. Nassington was in use during the fifth and sixth 
centuries, and the other dat". a.. ble sites during the sixth. 
2. "Paired" brooches 
"Paired" brooches were worn at Holdenby, Marston St. Lawrence 
and Nassington, and probably at Peterborough, Thorpe Mal,, -, o3: and Welton. 
1? 7. 
At Holdenby, brooches were found with most of the nine female 
skeletons discovered in 1899, including cruciform brooches, a pair of 
annular and a pair of applied. Some of these had probably been 
"paired" on the shoulders, others functioning as third brooches. The 
1909 excavations at this site were recorded more systematically, and 
it appears that all three of the female skeletons found at this time 
had worn "paired" brooches, which in two graves were penannular, and 
in one of saucer type. 
The number of matching brooches found at Marston St. Lawrence 
suggests that they had been worn in "pairs". The finds totalled 
"ten pairs and a single one". The position of the brooches was only 
recorded in one instance. Two long brooches of different type, one 
cruciform, the other "spade-shaped" (small-long) appear to have been 
"paired" together, since both were found by the neck of a skeleton 
which was evidently female. Two cruciform brooches accompanied a 
skeleton and two circular (probably saucer) brooches were found with 
another. Two circular, concave brooches (also probably saucer type) 
were recorded as having been found in a grave equipped with weapons, 
and therefore almost certainly male. (This was one of the graves dis- 
turbed by workmen, so, the observation may have been inaccurate. ) The 
report of a young female at this site having been equipped with three 
"buckles", two of "brass" one of iron (also a second grave described 
as having a pair of buckles) is probably misleading. The illustra- 
tion in Drydents report (Plate cCIII) of two flat, annular brooches 
of different patterns suggests that at least two of the "buckles" 
would be more accurately described as brooches, and that further in- 
stances of "pairing" are here indicated. 
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At Nassington, brooches were found "paired" on the clavicles in 
fourteen cases. A similar fashion is probably represented by two 
matching brooches found with a third "on the neck" of one skeleton, 
and by the recovery of two brooches from each of five other graves. 
In five instances the brooches apparently "paired" together at 
Nassington were matching small-long brooches; in three instances 
swastika, in three applied, in two cruciform, in two penannular, in 
one saucer and in one instance annular brooches had been "paired" 
together. In two cases unmatching long brooches were found together: 
once similar small-long brooches of different sizes and once a small 
cruciform and a trefoil-headed brooch were "paired". In only one in- 
stance was a small-long brooch "paired" with a round one: a small- 
long brooch was found on the left clavicle and an annular on the right. 
Grave groups from Peterborough included two openwork brooches 
found with the skeleton of a woman; and two matching radiate-headed 
brooches found with another skeleton. Many other brooches of various 
types have apparently been recovered from this site, but their associ- 
ations have not been recorded. Two swastika brooches from Thorpe 
Malsor had probably been worn together. Two =all-long brooches were 
found with-two skeletons at Welton, but it is not clear if the grave- 
goods had been worn by one of the bodies or divided between them. 
This may be a further instance of "pairing". 
3" Additional brooches 
The skeleton in Nassington Grave 28, uniquely for this cemetery, 
and apparently in the county, had been equipped with five brooches. 
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In addition to "paired" annular brooches and a third brooch of cruci- 
form type worn below them, two largo cruciform brooches, of similar 
size but not identical, were found "on either side of. the breast'E. 
The quantity of brooches, and the double "pairing", correspond to the 
contents of rich graves in Kent and elsewhere 
(Chart, pp, 359"4o); but 
neither the position of the brooches nor the nature of the other grave- 
goods suggests that the Nassington corpse had been decked out in regalia 
similar to that of those burials. 
4. Third brooches 
Third brooches were very co=on in the county, accordin; to the 
detailed records from Holdenby and Nassington. Skeletons were found 
to have three brooches in both the 1899 and 1901 excavations at Holdenby. 
In the earlier excavations, two skeletons with "paired" brooches on 
the shoulders had third brooches on the breast (probably cruciform). 
In the later excavations two skeletons had three brooches in the 
shoulder area: once apparently all three were penannular, once a 
square-headed brooch was associated with saucer brooches which had 
probably been "paired". 
Seven of the Nassington skeletons with "paired" brooches had 
worn third brooches which in four cases were found centrally, below 
the other brooches, on the breast. The excavator provided the infor- 
nation that the cruciform brooch which occupied this position in Grave 
14, had been worn with the "head" downwards and the "foot" pointing 
to the right shoulder. In four cases at this site two round brooches 
were associated with one long: twice one square-headed brooch was 
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found with two applied; a cruciform was found with two penannular, 
and once with two annular brooches. In two instances three round 
brooches had been worn together, but in both cases the third brooch 
was unlike the other two: two penannulars were associated with a disc 
" 
brooch in one grave, and three swastika brooches, one unlike the 
others (which matched), were found in another grave. In only one in- 
stance were the "paired" brooches round and the third of long type: 
a swastika brooch was found in association with two small-long. There 
was one possible instance of three long brooches being associated 
together: three cruciform brooches were found in Grave 10, but this 
had contained two skeletons, and since the positions of the grave-goods 
were not recorded, and the finds looted, it is uncertain whether the 
brooches belonged to one of the persons buried there or were distributed 
between the two. 
A large cruciform brooch was found at Peterjorough in the same 
grave as two openwork disc brooches. 
5. Two brooches not "paired" 
Nassington provided instances of the wearing of two brooches 
in a position other than "paired". An annular brooch was found at 
the left clavicle and a cruciform at the right hip of the skeleton in 
Grave 31. The positions are consistent with the fastening of a gar- 
ment diagonally across the body, but it is possible that the two 
brooches were not attached to the same gament, in which case the upper 
one may have functioned similarly to one of the single brooches at 
this site, also worn on the clavicle 
(subsection 6, p. 181, below). A 
small-long brooch was found at the left clavicle of a skeleton in 
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Grave 20 and another, matching, was found at the pelvis. There may 
have been the remains of two persons in this grave, but as the objects 
found were all recovered from the east side of the grave, it has been 
, 
assured that they belonged to one burial. The positioning of the 
brooches would seem to correspond to that in Grave 31. 
6. Single brooches 
Single brooches were worn at Marston St. Lawrence and Nassington. 
The positions of the Marston St. Lawrence examples were not recorded, 
but the finds included a large (probably square-headed) brooch associ- 
ated with a female skeleton, and a cruciform brooch found with a 
skeleton of indeterminate sex. At Nassington a single penannular 
brooch was found on the left clavicle of a skeleton, and a cruciform 
brooch on the breast of, another. 
7. Brooches in male graves 
Brooches were found in one possible male grave, at Marston St. 
Lawrence, but as the grave was disturbed, the evidence is unreliable. 
S. Alternative fasteners 
At Holdenby, objects which may have fulfilled the function of 
the single brooch were associated with the skeleton of a young girl. 
A bronze ring and a long iron pin, the end of which was bent, were 
found on the left clavicle. Leeds suggested that these might have 
functioned as a brooch and a separate pin. If so, their position 
corresponds to the positioning of single brooches at Nassington, but 
as there is no clear evidence that single brooches were worn at 
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Holdenby, it seems possible that this young girl had been dressed differently 
from the adult woman buried at this site. 
There are other indications from the county that brooch-like 
, 
fasteners might be made from objects which were not manufactured for 
this purpose. An article found in unrecorded position in a Nassington 
grave was described. as "a brooch or buckle". It was made of a deer tine 
and equipped with an iron pin. From Newnham there was recovered a. 
ring of deer's horn which had been stained by contact with metal, per- 
haps a pin which had enabled it to be used as a fastener. It is pos- 
sible that many more such objects made of natural materials like wood 
or bone were used to fasten the clothing of the pagan Anglo-Saxons, 
but have decayed before excavation. 
9. Pins 
At both Holdenby and Nassington pins appear to have functioned 
in the same way as third brooches. A triangular-headed example was 
found on the scapula.: of a female skeleton at Holdenby which was equip- 
ped with two penannular brooches, and at Nassington a pin 4k" long was 
found on the breast of a female equipped with two swastika brooches. 
A spiral-headed pin was associated with a male skeleton at 
riassington, but its position was not recorded. The excavator of 
Marston St. Lawrence recorded the discovery of five pins with per- 
forated heads, but-the description and illustration of the objects, 
plus the fact that three were found together in one gave, suggests 
that some may have been toilet articles rather than clothing 
fasteners. 
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10, Clasps 
Wrist clasps were found at the arms of skeletons at Holdenby, 
2"Zarston St. Lawrence and Nassington. They were on each arm of a 
, young 
female skeleton at 1Iarston, whore the excavator described them 
as "bracelets", and in association with female skeletons at Holdenby, 
in description of which Leeds stated his conviction that the objects 
wero sleeve clasps, not bracelets, and suggested that at this site 
they could not have been attached to leather since they lacked rivets. 
(An unjustified conclusion as since demonstrated by finds from 
Lincolnshire. ) It is clear that the Holdenby clasps did not always 
constitute a complete - cot, since they were found by only one wrist in 
more than one instance. 
At these sites, and probably also at Thorpe Halsor, clasps were 
found with female interments, as is typical of the distribution of 
such objects. However, two of the thirtocn Nassington {; raves from 
which clasps were recovered appear to have contained male skeletons. 
This is an unusual occurrence, but unless there was error in the 
recording, or double burials went unnoticed, the association seems 
definite. A clasp was found on the left wrist of the skeleton in 
Grave 23, which was described as male, and was equipped with a spear. 
Clasps were also found in Grave 27, with a skeleton of unidentified 
sex, but which is likely to have been male since it was accompanied 
by a spear and shield. A piece of bent bronze found on the left 
wrist of another male skeleton at the site may have functioned in the 
same way as the clasps. 
I 
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Nine of the Nassington graves with clasps contained skeletons 
which were certainly or probably female, while one other was of 
indeterminate sex, and another grave contained two skeletons, one 
'male, one female. 
In only four instances were the clasps found on both wrists of 
the skeletons at Nassington. In five instances it seems that only one 
pair was worn (where specified, on the left wrist); and only half a 
pair of clasps was found in one grave. 
11. Buckles 
No buckles were found in the Holdenby graves excavated by Leeds, 
but some may have been found with females and possibly with one male 
interment earlier. They were worn by both sexes at Marston St. 
Lawrence and Nassington and were always found in positions consistent 
with having fastened belts. They were at the middle of the bodies in 
two graves at Marston including one male. (The positions of others 
were not recorded. ) At Nassington three of the nine buckles found 
were recovered from the right hip, one from the left, and three were 
said to have been found at the waist, a description which may imply 
a central position. The Nassington buckles were found in four male 
and four female graves, and in the grave of a child of indeterminate 
sex; but it is noticeable that buckles were associated with female 
burials which deviated in some way from the "paired" brooch fashion 
which was the norm for this cemetery. They were found in a grave 
with three brooches, 'two graves with single brooches, and a grave with 
one brooch at the upper part of the body and a second at the hip. 
This could indicate that the garment which was buckled was not that 
fastened by "paired" brooches, but might have been clasped by a single 
I 
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brooch at the upper part of the body (or by a third brooch). Yet, 
since there was one skeleton in the cemetery with a single brooch but 
without a buckle, and several with third brooches but no buckles, a 
buckled belt may not have been essential to the fastening of the garment. 
p 
12. Belt fittings 
A "small bronze clasp" found on the pelvis of a male skeleton 
at Holdenby may have functioned as a girdle fastener, while a belt 
tag found with a male at Nassington may indicate the presence of a belt 
which was not buckled. 
Clips found by the left wrist of a male skeleton at Holdenby were 
considered by Leeds to have been the clamps of a knife sheath, but no 
fife was recorded among the grave-goods, so the clips may have had 
some other funotion, perhaps being attached to a belt. 
13. Girdle rings 
Rings, which may have served to suspend objects, or may have 
functioned as fasteners, were found at the hips of both sexes at 
Nassington. Only one, a split ring found at the left femur, was 
associated with a buckle. Otherwise they were found at the left hips 
of two male and one female skeletons, and at\the right hip of a female 
(the one with the spindle whorl/toggle bead discussed subsection 15, p. t87, 
below). The ring found in association with the buckle was perhaps 
more likely to have been a suspension ring than a fastener. 
14, Adjuncts to costume 
Knives were found in positions consistent with suspension at the 
belt at Holdenby, Marston St. Lawrence, Nassington, Peterborough and 
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Thenford. Details are available of one instance each from Holdenby, 
Peterborough and Thenford. At Holdenby a knife was found at the left 
side of a male skeleton, at Thenford a knife was found at the side and 
at Peterborough at the pelYis. All three skeletons were without 
buckles. 
Knives were found with nine skeletons at Marston St. Lawrence, 
which included three males, three females and an infant. The position 
was recorded in only one instance - the knife was found at the right 
side of a skeleton of indeterminate sex (which was equipped with a 
buckle). One male skeleton at the site (also with a buckle) had two 
knives. I 
More detailed information is available from Nassington, where 
twenty-one skeletons had knives, ten of them male, ten female and one 
a child aged about twelve years. Nine of the knives were found at 
the left hips of the skeletons, a fashion favoured by both sexes. They 
were twice found at the right hips of skeletons, one a an and the 
other a child. One other knife was found at the waist and one at the 
hip. Thirteen of the knives were therefore probably worn at the belt, 
which was evidenced by a buckle in only six cases. Two other knives 
were found at the upper part of the body, one by the right humerus, 
one under the right shoulder of female skeletons. 
Other articles which had evidently been attached to belts sug- 
gested that the garments were girdled. Of the skeletons at Nassington 
equipped with such articles, only two females had buckles. Tweezers 
were found by the right hand of a male skeleton at Holdenby and at the 
waist of a male at NassinoMton. Two "prickers" 
(toilet articles) 
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were found at the right hip of a female at Nassington. This and one 
, other skeleton at 
this site had what may have been the remains of 
chatelaines. 
Keys were found at Nassington, sometimes suspended from rings. 
They were found by the hip of a skeleton of indeterminate sex, and 
under the pelvis of another. A key on a ring was at the left femur 
of a female, and two were evidently found at the left hip of a male 
skeleton. This association is unusual, since keys are usually found 
with females, but the excavation report suggests that they were 
regularly found with both sexes in this cemetery, since apart from the 
detailed observations already noted, keys were found with three other 
female and two other male skeletons. Girdle hangers have not been 
found in situ in this area, but they were evidently worn, since some 
(attributed by Meaney to Newton-iii-the-Willows) have been recovered 
from the county. Ivory rings have also been found, one near the 
wrist of a skeleton (probably female) at Holdenby, one on the arm of 
a female at Nassington, and another, found at Eye, apparently 
associated with a male skeleton. 
15. Possible togtles 
Beads may possibly have been used as toggles in this area. 
Examples include a bone bead found by the right arm of a female 
skeleton at Marbton, and a spindle whorl found with a bronze ring at 
the right hip of a female at Nassington. 
16. Other iewellerv 
Ornaments of beads were fairly co=on in the county, most of 
the beads being amber, glass or paste. Glass and amber examples were 
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found near the breast bones of one of several skeletons found at 
Desborough II in the eighteenth century, and at Welton twenty-three 
beads of amber, glass and jet were found near ', '. he throat and wrists 
of at least one of the two skeletons. Perforated Roman coins which 
accompanied these burials may have hung as pendants from the neck ornament. 
The apparent use at Welton of beads as bracelets is unusual in this 
county. 
Beads were found with most of the female skeletons at Holdenby, 
Marston St. Lawrence and Nassington. Some of the Holdenby skeletons 
had single beads, but otherwise, the ornaments at all three sites varied 
in the number and elaborateness of the beads. The largest quantity 
was perhaps the one-hundred-and-thirty amber, glass and gilt beads, 
found with a skeleton at Holdenby. The commonest fashion at all three 
sites was beads suspended in festoons from "paired" brooches, although 
one group of fifty-seven beads plus a bronze ornament from Nassington 
had evidently not been worn in this manner, and a fastener found with 
some beads at Marston St. Lawrence indicated that there also, at least 
one group of beads had been differently suspended. The association 
of beads with brooches was not universal. In three graves at Marston 
St. Lawrence beads were found without brooches, and two skeletons 
accompanied by brooches were without beads. 
One of the festoons at Nassington was found near two wire rings 
which might have formed part of the ornament. Twenty-seven beads 
and a wire clip were found round the humerus of one skeleton at this 
site, perhaps an unusual instance of a bead bracelet worn on the upper 
arm. Beads seem to have been found only with female skeletons, except 
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for a fossil, which may have been a bead, associated with a male 
skeleton at Nassington. 
"At the neck of the dress" of a female skeleton at Nassington 
there were found ten small pendants shaped like buckets, which had 
either been suspended round the neck or sewn to the garment. Two 
similar pendants were found in unspecified positions in another female 
grave which contained beads and other pendants. 
A neck ornament of quite different type was found near the head 
of a dteleton at Desborough I. This, the well-known "Desborough Necklace", 
consisted of gold-and-garnet pendant bullae and a central cross. The 
presence of the cross demonstrates that this necklace and others of 
similar type from Kent, Derbyshire, Hampshire and Wiltshire belong to 
the Christian period, and therefore to the seventh century. The neck- 
lace was found without brooches or other grave-goods. 
A finger ring of twisted wire from Marston St. Lawrence was 
found encircling a finger bone in a grave apparently containing a 
weapon and brooches. 
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XIX 
Northumberland 
1. Sites 
Eleven Northumberland burial sites are listed in the GazetteEr, 
l 
two of which supply primary evidence: Galewood; 
2 Howick. 3 Additional 
information has been drawn from Benwell; 
4 Corbridge; 5 Hepple. 
6 
Despite the fact that, unlike other Anglian areas, Northumbria has 
produced more evidence of inhumation than cremation, the evidence pro- 
vided for the present purpose is small. The site at Hepple may have 
been seventh-century (see below) and objects from Benwell are sixth- and 
seventh-century. The Corbridge finds were late-fifth-century, and the 
other sites, though not precisely datvble, probably sixth-. The finds 
from the county do not include pins or buckles, or, unusually for an 
Anglian area, wrist clasps. 
2. Brooches_ 
"Paired" brooches were probably worn in Northumberland, although 
the evidence is vague. Two annular brooches were found "close to the 
head" of a skeleton at Galewood, and two cruciform brooches, not identi- 
cal, but very similar,, were found on the Roman site at Corbridge, 
evidently the remains of an Anglo-Saxon burial. The latter pair of 
brooches were found with several beads, which suggests that the missing 
corpse had been that of a woman. A single bead accompanied the 
Galewood skeleton, less positive identification of female sex. 
Brooches of later date were found at Benwell, another Roman site. 
One was a sixth-century cruciform, the other a square-headed brooch, 
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probably seventh-century. They were found at different times, so 
there is no evidence that they had been worn together, or even-that they 
belonged to burials. However, their presence does indicate that the 
settlers in this area continued to wear similar brooches to the in- 
habitants of other Anglian areas. 
3. Adjuncts to costume 
A knife was found across the pelvis of a skeleton at Howick. 
This may have been carried at the belt, but as two other knives were 
found in or near the same gave, and two other knives in the cemetery 
were found at the upper part of the bodies of the associated skeletons, 
it is uncertain that the wearing of the knife at the belt was the 
regular custom in this area. 
No other articles were found in the county in positions con- 
sistent with suspension at the belt, but the people of this area were 
evidently equipped with adjuncts to the costume and personal articles, 
as were the inhabitants of other districts. There is evidence of this 
from Hepple, where a comb and toilet article were found in association 
with a skeleton. Tweezers and the remains of a chain from which a 
needle-case or other article might have been suspended, were also 
recovered from this site. 
\ 
4" Possible toggle^ 
The single bead found with the (presumably female) burial at 
Galewood was recovered from the waist of the skeleton, where it may 
have functioned as a toggle. 
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5. Other ; jeweller 
Bead ornaments appeax to have been worn, but there is no indi- 
cation that these were elaborate, or enriched with pendants. Two 
" glass beads were at the neck of a skeleton at Howick, and several were 
found with the brooches at Corbridge. Three objects identified as 
"earrings", two of them "with a bead" were found at Hepple. These 
objects were perhaps wire rings, which had, in two instances, been 
strung with beads, 'and might with equal probability have been com- 
ponents of ring-and-bead necklaces. Such a necklace (like the 
needle-case, the chain of which was found at Hepple), would, in other 
parts of the county, be typical of the seventh century, and night be 
indicative of a late date in this instance. 
ý 
\ 
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Oxfordshire 
1. Sites 
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Fifty-six Oxfordshire burial sites are listed in the Gazetteerr, 
l 
to which should be added a later discovery. 
2 Primary evidence is 
available from eighteen sites: Brighthampton; 
3 Broughton Poggs; 4 
Cassington It Purcell Farm; 
5 Cassington II9 Smithts Pit, II; 
6 
Chadlington; 7 
Crawley; 
8 Dorchester It Dykes; 9 Ducklington; 10 1 nsham; 
ll Filkins; 12 
Heyford Purcell (Lower Heyford); 
13 Kirtlington; 14 North Leigh; 15 
Iyneham; 16 1"linster Lovell; 
17 Stanlake; 18 Stanton Harcourt; 19 Wheatley. 20 
Additional evidence has been drawn from: Dorchester II, Minchin 
Recreation Ground; 
21 Hornton; 22 Summertown, Oxford; 23 Yelford. 24 
Brighthampton and Wheatley are large sites which have been recorded in 
detail. There is evidence of costume in this area from an early stage 
of Ge-mnanio involvement in Britain, in the fourth- or early-fifth- 
century burial at Dorchester I9 to the conversion period, evidenced by 
Chadlington, Ducklington, North Leigh and Stanton Harcourt. Stanlake 
was evidently in use-in the seventh century as well as earlier. The 
find of a scramasax at Heyford Purcell suggests this site was in use 
until the conversion period, although the feminine grave-goods are not 
characteristically late. The other datable sites are sixth-century. 
2. "Paired" brooches 
The "paixing" of brooches appears to have been common, although 
there was some variety between the positions of the brooches upon 
different individuals. The style was evidenced at Brighthanpton, 
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Broughton Poggs, Cassington I, Pilkins, Heyford Purcell, Kirtlington, 
}Zinster Lovell and Wheatley, while at Cassington II grave groups in- 
cluded two matching radiate brooches, and two saucer, so it is likely 
that these had also been "paired". 
At Brighthampton brooches accompanied females of all ages, 
and were found in fifteen graves recorded in detail. In eleven 
instances the brooches had apparently been "paired", eight times on 
the shoulders and three on the breasts, or breast. (Matching brooches 
were found in two other graves on the site, but the positions not 
recorded. ) The majority of the "paired" brooches were circular, either 
disc type, or those described by Aker=an as "dish-shaped", commonly 
called saucer brooches. Those brooches in Graves 22 and 23 which Akerman 
described as "lined" may have been of the applied type. Saucer or 
applied brooches were "paired" in five graves (and matching saucer 
brooches were found in a sixth) and disc brooches in four. Trefoil- 
headed brooches were "paired" ("head" downwards) in one instance and 
matching cruciform brooches were found, position unrecorded, with the 
skeleton of a child. In only one instance were unmatchi g brooches 
"paired" together: a saucer brooch was found on one shoulder of a 
skeleton, a cruciform on the other. 
(Applied) Saucer brooches were found "on the breast" of a female 
skeleton at Broughton Poggs, and saucer brooches "on the breasts" of 
another. Two matching saucer brooches of unrecorded association were 
I 
found on the site, and had probably been worn together. 
At Cassin, gton I matching saucer brooches had also been used for 
"pairing". They were recovered from the right and left breasts of 
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the skeleton of a young adult female, and from the right and left 
shoulders of an older female. Two matching saucer brooches were nong 
earlier finds from this site. 
Brooches were recovered from five graves at Filkins. One of the 
associated skeletons was identified as male on anatomical grounds, 
although as it was without weapons, and other male skeletons in this 
cemetery were equipped with spears, this judgement should perhaps 
be questioned. The brooches with this skeleton were described as 
"ring shaped fibulae", and although this annular type is very similar 
to the circular buckle in its design, the objects do not appear to 
have functioned as buckles in this grave since another object identified 
as a buckle was found at the waist. The positions of the brooches 
were not recorded. 
Other graves with brooches in this cemetery appear to have 
contained female skeletons, except for one with the remains of a young 
person of indeterminate sex. The brooches appear to have been "paired" 
on the shoulders, breasts or breast. In two instances saucer brooches 
were used, in one disc, and in one Roman brooches. 
The Heyford Purcell evidence is open to some doubt, since 
objects usually associated with male interments, as well as those 
normally found with females, were thought to have accompanied a single 
skeleton. It is likely that two burials are represented. Two 
brooches of disc type were found with the beads "round the neck" 
of this skeleton. 
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Two brooehos of t, iidcztified typo wero found "on the broast" of 
a rkeleton at Kirtlingtcn and two silver disc brooohos woro found on 
the breast of a fcmalo at Minot= Lovoll. 
Brooches wore associated with nine skolotcns at Wheatley, end 
although the excavator did not distincraich tho cox of the cholotons, 
all but one were oTaippod with of : e+ a=avc-roods rpicol of fcnalo 
burials. Un zu ally, at WLeatloy "pairing" of broochc3 was a minority 
fashion. Disc broochoz wore "pairod" on the r.: culdors of one cholotcn, 
and two c: ucor brooches wore fo=d on the broaat of nothor, but there 
were no other certain oases of One other grave (Grave 38) 
contained two brooche3, but those w, re loco obvio=ly "paired". Both 
brooches worn diso typo; one was foa-d on the ri , ht . eulder, the other 
at the left side of the associated :: _oletc. 
It is uufortiato that 'them is not pr a evidence from t: e 
esrliest female burial in the county. Cio fo in Grave 2 at 
Dorchester I was acconpa ad by C. c. . cifo= brooch =d he bar: plate 
of an epplicd, but their positions wore net rcaordcd. Two lard 
saucer brooches f x= a later burial at this cite could have boon "pai=d". 
Third broo&-as 
Mho uoarinZ. of third broo. ^. hoo ttzz ov3. dom: '.; iy not a populrs 
in the co=ty. A "I=Call brooch (ccju^rc-hoM, 3c$o o. f. Wliet 1852t 
Plato II) va3 fa=d "hoad" do=w-...., ^13 cn tho tdcht bro^.. st of a 
Bri&th=: pton c:: olotcn which had "pa3wod" dice broochoc9 wnd at 1^ilL-I. na 
a cr. neor brooch was f(rmd on '., ho brew :t, of c, c:. alot= botuocn "pairod" 
B== broochow. Thera is no other pr; s: ý'ýy ocidcnco for tho vo: si ,g of 
lký 
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third broochea# butaBravosoap£ om Do choator II' =d finds from 
Hoxuton which night reproacnt the G=. vo-goods of a sinClo Individual 
also indicate this fashion. At Dorchostcr II the bac1c plate of 
a third applied brooch w, a ford in a Bravo is addition to two other 
applied brooches:. Eo tcn thoro -ivo a late ccra=o-hoadcd 
.. brooch cnd two match3n3 s=cc: broochca. In czIy cmo b, ar. i: 1 ha. -. boc= 
rocordod at the cite, thoy r.. ^. y c=tit-sto aC=vo ý: oýý. 
I 
4. Siný1. e brooches 
ptcu cnd a Single broochc3 wc.. "o a minority f^^ cz e. ßýth=, 
majority faahicn at Y3. `tew ley. 1=00c h'02 apcxrG.. -ýau h.. ^v3 be= 
recovered from othor sito3p but without ovidanee it in not 
certain that they had. beca wo= aloao. At zrichth,,... tasn fo". = of the 
fiftecn graves with bmroocho3 c=t; 3ncd crly =o. In two instaucoa 
the brooches (ona a aarcor broochj, the oAhrr of =ide3tificd typo) 
ward recovored from tho br, « t. i:: othor 
(uh-Ich van doocri. bed ac 
circular with a cavity which ==t h,. ^vo bean fiilcd with cc= pc.,. ý^i^., icb1Q 
subst2noe) w^,,. n fo=d nor : the noc:: of a c!: olot. ^. n. Stalni. n; of the 
bones by aotal c. ý; octcd th., -. 5 the brooch had bocn wo= c=tw, lly or 
&t the right side. A ain, ^, lo c,.. ý^, ^ß o= brooch wa0 FcW cl on the lo,. Pt 
shoulder of rmothor 
bt L, naoatlcy tho f ^b = occ~ý.. ýod in =*^. co, r. ý. -o air. zlo 
broocho3 (c21o a =cer9 =O rJplicd) lr: xo fol=a cn tho riCýit choul3er3 
of s2: eletons: tho c=Q Pa: iticn cm =o o+ tho dice broochoo in Gravo 
38' in t, 'hich a sccý3 býach uý fo".: n3 aV tho lcft cß43 (c-abwcctica 2' 
p. ý46, abovo). Twico cir, -lo b=ocho3 wCý. `ti? rosavc. ý^ ýd fi-= the 
44 
I 
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necim of ckolotona (cnQ c=o+, ono c, nDlie3) =d =oth= (c= r) u.., o 
found on the bro:, at of 2. skolotcn. it r. in ; lo c=u"tar brooch w= ßc=3 
with tho ckeleton of a child, in un--ocorded position. 
4 
5. PmooahPn in rs.. 1. o t^raye3 
Azninlr. r Eud dice broocho3 w=o to c. ccc... -M^" s ä3. c3 at 
Filld, a3 cnd HeR,, t%rd Faroo32, rorpootivoly, bnt t:. o cvidc=o, dic=sod 
above (subsection 2, Ä i9S ý, in ir. doi'iaito: 
6. Pins 
Pine were foun, 3 in potzitic. n on a: oletene cat. 1xiChtý'za-Rptcn' 
Broughton PoWa, Caaai, nistan Y, St=t= FL:. -court r. nd WhEatloy. 013y 
aaconp=sied six c:: olotcns at all bnt one 
(a child) 
identified as f=alo by tho o=vz;; or. L-. tho ch. ild wa3 alco equipped 
with beads it ia liL-o1. y that it, al-co, v= fcm21o. In th.. 3 ßnctcnccs 
tho pin waa found on tho br3r.. ot. 17cno of tho a: Looi^4 cd ^..:: 3lotas3 
wo.. o equipped with b roochoc. A wido ar3 no vae indic --', ', cd for th3 
worxin, - of euch pina, ainco they accc. v=icd aGIrl, a yo- =a and 
.. 
= old ttoý. 2L-o== idcati: ric3 oao o4 tycao Pi= ca "a. Yý. airpia" 
(Gr^wvQ 17) d©cpito fiadin. - il- ca tho brc;, » t. Mo pia h.: 3 docorativo 
. JL . 
iaa'? by l. Icoýa apýlos. : ero other Dina uoro idcatifiod :a 'fi.; tan 
o: Q aore. ccrtvinein ; ],; ý' airico iý u :3 fe". ýd ac: ý tso ý ; c3 ow iho cl: olotca. 
010 prooiýo poaiticý of tho oý, hc: tr: ý =046 roccracdý . hicch ja MlYort, ýto 
cinco ac. tchinC brooc: rcs vor3 fo=ci in t% C=cvoa in ccntra, ^ t to tho 
? croýý. gra, 9ea with pi= fo-. =d et, tho ýß rM C b=och vas fo=3 with 
tho ior3 probable "hrirpim". Cho pin rýcc aýyir tho child was 
recovorod ; rý, = "the lap". 
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A rin; ^ý-hcadcd objoct doscr+_bcd by L: TM*a c. ^ "the rountiu ; of a 
hairpin" was fo=d noar the hand of af . ^lo ci elotca at Iro tcn 
Pow. The c:: oloton had "pa+- :: d" broaches. 
At a^sin^tcn I thorn tray t :e loss cc-, n occcnco of a pin 
in associaticn with a aalo c:: elotcn. An object of Celtic r. act~. so, 
it was found on one of the It bar vc: ýebrae of the choletcn, which try 
, of an old person. Thin waa the only 
find idcntifiod as a pin L'cn 
the site, but a '$broazo pric'sor, with aplcycd pe for tcc. butt" which 
was found on the loft brow t of a fc^alo cholotcn, uiit h=o functioned 
an a clothing fast=or. If not, it nay have boon a toilet ar: iolo. 
This female ¬2celotcn had "paired" bý- oochee. It Stanton E rcourt, 
a site which has yielded no brooehec, a uilvor pin attached to a wire 
ring accompanied on cVd fc=-Jo. It lay at the top of the bro:: tbene, 
on the right ribs. At thin site, as at Ca--;.. , cn 
I9 it wppoaro pe - 
Bible that an object dc: crbcd rc a "pric: x_" micht h=o fa ; -.: cd the 
clothing. The St=t= Ha-cou- t np cern Ll: o fob cn the riCht 
shoulder of a fcle child. Lilo tho pin with tho adult c'soloton at 
this site acatioaod above, tho objcot v; , wýar? od to a rin, -j, and it 
was of similar lcnSth to t: o pin (pia 2.3/10"v F=ic!: or 2 1/5"). 
Pins at TJ#aoatley c,. -, pc=cd both at the head =d tho u+pcr p=A., of 
the torso, oc=rin, -, in fovr fc. -: 11. o ýrwvos. ` In two inat=oca thoy uoro 
fo=d on tho brow : to of r! zolotc= coirz%cd with cno brooch ý t: o uppc r 
part of the body (ono hwvla ;= rrddition<:?. brooch lc*. rc: do= the body) 
wnd it is possible that the pin : ubsztit^aiod for the Eoc, =d brooch watch 
was the s: aro cc== f^" on at oth; . -, sitos. An Object with a looped 
end, thouZht to be a pin' waa found ca t ho b=oast of a u'.: olo tcn" vi"', hout 
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other a=vivjm, clothin ; fa : týcra. b bodkin fcnnd -at tho riclt breast 
of snothor fcnalo ekolotcn ni&it h=o fciotionod as a pin. d in 
which may havo faatenod the hair or ho: ddrosa waa found at the back of 
the al. "u11 in cn other cavo. 
7. Dune 
At Stanton ! co =~t a oboe-lrco to<,; va fc=d bosido the foot of 
a foaalo child (aid fo= to ci: yo. ^. ^a) =d tracoc of loath= footwear 
wore also fo=nd in the craw. 
8. Buc? tles ...... ýý. .ý 
Buckles wore found at a=y of the 0`: oýý: ziro sito3s, cad whoro 
the positions wo. ro racordcd9 it appo : ra tý., ^., t r. oc A. ha ä. boon usod to 
fa3ten belts. At Briýthý... ý; tcn, Dorc:: ostor I:. nd Uorth Lcirta hosrovort 
thoro was evidcnco of a diffo: c:: t use. 
Bnc'.: loa w^ýro found in ccvci ýiýthý. -ýtc3 _vcaj, one of a 
fe=ales, one a child, the root rx^1oa of v, -,: c c; os. Mo bu 'ao is 
the fcmalo gravo w,. c Sound at tho tr. ic;; ( L"a c::: loton w: x without 
brooch03) and a br. c: s, lo v^.. a fo=d in the Sap of c3o of the male. -O. M10 
otho.. ~ýa w=o found at tho up, o: pr... ^"tc of c!: olotcn ;. co Tbrwoo cn the 
brca3t, one (a f=r., r, =cnta... -"y o:: anplo) on the loft b=o=t and cz: o thcr cn 
the left shouldor. 
At CassßnZtc, n I bsc!: l. ca the sl: olo tcna of an old oad 
a yOUMS m4n. The for`or cras ; Co=d to have a buckle on one of the 
lumbc. r vorrtobrr. oa the other had a buc'lo rr: d buc:: lo plato at the waist. 
A =a11 bac-l-lo was fok. d "in the 14, pct of a ^. w: olotcn at Crwzrlcy, 
q)Parcnt3. y tho only find fron the silo. 
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At Dorchester Ia buckle scoop ted the fei to skeleton with 
dissimilar brooches, but Its position was not recorded. The sale 
skeleton was equipped with the rca lia of a Cc is Dc. = soldier. 
Militsry costuno is outside the scopo of the proccnt discussion, but 
certain points about tho roccnztr=ticn of this cquip... cnt =0 rolov nt 
for conpsrativo purposes. A buckle wa fozxA s the shoulder, with 
a D-shaped riri ; and a ccni-circulcr tab. The position of tho: o 
objects.. sweats that a ct--cp was wow di ens By aloSy the 
wearing of a buckle on tho chauldcr r.. cy indicate a similcr, scri-milf Lary 
fashion in later cravos3. Lino bronze bass to= & soon the ribs of the 
Dorchester skeleton, and once intorproted as past of a cpo -liko 
leather apron, have now been roccnaty totcd by Evi son as the stiffening 
of a belt. The reccnüt±ueticn Indicates that the main pai of the 
bolt was wider than the 3-=Z h of ctr a Uhich pasccd through the 
buckle to secure it. Ma narrower strap had been riveted to the 
wider one. This shows that the width of w bzcLlo loop does not necoc- 
sarily indicate the width of the bolt, only of the porticm of that belt 
used for fastca. ing. 
At 1,11L-: ins buckles wore found at, the waists of a fcalo r eleton 
and of the skeleton with brooches which war. con: idered xalo 
(sabsoction 
1, p. 195 3 5, p" 14 9 1, above). A Lt ITorth Loi ;ha =all buckle was found 
above the loft Shoulder of a aale skeletons. 
fcasa. o skeleton at 2"2nster Lovoll which had "paired" brooches 
also had a buckle at the waist. Ono found at the loft side of a aale 
skeleton at Stanla'i: o had evidently fastened a bolt, but a bucUo with 
a female at the sane site bad evidently formed parrs; of the chatelaine 
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couples. It was found at the right side, below the lnoe, with other 
objects which aro likely to have hung from the girdle. 
Buckles accompanied two male children at St=toa Harcourt. 
(The children's graves wore, on the wholo, better equipped than the 
adults' at this late site, but the distribution nn only reflect the 
greater. proportion of children than adults baricd there. ) Both buckles 
bad probably fastened bolts. One wan found cn the spin, the other 
inside the right forearm. 
Three, possibly four, buckles at taaoattlcy had evidently fastened 
belts, being found at the hip and waist cross, one under the hips. One 
of the associated skeletons had "paired" brooches and was evidently 
female, the others wore of indeteý. -4- ate ccx. 
9" Belt fittin'm 
One fcm. 31. o ssoloton at B+3, &iy+. ha... ^ý t= h--cl a ü3xile tw; ., at the 
waist, but no buckle, dc-=at='. trans that a buckle wad not nccescay 
for the fastening of the girdle. A stud, brooch-liko in aMO==ce, 
was found near the right hip of a £c to c'.: olo ten at i hth -^pton, 
=d had porbaps fastened, or been attachod to, the girdle. 
10. Girdle rinr; s 
ACirlts : koleton at BridxJ==pton had two iron "in the 
lap"s, 6, hich might havo bccn n. -cd to f:: ttn the girdle (if thoy woro 
not su. spended fxom. `. it) . It is convcaient to m=tian at this point,, 
a male skolotcaig alco at Fxidxth: rantcn9 which had a aizCl. o ring at the 
left shoulder, providins a possible pQ lloi to the custom of uo: ring 
a buckl© at the chouldor. 
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11. Adjuncts to costume 
As in other areas, knives and other adjuncts to the costume 
indicated the presence of girdles, even where no buckles were found, 
but it is apparent that such adjuncts might be carried in other 
positions also. 
At Brighthampton twenty-four graves contained knives, mostly 
found "in the lap", four females having the knives at the left, and 
one female and a skeleton of indeterminate sex at the right. It 
is likely that these had been carried at the belt.. Others were at 
the upper part of the body: one was on the breast of a child which 
also had a buckle in this position, and one on the right breast of 
an aged male equipped with a ring'on the left shoulder. Knives 
were also found on the breasts of five females and the right shoulder 
of a sixth. One knive found near a sword pommel accompanying a male, 
located under the right armpit, may have been suspended with the 
sword. At Broughton Poggs a knife was found at the waist of a 
female without a buckle, as well as knives in unrecorded positions 
in two other graves without buckles (one male) and in one grave with 
a buckle. At Cassington I knives accompanied six skeletons, one 
female, the others males of various ages from a child to an old 
person. one fife was found at the upper part of a skeleton, at 
the right humerus of one of the males, point upperost. 
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The others had apparently been attached to girdles, three (two with 
males and one with a female) being found at the left of the body in 
graves without buckles. Two knives were found at the waist of one 
skeleton with abuckle, and one by the vertebrae of another skeleton 
with a buckle (under a pin). At Chadlington knives were found with 
four skeletons including adults of both sexes and a child. In three 
instances the knives were at the left of the body, twice in positions 
consistent with suspension from a belt. The knife accompanying the 
female skeleton was found near the left hand, but as the hand was in 
a position near to the face, it is possible that the knife had been 
carried at the upper part of the body. The knife in the grave of 
an adult male at this site was found by the right ulna, point upwards. 
It may have been strapped to the a me but was more probably attached 
to the right side of the belt. 
A knife found at 1ýynsh: m lay in an unusual position relative 
to the accompanying skeleton: it was at the left tibia of the (male) 
corpse, prompting the excavator to suggest that it had been carried in the 
stocking or garter. At Iyneham a knife was found at the right side of 
a male skeleton and a female at Minster Lovell had a knife near the 
buckle at the waist. At Stanlake a knife was found, also near a buckle, 
at the left side of a male skeleton. Knives may have been wozu at the 
belts of both sexes at Stanton Harcourt. One was found at the right 
forearm of a female, another at the left of a male child. One may 
have been carried at the upper part of the body. It was found, point 
towards the shoulder, outside the left upper azm of another male child. 
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Knives accompanied twelve ckeletons at Wheatley, sir of which wore 
probably female, two having buciloa. In mozt eaoo3 the pozitio= of the 
knives wore consistent with attachment to the bolt, =d fou: were found 
at the left sides of the ckoleton. Othor3 wore found in the hip region, 
one under the body, whore it milt have boon tucked into the back of the 
bolt, another betwocn the legs, whore it nigh have h *me fron the bolt. 
Two were found at the upper part of the body, one on the broaat of a 
probably fem. -lo ckoloton, the other undor the left armpit'of a Skeleton. 
Other adjuncts to the costL:. o included girdlo hers recovered 
(positions unrecorded) from PLlkin3 and- Yelford crd keys found at 
Cascington Is Stanlcko and Wheatloy. 2ho Cassingtcn koys ware found with 
other articles belongiZ to the chatolaiuo at the left fcr of a fe -Io. 
skeleton, and the Wheatley objects thou1t to be hcys warn fo-md the 
waist of a ckoleton with a buckle (but without broocheey bonds or cny 
other mark disting iiching it as £c alc). The St=lcko key we fo=d with 
a buckle End other ch atolaino articloo at the right cido of .a fcnelo 
skeleton, below the knee. 
Puree guards mad pouch £rmcs h=o boon recovered from covoral 
Oxfordcbiro sites. T um peso "^ c wcro found at the waist of a fc=alo 
at 1,1111r3n1, where there vcc no other irdic^ ticn of a bolt. Purees 
had apparently boon attach--d to the bolts of both oozes at Brig3hlptcn 
wino one was found "in the lap" of a zzlo skeleton, ono "in the lap" 
(at the loft) of a skolotan of indotc. =izi ; to co, ca third' na do of 
cilvors, was fold at the loft hip of a voll-ccfu ipped £c clo. ' b pouch 
fr=o ms also fold with the lattex s eletcn, and onothor fonalo at the 
nano site was fo", md to h=o a po ch f=. -- at the rift hip. Both frm33 
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encirclcd objects which h, d presumably bcezi c: xried In tha pouches, 
Cne mclosed a=31 bronze rin31 the othor two brcnzo rings, a per- 
forated stone =d the re'"ºains of objocte t: 'ýaich r-y have bocn a L-oy and 
a lnifef. An object doscxibcd an a p=a r'y. n3 wa. z fo. mci at the loft 
" ferur of a fenale at Cassi. M. 3tan I. The koys in this 
Gram wo. -o found 
near by, and other öbjoctr, a 
wtr^arp ta3 End a noodleýca. aoO' we.. -e alco 
wcociatod with the 'c. t^. tolr:,,, ao cr, --rqlo::. A aocdlc'c=o trav also found 
at Worth Leigh, position t rip ocificd. 
M==; 3 w=o ro=d no= tho loft hsnd of a yo-mC rralo c:: oloton 
at Cassinßton III ba-v probably been attached to tho bolt' rxd oth= 
ahoara wore foti-ýd at Worth Loi h. J. whotstcno u. -. z at -Mho left aide of 
a sale skeleton at St=lcko, toaothcr 14th the k2ifo9 4 :da £c to at 
the co ansite may havo boon equipped with a tools a disc which was 
Considered by the excavator to h=o boon Dort of a distaff u found 
with other cxti lcs (the key, the brco ot"; d9 on ono' t bead..: d. 
other boada' =d a nPicrccd' buttý- ý'-oý bcno cbjcct =d tha buc'- o) 
at the right cidop bolou the 1=o. Th3. rýý... of ica'thcr =d b==o 
which acy h=o bor. c p:. -I. of a chca:, rh of cc=o klmmd2 ucro fa. d at the 
left fs... -^ý of Fnothcr St=la"ro r. '.: alct=. 
Tvoczo= worQ fo=d at C th,. r.. ^ýton "'in '-ý lap" of cno nclo 
skolotcn end no= tho ri. &, It ,. = of ýot. ýora pooit. 'ýs cuý, ^Cativo of 
cuapenoicn at the bal", -,. Oth, ^, r t=-ecorc e. the c=o cite =d at, 
vihoatloy may,, howcvora havo bccn c: axicil ý the uppcr pz=t of the body: 
R'vo©zors 2nd a ring, t"o.. ro fo=d. a;. ' thr lofv chouldor of an old ucM.. ýQ3 
sl: sloton at Bri&ith=. ton. At [lhewtley ttweozor3 ^M a bead w=o re- 
coverod f--cm a position In frcnt of tho =u-, 3 of a ckolotca" It in 
pocciblo that both had bocn sußpcn8cd fron the no" l; oithor tho 
f=ale Ikcighth:. nPton skQlotcn with tucozers9 nor tho (poccibly fc=n1e) 
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Wheatley one were oquippod with broochoa. 
A fe iele oloton at Zdinstor Lovell was cccampcniod by two 
toilot articles on a ring, which wore found "bolow the neck". A fonale 
at Briithaapton had toilet a, ýticles on the breast ond onothor had two 
"bodkins" on the broast. All three r, Lolotcns had broocbc3 (two, one 
and two, rerpoctively). It is poD3iblo that the toilet artiolos had 
been au^pondod Eton the brooches. 
A comb 8" long was found on the loft h,. ýerus of a ralo ckeloton 
at aw lington. It could porhapa havo boon ouzpcadcd round. the neck, 
but was more probably laid on the body at burial, Another r was found 
at the head of a femalo child at 1; " 'r ing. cn. 2: rro thon 6" lon' it 
was probably too largo to have been wort in the hl='' co' again, vae 
tore likely to have be= laid in the faro the car^: ied on the porscn. 
12: Possible to, ýrr, les 
At both ýiýhdwý:.. ^"p tcn and Uio . ý, tlc; l9 sz o beada thich could 
have ilmctioaicd as toZ; lo= k"oro fc"m3. Two cInClo beads ucr3 found 
at tho left hands of Bri; ý.,... w. ý-ýtxi c. solotcr,:. md c_Yy=tal whorls =0 
found at tho loft hip= of two othc.. " ý. 4 g3. c.. ^s whorl t. = fc, xd cn tho 
braast of mother uaelotcn at tho c=o cito. 1 cin lo =bcx boa d was 
found near the ribo of a Wh.: wtloy : I: olotc. n =d a cno under a 
akeloton. Nano of thoso had buc:; ]. oa. 
13; Other : 10, roL1 
$Oasi O"^ 't13 W=3 CG. '= in ''10 CO*='ýjp but Vc123 not ^*^ý,... ='1, G 'i`h0 
e=liect finds fron Ap=t fr,.. i" t". to cwrord b'^^ s fou»d at 
grijfttha=ptonj, bEzds aeco: p=ied fcnalo rý: oletcn: 9 or woo =eociatod 
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U, 
with typically fenalo cravo-goods*, May woro most oftcn 1: 3od as nock- 
l:, ces or fe3tocn3. Zubexp gla. 3s snd Pa, sto bo:. d. B %-. *cro fou: d on tho 
necks and broaEts of children end adults at in ten inat=eos, ' 
arbor =d cryatal on tho : houldc. -a of cno at Ca. -. sin, -. ', on I9' =bEr at the 
mock of a skolotcn at Fill. ino r. d a r. ir., "lo porool. cln be a3 at tha neck 
of =other at the 3=a wito (tyo boot-ccZuippcd Crave of that Qß. to). 
l. nbert' gla3o =d pr: to bo:. d3 t. ýý fo=d ný::. =3 the noc: r" of the Hagfor3 
Purcoll ezoletcn and at tJhc3tley bcr. dz ucro at t: a nod'= of uS. x: Q, z4. '. 
tities woro not lcrL"'ro. 1,0.. 3 Ooatcat nor ro=d: w=o Jv=ty-ojght at 
Zb"ighthaaPtosn a2d at 11hQatloy ý3 1 t.: f... ^^ty-. t7at C=ziý, cn i: Lt 
St=1.21se beads wer. -ro fo=d ctith c'.: olotc= of ch, -*: L&-. cn: ()no had 
1! zma31 =bar bea. d3p one =311 ^^s bo,., ds end aa thiYd 1L rdnale 
glass bead. Single beads -. "ar3 fo=d no: s th, aoc: th of cne s: wloton 
and at the breast of a cbiid at tlea. tloy. 
Th=eo of the t'nc^'- ^oc" had coin pz ^, ^tst one 
also a notal disc pEndxt? =d a chiWc !., ^, d a r-. inv. (= r. L^elotan had 
four silver zings cn tho bet but no bowd. ^. p =d two taoatlcy : acolet= 
had bronzo per. d=ts (eno =d tt: o) withcut be-ads. At Dac: elizkatcn tho 
conatitueats of a typically swcnth-cc. nt-ary ncc'sl aco woro fCmd with 
the &. oloton of a child: a pc=daat ocd with a c=cs wr. s at tho 
\ 
neckt' =d a g=ot pendant, c; ]. vcr rin cad tyro Gaza bcaiu w=o rocovarod 
frcý th3 irave: bCold =cl a cilvar Pew3w. ýt ucro fourd in a uoýin 
grav© at the =Q site. Gbjcctc fe=d ny =h oart: of tho akolotcn 
of a girl at North Loith w=o probably not ec n but tho ccmpcnor 
of cnothor lato nocklaco: 
25 moo ci? vor rin, -33 st vith beads w=o 
found at each side asd a silver tube was also p=os t: In elaborate 
golds brcazo sind shell ben : u.:. z fot d at cha rton9 but its position 
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was not recorded. Two garnet re : darts wore fozmd in front of the face 
of a femalo skoloton at Stcnla'so. It was supposed at the time of ex- 
cavation that these were ca. drope, but they rzy have boenn cklace 
pendants. Other beads found in the Cm me includo one of a: ethyst, . 
additional indication that this was c. late burial. Gold pods is and 
a silver and. iron cross worn ford in a rich female Bravo at the cite. 
Thera may have been other urea for boards apart from as toggles 
and neck ornanent3. The child buried with footwear w Stanton Earcourt 
had a single : bears bebind the skull, outside the left shoulder, which if 
not disturbed from a no=al position at the neck could, perhaps, huve been 
attached to a headdress. In Gravo l8 at Jhoatloy, thirteen glan= beads 
were arranged in a vertical line dot= the breast of a skeleton, in order, 
with the largest at the top. They may have been soon to the edge of a 
gaxrzent, and, as thoro worn no brooc: -.. -, ft=tic. -ad as buttons to fasten 
that ga=ent. 
Beads were fou d lov don on the bodies of skeletons at 
Btighlthampton and Cassia, -cn I. At Cassizsetcn seventy amber beads were 
found among the loft ribs in one grave, and at lrigithampton beads worn 
in three cases found "in the lap". Ten coins accompanied the beads in 
one instance. In another, the beads, which wo-zm- large amber cues, were 
considered by the excavator to have possibly 
"functioned as bracelets. 
A further possible instance of the wearing of a boa d bracolet occurred 
at Minster Lovoli, whom cuo largo cud cove ^~^ beads and a pendant 
were found by the wrist. 
Other articles of jewellery wor11 by the inhabitants of this area 
include finger rin; ' end metal bracoiets. The finer, rings y wore foal 
in female graves of more than average richness at Brighthampton, 
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Cassington I and Do-T4 stor Iim =d in tho wolf-equipped Bravo at Minstar 
Lovell. The positions of the D=i hth ton, Caz3ingtcn crd Minstor 
Lovell r1n s worn recordcd. All were found on the loft hand, the 
Briitha: npton one on tho third fin p=* The Brighthapton and Cassingtan 
rings were silver. 
A bronze bracolot was found on the left era of the skeleton of 
a child at Brighthamptonj, and three were eaong the Dorchester II grave 
group, where the grave-goods; included throe brooches, the fin, or ring, 
and two bracelets of bronzo and one of wire. 
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Rutland 
1. Sites 
Seven Rutland sites are listed in the Gazetteer, 
1 from two of 
which primary evidence is available: Glaston; 
2 North Luffenham. 3 
Additional information has been drawn from Market Overton 14 and 12.5 
Primary evidence relates only to clothing adjuncts, although large 
numbers of fasteners have been recovered from, the county. All the 
sites were in use in the sixth century, Glaston and North Luffenham 
having existed since the fifth. Some of the finds from Market Overton 
II suggest that the site was in use in the seventh century (a brooch, 
gold bead and necklace pendants) though it has been dated to the middle 
sixth century 0 
2. "Paired" brooches 
It is likely that brooches were "paired" in this area, since 
grave groups from Glaston and North Luffenham contained finds of two 
associated brooches, and since matching brooches were recovered from 
these and the Market Overton sites. At Glaston brooches were found in 
eight of the eleven graves excavated. There, was no reason to suppose 
that any of the associated skeletons were other than female. Five of 
the graves contained at least two brooches. In two there were matching 
small-long brooches which are likely to havo been "paired" (trefoil- 
headed in one grave and cross-shaped in the other). One grave contained 
a small-long brooch with a square heaad, a larger. squaro-headed brooch and 
a cruciform one, larger than both. It is likely that two of these, 
probably the square-headed ones 
(which measured 21611 and 3k") had been 
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"paired". Two Glaston graves contained brooches which did not match, 
both having a long brooch associated with a circular one. Those in 
Grave 1 were a penannular and. a Romano-British long brooch. The latter 
had a loop for attachment to another brooch or some other object, and 
remains which Leeds considered to have been leather were preserved in 
a shackle attached to the brooch and loop. It is possible that the 
wearer had suspended something from the brooch by means of the leather 
strap. (The loop is shown at the top of the brooch inn Leeds, 1948, p. 70, 
Fig. 1 and Leeds and Barber, 1950, Plate CVI9 a, 1, but the brooch 
was not observed in situ, and might possibly have been reversed. ) The 
remains of the strap might of course reflect the use by a previous, non- 
Anglo-Saxon owner. 
Many brooches were recovered from the large site at North Luffenham, 
but the lack of detailed records and the many different excavations 
complicate analysis of the finds. At least three graves contained two 
brooches: two of bronze (noted in Gomme, 1886) in one grave, two saucer 
brooches and two long brooches (one cruciform, the other square-headed) 
in others. Other matching saucer brooches and matching cruciform 
brooches were also recovered from the site, and it is likely that these 
had been worn as "pairs". The associations of finds from the Market 
Overton sites were not recorded, but brooches recovered from site I 
included matching saucer and annular brooches, also two ornate square- 
headed and two smaller square-headed brooches. Finds from site II 
included two applied'and two openwork swastika brooches.. 
3. Third brooches 
At Glaston., a cruciform brooch found in the same grave as two 
(dissimilar) square-headed brooches might have been worn centrally or 
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at one shoulder. There are no othor docuTM... entod occurrencos of third 
brooches, but some. of the =matched broochos found in the county nay 
have fulfilled this function. 
Single bxoochos 
M=oo Glaston bi ials had been equipped with single brooches. 
All were =all-long (two cruciform and ono trofoil-headed). There 
wan only one recorded instance at North Luffcnhama whore a single sma11 
cruciform brooch wan fou: d in a Bravo, but solo of the other brooches 
found at this and the Marlot Overton t itos may havo been worn surly. 
Many of the brooches fo=d at North I, uffcn+ appear to have lacl. ed 
"partners" (or to have becene soparatcd from than); those include 
cruciforabrooches va-yIng in size and decoration i''om roll to largo 
florid examples, other rWall-long brooches and an c. m14r. A single 
swastika brooch was proserved fron T": srkot Ovortcn It and iron M :: ot 
Overton II there cams an "odd" sax;. ccr brooch, a pcaz nular and a unique 
radiate brooch with five knobs in the chapo of birds' beano. 
5" Pins ý..... 
No pins were recorded sit-as but a fat-h. a ed pin, piorced, 
probably for tho attach==t of opcn loo' w;., o fot d at riot avertcn II. 
b 4" pin which was thought to have boon par. ' of a toilet cot was found 
at Glaston in a grave, ccntaßnlnZ tho rcW. :c of a n--lo rand a fca1c. 
Since, no other toilet crticlos w=o foal in tho Bravo, it is possible 
that this object bcd ft ctioaod ca fa tc-er. 
cl n, r 
Wrist clasp: wero f0'd at Glastcna North i, tzffcnhan =d 2ý'. ýot 
Overton IIo At Gl=ton thoy wcro fomd in fou: gravesq with fezk^1o3 
91 A" 
equipped with one, two and three brooches. Only one grave contained 
a complete set of clasps. One pa3. + of clasps at least was So=d at 
North Luffenl n. (Crowther-Bcyncn tho t them rdlo faztcnors; 
another object which he thouZht to bo a boor clasp bad parhapa also 
been wo on the peon. ) The No^'th Lt: ffcnhca clasp had an additional 
triangular projection, pxobsbly to conceal the ape. ' bo in the sleeve 
(as in Fig. 10). The Harket 0vertcn clasps w=o of the spiral. (hook- 
and-eye) type. 
_ 
?# Buckles, belt fittix 
No buckles3 were reeoverod from Glacton, nor apparently f=m North 
iuffenhaia and Market Overton I. 'i'Vo wcro found at Market Overton II, 
one of them so small that Crowther-Beynon speculated that it might have 
fastened a garter. A ring found near tho waist of a Glaston faule 
skeleton with a single brooch racy hwvo boon a fastener or attcnt to 
the girdle, but otherwise belt fasten= w ---. o =u: -ati11y rýra. Cottri2l 
exhibited, among othor finds from I orL"h Luffcn' ,a brcazo bolt end 
which was ccnciderod fifth-ccatiz y9 Fnd a "bolt clasp orn=ciit", which 
VuWest3 that beitcd c==t3 w=© wo= by nc=bers of this cc. ý.. ýtmityj, 
even if they were not buc? clcä. 
8. Adjuncts to costrn© 
Knives W= a less co=oa th= in other arcaa. one wws found at 
Glaston near the waiýt of the feý, lo rü: clota: i with Cird2Q ri;, 4i+d cno 
othor accompanied a fcna]. o at the site* Cne waa found at I"123icet 
Ovorton It and at least three at Zlorth L".: ff -r ^# whore one wa3 found 
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at the right arm of a skeleton with weapons, having probably been worn 
at the right of the belt. 
Tweezers were found near the left shoulder of an armed man at 
North Luffenham, and another pair were recovered from a Glaston grave 
' with no other grave-goods (perhaps male). An object which may have 
been a strike-a-light was found in the grave of a man and woman at 
-. Glaston, a large pair of shears and a fragmentary girdle hanger at 
Market Overton I and the rusted remains of a chatelaine* and a ring 
which might have hold keys at Market Overton II. The occupants of 
the area were therefore accustomed to burying their dead with adjuncts 
as were those in other areas, although the evidence from Rutland is 
comparatively small. 
9. Possible toggles 
Three large beads, one amber, one paste and one Mran eridge 
shale, which could have functioned as toggles, were recovered from 
Market Overton T. 
10. other welle' 
Beads were found at all four sites. At Glaston the quantities 
were small: the skeleton with three brooches had only three beads 
(amber and paste) and a skeleton with two brooches had a few Ember and 
glass beads and one of crystal. Larger quantities were found at the 
other sites. From North Luffenham there were recovered many glass 
beads, also porcelain, jet and one Roman example. 
(One glass bead' 
found near the left am of a male skeleton was evidently a sword bead. )6 
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Glass and caber beads from Market Overton I derived from two strings of 
beads, one consisting of nineteen, the other of eight. Mater beads wore 
found at Market Overton II, mostly rmber, but also crystal, glass, paste 
and. "imitation pearl" a cL ploa. More m asual and elaborate jewellery 
had evidently also been worn by the inhabitants here, since a gold bead 
was found, and five bracte, tes, four of silver and one gold. An un- 
usual silver collar, wire at the back, projecting in a crescent at the 
front, was found at this site (o. f. Exscoto Wa). The circumference 
of the collar was 14". A silver a=lot and a gold Linger ring were 
also found at Market Overton II, suggesting that the inhabitats were 
=ore prosperous, or had more exotic tastes, than thoso at the nearby 
Market Overton I. 
I 
oa2 
Somerset 
1. Sites 
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Eight sites in Somerset are listed in the Gazetteer, 
l two of 
which provide some primary evidence: Camerton; 
2 Huish Episcopi. 3 
Additional information has been included Eton: Bockland Denham; 4 
Long Sutton. 5 The excavator noted that the Camerton interments had 
evidently been hasty, the corpses not properly laid out. They were 
found in positions inconsistent with having been wrapped in winding 
sheets. He suggested that some disaster such as plague had been the 
cause of this unusual carelessness. These circumstances make it 
even more likely than usual that the corpses had been buried in the 
clothes in which they died. They are unlikely to have been decked 
out in their best clothes and jewellery for the grave. However, 
the nature of the grave-goods indicates that this was a late pagan 
(seventh-century) site, so the paucity of grave-goods and lack of 
brooches are perhaps no more than typical of the period. The Bockland 
Denham burial appears to have been seventh-century; Huish Episcopi 
may have been a sixth- or seventh-century site. No brooches have 
been found in Somerset. .\ 
2. Pins 
Pins wore found in threo C nerton graves, with two fcma1o 
skeletons and one of indeterminate sex. A pin less than 2" long was found 
on the breast of a girl, and a cma11 one on the breast of the other fema1o. 
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This skeleton had a second, loop-hooded pin across the pelvis. The 
third skeleton also had a pin at the pelvis, at the left side. 
3" Straw fitting 
^ibree rivets wore found on the left scapula. " of a Canorton 
skeleton with typically male grave-broods. his was thou it to indicate 
that a leather strap had been worn. 
4. Alternative fastener 
A perforated object of bone or ivory, fomd at the back of an 
infant, Ia skull, was considered to have boon a fastener of some kind. 
5" Buckles 
Buckles were associated with five or six skeletons at Caorton, 
others at Long Sutton. The Ccerton buckles were in positions consistent 
with having fastened belts, three being worn at the right hip, one at the 
left and two at the centre. They wcro worn by both sexes, though the 
sexes of only two of the skeletons uoro identifiable.. A halo wore the 
buckle at the left, a foxale centrally. (The object with the fenale 
was only tentatively identified as a buckle. Homo suggested alter- 
natively, that it might have been a bracelet., ) 
6. Adjuncts to cost-tma 
I{'nives were the co=onest finda at C=ortonf being associated 
with skeletons of both sexes' r, mCing£ om f . Thncy to middle a'; e. They 
were found in twenty-Wino graves, only two of which contained buckl©s. 
A; the knives wore nost3y found in pociticas indicating cuspension from 
the belts, this suggests that n=y belts were vo= without buckles. 
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Fifteen skeletons had knives at the left (including one with two knives 
in this position), six at the right, three centrally and one beneath 
the pelvis, the owner having probably tucked the knife into the back 
of the belt. A knife was found at the left knee of one skeleton. It 
might have hung from the belt, or been attached to the leg. One knife, 
associated with fragments of a sheath, was found outside the left arm. 
If worn on the person it may have been attached to the arm, but it may 
simply have been laid in the grave. , 
One knife was found, point upwards, 
on the chest of a skeleton. 
Other objects may have been attached to the clothing at C^nerton. 
A comb was on the left forearm of a female skeleton. Shears were found 
with a pin at the left pelvis of another. (It is possible that the 
pins found in the pelvic area had functioned as toilet articles and been 
attached to belts. ) A whetstone' found with the same skeleton lay near 
the right foot. If worm it might possibly have been stuck in a stocking 
or garter, but the position did not suggest this to the excavator, and 
it had probably been laid in the grave. Spindle whorls were found in 
three graves in positions suggosting attachment to the clothing or some 
functional purpose (below). (A fourth was found with a male skeleton 
in such a position that it could not have been worm on the body. ) 
7. Possible to=les 
Two spindle whorls were found in the waist area of skeletons which 
did not have buckles, suggesting that the whorls might have functioned 
as toggles to fasten the belt. Otherwise they might have been suspended 
from the belt. One was found on the left forearm of a female skeleton, 
the other was at the right elbow of the skeleton with shears and a pin. 
The third whorl was found at the top of the right shoulder of a skeleton 
which was probably female. 
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Other Jewellery 
Neck ornaments of various typos wore found in ten Bravos at 
Camerton, none apparently male. An adult and a child had single 
beads, the adult at the chest and the child in the mouth, which in life 
may have been worn at the neck. Two others had simple arrangements of 
four and five beads, and one had a horsets tooth amulet near the left 
ear. The tooth had-probably also boon worn on a string round the neck. 
One skeleton, however, had two amethyst beads, and four had more 
elaborate ring-and-bead necklaces. The beads were not strung on the 
rings, but suspended in such a way a3 to be encircled by the rings. 
The skeleton of an infant had, below the lower jaw, four beads in rings, 
other rings and a pendant, in addition to a : hell bead which was found 
between the knees, mother skelotoa h; d, below the lower jaýrr, two 
rings, five beads and a pendant, and another had, in the same position, 
a ring and bead flanked by two silver "caps" . Two coins uore found 
lower down the body, but the excavator did not record if they were per- 
forated for use as pendants. A necklace was found surrounding the 
neck of a girl. This consisted of cloven beads and a central bead 
associated with a ring. 'other girl buried at Gorton had a neck 
ornament consisting of five. beads and an enamelled Celtic pendant, 
which may have been displayed for its cruciform motif. Two other discs 
ware found lower down the body and may have bean ca+ied in a pouch. 
The positions of the Caperton beads wore unusual in that cone 
were found at the back of the heads 
(in addition to the necklace found 
round the neck of a girl). The four boa ds accompanying a child were 
found near the skull towards the back of the shoulder, end the two 
. ethyst beads 
found with another skeleton wore also at the back of 
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the skull. It is possible that these had bccoio displaced during 
burial, running along the string which passed round tho neck, or it Ja 
possible that these were ornrncnts for the headdress, not the neck. 
(Reports about the position of the beads acconpanyyin; the Celtic disc 
are conflicting: according to one report the beads were ford at the 
back of the neck, but according; to another they wore t::. dor the lower jaw, 
the position from which the Coltie disc wars recovered. ) 
Finds from Buckland D-rham nzy have been the constituents of 
'another rßn -and-mead necklace. T ro aWot1c t, two 1; 1=r. and two choll 
beads were found, also two rind and frets of a third. 
Apart from the poccible iron b=olo-loo found with a female skoloton 
at Camerton (mentioned in tuubsecticn 5, p. 3l3 , abovo) the only other item 
of jewellery from the county was a ring, found on the finer of an adult 
female skeleton at Euish Epiccopi. hia was a, ýrorcntly the only ob joct 
associated with burials at this cito. To nin ; vas bronze, and r.. ;y have 
been Anglo-Saxon, but is is poccible that it was Rncn. 
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XIýII 
Staif. ord. ahire 
Sites 
Twenty sites cre listed In tho Gazzeetteeorl, fron five of which 
primary evidence is available: Barlaston; 
2 CU-ton; Ifi: sdcn Fourth 
Barrow, fsn; 
4 Stapcnhi11; 
5 Wetton, BorouGh Fiolds. 
6 
Secondary 
evidence has been drawn from: Caste=, 11c; 
7 Porabrook. 8 The total 
number of burials reprosentod by thoso sitaz is quite =3]79 since only 
Stapenhill was a comotery of c«~y cizo. M'-4s a sixth century site; 
the other datable burials in the county ars sevc-nth-century. 
2. "Paired" brooches 
At Stapenhill brooches varo foL:. d with only two sholetons out of 
thirty-one graves. Small-long broocho3 (idcatified by He. ~ron as trofoil, 
by R. A. Smith as crucifoi) w=o fo=d cn tho : hovldcrs of tho skeleton 
of a middle-aged female. "Paired" brooches rsay havo bear wo by a 
young person buried in the barrow at T .: rdcn. Two eir fl ' mlar 
brooches were found in the Gzavo. Quo wa, s recovered from the right 
side of the head, the other from id=oath the head. It is possible 
that they had been displaced from the zroro usual "paired" Position. 
3" Siný]. e brooGh. es 
Single broochQS were worn at Stapenhill i: d Wetton. Acm, -: 1.1 
equal-a=ed brooch was found noes th3 tooth which were tho only rcra3na 
of tho skeleton of a child at Stapcnhill. At lydotton an annular brooch 
was found with beads "about the neck" of af a o skeleton. 
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4" Pin 
A pin 3" long was acsociated with a zalo &eloton at 
Stapenhillq but its position wa not recorded. 
C lass 
An object thought to be a clasp was found at the chest of a 
female skeleton at Stapenhil. l. It is pocsiblo that this had becn 
attached to the sloovo (if tho a= was laid across the chest, as is 
sometimes the case). The 4bscnco of wrist clasps (apart from this 
doubtful example) in an area of Auglia influenco is notable. 
6. Alternative fasteng 
Another object thought to havo fctioned as a fastcner was 
a piece of wood, shwpod liko a double wedx-p' which was fond in a 
Stapenhill grave and of which no furthor details we: o rocordod. 
7" 
Bucic1on woro found With the c1: clotons of two fc..: 1cc rnd a 
child at Stapcuhi1.1, end frazento of bronze which ry h=o boon tho 
rem : ins of buckles acec=: van'cd mU- o c:: oletono at tho c=a cito. Tno 
buckles associated with the f ^^ oo and. the 'f+amntary bucklo ford 
with one of the maloy wore at tho waict, and had probably fastened bolts. 
Tho fra cntc found with the other ma1Q noy roproscnt a buckle worn at 
the upper part of the body, cinco they were near the cpcarhoad which 
lay at the right of the head. 
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8. Adjuncts to costume 
Knives which it h=o been ca. . cd at the bolt wore associated 
with male skeletons at B=lastcn and Stapcnnhill, end with a skoloton 
of indeterminato sex at Calton. The latter kaifo, which war woodon-hafted, 
was found at the side of the skeleton. That from Barlaston accompanied 
an arned man. A sword lay at his ri ht side, and the knife was at 
right-anglos to it, at the loft side. Knives v re found with one male 
and two females at Stapenhill and. with another skeleton. The male had 
probably worn a buckle, and as the knife was found near the loft hand 
it had probably been Lo= at the bolt. The knives accompanying the 
females had not been wozu; Choy were found acar the heads (though one 
corpse had a belt buckle and could, prosz: m~bly, ha^vo wo= the knife in 
the belt). MO position of th3 fou. ih Icife was not recorded. 
A spindle whorl found no=. the ric'nt c of a fc alo skeleton 
at Stapenbill might also havo becn oý:. ^+: dc3 fron the bolt' toCothcr 
with (fro entäry) girdle 1 iers. Twee-"=o veto found with a c.: oloton 
of indote mate sex at Stapenbill, =d a female buried at I- ottcn vas 
equipped with two iron awls and coma nails. 
9" Other jewellery 
Bead or azze is use found trLe trio :. 'a'oloto of = adult vom= 
and two children at Stapchill. (; ho adult c: d o:. o child had brooches. ) 
The most elaborate arcn<e^cnt of beat wa3 ford with tho adult. TToro 
than twenty beads of amber and glass, ore of g,,. of and a bronze tube 
which may have been =ad as a fastener wore avzociatcd with this 
skeleton. One child had only four boaci of glaz cnd pan to at the noc :, 
and the other had bo^ a and a porforatcd coin pe d. ant. 
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An isolated find from brabrook, of a pendat consisting of tho 
casting n= a coin in a g.. rnot cotting' cuwcstc familiarity with tho 
fashions found in other =Zion in tho savcnth ccutury. 
Tho cnly othor item of jc rollosy rocovorcd from Staffordehiro may 
not be Anglo-Saxon but Romero-33riti: h. Mis is a bronzo : ilia which 
was found at Ca`. tosn, in tho pelvic rroa of a ckoloton. 
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XXIY 
Suffolk 
l. Sites 
Sixty-two Suffol: t burial cites =o liotcd in tho ('a^, 
1 
' eight of which offer primary ovidcnoo: Z=G. -y; 
2 Eolywuli now, 
Iiildenhal. l; 
3 Ipmrich; 
4 Ixworth; 5 Iakcnhcath (-odrono); 
6 
PcIcofiold; 7 
Warrea Hills, rLildenhr. ll. 
8 Idditional info==ti= has boon dr=m fr=: 
Akenh^ m L-. 11; 
9 Ericu-011; 
10 I=ina,; 
11 J,,. ccl: cnhf! -n; 
12 Eo1=o; 13 Iw. c: sford 
(Cavenh. -=); 
14 Mitchollt s Hill, Ic: ýý; 
15 wattcn; 16 satton Boo; 
17 
Toatock; 
18 T4dd=bc, -1.19 Tho Holywoll Rows, Ipswich aad Ik:: zeahoath 
sites were all sizable ccoterios explored utolly or partly by 
systematic excavation. The Holyvell flow find. - ware described in con- 
siderable detail. The ipawich Wives wore recorded less closely, but 
general comments wore m. -,. do about the rccuýt positions of bravo-good: , 
=d those positions of objects which wore ncntioncd in the catalogu© 
of graves generally co=aspondod with the genera obsorvationa. The 
evidence fron Lsicrhoath is loss ctraightfortsrd. In covoral cases 
Hutchinson, s inventory of g=ave-good. -,; sz sts that a nu borod cravo 
group represented the burial of a person of ono cer, while WolloSg 
inventory of = -Inn ns (included. in Eutchia. -cn4 s report) list cd. 
the correspondingly n' hood ekoloton as the opposite sox. Seven 
years elapsed botwecn the discovery of this con oto. "y cd its publication 
by Eutc'ain. -cn. This delay, and the coned circunstancos of the 
excavation as attested by Mrs, Eatchincea ed Lady Briscoo, mcy have 
rcrulted in some crrcneo s n. crin of aver. However, the first 
rkoloton found on the site, before major excavation took place, thous 
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apparently =ale was equipped with brooches and a pin which, elsewhore, 
would be typically feminine Bravo-goods. It is possiblo, thoroforo, 
that there were abziormtlities in the cost=o of this community. Wollars 
sexing is taken into account in the present survey, though the pocai- 
bility remains that numborcd grave -zoupa may have been attributed 
to the wrong s:: olotons. 
Ole Bt nga<y, Eolywoll Row, Ix. ror th, Lacx1 ford, Sutton, Sutton Roo 
and possibly the Tostock site yielded seventh-century objocts, though 
Holywell Bow and the cro ation cc etory at Lachford had been in use 
since the fifth centu=y. Burials had probably been ado earlier at 
Ixworth where they continued until the ninth century. The other 
Suffolk sites were si.: th-ecntury. 
2. "Pared" brooch 
"P2irod" brooches ccr to havo boor wo= of HolywoU P. ow, 
Ixworth, L4kenheath =d tla. cn F. M. Lt Zo2ywe11 Row b: oochos were 
found in thirty-two of tho n=bcrcd G=70.3, c=. -='-'cd by Lot; bridao, 
as well as in ecrlior diceovorios, ana. none wero aces., unied by objoot$ 
of a kind to su, gost that tho wo=o= v =o not fc alo. Tcrcnty. cevcn 
of the corpses with brooches a: 3r havo wora thcn in the "paired" position, 
althou4h the exact a==ccm=-t of tho brooches diffoav3 fron burial to 
lurial and a few broochos had boon co dioplncod as to be doubtful 
ztsnces. In eight cases tho brooches woro "pairod" on the clavicles, 
in five at the shouldors. In loss prooico cases, twice they wore 
found at "the throat", twico by the lower jaw, anco clozo to the tooth, 
iid four tiaoa nee.: tho head* IS= doub "ul cull wore the finds in 
Grave 119 which hwd cpP=. rcntly be= jo2tcd in tho procec3 of b;. al. 
A square-headed brooch w: found =de= tho chin md tLo ula= to 
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the right of it. Thcao pociticn3 ni ; :t indicate that if there was say 
"pairing" in this grave it would have involved the cquaro-hoadod brooch 
and one of the maulers, but such en =Zc.:. eny would be contrary to 
the usual practice of "pairing" ci"'ilor typo:. o =nulo brooches 
night have been "paired" on =a , but displaced. Thcro had also 
been sows displacoent of the brooches in Gravo 99 owing to cninoi acti- 
vity. Pour brooches were found in this gave, imcludinZ two catching 
cruciforrs (found at the right "boulder =d pelvis, both apparcatly 
displaced). Another crucifo= brooch was found, prccuuably in its 
original position, at the loft breast cd as wall-long was at the chin. 
It is likely that core of those brooches vere "paired", end the cash - 
long and edler eruoiforn ucy have t ctioned this way. On the other 
bad the usual profcrc: co for sy o txy in this position would cu est 
that the stitching brooches had bccn used, but since both wore displaced 
the original positioning c.. not be rcconatructcd. The brooches in 
Grave 7 wore found at the right shoulder nd near the chin of the si: ola- 
ton and have been "paired". T: atch' rig annular brooches, a type 
often used for ". Pairing" at this cite, W=0 fc'. räd in unz-pecified 
positions in Grave 10. Those doubtful c plos have been included 
in the following figeres. 
1'ountocn graves c t,.. ed at ular brooches which had been, or 
night have been "paired". In at loam t! =. ---o cares the 4 m1lar 
brooches differed in size end/or o t. ßslZ-lcn<; brooches w, -re 
found in six graves, including, one pads, which had born hi cd by a 
chain, found at the shoulders of a c?: oleton (Gravo 53). In three 
cases the =all-long brooches did not retch, in cash instance one 
being squares-hoadod. Those wore "paired" twice with crucifors brooches 
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End onco with a brooch with ho=cd ho 4 p1ato. This brooch had boc, 
wozu with the "foot" Upwards, while the sß:. 3.1 squ=o-hoaded brooch 
associated with it was in tho rovcrzo position. 
Grucifoa brooches were associated toGoth: r in two graves, in 
one of which the brooches woro of smiler size but not identical. In 
addition Mere is the possibility that c *a cifors brooches core worn in 
this way in Grave 99 (above). Pc nular end cqusl-z-r=d brooches 
were each found in one crave end a c_--, zeifern was "paired" with en 
znusual small-long brooch of siailas cizo in one in uses (o. f. 
Ialtenheath, below). Zho brooches in the disturbed Grave 99 it 
provide a further instenco. 
Penal os of all azios from a child to en old we== in this 
cemetery were equippod with two brooches . fich wore definitely or 
probably "paired". L=och-0s of very early dato were utilized for this 
fashion, for ox .. Dlo the equal. -a cd in eve 16 -d the annular in 
Grave 45, although they may have been heirlocns end buried. cc= t 
after manufacture. (Tho other g=--ve-moods in Grave 16 were conzidcrcd 
mid-sixth-century by Lotbridgo. ) Burials in this ec3tery which wore 
considered early, middlo- end. late-r. =:. -ocntu. -y, contained "paired" 
brooches. Lethbridae noted the -bz ., -ca of brooches fron seventh- 
century burials in genera. He co=id=cd' however, that the objects 
in Grave 11 had been baried in the seventh century, possibly in the 
riddle of that century, end, as ncnticzc3 wove, there were three 
brooches in this gave, two of them of car3lar typo, Mich ht pos- 
sibly have been "paired" together if the contents of the coffin warot 
as ouggantedp jolted fro= Choir oris na^3 po ;. i ti= .. 
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At Ixworth two matching crucifo= brooches were fo-umd "paired"' 
on the shoulders of a skeleton. Eoles h;.,: bee drilled through the 
lower projeotions, and contain-ed. the rcndin of rivets, suggesting that 
something had been suspended from c =h brooch. Other finds from the 
site included pairs of brooches of like type, but there is no record 
of their positions. 
At Lakenhoath brooches worn found. "paired" on the shoulders of 
skeletons in eight graves, in addition to two brooches found at the 
base of the neck of the': keloton first discovered on the site. This 
skeleton was identified as "probably of as elderly man", and the skele- 
ton in Grave 21, which was said to have brooches on the shoulders, was 
also identified as male (twenty-five to thirty-five years old). six 
of the skeletons with "paired" brooches were identified as female, 
and two were of indoterminato sex. Two other graves contained similar 
brooches which might have been "paired", dthough details of position wore 
not recorded. The correspondingly numbered bones were identified 
as those of a child and of a male. Thus there are three possible 
cases of male skeletons with "paired" brooches. 
Annular brooches at Lalcahoath were "paired", or possibly 
"paired", in eight instances, in two of which the brooches were not 
identical. In one {zavo =11-long brooches (unr::. tchth) woro "paired" 
end in one, an early-sixth-centt: =y crucifoi brooch waz "paired" with 
a later ";, nall-long-cruaifora hybrid". 
(A Holywoll Pow c. cifom 
brooch was "pairod" with a ci.: ý. lar Hybrid. 
) 
At WArrc, n Hill "paired" broochos wero probably wo= by per3ons 
On 
buried in the graves o : cavwt, od by Fcntcng, `" =d cortainly by au== 
I 
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of early riddle-age whose remains worn excavated by Prigg. Penan u ar 
brooches were found on either side of the neck of this skeleton. "Paired" 
brooches may have boon worn in two of the avos excavated by Fenton, 
which probably contained fcrales. In one Bravo recorded by hin, two 
circular (disc) brooches wore found "nca: " the cruciform brooch which 
was recovered fron boside the faco, probably representing the "paired" 
plus third brooch fashion. In another ravo Fenton found three cx-aci- 
fors4roochos, all different in oz ent, but of 'f. ich tsro were a similar 
size (3k" and The other was su, llor Tho brooches were 
found "accompanying" the skull which vas all that rc. - aincd of the skeleton. 
Two of those brooches, probably the two lcr, or, a have be= "paired". 
Matching brooches have also boon recovered fron Akcahs^ri F. sli 
(cruoifora), F=rog (two pa! x3 of hoicd a=all-lonC brooches), prockcnham 
( 
iW aquare-headed of Jut Lich 
typo), Eo=o (cruciform) and MitchelI Is 
Sill (crucifom and homed c 11-icnz), which cu=ass further instances 
of the "paired" fashion. Two -11 cxacifam brooches, cno larger than 
the other, wero found in one avo Eriswcll cad two crucifor. s, of 
smiler size but not identical, in a avo at Tuddc: ' . The latter 
brooches wore recorded as being part-of the oquipucnt of a warrior, 
other associated objects being a shield bees, cord and Im l re, This 
could perhaps be an instance of two burials nistckcn for one, but it 
aa, y bo further evid=co that broochoa it a, ccc... -~p=y a, r.. y7. o bu: ial. 
3* Additional brooches 
Apparently the crly Suffolk vcs to contain Taro the throo 
brooches wore tho disturbed Holywoll now Grw. vo 99 '-nd Gravcc 48 =d 79 
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at the s=e e site. The won bt, ricd in Gr; vvo 48 had been equipped 
with four crucifora brooches: =all ones, not identical, "paired" 
on the clavicles "foot" up ward and IcrTer ones qý, again not identical 
in decoration thoush of the same size, cn the niddlo ribs, at the 
" sides of the body, "foot" do=wards. In Grave 79 cmal7. -long brooches 
ware "paired", one "foot" up, the other "foot" down, a third brooch 
of crucifom typo lay acr- oss the body, and bolow this two cruciform 
brooches, sir, ilar but not identical, lay "heads" upwards. Since 
them wore few skolo tal mains in this ... vo it is not possible to 
ostizte the positions of the brooches noro prociaoly, but the 
additional brooches appear to hwývo fwnctioncd is tho ca =o way as those 
in Grave 48, and to h : ve boon . po ritioncd s 
inil. sly to the additional 
brooches found with rich H=alo , irate is of the ci. "^th century in 
Kent (Chart, pp. 359.60). Lothbri&o noted the wolf-cqrippcd nature of 
Bolywoll Row Grave 48: "It probably represents the Gross of a woll-to- 
do fter's wifo buried about 525, pc3aibly o; slior: " Tho ot two 
graves with more than theco b-vochcs we-. o 1033 wolf-c. iiippod9 but hwd 
a considorrablo ranvýo'of cwo-Goods. Lo hbridC crn$idorcd Grcro 99 
to be mid-aim canto. -y =d Gr: vo 79 =id- to late-circth c turf, tho 
burial of m old wo== with tho aoo' 1,. ticn of jowollory of fifty 
Ye=3 Or =OrO. \. 
4" Third brooches 
2'hird brooches; wa. -O ovidcntly pop-al= accccmp=i : emits to "pa irod', 
brooches in thin =Oa, as denon; trated by finds frcn Holywcll Row, 
Iakenhoath and Ylarrc Hill. Iivo HoJywoll Row corpsos bad been equipped 
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with cxuoiforn broochoc which l: y dia, 11y across the chest in 
addition to "paired" broochos, which in four instances were themsolves 
of long shape. Only in one g+avo wero "p . cd", ciroular brooches 
(azmulars) ccconpanicd by a lcng, third brooch. A pen=nular brooch 
found six inches below the "paircd" =01-lcags in Grave 39 had pro- 
bably functioned in the =a c way cs the c, -nacifoi third brooches, but 
a different function may have been fulfilled by the third brooch in 
Grave 43: there wore "pairod" annular brooches cn the*claviclos of 
the skeleton9 and a third an: valar brooch w= rotted at the right of the 
jaw. Lothbridgo su ; estod that this and other brooches lackiag"part- 
ners"had fastened hoods. 
At Lakcnhoath third brooches accorpaiod "paired" in six in- 
. t=-cos, and agsin long broochos ware noro popular than circulc in this 
role. Three were craeifora (onö a»sociatcd with wall-lcng's, tho 
others with annula: o), to squa a-hoaded (one with c nulars, the 
other with c-ueifo= broocho3) aid co nthird brooch wa3 of =ulur 
typo (associated with other n.: ulsra). 01o po:. iticn3 of tho third 
brooches wore rocordcd in five inatsncoa. They appewr to have boon 
we= below the chin. At lea. t one of the e. l^ucifo= broocho., wa3 
found in a sideways poaitica. 
There is cono evidcnee of the continuity of the third brooch 
fachion throughout tho sixth cc to at arenheath, rinec tho cruci- 
form brooches wero conoidercd mid-sixth-ccituiy d tho aquaso-hordcd 
late-sixth-century. 
Third brooches wero ford at Wa=- cn Rill # snd wcro of crncifo= 
to in each docun: ntcd +lo. 
Fcntan fa=d a c. ~ acifo= brooch 
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beside the Paco of a ukoleton alco oquippcd with to of dice type, cd 
throo cruciforis in pother cravo. Pri= found a crucifors brooch 
between the t"pairod" pCn. ^. nnulars at the neck of a wo=ant s S4'-, oloton. 
The crucifor exznplo wac at the left of the neck. It had been broken 
in antiquity and apparently noun' not pl=cd, to the burial Sara=t, 
perhaps in imitation of the way it would have been womn if functional.. 
5. Two brooches not 0-na-4-rod" 
One Holywoll Plow Savo =d ono at L ccahoa h conta±ncd two 
brooches which had clo. arly not been "pairod". At, Laknhoath tho 
brooches, which wore both pE..: u1ar, W=o folr d below the chin end 
by the right wrist of the ckeloton, which was that of a young adult 
fcmelo. The Holywoll Row brooches wore of un, JJLo typo, but wore found 
in similar positions to those at L^4kcnccath. ()=at a sm: ero-hoadcd 
brooch, was by the s ull., =d the other, which wa ula.:, at the 
right hip. 
At Ipswich, sixteen graves, all evidcntly those of fcma1cs, 
were found to contain brooches. The positions wore not recorded in 
all cases, but it was clear that brooches wore not "payed". Pour 
graves contained two brooches, which wore not positioned like thoso 
non-"paired" oxa^rlec at Lc2cnhoath or RolywoU Row. In Gr: vc3 39 
and 42 brooches wore found ono bolov thr other on tho chest. In 
both cases tho brooches voro =u1=, t tho. o in Gravo 39 beinZ di: - 
ciuilarj, ono docoratod, tho othe+ plait. Gmvo 124 containod tho ra- 
r--kinn of a corpse which had evidently been crenatcd. A brcnzo disc 
brooch was found benoath tho chin 
(attached to it) cd a broken 
ilar brooch was ford iw the G =VO in Cv --corded position. Tho 
other grava with two brcochos cent lncd ono cn Hiner End ono cclnzr o- 
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hoaded oriplo. They aro imlihcly to havo boon "pal--cd" siuco tho 
usual Anglo-Saxon avoid=co of "pai--, i_ 2' broocho3 of difforcnt sha+ os 
is very noticoablo in St ffo1i , despito tho roth nows to : 'pal. -, [' dis- 
inil= long brooches end tu=atcriz c. ' ulw: a at Holyti; roll Row and 
Lakcnhoath. The two brooches 6, o= centslly in two Ipswich avos 
suggestthata gap=71- which op=cd do= the fct wa worn by soWe 
of the w=cn of the sott1cnt. The grwvcc with ci ao broocho3 
do not conflict with thoso ird. icatione that the Ipwvich wonon worn 
a centrally-fastened get (bolow). 
ö. Simm. lo brooches 
Single brooche3 acccrpcuicd buxdcls at Eolywoll Row, ipawich 
and Lakcrhoath. (Brooches uaacc =iod by"pes' era"werd also ford 
at soveral other sites whore associatieas wore rot rccoxdcd. ) SInZlo 
brooches of various Eh. -")es wIo found in flvo %lywoll iott graves. 
A crucifom brooch was c- ^t tho loft of a cL-ull; an applied brooch 
was found against a chin; cn c lay at a left chouldor; cd a 
homed r 11-long brooch w f&. asd in m. -pccificd position. The 
fifth i=tanco con.: istcd of the 'afoot" of a =all-10z; c: to which 
had beds dt, cd cnd rc, al -cd in antiquity cad i., -z cppc catty buried 
incoaplete. This wc, s found c Ciinst a c''ull. All erccpt this cr171- 
1cng brooch, which Lothbrid. ccuzid. crcd "r.: ýhcr lato in the period", 
were thought to havo bocce o rly-to aid-: i. -^`ý: -eeart y. The positions 
of the zinZ: le brooches u=o clo: cr to the pocitioa of the third brooch 
in Grave 43 than to the t: irrdb`ooches in other, rid app; scutly later, 
graves. 
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At Ipswich single brooches were found noro often than brooches 
in pairs, occurring in twolvo graves. Soven woro square-headed, three 
annular and two were circular brooches of Kentish typo with garaot 
o'neat. The positions of the si: gle brooches wore recorded in only 
four instances. The square-headed brooch in Gravo 102 was found 
"foot" upwards on the breast, and the annular brooch in Gravo 46 (the 
position of which was described as "one foot below" the head of the 
skeleton) was apparently also worn cn the breast. hoXentish brooch 
in Grave 19 was found to dcr the chin of the skeleton and. the squaýre- 
headed one in Grave 24 was at the side of the chin. In addition, the 
chins of female skeletons in two other graves had been stained by con- 
tact with metal, which suggests farther ovidenco for a single fastening 
at the neck of the dross as indicated by the brooch positions of Graves 
19 and 24, if not by those lower down the body in Graves 46 and 102. 
It is noticeable that all the Ipswich brooches could conceivably have 
fastened sinilar ga amts, with front faste: is gs. The aperture could 
be clasped by two brooches, one below the other, or by a single brooch 
at the neck or lower dok= on the chest. 
At Lekenhoath only ono gravo co tainod a single brooch. It 
was found below the chin of the skeleton of a child aged six to omit 
years, and was a sß l1-long brooch with horned hcedplato (unusual for 
this site). The position of this brooch corresponds to that of the 
upper of the two penvunular brooches found. in Savo 14 at a enhoath 
and to the positions of all the third brooches found there. The 
position is sinilar to the prod ^~t position at Ipswich, but to 
only one of the Holywoll Row brooches. 
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7. Broochon in male S, 
It is powcible that : cn of this aroa could be equipped with 
. 
two, brooches# according to the rocordc of c : cüvwtiona at To: tenheath 
and nearby Tuddenha; b-e. there is the possibility of discropacy 
between tho Lakenheath nodical =d archaeological roposts, and the 
Taddcnham grave was not recorded in detail, so the evidence resins 
uncertain. 
80 Broochos and the culture of Suffolk 
It is interesting that although the Sutton Eoo ship burial 
has yielded fine items of gold jeuollorf docoratod, like Kentish 
objects, with inlaid g"aots, there is little evidence of later 
Kentish clothing fa^ on. s anong tho f ^^ a population of Suffolk. The 
crucifom, =11-long cad . sulr brooches attest tho Lnglion associ- 
ations of the inhrLbit=ts of Eolycroll Row,, LMkcnhoath and 11ildch2l 
though Bolywell How also had Kentish associations, . Yet the g+avo- 
goods of Ipswich, which included cloisc. nci jowellery crd sclu e-he, ded 
brooches as well as more typically Gncl: sn ob jests, sagest a Kcnti h 
association which is not prescnt in nest of the other ec: lier. Suffolk 
sites; and the IpsVich fc hicn of WO ir,,; the brooch; s is siailar 
to a fashion found., not (co fa: ) in Dent itself, but a=n another 
group of people of Jutish ctoc: ct tho sottlors of tho Isle of Wight. 
The profercnco for ues `inG cinglo brooch which is dcr onstrwted 
= , Ong 
the feiale burials of Ipstrich nV poncaps have Sono relationship 
with the wearing of a single, olaborate, jewelled brooch which is 
attested fron coveath-centu Y Ec, n t cites. Thom are no Lally- 
recorded Suffolk c=oterios of this dato which can dcy. onstrato that 
the fashion was also 1siouaa on the north side of the a os# but 4n 
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isolated find from Sutton suggests that this was in fact the care, 
The Sutton discovery was a gold, clois=e'$ brooch, probably originally 
inlaid with garnets, a type characteristic of seventh-century female 
graves in Kent, whore it was worn singly. Mo Sutton brooch, however, 
like the Sutton Hoo cloisoue je, iollory, cont^ "'od some of the 
distinctive mushroom-shaped cells which brand it a product of the East 
Anglian workshop. There is, of course, no primary evidence that the 
Sutton brooch was worn by a woman, (and the Ienhoath and Tuddenham 
evidence.. may imply that in Suffolk brooches could be worn by men), 
but it does seem possible that the Kentish-in+fluencod g=et jewellery 
which was found among the equipment of a king at Sutton Hoot was also 
worn by women of seventh-century Suffolk, albeit only in a localized 
area. Another jewelled-brooch was found in a seventh-century grave 
at Ixworth. 
9" Pins 
Pins were found in association with skeletons at Holywell now 
and Lakenheath. The two Eolywell pins recovered In situ were both 
associated with fam loa' ono found "w the throat" of a skeleton with 
"paired" brooches and the othor, a r.: ng-hoa3. od oxample, across the 
right clavicle of a skeloton without brooches. The I, kcnheath pin 
was at the left of the chest of a skeleton with two brooches, in 
Grave 1. This was one of those identified as male by Jells. Another 
sy have been represented by net ei fragments found in the grave of a 
young woman with three brooc: uee At neither site did the positions 
of pins associated with two brooches perellol the positions of third 
brooches at the servo site. 
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10. Clamps 
Wrist clasps were found in position on the arras of skeletons 
at Holywell Row, Lakenheath end Warren Hill, but were not found at 
Ipswich. They occurred in ten graves at Holywoll Row, associated 
with female skeletons ranging in aao from a child to en old woman. 
In three cases the clasps wo=o embedded in loather. At Least two 
sets were incomplete, and one incomplete spiral sot had been made up 
by the addition of a clasp of the strait typo. Clasps were found 
in six graves at Lakcnheath. T'o associated skelotons were definitely 
female, and the others r. y have boat so, since all had brooches, though 
one was identified as male. At Wax. -ea Rill clasps wore found on the 
arms of a skeleton excavated by Form en in one grave discovered by 
Prigg. Since tho latter fo= one pair on the breast end etho other 
in a position higher than the girdle oront, he a steed that they 
had fo=ed an orztirenta1 fastening for the bodice, in conjunction 
with wood which ho also found. In fact there-scone little reason to 
doubt that the clasps h d. be= attached to the wrists, since ono ea 
ley across the traist end the other across the chest. At Holywoll 
now, clasps accompanied skeletons with two, three --. d five brooches, 
and skeletons without brooches. At I, rccnhoath end W cn Hill clasps 
were associated with tie end three broochoc: 
11. Clips, rossiblohead aar 
C1ips,, embedded In wood, were fcand in fivo avea at Holywell 
now, with two fcmale =d -throe na-le : lcolotone (one a child). One was 
found behind the right Irsae of a -'', cloton$, the others' at the heads. 
One of the females'with a clip at the hoed alto had a iialar piece 
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of wood and bronze above the skull, pe- pz the rcrains of a headdress. 
At Ipswich, a =all buckle found in contact with the oar bones of a 
male skeleton may have beloszCod to a headdresz. 
12. Alternative fentenern 
Other possible gaacnt fastccors recovered from the county 
include a button found above the right : houldor of a Holyw©ll now 
cI 
skel©ton. It was wcociatod with "pa; rv'd" brooc'aoc a: d harf porhý., a 
parallelled the function of the third brooches in other graves. 
Two bronze "hair fa stcnorz " were reported to have been found 
at Lakenhoath (Briscoe and Lo Bard, 1959) but their form was not 
describedo rir:. Edwardson, in ca-war to ccngai y, writes of tho Moyso's 
Hall Ttseum collection that"the only objects that could be so used 
are two green corroded pen, cr' rings which could fit the firrmer 
or a lock of braided hair". 
Objects recovered fro= the c= ^ticn cenotery at Lackford 
include a horn toczlo found in an um with two brooches, an early 
cruciform and a Roth mexaiplo. 
13. Buckles 
Buckles ware found at sovera. ]. SsffoiL- cites, and had roetly 
been used to fasten bolts. At Bn ay a buckle t; aE found in a position 
equivalent to the waist in a grave which had evidently contained a 
male interment. Buckles wero recovered from twenty-four Holywell 
now graves, sixteen of which certainly contained axle skeletons and 
five females, ranging in ago from childhood to old age, in twenty 
of those graves the bucklo had ovidently boon usod to fasten the 
bolt, and whore tho positions worn recorded in detail it appo. ýrod that 
six were worn at the loft and four at the right. Four were worn 
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centrally, including one found at the back. One other was found 
under a prostrate body. Of these buckles ono was associated with 
the remains of the leather belt and a bolt plate, and another with 
a runner for the bolt and two strap ends. Both were in male graves. 
Two Eolywell Row buckles had ben wo m at the upper part of 
the body. One small exanplo was found with a bolt plate and an 
eyelet from a strap, and the other found at tho loft of the chest of 
a skeleton with threw brooches. The bucklo was below the loft-hand 
brooch of a "pair". The associated corpse had probably been equipped 
with a belt at the waist sinco a gilt-and-got strap end was found 
at the loft hip and a pouch frame was in a position consistent with 
suspension fron a bolt. 
Female zkelotcne with bolt buckles at Eolywoll Row wore 
equipped with two and three brooches, or ware without brooches, and 
a buckle was found with a child equipped with a sinvle brooch. 
At Ipswich buckles wore foul in twenty-two graves. Seven of 
the skeletons wore identified as nalo, cloven as f o, young persons 
of both sexes being roprosentod. In five cases recorded in detail, 
the buckle was found at waist or hip. In one of those (a female 
grave) traces of the belt and a notul stud were also found. A male 
skeleton had, by the upper log bone, a buckle of Srankich typo which 
could have fastened aa, bolt. Two skeletons had two buckles each. 
In one case both were mna3l; their position was not recorded. The 
other had one buckle at the lower am bone, the other on the log. 
Since the 'a= lay across the waist, the fo=sr could have fastened 
a belt. The latter nay havo been attached to a garter, or to conc- 
thing suspended from the bolt. In addition, one small Ipswich 
buckle had perhaps fastened a headdress (subsoction 11, p. ýwo, above). 
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Nine iacenheath graves had buckloz, but the position was only 
recorded in one instance. The bucizloz were aacociated with throe 
female skeletons, and four identified as Hale, including ono equipped 
with brooches, and with two of unidentified sen, one with brooches, 
the other weapons. One f=-lo and two ralos had two buckles each, 
of different sizes in at least- two cases. One of the males had a strap 
end and bronze tubing which nay indict to an elaborate belt, and the 
femalo also had a strap end. TAO one buclao of which tho position 
was recorded, was found on the chest of the skelotcn of unidentified 
sex, with brooches. 
Prig found a buckle with a ahiold in one g=ave at Warren hill, 
and. assunod*that it had boon used in suspending the shield from, the 
shoulder. 
A solid gold buckle fron Sutton Hoo is one of the post rcnz cable 
archaeological finds from Gnglo-Saxon Suffo2L,. To. other with gold- 
and-garnet buckles and belt fittings, and garnet-: mod-, illefiori glass 
clasps, this nay have decorated sono elaborate military equipment. 
bike the large buckle and clasps from. Taplcw, $a, this jewellery 
evidently belonged to the regalia of an inportant na. 
Another buckle dccoratod with garnots was rocovored from. 
Tostock. This was üa isolated find. 
14. Belt fitti, 
Apart fron the belt fitting which . c: rnp nicd buck1esp four 
ckeletons at Holywell F. ow h-ld atra"D c: ds but woo without bucl. -103. 
Throe wore fc=, ]. e (iacludin ;a child) aad ono nwl. o. TWO of tho 
objects were found at the loft =d one 
(with tho =, --lo ckolotcn) at 
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the right hip. The =. -. 1o hadt in addition to the strap end, three 
belt plates on the pelvis end lower ribs, which suggests that a 
fairly elaborate belt might be worn without a buckle, beine necessary. 
The more elaborate bolts at this site appear to have been wore by 
1e31. 
15. Girdle ring 
Certain objects were identified as "key pings" by Lothbridge, 
but only throe Holywoll Row skolotons with =in, -, j were equipped with 
keys, and these had each two rings. Tiooo rings were found at 
the waists of thirtocn skeletons at Holywoll Row, all f -^^ o. Three 
other female skeletons had similar rings, of which the positions were 
not recorded. Seven rings were woo at the left and two on the right. 
Since only two of the skeletons with rings also had buckles and. three 
rings wore in graves with strap tcgw but without buc'.: les, it seers 
possible that these rings had in gone c, --es fastened the girdles 
sus erasion riz . rather than functioned as 
Such rings wore found at the waists of three skeletons at 
Ipswich, and four others were found at the site. Fivo of the 
associated skeletons wore female, oral cno .. alo. lien 
woro equippod 
with buckles. Only one of the rings had. wuop=ded on article (a 
"pothook") at the girdle. Nine rings were found at I, akenheoth, 
with eight female, or probably fena1o, skeletons and one male. Only 
two had belt buckles. Two rings were at the left and two at the 
right. 
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16. Adiuncts to costume 
Knives were found in positions consistent with attachment to 
the belt in many Suffolk graves, but again the fashion of Ipswich 
appears to have differed from the other Suffolk sites and from Anglo- 
Saxon practice in general. Knives were found in forty-eight Holywoll 
Row graves including twccnty-two of each sex, some of them children. 
Both sexes demonstrated a preference for the left side, and the knife 
was found in this position in twenty-seven cases, and on the right 
in only nine. (The other instances wo=o central or indeterminate. ) 
At Lakenheath twelve graves contained knives, associated with skeletons 
including five (possibly six) female and five apparently male (two 
with brooches). Where dotails of the positions of the knives were 
given, five were found at the left hip, only one the right. 
Knives were also found to the left of two female skeletons at Warren 
Hill. 
At Ipswich, however, whore knives were found in seventy-six 
graves, of which twenty-eight. definitely contained vale and twenty 
female burials, it was recorded that the ! gives were found consistently 
at the right of the waist. Detailedsrecords show, however, that 
knives were found on the left 3n at loa st one male and one female 
gxave. 
As in other counties the position of knives often indicates 
the wearing of belts which had not been fastened by buckles. At 
Holywell only fourteen of the forty-eight skeletons with knives had 
buckles; ten more had rings at the waist which might have fastened 
girdles. Only thirteen of the soverj-six Ipswich skeletons with 
knives had buckles, end three had. girdle rings. Two of the twelve 
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at Lc enheath had buckles, and five rings. 
A variety of other objects had probably been suspended from 
the belts of skeletons in Suffolk. Vivo females at Holyyoll Row 
had keys, three having worn then at the loft and two at the right. 
Girdle hangers were found at the same site with two child== (probably 
too young to use them). An old wean, and another woman at 
Lakenheath had girdle hangers at the loft, one also having an ivory 
ring and toilet instru. =- is on a ring, all of which had probably been 
suspended with the aid of the second buckle found in the gave. In 
ivory ring was also found at the right hip of a Eolywell Row female 
and the remains of leather pouches accorpaied two skeletons at the 
sane site. One was found at the left hip of a male, the other at 
the hip of a skeleton of indctor-iinato sew. An elaborate purse 
found at Sutton Roo is a unique luxury item. The lid was inlaid 
with garnets and coins had been placed in the container. 
Objects described as "pothooks" and one "hook" were found at 
Ipswich, in association with one rsle cued several female skeletons. 
Those were perhaps the equivalents of girdle h=, -, ors and, keys. One 
Solywell Row skeleton had a chatelaine chain strotching from hip to 
lessee and what may have been the r: mains of two similar objects were 
found at Ipswich. Strike-ar-lights were found at both those sites, 
possibly two at Eolywell Row, one of then at the left hip of a female 
skeleton, and four associated with males at Ipswich, one of which i rs 
certainly wo= at the waist. Tweezers wore associated with three 
Eolywell now skeletons, two of than rnale, - aworn found at hip and 
waist, one pair at the right hip on a ring with an earpick. Twoozci3 
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wore found with two Ipswich skolotans, one of them halo, and two at 
Lakenhoath. At the later site one of the pairs of tweezers was a 
miniature. It was found below the waist of a skeleton which may have 
been female. The others were with an apparently male body equipped 
'with brooches. An object which may have been a toothpick was found 
at the hip of a fcmabo Holywoll Bow, with the renn-In of a caso 
which had contained it. An unusual adjunct to the grxrale was a cheep's 
hnzr; found at the waist of a male skeleton at Ipswich. 
A perforated disc found. at tho right hip of a fen: le at Holywell 
Row may have been simply an ornament to the belt. Such a"girdle 
pendant" was associated with a female skoloton at Ipswich. 
17. Possible tozales 
in two instaacos cin to be s were fotmd at tho loft hips of 
skeletons at Holywel. l Row. They nay havo been used as toggles. 
(Neither skeleton haeAbucklo. '., but auo had a "key ring". ) 
18# OthrJei-, ra11ýe. -ýy., 
L 
Beads were found with thirty Holyuefl Pow burials, all evidently 
female. Beads were mostly ambor =d glaso, but two graves contained 
crystal examples and one jet. Some had o" 
nentod the upper part of 
the body. Two strings of beads hd been wo= round the necl , cno of 
them passing through the loops of "paired" brooches. In thrQ cases 
beads had been suspended from the "paired" brooches and in three others 
lay between the brooches and may have hang from them. In one grave 
which contained "paired" brooches the beads had not been suspended 
from these, but from rings which were attached to the garnent. A 
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similar ring formed the end of a string of beads in another grave. The 
beads in one burial wore attached to zone bronze strip which had apparen- 
tly been sewn to the garment, and a double row of beads and coins down 
the front of the body in one grave had perhaps also been sewn to the 
dress. 
Some of the bead ornaments were simple. One consisted of a 
single bead at the chin, and another of three beads found near the 
left shoulder. The most elaborate included two festoons (or a neck- 
lace and a festoon) in Grave 58, ono-hundrod-and-fifty beads in Grave 
37 and one-hundred-and-thirty plus three more on wires in Grave 48. 
Beads were associated with rims in four other graves, amber pendants 
were found in two and metal pendants in five, including one which had 
no beads. The elaborately-equipped corpse of a child in Grave 11 had 
been provided with beads which had hang in throe row. -, 'plus one garnet 
and two metal pendants. Lethbridge (1956) noted that the festoons 
of beads were too large for the child; and as the brooches and girdle 
hangers found with her were old, he considered that she had been 
bedecked in finery "picked out of some, old rcmnautz chest". no con- 
sidered that the burial had tasen place in the aoventh century, even 
as late as mid-century. 
There is some inconsistency in the records of bend finds from 
Ipswich. in the introduction to her report Layazd mentioned four 
cases of males being equipped with beds, in throe of which the 
beads were single. Yet the catalog o of grave-cods only included 
two male burials with beads: Grave 54, in which a single bead was 
found at the neck, and Grave 91, which co taincd four. There were 
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also some differences in the quantities. of beads mentioned in Layard's 
introduction and the subsequent catalou. ie of grave-goods. 
Thirty-five Ipswich skeletons with boads were evidently, fcrale 
and two others wore of indoto i3nato sea. Beads seen to have been 
wosi at or around the neck since the excavator referred to then as 
"necklaces". One other grave (apart from Grave 54) contained a 
single bead, while the largest number found with any skeleton in this 
cemetery was one-hundred-cnd-eight. Crystal beads were found in two 
graves and beads were associated with rings in throo, possibly four 
instances. Two silver pendants wore found in one grave. In Grave 
57 beads had evidently osamcnted the wrists as well as the neck. 
Thirty-six paste beads wore at the neck, and amber beads at each a=. 
Beads were found in association with eight Lkenheath skeletons, 
one identified as male (but hzavin, "pas rod" brooches), one a child 
and the others certainly or probably fcm le. Nine beads were under 
the body in one grave and seventeen in the area of the loft shoulder 
in another. Otherwise beads wore in the mock or chest area. Two 
graves contained tingle beads 
(one skelotcn female, one male). The 
largest quantities of beads were fifty-seven, in Grave 28 (forty-three 
small amber, the rest larger amber, glass and ono jot), and forty-three 
in Grave 27 (again mostly amber, but with glass and one crystal eaýple). 
At Warren Eill a Bale ford by Prig,; had evidently wo a 
nocklaco of amber, cWstal and pasto beads, arr2 ; ed in the cyder: 
three mall beads followed by one 1=cc. They word fo dl. betwoen 
the "paired" brooches and had evidently been worn high as they were 
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mingled with the remains of the teeth. The third brooch in this 
grave lacy over the necklace, end two bonds end a motel ring were found 
attached to cloth at the back of this brooch. The female burial 
excavated by Fenton at this site had one paste and. one hundred ember 
beads, four or more wire rings end two pairs of silver discs. 
A hollow silver board was found with saber examples at Hoxae. 
A wire ring and the rcna--s of a glass bead were found at the contra 
of Grave 2 at Bungay. Late neck on=eats wore found at Ixuorth and 
Pakefield: a cloisonn6 cross sot with gamete, and with a loop for 
suspension, was found at lxworth in the sane gave as the jewolled 
brooch; at Pakefiold a necklace of garnets, plus an onyx with an 
intaglio and a mounted gold coin, was found at the neck of a skeleton. 
A crystal engraved with a cross may have been found in the same 
barrow. 
Other items of jewollery found in tho county include cn 
unusual silver collar found in association with a single caber bead 
in a female grave at Ipswich. 
Finger rings were found at sever. l sites., uz ally with rich 
or unusual grave-goods. One accompanied the skoloton of a child 
in the well-equipped Grave 11 at Ho]. ywell now. (Another skeleton 
at this site had what may have boon a bronze finger rin; at the right 
humerus. ) Two rings which a have boon finger or earrings were 
found at Ipswich in the grave with the silver collar, and two, one 
bronze, one silver, were found on the pelvis of afma at Ickonheath, 
the hands having probably rested on the pelvis. This female had 
worn brooches of a different typo frcm othors in the ccmotezy 
(penannular) 
and they had not been "paired". At Warren Mill two silver finger 
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rings were found on a skeleton, the upper part of which had probably 
been removed earlier. Two silver finger rings accompanied a skeleton 
at using`, one was recovered from Ixwworth, and two of bronze were 
among finds from 2riswell. 
Bracelets were twice found in association with finger rings, 
and were probably luxury items: spiral bracelets were found on each 
arm of the richly-equipped child at Holywell-Row, and two were with 
the incomplete skeleton at Warren Hill. A pair of silver bracelets 
accompanied a late cruciform brooch at Tuddenham. Part of a 
bronze bracelet was found at Ixzrorth. 
The unusual find of a wire anklet was associated with the 
skeleton of a male child aged about twelve years, at Holywell Row. 
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xxv 
Surrey 
1. Sites 
Thirty-two Surrey burial sites aro listed in the Gazetteer 
from four of which primary ovidcnco is available: Ewoll; 
2 Farthingdown, 
Coulsden; 3 Guildown, Guildford; 
4 Irlitchan. 5 Far thingdovm appears to 
have been a seventh-ccntarxy site and Ewell si:: th- and seventh-century. 
At Guildown noro than two hundred s? ýolotons wo=o found,. but the majority 
of them were considered olovcath-century, and only thirty-five attri- 
buted to the pawn period. They wore considered cixth-centuxy. in 
Bone cases the natura of the gravs-gcods was insufficient to distinguish 
earlier graves fron'later, noticeablo in the survey of buckles from the 
site (subsection 10, p. ý67, below). Th3 :: itch<. n ccnoto y was large, 
and is considered to havo bocn in, uso frc3 tho fifth to the riddle 
and late sixth centurios. Several features, howovor, appear to anti- 
cipate seventh-century cu: tonal. Systc tic excavation took place 
at Mitcham on pore than one occasion, but other finds were accidental 
and sons objects havo been dispersed. 
2. "Paired" brooches 
The'"paired" brooch fashion is evidcn+, at Gaildown and Mitchc , 
awl probably at Ewell, where aatchitn disc brooches were found on the 
chest of a female sholetcn. Brooches wero "paired" on the breasts 
in three curtain cases at Guildoum, the brooches being of applied typo 
in one instance and =all-long in the others. In one gre. vo the snall- 
long brooches were trofoil-hoadcd and in the other squerc-he dcd. The 
a=bigaity of the Guildot report and its apparent calf-contradiction 
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obscures the evidence about other gravc3 with Hero then one brooch. 
Two dissimilar disc brooches worn found "on the breast" of the skeleton 
in Grave 123, but their position in relation to each other was not 
clearly stated. Two dice brooches in Grave 77, described in the 
inventory of gave-Goods as having been placed at the left shoulder end 
left ribs, are roforrod ; 
to in Lowther ee disco ; sicn of finds as having 
been found in the seno position as the brooches in Grave 81. To 
latter were disc brooches, described in the inventory of gave-goods 
as having been positioned at the loft shoulder, but in the discussion 
of brooches as "on the breast". 
At Mitch, -. m broochos were "paired" on the collar bones or 
shoulders of five skeletons, including one considered :, -. be on snatonical 
grounds. In three instances the brooches ucod for "pairing" were of 
applied type, in one case mall-long, end in the fifth instanco a 
s'? 11-long brooch was found on the right end a dice on the left of the 
skeleton. Two disc brooches foend on the breast of a skeleton ray 
also have been "paired" and. saucer brooches found in =usual positions 
in two graves may have been displaced o rples. In one instance the 
brooches wore found at the neck end ten inches behind the head, in 
the other both brooches Wore feu: 3 be : oath the hull. 
3, Third brooches 
A third brooch waa wow in a co=on position by one of the 
persons buried at Gui. ldol. m. A 1: r o, cqucre headed cx plo, it lay 
diagonally across the broast betwocn the applied brooches which wore 
"paired". Two Xitch : vcz ccntsinod three brooches, but thorn is 
no evidence that tho third brooches had. f nctionod in the c;,, mo w; y as 
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the Guildown one. Ono was a cancer brooch, found loose in the 
earth of the apparently nalo Grave with "paired" brooches. The 
other, an annular brooch, was found ": n the riddle of the stomach" of 
the skeleton in Grave 116, which had un-., atching "paired" brooches on 
the collar bones. The grave was without a bugle, although objects 
which were likely to have been suspended from the belt zroro found in it. 
The possibility that the third brooch had functioned as a belt fitting 
was suggested by the excavator, and this socmc likely in the circum- 
stances. 
4" Two brooches not "paired" 
At both Guildown and 2"iitchan two broochoc which wo=o not "paired" 
ocewilin graves. At Guildovm the brooches in Grave 77 may have been 
worm at shoulder end ribs, although the conflicting records (subsection 
2j. p. aSP- , abovo) obsc ro the evidence. Tho brooches in Grave 81 at 
this site may have both been fold cn the loft shoulder of the skeleton, 
and in another Savo at this site 
(Grave 75) two applied brooches 
were on the left shoulder. It is possiblo that ag icnt which had 
been fastened by "p=od" brooches had boon displaced during burial 
so that both fasteners were found at the loft; but it is possible that 
the clasping of the C=ent by two brooches at the left zhouldar wan 
a Minority fashion at Gaildown. 
The positions of the broochos in Gravo ? 7t according; to, the 
description given in the inventor of grave-COodsp may be parallelled 
by the positions of thoco in Gave 299 at Mtchcn: a disc brooch was 
found at the breast and part of an annuls: brooch at tho loft hip. 
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If the annular brooch was d= cd when buried, (the report did not 
suggest the break was node=) it tray not have been functional, and 
nay be compared to other brooches at Mitcham which appear to have been 
re-used or carried as trinkets. Grave 299 contained a bucklo, co 
if the brooch was A cticnal it is unliloly that it had fastened the 
girdle. (It is possiblo that it had faatcned a 1d=t, 4. .d this t 
interpretation may also be possible for brooches in two other IIitchan 
Bravos. Morris' howovor, sugGosted that the piece of molar brooch 
was part of a bolt fittin;,, drawing ccnps izon with Grave 116, 
subseotioa 3, P.: 53, abovo) In Gravo 143 a =all-long brooch was 
found at the right elbow of the ckoloton, tho C==--t having perhaps 
slipped from the shoulder. (A second brooch found in the Savo, 
but was loose in the earth. ) In Grave 66 t;. o causer brooches wore 
fotmd, at either side of the ci: olotonj, at the waist. 
Single brooches 
Single brooches taro found in cno ovo at Eirell nd one at 
Gui3. do=q azý2d in six Gravcs at ISitcha. -ag týhoro the f^^ on appea+s 
to have been alraost ao popular as the wo^s. in<; of "paired" brooches. 
The Ewell single brooch vac of cancer typog ^4:.. d Vr^ý., s fo=d high on 
the right shoulder of a fer a1o ekelotou. M-0 Guildow single brooch 
was a sß, 311 cquaro-hcadcd ono, and v*a: alco : Co=d to tho right". 
Four of the Mitc. I broochos woro fo=d at tho loft breast, chouldor 
or collar bone. They woro a c=c-4f0=, v ay : 11-long, Gn equal-; mod 
and a saucer brooch. (The latter fo". nd . der the shoulder. ) b 
equare-hoaded brooch was found on ono : houldcr of a ckelo ton - left 
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or right was not specified - sad a dice brooch wa on the right of a 
sixth. A variety of brooch- typos worn worn singly, therefore,, and 
the Mitcham finds ^eat a continuity in the fachicn, fron probably 
fifth-century saucer and ocjual-aced brooches to the scaro-hoaded 
which has been dated to the middle of the sixth century. 
6. Secondlry u^e of brooches 
At least two riitcham graves contained brooches which may have 
been re-used, a practice which coons to have, boon fairly tsiuz^ual, 
although there are comp exc. ^^yloc of it from other ccaotoriec, later 
than the date generally ostiactod for Piit ^^. An annular brooch 
was found in the fingers of the skeleton in Gravo 117, having perhaps 
been used as a key or gi dlo rice; ' e the i : cc-W, 1oto & ar brooch 
in Grave 229 was fo"..:. d at the bolt. Pa=t of a: ere-hcadod brooch 
in Grave 116 ray have been contained in ore tachcd to a pouch. (Thera 
were three other brooches in this grave. ) 
7. Pins 
Pins appear to havo been used in ways at Farthin dotrn, 
Guildown end Pitcher.. At l'arthi. ýý'dot (a cite wit: out brooches), two 
sma11, silver pins woro found nocr theckuii of a skolotcn -which was 
probably that of a girl. Tcy mz: y poncaps be cc , crcd to the finds 
of linked pins which occur in othor late pazan/overly Christian 
c=oteries without brooches. 
A girl buried at Guildoun appears to have vomn a pin in a 
, manner which parallelled the position of the third brooch in cpother 
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grave at the same site. The pin ley horizontally between the small 
square-headed brooches which were "paired" on the breasts. A pin was 
also found in a Mitcham grave which contained two brooches, but the 
position was not recorded. A pin in Mitcham Grave 229 was found 
across the breast of a skeleton and was associated with a brooch found 
"below" it. It is not clear whether the pin could have fastened 
a garment or shroud worn outside the garent fastened by the brooch, 
or if the brooch was found lower down the body than the pin. 
8. Clips, possible headgear 
Clips which may have been associated with garments were found 
at the back of the head of a Guildown skeleton and in two graves at 
Mitcham. A bronze fitting with rivets was also found near the head 
of the Guildown skeleton end may have belonged to a headdress. The 
Mitcham clips were not found at the head. In one instance a clip 
was found by the right foot of a skeleton, and in the other case one 
was found by the left thigh of a skeleton, together with objects which 
may have been attached to the girdle or contained in a pouch. A 
shall buckle, found at the jaw of a girl's skeleton at THlitcham, may 
have belonged to a headdress. 
9. I Alternative fastener 
An unusual form of clothing fastener had boon wow by a girl 
buried at Guildown (Grave 206). Eighteen pairs of total rings, 
graduated in size, extended down the right side of the body from the 
shoulder to the hips. Their position su; gested to the excavator that 
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tho garment had been laced together through these rings. This may 
have been a garment worn in addition to the usual costume, since the 
skeleton was also equipped, with "paired" brooches and a pin which nay 
have parallelled the function of a third brooch. The presence of the 
rings suggests a garment which laced don the right side, or perhaps 
which had a central opening, if the rings had been displaced at 
burial. (The head of the body was to the right., 
10. Buckles 
Buckles were found in graves at Farthingdown, Gaildovrn and 
2Miitchan. At Farthingdown a Frankish buckle was at the waist of a boy, 
and other buckles were found in the grave of an adult tale, the girl 
with the pins (according to Ma-. tints account) and at the jaw of the 
skeleton of a girl (subsection 8, p. X56 , above). 
Buckles were found in eight of the Gu ldown graves, two of 
which may have been either rdxth-or elevcnth-century. Two of the 
associated skeletons had brooches and were probably female. In most 
cases the buckles appear to have faztcned bolts, since six were found 
at the waist and one at the pelvis and. since, in two cases, including 
one of the females, traces of tho leather bolt re-aired. One buckle, 
in Grave 101, was found at the left shoulder of tho skeleton, but this 
wasp in the opinion of the excavator, displaced. At loast eight 
i&ttch= skeletons had buckles, inclidin. four nz1cs' one x' 10" with 
typically fCinine grave-goods cid two othora which trera probably 
female. All the buckles had app4rcitly fastcncd belts, with the 
possible exception of the one in Grave 113 which was found. insido 
the left thigh though the (male) corpso had apparently we= a bolt 
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since a strap end was fo*md at the waist. There appears to have 
boars a preference for wearing the buckle at t ho right in this settle- 
nest if it was not wo= centrally. Two hackles were at right hips, 
one at the right of the waist end, one at the right thigh. Ono skele- 
ton, however, had two buckles at the loft of the waist. Vie pallor 
buckle had the =cr. s of leather attached, d the bolt had evidently 
been adorned by a get-and-gilt strap end which was found to the 
right of the spine. 
U. Belt fittimTs 
In addition to the belt fittinGs which acco=pc ied buckles, 
Mitcham Grave 45 had contained an elaborate bolt decorated with four 
belt plates and also studded, but without abucle. 
12. Adjuncts to cos ur. - 
Knives were associated with s2: oleton at all four sites. 
At Ewell knives were fond under the loft hip of a youth buried with 
seventh-century weapons, and. with nothor sl: oloton of indoterr3nate 
sex. This knife was also in the hip a: cw. Four knives wore 
associated with skeletons at rs- hiumdotn, and again the positions 
were consistent with attache nt to bolts. 
'They 
were at the right 
of a nab skeleton, at the waists of a na]o and a f=a-le, =d in tho' 
grave of the girl with pins, tho only one possibly equipped with 
a buckle. Seven Guildo", n skelotonsj including two of each cex and. 
a child, had knives which had probably boon attached to belts. One 
was found under the skeleton, the rost at the loft. Only three of 
the skeletons were also equipped with buckles. 
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Thirty Mitcham graves contained knives. Thirteen of the 
associated skeletons were male, seven fen-lo, and coven more probably 
female. The ages ranged from childhood to old ago. Two male skolo- 
tons had the knives at the upper part of the body, one at the loft 
shoulder, the other near the head, but the rest had, where positions 
wore recorded, carried the knives in the belt area. Ton knives 
were at the left of skeletons, fivo of then at tho waist and four at 
the ribs. The tenth may not have been the domestic knifo carried 
by the person interred, but may have been the weapon which caused 
death. A second knife was found at the xight of the body, and it 
seems likely that this was the one normally carried. Two other knives 
were at the right of skeletons, end anther may have been carried in 
a pouch at the right side. A knife found =der the polvis of a 
skeleton was also thought to have been contained in a pouch. One 
knife had been contained in a sheath. Only five of the skeletons with 
knives had belt buckles. 
Other objects evidently hum from the belts at Farthizi dow' 
Guildown and Mitcham. A Guildown skeleton equipped with a buckle and 
brooches had a ring at the waist, which, wince it had evidently not 
fastened the girdle, may have acted as a suzpc.: sion ring. Several 
I-Titchazn skeletons had rings w : sociatcd with chains cnd similar equip- 
ment. A wire ring found between the legs accompanied (unusually) a 
male skeleton. An iron ring and chain found along the loft forearm 
of one skeleton, and four rings along tiro loft femur of another, had 
probably formed chatelaines. Three rings and a hook found under the 
0 
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right hip of another (femalo) elcoloton were thought to have been the 
remains of a pouch. A number of objects found in Grave 116 were 
thought to be the remains of a bag and its contents. Such a bag might have 
been laid in the grave separately, but the position and the nature of 
the objects associated suggest that it might have been attached to 
the belt. Two keys were found under the thigh, and were thought to 
have been contained in the bag. By the thigh and pelvis there were 
found a purse mount and tweezers, one-and-a"-half iron rings, two 
pierced coins and a fragmentary brooch. A needle-case found inside 
the top of the right thigh of the same skeleton nay have been suspended 
independently from the other objects. Bolt and pouch fittings 
accompanying a well-equipped femal© skeleton in Grave 49 at TUtcham 
were also found in the area of the waist and left thigh. The pouch 
was thought to havo contained a koy and =I n, -3. This burial had been 
equipped with a weaving sword. A complex of textile and bronze rods 
found between the leg-3 (a position which rsually suygczta suspension 
from the belt) was unidentifiable, but may havo been something associ- 
ated with the craft of the weaver. This burial was not equipped 
with brooches, buckles or luxury objects which have accompanied other 
weaving swords. An ivory object identified as a "bracelet" was 
found on the left foroarm of a Hitcham skeleton. It may originally 
have been attached to a pouch. 
An iron rod and plate found at the loft hip and lmeo of 
another skeleton appear to have been the r.,! ns of come object 
attached to a belt. 'A male at I"atchan was equipped with a hook 
which was found at the right thigh and another had a Roma stylus 
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at the left thigh, and a stiletto at the loft los. The lattor object 
was considered by the excavator to have beet tucked into the stocking, 
or into the thongs which fastened the trousers. Other articles found 
in graves at Mitcham, thou h. not certainly we= on the person, include 
a strike-a-li1ýat and -tweezers associated with a . loe, end : hears with 
a female. 
An object which might have been either a ctriko-a-light or a 
purso mount was found at the waist of the ccoloton of a young nn at 
Farthingdown, and shoa`c wore cnorg articles found in a bag in the grave 
of a child at the ease site. 
Two Gtiiildoun skolctcns were equipped with tools which may have 
hung from the belt. A whetstone was found by the right side of a 
male skeleton, and a hono, perforated for suspension, was by the pelvis 
of a skeleton of indote=iuato acx. 
13. Possible tog., rjes 
In throe Guildo= gravos without bwaclcs nir le beads may h=o 
functioned as. togglc3e d cir 1o cz-, 10tc1 bond vao ford by tho left 
ribs of afon:. cloton. Tho othcro woro found higher on the body,, 
an =bar bead on tho right of the chost of another f o, =d a, bead. 
of mrocorded typo (but which the oxcavator denied could have been a 
spindlo whorl) was found with a prob, b1y fol. =lo c:: oleton in a position 
variously doscribcd as "centrally on tho choct" and "lowo 
than the 
bream by tho vertebrae". Beads which ray have functioned as togglos 
at Mitch<^ worn found at the loft of the waist of the ckoloton of a 
feralo and of an elderly ý: Io. 
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14. Other jewellery 
Bead ornancnts wESro fo=d in ascociation with cseletons at 
F'azý'-rhi, ngdownt Guildo:. n and Pditchan neCantin, Baldwin Bxowalc obcorvation 
that thero wa3 a "curious dearth of then" in S", xrroy. 
6 
Although tho 
Farth own cemetery was evidently sovcnth--cc , the a ctoriatic 
ring-and both necklaces found at y other sites of this period were 
not represented. Six beads wero fo"= noar the ja:: of. a girl's 
skeloton, and other beads, with a mosaic p=d-t, wore found in a 
similar position in relation to the s:: oloton of a child aged about two. 
A bracteate pendant was no the skull of another s:: oleton which had 
no beads. 
At Guildown, beads woro fot.:. d with nine skeletons, seven of 
then with brooches, so probably f =., o, but in only one instance was 
it clear that the beads had been woi as a necklace. This was in 
Grave 78, where thirty nine beads wore ford in association with a 
disc pendant and a ring originally deciZmcd for the Linger. This was 
the largest quantity of beads to be fotnd in a grave at this site. 
Grave 75 contained twenty-six, fo=d at the back of the head and at 
the waist. Those at the head had por+:. aps belonged to a necklace 
displaced during burial, or to the orient\of a headdress. The 
ones at the waist may either have been cuzpendcd from the new: by a 
long string, or they may have ocnted the girdle, or wrist. In 
throe other Guildown graves, beads were found in the wrist or girdle 
area. Two "earrings" consisting of beads strung on wino rings I-rore 
fornä in a grave (Lowther noted this as Grave 75, J. Morris as 77) 
but the position was not recorded. 
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At Mitcham six skeletons had single beads at the necks. Greater 
ntmbers of beads were fond in other graves, and the largest quantity 
was sixty-five. The most elaborate neck o==- -, --t was fo. md. in Grave 
117 and consisted of fifty-to beads which wore found round the nocks 
a silver disc pondsnt and a wire ring. Five beads found in the 
pelvic area of a skeleton may have boon attached to the girdle or 
wrist, or decorated a bag. Beads found along the vertebrae (to the 
right) of a skeleton in Grave 62 may have hung in a single string, or 
perhaps functioned as buttons. (The burial was without other 
fasteners. ) Beads at T": itchan were nostly glass, although the skeleton 
with sixty-five beads had nostly paste and one amber. A single 
snethyst bead was found in Grave 121, but its position was not recorded. 
Martin mentioned that beads z ",, on wire, which he thought were 
earrings, were found at I1Lttch-, =. 
Finger rings were found with !% =10 skeletons at Guildoun and 
tiitcham. At Guildown they wore on the loft bz. -do, a bronze one on 
the third finger of the skeleton in Gravo 75 and a silver ono on the 
fourth finger of the wall-ociuipped a koleton in Gave 206. This was 
a burial unusually olaborato for this ccnetory, the grave-goods in- 
cluding the eighteen pairs of metal :: in, -, g "paired" brooches and a 
pin. A bronze finger. ring was on the right hand of a 11itchan C- 
t=. This was not the richest burial in the ccnotory, but it had a 
relatively elaborate. necklace. 
A bronze "bangle" was found in Grave 78 at Guildovm, but the 
position was not recorded. 
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15. Violent burials 
At both Farthingdo; m =d Nitch there was evidence of violent 
burial or sacrifice. A F3rthin doSrn woman had evidently been throii 
into a grave after the bodies of a mzn and boy had been laid out in it, 
=d at Mitcham a body which was probably that of a woman had been 
II 
unceremoniously pushed into a Bravo above a copse laid out in the 
usual way. It would oocm roaoonablo to suppooo that such caroloas 
burial would o.: cludo the provicicn of : pocial grave-goods, although 
ritual sacrifice . might demand ito owa re ia. The r=, "hin down 
wo=an was without Bravo-goods, with was unuw^ua], but not iquo, at the 
site. The absence of cloth+nc fastenors fro= tho costu=o uac not, 
however, an unusual occur-once there. The Mitch= ckolotcn had P. 
buckle, a single bead at the neck, and a knife. This suggests that 
the person had been dressod in every-day costume, but that this was 
less elaborate than the clothing wo by core c. ra ully interred 
corpses, which included brooches. 
I 
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XXVi 
Sussex 
1. Sites 
Forty-seven s+tQ3 in Sussoö are listed in the Gitý_, _, ýeýýeert 
1 to 
which may be added Ditchling Eoacan, discavcred Since publication of 
the Gazer. Priixy evidence is üvailablo fron eleven sites: 
Alfriston; 2 Ditchling ý3cacon; 
3 M=10.4 High noun, Fbrr3ng; 5 
Hallir Hill, Lewes; 
6 
Fa=y Hill, Surpha .:; 
7 S=onb=: y, Southover 
(Kingston); 8 Saxon (Sexton) Dourn, G13rdo; 
9 Wolstonbury A; 1l; 10 
Wood3ngdoan. 
3-1 Additional evidcnco has been drawn from: Kemp Tom; 
12 
I; "tJes. 
13 The majority of the ovidenco from the county is derived fron 
Alfriston and High Dorn, since the other cites either were insufficiently 
recorded or have yiolded Low burials and uniý. i)0 tart wave-goodw. 
Since the Sussex coast was ono of tho area, ncntioncd by Bodo as 
having boon settled by the Jutes, 
14 A. E. Wilson applied to Sussex 
the analysis into Jutich9 Fr^ 'i :h and Hcntis h phos which Leeds 
fo=iulated in explanation of the devolopncnts in tho cult. -ro of gent. 
15 
Wilson considered the High Don site, with its oan- -influenced brooches, 
earlier than Alfriston, which he considered equivalent to the so-called 
16 
"Frankich phas e" in xcnt. It cc= thcreforo, that the evidence fron 
High Down is reproscntativo of tho cow-t=0 of tho oarliest Bottlers of 
the area, while tho often unuzual. =d incenristcnt placing of gravo- 
goods at Alfriston =ay indicate later dovelopnent in coztzo or burial 
practice. The 1 lling Sill burials woro probably early, cnd those 
at Saxonbury fifth- or si.. th-century. The Fide cad possibly the 
Lewes cite yielded seventh-ccnt-ary burials; the dates of othors cro 
uncertain. 
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2. "Paired" brooches 
"Paired" brooches seem to have boon worn at Alfriston, HiGh 
Dom and Saxonbury. 
Eleven Alfriston graves contained brooches. All were associated 
. with female skeletons. 
Three of the graves contained two brooches, and 
four, more than two. Isere two brooches were found, in each case they 
matched in type (twice saucer brooches and once dissimilar disc brooches) 
and were recovered from "on the chest". it is probable, but not 
certain, that they had been "paired". Gravo 28 contained matching 
saucer brooches which were on either side of the broast. Three other 
brooches were in the rave, including two swastika brooches, the position 
of which was not recorded. One coot now deduce which, if either, 
of these matching pairs of brooches had fulfilled the function of the 
"paired" brooches found in no--o simply-f ni. shed raves. Simi]. erly, 
the corpse of a lame woman in Grave 43, eruippsd with ý,. ~ý^u elaborate- 
ness, had three matching pairs of brooches on the breast (one pair squaro- 
headed, the others long brooches of tmu al fo=), any ono of which 
pairs night have fastened the usual garnent. The AlfristOn brooches 
which may have been "pa ircd" s pe: r to have been fo' d in the lowest 
(and least common) position included in this definition that is, on 
the breast or chest, rather than the shoulders or collar bones. 
At High Down brooches wore found in sir cn C=aves, all 
apparently containing the rc.:. ain of Sc=, lost although only one was 
identified as such on anatomical g or: ds. L'gain the descriptions of 
the positions of brooches may not precisely idcnti: Cýr the "paired" 
position, but they surzost it. Two sm, ^11 ccuarc-hoadcd brooches 
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found on the chest of a skeleton, and natehing brooches on the broasts 
of two others (pcn=, nular in one inztanco, unidentified typo in the 
other) are all probablo instcneoz of "pairin; ". Gr. --7o 2 contained 
five brooches, throo of then, incl" n two squ, se-ho dcd ex, -- plos, 
found on the breast, plus , tchin saucer breochos rocovorcd fron the 
loft shoulder and undo= the chin. Either of these cots of brooches 
could ha~vo been used to support the ch; eacteriatic Two 
=atching disc broochos gore below tho j:. 7. -a of c . othor s? CQloton, : nd 
were said to be resting on the colt bone. Soso may hz'ro been 
"pairod" but tho desciption is = iguous. (They could havo been 
on the s=o sido of tho body. ) 
Brooch finds of which the position was not recorded, or of 
which the associations wcyo not proscrvcd, iacWo zo the probability 
that the "paired" style was fa: hionaJlo at Hi& Down, since oo 
were matching pairs. Four pa ire of s=o= brooches were amorZ 
finds not assigacd to gave groups, while brooches recovered fron 
numbered graves included one pair of ý: rnot, bird-: ^ped brooches, 
one of trofoil-headed x.: 11-long, one of matching and mother of un- 
matching cruciforio and two other pý . rs of brooches of tiidcntificd 
type. (one may have boon applicd. ) However, since tore was at 
least one grave at dlf+ictcn coat i n^tehing brooches which were 
not we= in the usu. sl "p irod". position (cubsoction 3, p.. ýb$ý below) 
the evidence is not conclusive. 
"Paired" brooches wore So=d to the loft- and right of the chin 
of a skeleton at Sasonb"Mry. The typo of thoco brooches was not 
specified, but button and saucer broochos havo been preserved fro= 
the site. 
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3. Additional brooches 
Graves at both major sites contained more thsn two brooches, 
but the positions of these did not correspond to the arraemcnt of 
"paired" brooches plus third brooch (wo= centrally or on the shoulder) 
co=on in many othor counties. Ins tea, d, although the Incidence and 
positioning of the brooches in the bettor-equipped Suz ox graves was 
not consistent, thoso intorcntz are .:. ors appropri; toly compared with 
the rich graves of the Isle of Wight and X=t (`" -- t, pp-ICI-6 0) . 
Grave 28 at Alf. -iston contained two sa=c= brooches and. two 
swastika brooches and in addition aa Lu honied brooch which was 
found across the breast between the cancer brooches. This square- 
headed brooch is the only parallel at the situ to the third, brooches 
of the Anglian and Saxon arcaz, but tho prcocuco of the additional 
pair of brooches koz this grüvo fu itu: a sore elaborate. 
The richly-equipped lino we=n buried in Grave 43 h^ three 
pairs of brooches on the breast, plus a quoit brooch and a square- 
headed one, also found on the breast. The ecjuenc-headed brooch was 
without a pin and rmy have been att chcd by peens of the silver wire 
which was found round the a= of the brooch. 
Grave 62 at Alfriston cont. incd, in addition to patch weer 
brooches found on the breast, four button brooches 'oupcd in pairs 
up the body, and a fifth found to the left of the loft thigh. 
A different type of garncnt or gax casts nap be raprocentcd 
by the brooches found in Gravo 29 of the same cite. Tuo cmall-long 
brooches were at the waist (a position con; 2rable to that of additional 
brooches in rich graves of Kent) end a button brooch at the neck. 
This third brooch may have corresponded in function to the single 
brooches found at the site. 
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The High Down finds provide comparable material. In Grave 2, 
in addition to the matching pairs of scuaro-headed and saucer brooches, 
there was a cruciform brooch on the breast, a similar arrangement to 
that in Alfriston Grave 28. High Dotm Grave 60 contained a circular 
brooch at the hips. (There was a buckle in the grave, so it is 
unlikely to have fastened the girdle. ) The grave contained another 
circular brooch and a square one, but Bickerton has suggested that two 
long brooches attributed to this grave probably do not belong to it. 
It is noticeable that although the grave contained two brooches of 
similar shape (circular) they were not "paired" together. Comparisons 
may be made with Grave 36, which contained two annular brooches, one 
at the hips, the other at the breast, and with Grave 74 at the same 
site. The latter contained a penannular brooch which was at the 
pelvis, in addition to pairs of saucer and square-hoaded brooches 
at the upper part of the body. 
Two other High Down graves contained third brooches in 
unspecified positions. Grave 26 contained a small quoit brooch in 
addition to two snail-longs, and Grave 36 a circular object which was 
probably a brooch, in addition to two cruciforn examples. 
4" Two brooches not "-oa&rcd" 
Several Alfriston rd Eich Down C=aves cont^ iod unusual. 
combinations of brooches. Tcro annular brooches recovered from a 
grave at High Down had not been "paired". One wa3 foid at the breast, 
the other at the hips. There was no. buckle in the grave. It is 
possible that the upper brooch had functioned like the single brooches 
recovered boa other gravoo ii the county, while tho lower brooch 
had fastened somQ garzacnt, or tho girdlo, al. 'moo hips. 
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Single brooches 
Single brooches were not unco.:. non in'the county. Your tingle 
brooches occurred at Alfriston, one an cn. ý^ular brooch found on the 
right shoulder of a skeleton, and wnother, also annular, found on 
the pelvis. The latter occurred in a grave without a buckle, although 
the presence of girdle adjuncts suggests that a belt was woi, there- 
fore it is possible that the annular brooch had substituted for a 
buckle. The positions of the other single brooches from this site 
(a saucer brooch and a heart-shaped ono) wore not rocorded. 
At High Down a quoit brooch snd cn annular brooch wore found 
singly under the chins of skeletons, positions comparable to that of 
the third (button) brooch in Grave 29 at the camo site. A small- 
long brooch with homed head-plato, probably not of Saxon manufacture, 
0; Ek 
was found on the righttc lest of 
a skolatcn which had a chip-ccrvcd 
object described as a "bronze belt olidot' on tho othor lido of the 
chest. It is possible that this a=zngcrent of fa: tenors parallelled 
the "paired" brooch fashion. 
A single saucer brooch acconpsnted a skeleton at }lapin Hill. 
The position was not recorded. At Saxonbury an object identified as 
a brooch or stud 
(porhaps a button brooch) was found closo bolow the 
jaw of a skeleton. Half a bron .o clp, with a hook: and hole3 for 
attachment was associated with it. 
6. Pins 
Pins wore found in five Alfristcn waves. Ono tram by tho 
skull of a skeleton and was the only ofact in the gave, which 
had been disturbed. 
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section 5, p. V 70' above). These objects may have been attached to 
the costume, but could derive iron other gave-goods, now decayed. 
8. Buckles 
Buckles were found in position on skeletons recovered fron 
Alfriston, High Dotes, Saxonbury and 'ioodingdoan. Positions wero 
recorded in relation to cloven Alfristcn burials. One buckle, found 
with the crippled wonan in Grave 43, positioned on the chest and 
associated with a =ass of loather, was untypical - it may have secured 
a sling supporting the crippled log, rather than a no=al garncnt. A 
buckle was, however, found at the right shoulder of enothor skeleton. 
This was also associated with loather. Iron plaques which may have 
been attached to the strap wo--o also found in the grave. The other 
buckles recovered fron the cenotery were found in positions appropriate 
to having fastened bolts. Four wero associated with typically rate 
grave-goods, and ono wa : considered by the c oavator to have accom- 
peied a fcaabe, though the associated grave--roods did not include 
typically feminine objects. There was no other cvidcnco that buckles 
were worn by woven at this cito, and no buckle was found in association 
with brooches except in the unus grave of the crippled wor. an. 
One buckle was certainly worn at the right of the waist; two 
were found undor bodies. Two worn accoren ed by bolt tabs end plates, 
one with a plaque split for tho accorrodatien of a leather thong. One 
Alfriston grave without a buckle contained what nay have been the 
remainfi of a bolt - leather attached to ion was found in the Grave. 
A proportionately high nurbor of buckles was found at High Down. 
They occurred in fifteen graves, of which sown certainly contained 
female and four male skeletons. In two cases graves contained two 
I 
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section 5, p. 3 70, above). These objects may have been attached to 
the costume, but could derive from othor Cravo-goods' now decayed. 
8. Buckles 
Buckles were found in position on skeletons recovered from 
Alfriston, High Down, Saxonbury and Woodingdean. Positions were 
recorded in relation to eleven Alfristcn burials. One buckle, found 
with the crippled woman in Grave 43, *, ositioned on the chest and 
associated with a mass of loather, was untypical - it may have secured 
a sling supporting the crippled log, rather than a no=al garment. A 
buckle was, however, found at the right shoulder of another skeleton. 
This was also associated with leather. Iron plaques which may have 
been attached to the strap wore also found in the grave. The other 
buckles recovered from the cemetery wore found in positions appropriate 
to having fastened belts. Pour were associated with typically male 
grave-goods, and ono was considered by the excavator to have accom- 
panied a female, though the associated grave-goods did not include 
typically feminine objects. Moro was no other evidenco that buckles 
were worn by women at this silo, and no buckle was found in association 
with brooches except in the unuzuUa grave of the crippled woman. 
Ono buckle was certainly we= at the right of the waist; two 
were found under bodies. Two were accomaied by bolt tabs and plates, 
one with a plaque split for the accommodation of a leather thong. one 
Aifriston grave without a buckle contained what may have been the 
remains of a bolt - loather attached to iron was found in the grave. 
A proportionately high number of buckles was found at High Down. 
They occurred in fiftocn graves, of which coven certainly contained 
female and four male skeletons. In two caZos graves contained two 
I 
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buckles, one of these having in addition a belt mount decorated in 
Quoit Brooch Style. In the other instance one of the two buckles 
was found above the head of the skeleton. Buckles from all the other 
graves were apparently recovered from positions consistent with the fas- 
tening of belts, one specifically at the left of the body. Some of 
the inhabitants of the area had worn elaborate belts, since three of 
the skeletons with buckles had buckle plates. One plate, ornamented 
with gaxnets, accompanied an inlaid buckle. 
At Saxonbury a buckle was found with a male skeleton, recovered 
from the centre waist, and a male buried at Woodingdean had worn a 
leather belt fastened by a buckle. 
9. Belt fittings 
Apart from the belt fittings accompanying buckles, one High 
Down skeleton without a buckle had a strap tag, and a Saxonbury skele- 
ton had three bronze tags and a "slide", associated with a sword at 
the left of the body, which had probably been attached to the sword 
belt. There was no buckle. This suggests that even belts which 
were to carry the considerable weight of a sword did not always require 
a buckle for fastening then, and confirms that the absence of a buckle 
need not indicate the absence of a belt. 
10. Girdle 
Rings which may have suspended objects fron the girdle, or 
in some cases fastened the girdle, occurred at four sites in the 
county. At Alfriston a bronze ring found by the left lower arm of 
a male skeleton may originally have been attached to the belt, although 
this ring is unlikely to have been a fastener since there was a buckle 
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in the grave. A penannular object was found above the pelvis of a 
skeleton, and two females were equipped with =in, = which had apparently 
hung from the waist. There were six rings in each instance. In one 
grave they varied in diameter fron to 212 " and in the other from 
11" to 1'I/bu. 
At High Down a ring was found at the right hip of a female 
(equipped with a buckle) and one was near the hand of another female. 
This was a double ring of bronze, containing iron remains. Three 
other skeletons had rings, the positions of which were not specified. 
only one of the associated skeletons had a buckle. 
A small iron ring was found near the pelvis of a male skeleton 
at Mailing Hill, and one outside, or on, the left thigh of a male at 
Saxonbury. A double ring found at the left hip of another skeleton 
at this site was considered to have been parr of a sword belt. 
However, there was apparently no sword in the grave, and other grave- 
goods suggest that the skeleton was fc--ale. 
11. A&juncts to costu-no 
Knives were found at both the r.. cjor sites, and constitute the 
only primary evidence from several others. They occurred in sixteen 
graves at Alfriston, including four of each sex. Only four of the 
associated skeletons had buckles, cnd one of those had not fastened 
a belt at the waist. Pour of the lives were found at the upper 
part of the body, two cn the right shoulders of skeletons of in- 
determinate sex, two on the cheats of : keletons, one female, one 
a skeleton of unidentified sex which had a buckle at the shoulder. 
Tho others had all been placed in positions consistent with suspen- 
sion at tho belt, one apparently attached to a chain. Pour wore 
found at the left, two 
(both with male skeletons) at the right, 'two 
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centrally, one at the back, and two in unspecified position. One of 
those at the loft had been carried in a sheath. The positions of 
twelve knives, in graves without buckles, suggest the wearing of bolts. 
A knife was at the right hip of anale skeleton at Ditchling 
Beacon, and one was found at the left of a male at FL-le. (Another 
adult male and a boy buried at the same site also had knives, but the 
positions wore not specified. ) 
Knives were found in twenty-one graves at High Down. The 
associated skeletons included seven of each sex. Throe of the knives 
had not been carried at the belt. One, accompanying a female, was 
found at the head, and the position of a second knife in the same 
grave was unrecorded. One knife, found with other objects at the 
right humerus of a skeleton was thou ht to have been carried in a 
pouch round the neck. A similar explanation might be postulated for 
another, found without other objects at the left humerus of a skeleton. 
The positions of the other knives, where recorded, suggested suspension 
at the belt. Four were at the right, three at the left, one at one 
side (unspecified) and another "at the hips". Ten of the skeletons 
with knives also had buckles, and one other had a ring which might 
have fastened the girl-le, but the positions of four knives in the 
cemetery indicate the presence of bolts which were not buckled. 
A knife was found near the pelvis of a male skeleton at kßallis 
Hill, and seven were, recovered from Scc: onbury graves. Throe of these 
had been worn at the left and one at the right. One skeleton with 
a knife at the left was also equipped with a buckle, and the one 
with a knife at the right had, outside the loft thigh, a bronze ring 
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and a metal atta. cthcnt which may have f iictioncd as fasteners. There 
were therefore two lmivo3 at the waizt ,: yea in graves apparcntly with- 
out girdlo fasteners. 
At Saxon Dawn "sic or savca" ckcolotons woro recovered, and 
there were knives "in tho loft head" of each. Tho description sug- 
gests that the knivos had beta carriod at tho left of the belt. 
Skeletons recovered dw:. 
inZ the o 
tccnth 
ccntz-y at Wolstonbuzy 
Hill had at the lido of each "a warlike weapon ... raccrbling a coon 
hanger". (OED "Hangor 
a hind of c host ' cword, originally hung fron 
the belt. ") A knife was attachod to the bnc'ided bolt aceompaying 
a male burial at Woodin can. 
1 
A ring found with the lsnifo a,, ', the hi-. =uz of the ekoleton in 
High Downs Gravo 13, might perhaps have boon contained in, or framed, 
a pouch. The prcwcnco of a pouch has boon mir-C. sted by analogs with 
Grave 14 at the some site. An ivory rin ace paicd a female at 
Alfriston, and a key-like object was recovered from the same gave. 
An Aifriston grave, container;; two brooches, but not =on, - the richest 
at the site, contained throe toilet iclos on a ring, which had been 
in a leather case carried at the left hip, plus a perforated silver 
spoon which was found at the foot. Toilot' iclcs were at the left 
hip of another fenolo at Alfriston, = others, associated with a 
comb attached to leather (perhaps the: eins of a case) accompanied 
a female at High Dot=. Possible suspension rings, found at Alfriston, 
High Down, Mailing Hill and Saxonbur~y, ore discussed above, since some 
of them may have been u . -. cd to secure 
the girdle (subsection 10, pp-171-4-3 
above). 
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Strike-a-lights were found with two skeletons at Alfriston and 
three at High Down. These were most commonly carried at the belt, 
judging from the positions of the Alfriston examples, found at the 
pelvis of one and near the left hand of another (male) skeleton, and 
the two from High Down found at the hip (one at the right). The 
fifth was with a knife and a pin - or awl at the hum . -ras of a dale skele- 
ton, and may have been contained in a bag. 
A probably female skeleton at High Down had tweezers, and four 
Alf`riston graves contained tools. An axe and an axe hammer were 
found at the right hips of skeletons, where they had probably been 
carried at the belt, and an axe head was found by the right knee of 
another skeleton, where, if it had not simply been laid in the grave, it 
could have-been attached to the lower leg by the sock or gartering. 
An object tentatively identified as a chisel was found with a probably 
female skeleton at the same site. 
12. Other jewellery 
Beads were common finds at Alfriston and High Down. At 
dlfriston they accompanied seven skeletons' all but one of which were 
definitely female. They appear to have decorated the girdle or the 
c 
lower part of the trink more often than the neckline, since beads 
were found at the waists or pelvises of five skeletons. One skeleton 
had a single crystal bead on the chest, and another, in Grave 43, had'an 
unusual arrangement of beads and other ornaments: on the chest were 
found glass and porcelain beads, a ring strung with three beads which 
was. thought to have been sewn to the garment, an eaglets talon amulet 
and pierced coins, presumably pendants. Sixteen graduated rings 
strung with glass and porcelain beads were arranged down the body, and 
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on the pelvis were amber and porcelain beads with eight pierced bronze 
oxnaments. The elaborate arronComent corresponds to the lavish pro- 
vision of brooches in this lame woman's grave. The largest number 
of beads was found in Grave 20, not othcrwiso an olaborate interment. 
There were one-hundred-and-thirty-six beads of glass and porcelain, 
and one of crystal (three Graves at this site had crystal beads), in 
addition to a bond ornament and six rings. 
Nine High Down skolotons had beads, all probably or certainly 
female, and ranging in ae from a child upwards. T ho beads had been 
worn at neck and waist, and possibly round tho arms. In Gravo 10 
there were found ten amber and glass beads, and a pierced coin at 
the neck; another pierced coin was at the waist. In Grave 36 amber 
and glass beads stretchcd from waist to hips, having perhaps been 
attached to the brooches which wore found in those positions. In 
two instances beads wo=o found only u. the hips. in one case four 
amber beads and one of bone were found a the right hip of the skeleton; 
in the other a more claborw o string of amber and glass beads, with a 
central spindle whorl, stretched across the pelvis. There wero 
throe possiblo instances of orna.:. cntz. Four amber beads woro 
near the humerus of one s eleton, and sixty-nine glass beside the 
left arm of another. Twenty-Wino wore ne= the right hand of a 
third. Al]. could, however, be ornaments displaced from nook or girdlo. 
The largest number of beads to accompany a skeleton at High Dote was 
ono-hundred-and-fifty-ono, and the rmwtlcst, four. Pendants wero 
Dimple, consisting Dither of pierced coins or of largo beads or whorls. 
Mora elaborate necklaces may bo rcproscmtcd by finds from Lewes, 
which included amber, amethyst and glass beads, Heran coins and "gold 
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and silver ponsile ornaments". These were found in the graves of 
women and children, together with buckles and "brooches inlaid with 
garnets and other gems". 
Finger rings were found at Alfriston and High Down. They 
accompanied the two most elaborate female burials at Aifriston, the 
skeleton in Grave 28 having a bronze ring set with a cornelian and a 
hexagonal ring of white metal, the skeleton in Grave 43 having a 
spiral silver ring. At High Down a bronze ring was föu d at the 
left hand of the skeleton in Grave 9, which was probably female as 
it was accompanied by beads, although without brooches. A spiral 
silver ring accompanied another female, again without brooches, but 
having a buckle and beads. 
Wire bracelets were found on the arms of two High Down 
skeletons. One was associated with a young person, and was found 
on the right arm. A green glass armilla, a characteristically 
British object, was found encircling the wrist of a female skeleton 
in a cemetery which appears to have been Anglo-Saxon, at Mailing Hill. 
.\ 
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=1 
1,1 a: nAckshß. re 
Siteß 
Twcnty-eight Ua, ^wic? czb-4. -o oitcw üso listed in the Ga. ý . ettePr. 
1 
Primary evidence is available fron zevcnt Lcton Cantlow; 
2 Bidford; 3 
Churchovor (Bran ford Bride, Costa over, Gibbet Hill); 
4 Long 
Compton (Little Rollrig: t, O: fordcbiro); 5 Co pton Ve 0y; 
6 
Longbridgo 
Park, Warwick;? Stratford, A vccton. 
8 Additional info="--. ion has 
been drawn from: Baarinton; 
9 Ecoto (Ion) Loý`ýau; 10 Newton, 
Clifton-upon-Dun moro; 
ll Raley Pars, lsraw; 12 Strotton-on-Fosae. 13 
The evidence for the county depends largely ca Bidford, with support- 
ing information from si: glo snal In.. bars of buriclc at other sites. 
Bidford was a large site, and althouL-. h the positio s of individual 
objects have not always been recorded, general observations provide 
considerable evidence. 2"c objects wo=o recovered f --o= Chirchovor, 
but the only prinazy evidence frcn the site concornc the pooiticns 
of knives. The uscfuincaa of the Samford finda for the present 
purpose is limited since only gcner lications have beer. publiehcd. 
The Newton finds end probably those fron Campton Verney and Raley 
Park were seventh-century. The Bidford cite was in use fron the 
sixth to the seventh oc it , I. i. t chavc iz f xct uucd in the fifth, 
snd Stratford in the early sixth ccntury. Lon; bridge Par: c was sixth- 
century, and the other sites probably of sinilar dato. 
2. "Paired" brooches 
"Paired" brooches wore certainly wo= at Aston C; ntlow, 
Bidford and Stratford, and probably at Ezooto, Lon bridgo Park and 
P, adley Park. 
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Saucer brooches were found on the shoulders of a skeleton at 
Aston Cantlow. The recorders of the Bidford site noted that in female 
intements there were "often a pair of brooches ... on the breast for 
fixing the mantle", and an illustration of Grave 79 shows a skeleton 
with two brooches high up on the body, probably resting on the clavicles. 
This suggests that "pairing" was the predominant fashion at Bidford. 
Brooches were found in thirty-three burials the site. Twenty-five 
of these contained two brooches of like type, which had probably been 
"paired", and two other matching pairs of cancer brooches were recovered 
from the site. The brooches of like typo were in eight instances 
saucer, seven cruciform, five disc (including one case in which the 
disc brooches did not match), two square-headed, two annular, and in 
one instance each, applied, pcnaxnuular and swastika brooches. 
Twenty-two brooches, including examples of "all the well-known 
types" were recovered from Stratford, where they were associated with 
females. These were "worn on the breast or shoulders, generally in 
pairs, from which the string of beads was suspended in a festoon!. 
Finds from the site include two matchin;, early sgaar.: -headed brooches 
which are likely to have been "pained", as well as four simple disc 
and two enamelled disc, seven saucer brooches (tvo with central studs) 
and several penamnular brooches, some or all of which might havo been 
worn in this way. 
Other probable instances of the "paired" fashion include a 
grave at Longbridge Park which contained two matching cancer brooches, 
two other matching pairs from the same site, and a Bravo at Ragloy 
Park where two of the three brooches accompanying a female skeleton 
were of radiate-headed'typo. 
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The flat crescent which : o=--d the front of a necklot found in 
a grave at Bmseote was stained at one end through contact with one of 
the two saucer brooches found in association with it. Chatwin sug- 
gested that the brooches ha. 1 been worn on the shoulders and the n: cklet 
" just above them on the throat. Two match ; disc brooches were found 
at the same site, suggesting that the "pairedýý fashion was provalent 
there. Matching small cruciform brooches, and other zma l-long 
brooches from Churchovor, and matching e nular, cruciform, disc, pen- 
annular, saucer and swastika brooches from Baginton are also likely 
to have been "paired". 
3. Additional brooches 
Graves at Aston Ccutloir,, Bidford and RaCloy P. rk contained 
additional brooches. At Aston Ccntlow a saucer brooch was 
found in addition to tho saucer brooches "pci: cdn on the shoulders. 
The position of the third brooch was not rccordc3. This association 
of a saucer brooch with "paired" ones of the wane type is uncc Won. 
At Ra loy Park a square-hoadcd brooch was fo=d in the Bravo with 
two radiate-headed ones. 
Grave 88 at Bidford co : taincd four brooches! two o+ then of 
applied type, and, in view of the recorders= rcrarkc, likely to have 
been "paired". A czaciform brooch was found in unspecified position, 
and there was a saucer brooch between the taiChm of tho skeleton. 
There was no buckle in the grave, co the saucer brooch may have 
fastened the girdle or some other Gcxment at the waist. 
The richest Stratford Crave contained four brooches, associatod 
with the skeleton of an elderly wonan. They includcd two saucer 
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brooches with central studs (probably "paired"), an elaborate, 
jewelled square-headed brooch and a small penannular. 
4. Single brooches 
Single brooches were certainly worn at Bidford, Bnscote and 
Longoridge Park, and probably at Crurchover and Stratford. Seven 
Bidford inhumations contained single brooches, two of them of saucer 
type. One was found at the side of the skull of a skeleton. Two 
others were cruciform, one an applied brooch of which only the back- 
plate remained, another was of Roman manufacture and the seventh was 
of unspecified type. (A button brooch illustrated in Humphreys at 
al., 1922-3, is not mentioned in the catalogue of grave-goods, and it 
is possible that this was the unidentified example, unless the 
recorders included it among saucer brooches. 
) A single square-headed 
brooch was found in an E scote grave, and the richest grave at Longbridde 
Park contained a single, large, cruciform brooch. There were brooches 
without apartners" at Churchover and Stratford, which may have been worn 
alone. Unusual Stratford finds included one oblong brooch, one 
decorated with birds and interlace and a bird-shaped brooch. 
5" Pins 
Pins were associated with nine skeletons at Bidford. Two 
corpses had been children, including one female, and the rest, all 
but one, were identified as female. Pins were associated with two 
brooches and single brooches and also accompanied skeletons without 
brooches. One pin, found near the scull of a child, mwy have 
fastened the hair or headdress; a fra, ent of silver ornament may 
have been found near it. (The report is ambiguous. ) In 
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isolated female skull, buried in a cist-like structure, was accompanied 
by a bronze pin and a bronze object identified as a "hair-ring". 
The other pins were found at the upper part of the body, two 
on the breast, one under the chin and one on the right shoulder of 
skeletons. One of those was elaborate - silver with a blue stone. 
The others were bronze, with eyes. The design of these invites 
comparison with objects identified as "pric'.: ers", also bronze with eyos, 
found with two female skalotons, each equipped with two brooches. In 
one instance the position of the "pricker" was recorded. It was 
found on the breast below one of the brooches. It seems possible 
that these two objects had functioned in the sane way as pins. 
6. Clasps 
Wrist clasps were found in association with three females at 
Bidford, but only one of these was equipped with a complete cot. Two 
pairs of clasps and fronts of others were found at Baginton, and 
clasps were also recovered at Churchover. 
7. Clips 
Clips which may or ray not have been part -of the clothing were 
in five Bidford graves, ccociated with skelotons of both sexes. Ono 
female had a clip "under the left-hand brooch", a tale, "near the 
umbo" of the shield, therefore probably on the chcct. This letter 
could have been attached to the : Meld rather than to the clothing. 
In two instances clips were fond inside the left fear (one clip in 
one case, two in the other) and. once inside the left lmoo. 
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8. Footwear 
Two skeletons at Stratton-on-Fosse, both females not sharing 
a characteristic skull shape of others buried at the site, were found 
to have hob nails at the foot. Ford has s ested that these wore 
native (Romano-British) wives integrated into the Inclo-Saxon connity, 
The hob-nailed shoos are characteristic of British, not Analo-Saxon 
costume, yet their occ . cnco 
in th s burial ground confirs that 
burial in full clothing was the c=on practice, and contrasts with 
the usual lack of shoe fasteners in An, -lo-Saxon graves. The Strotton 
evidence suggests that it was usual to bury the dead in their footwear, 
as well as in other clothing, although this has normally left no trace. 
9. Buckles 
Buckles were found at sovor. l cites, bat only at Aston Cantlow 
and Bidford were their positions recorded. It Aston Cantlow a buc: lo 
was found on the chest of the skeleten. oquipped, with three brooches, 
it could have fastened a diagonal strap, or possibly a high bolt. At 
Bi& ord, twenty-two graves contained buckles. Tho associated ekole- 
tons were of both sexes, and included two cYi: ldren. The positions of 
the buckles were only recorded. in a few cases, but the excavators 
often referred to then as "girdle buc:: Ies" i= lyinthat this function 
was suggested by the position. Those in opecifiod positions included 
two found at the waists of skeletons, one at the left hip of a fcnale, 
and one under the body of a skeleton of i.: deterninato sex, positions 
consistent with ha:: ing fastened belts. Howovor, at least one other 
was found at the upper part of the body. One was at the right clavicle 
of a female child. Another may have boon near the right shoulder of 
a skeleton (the report is ambiguous) but was called a "girdle buc de". 
Belt plates ind, icatii =oro elaborate bolts were recovered. ikon one 
fc zle inhumation grave and a cr s tion. 
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At Ragley Park a buckle accompanied the skeleton with three 
brooches. Thirteen "girdle buckles" were found at Stratford, 
including one with a well-equipped female, and one was found in a 
male grave at Enscote. Buckles and strap ends were found at Bagintonr 
The associations of buckles found at Churchover and Longbridge Park 
were not recorded, but they were evidently common in the area. 
10. Belt fittings 
Apart from the belt fittings associated with buckles at 
Bidford the belts of two females were attested by belt fittings, though 
buckles were absent. 
11. Girdle rings 
Well-worn rings associated with female skeletons at Longbridge 
park may have been girdle fasteners, if they had not been used to 
suspend articles from belts. 
12. Adjuncts to costume 
Knives were common finds. They occurred in sixty-throe in- 
humation graves at Bidford, including both sexes and children. Only 
twelve of the associated skeletons had buckles. The comment of the 
recorders suggests that knives wero carried at the belts of men and 
of some women: "by the side of each warrior worn an iron spear head 
and a knife ... in the case of the women ... a sWa11 knife was 
found lying on the breast or at the side". Two wkeletons, both of 
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unidentified sex, were equipped with two knives, in one case both 
being found at the right of tho pelvis. 
Knives were found at the sides of skeletons at Churchover, and 
at Stratford there were twenty-one knives which had boon contained in 
leather sheaths. At Pagley Park a knife a ccompeniod brooches and a 
buckle in'a grave that was probably a woman's. 
Other girdle adjuncts have been recovered, but only from Bidford 
are the positions recorded. There, tweezers were associated with four 
skeletons, three female and one male. The females had probably car- 
ried the tweezers at the girdle, since a pair was found embedded in 
leather between the thighs of one skeleton, and another, with three 
other toilet articles, was attached to a ring which had perhaps hung 
from the belt. None of the females with -! tree"-e=s had girdle buckles. 
The tweezers accompanying the male were, however, found at the right 
shoulder. Tweezers and toilet articles were also found at Churchover, 
tweezers at Baginton and two toilet articles suspended from a ring at 
Stratford. * A needle, "case was near the left knee of a child's skeleton, 
having perhaps hung from the belt. There was no buckle in the grave. 
Other objects found in similar positions relative to other skeletons 
were mostly unidentifiable. An object thought to be a key was found 
with a female, and what may have been another lay inside the right 
arm of a skeleton which was male (an unusual association). An ivory 
"armlet" (probably part of a pouch) was found at Bidford. A rich 
grave group from Longbrid, a Park included an object which may have 
been a key, and a girdle hanger. Girdle hangers were also found at 
Baginton. One female buried at Stratford wras accompanied by a 
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leather purse which contained a Roman coin, and was found at the side 
of the body. 
13. Possible togslec 
A white stone bead which may have been attached to a belt, or 
may have functioned as a toggle was found "in the it of the stoWach" 
of the female skeleton Aston Cantlow. (Le buckle in this grave 
was found at the chest. ) 
Three Bidford graves contained single boads (two am-be=9 one 
glass). None of these three had buckles, and it is possible that 
the beads had been used as toggles, though their positions were not 
recorded. 
14, Other jewellery 
Beads were found at Aston Csntlow, BcGinton, Bidford, Churchover, 
., 
ley Park 2nd Stratford. Lag 
At Bidford, beads were associated with twenty-eight skeletons, 
including one child, all either female or of indote= hate sex. The 
positions of beads in indis: idual graves wore not noted, but the references 
in the report to "necklaces" suggests that they were roost often found 
at the neck. One skeleton illustrated hadýa cluster of beads at the 
centre of the chest, below the brooches. Most of the bawds at this 
site were amber, glass or paste, only one grave contains a largo 
crystal example. This intern; nt (Grave 26) contained the largest 
collection of beads in the c=ot=y. : Here were one-hundred-and-seven 
whole beads, plus fraents of others. 
Pendants were neither co=on nor elaborate at Bidford. There 
were two perforated coins and a coin-like piece of metal, end pieces 
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of bronze and/or rings w.: re found in several graves. One skeleton 
with beads had two ornaments beneath the chin, one round, the other 
triangular with openwork decoration. One skeleton had two pendants 
consisting of paste beads and rings in addition to other beads, while' 
two had pendants but no other beads. One of those pendants consisted 
of a green glass bead set in bronze, the other of two rings, one of 
which may have enclosed a garnet. 
At Stratford beads were mostly suspended in festoons from the 
brooches. They included amber, crystal and glass examples. Bronze, 
disc-shaped pendants recovered from the cite nzy have been worn with 
them. The richest female grave at the site contained forty amber and 
paste beads and one crystal. 
A Ragley Park grave group included amber and jet beads. Crystal 
examples were among Baginton finds. The richest grave at Longbridge 
Park contained the components of what may have been an elaborate neck- 
lace including amber beads and two bractoatos, one gold, the other 
silver. A gold bracteate was found on the neck of a skeleton at 
Compton Verney, and a garnet-and-filigree pendant was associated with 
another skeleton at the site. The components of one or more necklaces 
of conversion period type were found with ckelotons at Newton. They 
included three earthenware beads, two silver, one gold and one amethyst, 
eld 
plus twogs ornzments and. two gold pond, -.. to, one enclosing a garnet, the 
other a black stone. 
A perforated crystal was associated with a square-headed brooch 
at Enscote (the only brooch found in the 1851 excavations and therefore 
probably worn singly). Way suggested that it might have hung from the 
brooch as an amulet. 
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Three spiral silver finger rings were found with a female 
skeleton at Bidford, two of then still encircling the bones. The 
grave was not notably rich, containing two annular brooches, beads, 
a knife and tweozers. Lnothor silver ring was found in a richer 
Bidford grave with four brooches, a buckle and a knife. Bronze 
finger rings were also found at Bidford. Part of a spiral finger 
ring was associated with the brooch; and crystal at En: cote, and one 
of base petal was recovered from the richest Stratford-gave. 
At Enscote there was food the iu : ß: a1 silvor wire necklet 
which was associated with rancor brooches (subsection 2t p.. 28ä, , 
above). The rich grave at Longbridgo Park contained a silver bracelet. 
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lliltrhlý-a 
1. Sites 
Eighty-two sites are listed in the Gay trteer for Wiltshire) 
to which should be added Ford, L. vcrctoch. Prima y evidence is 
available from nineteen citez: Alvcdiaton; 
2 Bouer Chalke; 3 Broad 
Cholko; 
4 Ford, Lavorctoc: z; 
5 'Hill; 
6 
Wcat Bnoyle II; 7 
Netheravon; 8 Petorcfii er, Clarcndon; 
9 Pu=. ton; 10 Roche Court Down II; 11 
Roche Court Down III; 12 fo dw y Down II, Rol ndway; 
13 Old Sar=; 14 
Sherrinston; 15 Shrowton; 16 WFS.. iinstcr; 
17 Wlinklebu27 Hill, Beruic' 
St. Jobnn; 
18 Winilebury 11; 19 ilinterbourno C=ner. 2O . Additional 
information has been drawn from: Baraot Dorn, I4ydi rd ixe ozo; 
21 
22 23 24 Mfldenhall; Poulton Dou; na, lUlde 11; 1: intorzlow; Yatoebury 
III Cherhill. 25 Winterbou=o G=nor, a:. d Dosoibly B: ooet Do=' w=o 
fifth -century sites. R^ ýi Eill cnd Petorsfiu cr were both large, 
sixth-century site3, and finds fron 3Uldcrhall and Poulton Downs belong 
to the same period. Sevcnth-ccmtury finds have been =: --do at Ford, 
Roundway DoL'n, Shrewton and Yatocb z7, =d, probably at Broad Cba]Lc, 
Purton and ljinklebury II. In addition the county provides evidence 
of Flo-Saxons who were not ezpeciclly d, -,, -seed for the Grave. The 
fourteen skeletons found at Old S: _rsn were evidently the r^ of 
oaptivoe, since their h= -d: 3 had been tied. : heir clothing, night be 
expected to have been that in which they wore captured and killod, 
after the removal of valuables, 
26 1 unique find at Poulton Downs, 
the skeleton of a woWan who had fallen or b© pu ; hods dotirn a 80.. 
well, might have provided a truer picyuro of tho cosy of ovoryd3y 
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life, thin the macyy carofclly Iaid-out burialc; but the aacociatod 
objects were not all found in contact with tho c zeloton, -, r not all 
have beenprocorved. 
2. "Paired" brooo. hen 
"Pair-ad" brooches had been worn at Ei Bill, Poterzfinger 
and Winterbourno O". or, and possibly at Basset Dot. and Mildcnh-il. 
Brooches were ford in eleven eaves, oontainina females of all 
awes, at u; him Rill. In nine, possibly ten, of them brooches may 
be considered to have been "paired" althou h tho exact positions 
varied (shoulders, claviolos and breast or bremste). Me brooches 
in the doubtful instance were fo=d in rcvorsed position suügestin 
to the excavator that they had boon attached. to a shroud. One of 
the "paired" brooches in another gr~avo was also reversed. Saucer 
brooches were e^ployed for "pairire" in throo in stances, =d similar 
types, applied and button brooches, wore each used once. Disc and 
square-headed broochesV: ro each "paired" co, and ccm.,: - 
circular-headed mall-long brooches once. 
Seven Potersfinnc: ý Bravos contained brooches, all associated. 
with obviously feralo c. 'coletcns, except in one case (an infant). 
Brooches had probably boon "pai od" in four inct-=cos, twice on the 
shoulders, ttirico on the cheat. ! pplicd brooches wcro e=ployed twice, 
saucer once, and dice brooches, diccit it in ci ;o and ornament, once. 
Brooches w=o found in ' 4o tlintcrbourno G== gravos. 
Matching saucer brooches were "paired" on 'rho collar boned of adult 
ferialos in two of then. 
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A 1iildenhal1 grave group consistin; of typically fenalo gave-Goods 
included two large (5"1 natching, wicer brooches which aro likely to 
have been "paired". 
The +keletons of "two you na iors" found at Basset Down 
appeared to be equipped with two sau or brooches each, and with other 
articles more co . only found with f=-los. It zecros likely that ono 
of the two was female, or that other .. kolaton . passed tmnoticed. 
3" Additional brooches 
Grave 40 at .. Yý:. ý 11111 .; sad Grave 25 at Peter--: hr= contained 
more than two brooches. At R^±n2h^-n a Roman bow brooch was "in the 
lap" of a skeleton ea+uipped with two saucer brooches found on the 
breast and. probably "pairod". The ro=an brooch may have decorated 
or secured the girdle - there was no buckle in the ravo - or fired 
a skirt. The assocs. Yted s eleton was that of an adalt wcWan. 
The positions of the brooches in Potersfinger Grave 5 =a 
without parallel. & semi. -circular-headed brooch ws at the centre 
of the neck and a button b: ooch on the breast, to the loft of the 
spine. Two other button brooches, almost identical, were at the 
wrists. Traces of loather end terilo wore atttiched to these two, 
which had presumably f=tencd sleeves. STo, other skeletons in this 
cenotery had fasteners at the wrists, and the positions of the other 
brooches in the grave wore unlike those in other interments. 
4. Two brooches not "om iredt, 
In Grave 53 at E=mh, -u-- Bill thero uoro two brooches t:, lich had 
not been "paired". 3 =11-long brooch of =u, -ual chafe way found 
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on the left shoulder Gnd a pens nular brooch on t ho first rib of the 
skeleton, probably on the xiCýht aido. 
5" Single brooches Sin-, lo 
brooches were azsoci mod with cseletons at Harnhai Ell, 
Potersfisigor 2nd "oJint=box=o G=o::. In all cases o,. xent ono at 
Petersfinger, where a wo=n had a Ro=an brooch, the cingle brooches 
were found with the rema3.: s of child==. Two infants at lrzxzýzm Hill 
had single brooches, but the positicno were not recorded. One was 
quoit-shaped. The other, which was 1ý: aCmentaxyv was Roman, In 
annular brooch (or buci lo) wa ; fol. d at the throat of = infant at 
Petorsfingex, and a square-hoa.. dcd ßz11-long brooch was at the left 
of the skin]. of a girl aged about eight years at Vinterbou ie C-nor. 
The Roman brooch with the adult worm at Potersfiuer wa foid at 
hip level. Its position nihht be comp: red with that of the second 
(f-406"'SO. 3, P. a93,.. b.,, e). 
brooch in Gravo 40 at 71=ham Eill, which was also a Roc relicA A 
disc brooch found at Winterwlow cad as: o. ^, iated with a w:: oloton 
believed to be that of a young ; may be a further inst=ce of the 
wearing of a single brooch. 
6. Brooches in _alp -grpaves 
One brooch uas found with a male at Jinters1ow. The s" of 
the Bisset Doke "w,. rriors" with two brooches each seem doubtful. 
7" Pin E! LJ!, Le 
Two gold-xd- net pine, attached to a chc3n with centre, ] 
roundel, wore found at tho nocac of a ckoloton with typically femalo 
gave-goods at Roidw ;y Do=. 
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8. Pins 
Other pins, many with perforated heads, have been recovered 
in relatively large numbers from Wiltahiro, being found at Basset 
Down, Harnha Hill, Netheravon, Mildenhall, Petorafncer, Poulton 
Downs, Purton, Winklebury II and Wintorbourüo Gunner. At Her he Hill 
the pins were found with three female skeletons, all equipped with 
brooches which had probably been "paired". One pin was found close 
to the brooches, a second, which had a perforated heath was found to 
the right of the skoleton. The position of the third was not recorded. 
Four Petersfinger graves contained pins. Three wore associated with 
females, twice the pins being at the centre chest area of skeletons 
with "paired" brooches. The third female skeleton was that of a girl, 
without brooches. The pin was found near the chin. The fourth 
skeleton was male, and the pin had functioned differently. It was 
found across the body, below the buckle which lay at the left pelvis. 
A female skeleton with "paired" brooches at Wintorbourno Gunner 
was equipped with a ring-headed pin, the position of which was not 
recorded, and the objects from a Mildenhall grave group included a 
pin with an eye, in addition to two brooches. Another pin found at 
Mildenhall, also with perforated head, may have been associated with 
a saucer brooch. 
A male skeleton with weapons found at Netheravon had a bronze 
in close to the right side of the skull. A bone pin was associated 
with one of two skeletons at Pu ton, one of which was male. Two 
matching ring-headed pins were among finds from Basset Doý, ýn, but as 
their associations were not recorded, there is no evidence that they 
were wozn together. Yet their similarity, and the rings in their 
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heads,, suggest that they may have been joined,, fo==Jn ;. suite in the 
fashion foand in ce oterice later than this c--o, At Winklebury II 
pins occurred in the graves of ar alo and a fonalo. Both woro found 
on the broast. The in associated with the halo was spiral-headed. ' 
9. Possible hea3oaý alias 
A bronze fastcninS found to tho loft of the hoad of an adult 
at Ra=ham Rill may have bold ed to head;, -are as ray five clips dis- 
covered six inches fron the skull of a girl at Petersfin; or. 
10. Fooýear 
Fifty-seven hob nails were found round the foot of a c: soloton 
at Warminster. Other bu=ialc on the cite were In lo-Sazon9 though 
this one, with only a nail and iron hook ae avc-, oode, may not h=o 
been. 
11. Buckles 
The positioi of bucilcs, wcre rocordcd at Eroad. Chalk e, Ford, 
Ha ham Hill, Petersfinger, Hoche Co=t loun 11, Old °.. wr";. m, =ing-ton, 
Winklebury II snd 7'intcrbourao G or. At Eroad Chc11 oa buckle was 
at the right ilium of . elderly pale. At'Ibrd, whore a alo ckoloton 
was equipped with a coax found slonv; the right upper side of the body, 
three buckles which nay have been as3ociatod frith the weapon were found 
in the g avo. One, omen: nted with Carnet, was at tho waist, the 
others attached to the soap sheath. T"; uety considered that the sear 
had been suspended from the choulder by loather strapping. 
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At Harnham Mill bucklcc were found with four skolotons, one male, 
the others females. The associated female skeletons were equipped 
with "paired" brooches2 with two broochca not "paixod. " or were without 
brooches. The position of all the buckles, where recorded, was at 
the waist. 
Fourteen Peterefin. ýrr grave., contained buckles. Seven of the 
associated skeletons were male (including three young and one old) and 
five female (including two old). All the bu k os ha, d"apperontly 
fastened belts at the waist or hip except in Grave 63, where two 
buckles appeared to have been contained in a pouch fastened by a third, 
and another was contained in a pouch (in association with a second 
skeleton in the sale grave). Those bk cs which appeared to have 
fastened belts were found centrally at the waist in three instances 
(with both sexes) five tines a the right and threo at the left. In 
addition a belt loop was shown in a dia := of the grave-goods 
associated with the female skeleton in Grave 17-' 
At Roche Court Down the fra, ents of cm object which racy have 
been a buckle (or clasp) ware found no= the loft hip of the skeleton 
of a young men. 
Only two of the skeletons from the probable battlefield 
cemetery at Old Sarun wero equipped, with clothing fasteners. Small 
buckles were found over the left hips of both. A buckle was found 
over the pelvis of a skeleton at Win'slebuz: y II0 end three were associ- 
ated, with skeletons at Winterbourne Gamer. They accompanied a 
female skeleton equipped with "paired" brooches end a pin, and two 
males. All the buckles had probably fastened belts. The one 
with the female, and one of those with a male, the latter in association 
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with belt fittings and leather, wore found in the midriff yea of the 
bodies. The other male skeleton was equipped with an inlaid buckle 
and Roman-type tags or strap cods, all of which were found at the loft 
elbow, having probably born corn at the loft of the waist. 
Two buckles wore found at the acre level as the fomale skeleton 
in the well at Poulton Downs. Since there w=o two buckles but no 
brooches with this female, it is tempting to speculate that the 
two. buckles might have substituted for "paired'' brooches. As one 
was lost at the time of oxcavation, however, it is impoasiblo even to 
know if they were a matching pair. 
The buckle, and rert4ns of leather, found at Sherrington had 
probably, not belonged to the costume, but to the : Moldy since they 
were found near the shield boss which was at the left of the head. 
12. Belt fittinirs 
A sixth- or seventh-ccnt", zzy belt mount, not a3sociatod with a 
buckle, was found at Ford, and two Harrhzm Hill skoletoas were similarly 
equipped. A female with brooches at this sito had what was described 
as a "i"attcn clasp" at the waist. In object which might have been a 
belt ornament was found at -the waist of a other fcra1oa and a late- 
sixth- or seventh-cc: tury ßirdlo and vas song uraoociatcd finds 
fron the site. At Petorsfinger a bronze belt slide was found near 
the Roman brooch recovered from the bac: of the hips of a feaal. a in 
Grave 46. 
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13. Adjuncts to costume 
Knives were found in position with skeletons at Alvediston, 
Bower Chalke, Broad Ca: ýke, F=hxn Hill, West ICnoylo, Potersfingor, 
Purton, Roche Court Dote iI and III9 Shorrington, Shrewton, Warminster, 
Winklebury Hill, Winklobury II and Winterbourne Gunner. Knives accom- 
panied male skeletons at Alvediston and Bower Chalke. Both were with- 
out buckles, but the positions of the knives cu; gestod suspension from 
belts. The Alved. istcn Lmife was found over the pelvis, to the left, 
the Bower Chalke one at the right. Knives were associated with five 
skeletons at Broad Chalko. They accompanied both sexes, ranging in 
age from a child of about nine years to an old person. Only one of 
the associated skeletons had a buckle, although three of the knives 
were found at the left of the pelvis, and one on top of the associated 
skeleton. The fifth knife was at the upp; r part of the body"whero 
the shoulders had been". Tao sox of this skeleton was not recorded, 
Fifteen Sarn3an Bill skoletons had lives. They included both 
sexes and their ages ranted from young to old. Four skeletons, two 
female, two of indeterminate sex, all without buckles, had knives 
"under the armpit", three at the loft, one at the right. However, 
it is noticeable that the four occupied successively nunbered craves. 
The position of the knife may roprosent a burial fashion practiced 
in a fell adjacent craves, but it is possible that "under the armpit" 
was a phrase used by the excavator's recordor for a short time, and 
that it signifies nothing more than that the knives were found between 
arm and body, lower do= the body than the armpit. Other L-hives at 
the site had more probably been clum at the bolt. Two were at the 
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left of the bodies, four at the right. only two of the associated 
corpses were equipped with the fastenings or fittings of a bolt. 
A knife was found at the loft of a nab skeleton without a 
buckle at Zti'ost K. oylo, and twenty-four wore associated with skeletons 
at Petersfisger, though one of the latter had apparently not been worn 
on the person since it was found undo-- the skull. one Lýuife found 
by the right shin of as eleton which w; ,s probably fos all, had perhaps 
been carried in a pouch with other objects recovered fron the grave. 
(This was the suggestion of the excavator. ) Other lalivoe at 
Petersfinger had probably been ca=. ied at the bolt, although only ten 
of the associated skeletons had buckles. Twelve wore at the left 
sides of the bodies (at thigh, hip or waisý, five at the right, two 
central. Four were carried point upwards, another diagonally, point 
towards the opposite shoulder. Snive3 found with two skeletons 
buried in the sane grave were beneath the bodies "as if worn on the 
back of the belt". This night reflect the custom of one f^^' , or 
more probably, sir 4laW arr; nGcacnts in si-mltcnoous burials. (The 
excavator considered that one of the knives worn centrally it have 
been carried in a baldric, or fixed inside the wooden shield. ) 
A knife was found botwoen the thighs of a skeleton a Purton, 
of which only the lei r., m. ^. inod. The position of the kHifo su'r*-gists 
suspension from a belt. pother skeleton at the site, one equipped 
with a scranacax, had two biives, but no bolt buckle. 
At Roche Court Down II a knife was at the loft polvis of the 
skeleton of a young male with a buck lo. Two Hales at Roche Court 
Down IIl1both without buckles, had knives. One knife was found 
between the thighs, the other cýt thopýlvis. 
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At Sherrington, a lnifo mcz fo; n d with other objects near the 
head of a skeleton. The buckle was found in a position. It 
is possible that the bolt, with buckle and laufe attached, had been 
deposited in the rave rather than wo= on the body. 
A skeleton which was probably fc=alo, at whrowton, had a 
knife at the right of the body. There w: s no buckle. Two skeletons 
at Warminster which had Dives wore also with out buckles, although 
in these cases the knives may not have been cerried at the bolt, since 
one was found at the loft shoulder: of a skeleton of indeterminate sex. 
The position of the other knife, which was found with a female, was 
not recorded. 
At Winklebuxy Hill a knife was found to the left of a nalo 
without a buckle. Pour skeletons at I"Iinl-zlobury II, three nalo, one 
female, had probably cü.. ied the knives at the belt, al. thou ;h none had 
buckles. Three wore found at the loft. The fo,; xth, which accom- 
panied a male skeleton, was point up; " addn at the rift-. of the body. 
At Winterbourae Ginner knives were found with two males, an 
object which was probably a knife was with a fc clo, and part of one 
with another female. Only one of the skeleto: s had a buckle. Ono 
skeleton of each sox had the inifa at the loft of the body. All the 
knives had probably been stuck throe h or suspended frog the belt, 
since they were found ct t ho waist, under t': a pelvis and inside the 
upper feaur. Two knives found with the tiildcxlz, ^U c; rava Group 
tzhich had two L-oo ches but no buckle, and. the blade of a knife was 
found with the female skeleton at Poulton Ioun; . ich iraz associated 
with two buckles. 
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Other objects may have been attached to the girdlos of 
persons in Wiltshire. TUcozers were at the waist of the c oleton 
of an old female at Ha^h i Hill, and a very snaal pair accompanied 
the skeleton of a child at the came site. A pair wore four zder 
the right armpit-of the skeleton of a young adult, probably male, 
together with the knife, a strike-a-light and a fork. (There were 
relatively few girdle adjuncts at this site. ) Five pairs of tweezers 
were associated with Peterzfinger skeletons; two found to the right 
of females, one, with keys, to the left of a female; one pair, sus- 
pended from a ring, found at the right of a male, and, one pair, with 
an ea pick, at the loft of another male. At Winterbourne Gunner 
tweezers were found with two male skeletons, one pair on the fear 
under the right hand, the oth: r with a purse, mount found in the left 
lumber area. Other toilet articles wore near the aide of a young 
person buried at H3Tnhan Hill, and with afe at the G=o site. 
in the latter case the articles %; ore at the loft breast, not at the 
waist, and were attached to a rin;, but they had not been suspended 
from brooches since there ware none in the ave. 
Keys were found at Peter : finger and 'Jintarbourno G=er. 
Keys may have been contained in two of the many pouches at Peterafinger, 
as well as being attached to rings found once at the left and once 
at the right of skeletons. A fragse nta_vy key was found with two 
rings at Winterbourne Gunner. A bro. -"-o plate was suspended from an 
object described as 'messy rings at Potorsfiuser and two rings were 
found at the waist of another skeleton at the acme site. Two 
Winterbourne Gunner females had cha, tolaino rin, -*s at the loft elbow, 
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and the remains of a chatelaine were found with a skeleton at Winklebury 
II. Iron links and other iron remains were associated with two circular 
openwork discs which had been attached to wood. This find should perhaps 
be compared to some items found by the left side of a skeleton at Shrewton. 
These were bronze ornaments, wheel-shaped and punched, which had perhaps 
decorated the girdle or purse. 
Two purse mounts were recovered from Petersfinger, and one from 
Winterbourne Gunner (above, p. 302). At Petersfinger they were found 
at the left hip of a female and under the ribs of a male skeleton. Nine 
other corpses at this cemetery seem to have been accompanied by pouches 
or bags, attested by iron and leather remains, metal rings, one ivory ring, 
and the position of articles which may have been contained in them. 
Pouches appear to have been attached to the belt, the remains being found 
in four cases at the left and once at the right of skeletons. Eight 
times these articles were associated with females. One male skeleton 
had leather, textile, wood and possibly bone remains which were thought 
to have been a pouch, but in this case the position of the objects was 
not recorded. One pouch may have contained keys, another a key and two 
buckles, one a knife, one beads and another may have had beads hanging 
from it. Another may have contained a needle-case and three sections 
of chain. A needle-case on a chain was recovered from Yatesbury, but 
the associations were not recorded. A spoon with perforated bowl was 
found between the thighs of a girl at Winterbourne Gunner. 
14. Possible toggles 
At Harnham Hill a flat bone bead found at the right of the 
waist of a skeleton, and'a single amber bead found "in the lap", near 
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the hand, of another, may hove S.: nctioncd as toggles. A single glass 
bead found at the right pelvis night also have boon a toggle, although 
in this case there was a buckle, and other beads were found at the 
waist. 
At Pete hfinger two skolotcna without; bucllos were equipped 
with single beads which mig'at have fanctioned as toggles. One,, of 
glass, was found at the waist. The other was at the right a=. A 
bead which might have be. n a togglo was found in the pelvic area of 
a Winterboui a Gunner skeleton, but as a buckle was found in the 
grave, the bead is, unlikoly to have fastcned the belt. 
15. Other Jewell= 
The positions of bead o=oncnts were recorded at R h^n Hill, 
Petersfinger, Aoundwey Dorm II, Winklobury II and Winterbourne Ginner. 
The sixth-century ornaments wore not,, on the whole, elaborate. At 
Harnham Hill beads were found with fourteen fcmale or probably fcma1o 
skelotons of all ages. The number of beads was not recorded in 
every case, but quantities do not appear to have been large, and 
there were few pendants. Beads were found at, the neck in three in- 
stances: sma11 beads with a child; three beads with an adult; and 
a sin, -, le bead, plus others lower dote the body, with another adult. 
Beads were found on the breast of another skeleton without "paired" 
brooches and these also naq have been the remains of a neci-laco. 
Eight glass beads at the left wrist and eleven at the right 
of the skeleton in Grave 12 had probably been worn as bracelets. 
The sane use may have been nado of beads fold in the area of the 
hand or a= in three other g`avos, but it is also possible that they 
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decorated the girdle. Beads were found"in the, lapUin three instances 
and once at the waist, and these had probably been attached to the 
girdle, if not hu from the neck by a long string. 
At Petersfinger beads were fo=d with fou^ peen females of all 
ages, as well as sword beads associated with two males. The largest 
number of beads was found in Grave 5. The eity-eight beads (eleven 
amber, the rest glass) seen to have been an unusually large quantity 
for this site. Necklaces were rare. The position of beads in 
relation to the two youngest skeletons was described as at the chin. 
This may have been a fashion for the vexy young, but it may be merely 
a difference of terminology. The beads found at the chin of a girl 
included five amber and five glass, and. the ornament foxed at the chin 
of a child consisted of nine beads plus two bronze rings and plates. 
Beads found at the throat" of another skeleton may have boon worn 
similarly. A perforated roundel found at the right shoulder of this 
skeleton may have been a pendant. An old woman had been equipped 
with a festoon of bead. - (ten glass, two bronze and, one bone) which 
stretched across the chest below brooches and a pin. Eleven amber 
beads were found between the collar bones and hips of another skeleton, 
mostly at the hips. The other persons buried at the cite appo n to 
have worn the beads low on the body. In three canes beads were found 
in the girdle area, once associated with two perforated coins and 
a disc and including a crystal bead, once including a lead bead and 
a bone bead on wire. One skeleton had threo beads at the right 
elbow, as a girdle or arm O n=0111,, and another had two amber beads' 
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at the right ankle, where they had perhaps decorated the shoes or 
garters. 
Three beads strung on a root of couch grass were found at the 
neck of a skeleton of indeterminate see at t lin? slebury II. Four skele- 
tons at Winterbourne Gunner, all female, were accompanied by beads, 
which appear to have been worm differently in each grave. A necklace 
of eleven beads, (one amber, the rest glare and paste), accompanied an 
infant. A bracelet of forty-two beads (seventeen caber, twenty-five 
paste) had been worn by one adult, and three glare beads were fo= by 
the right elbow of another. They could have been attached to the 
girdle or the arm. 
Twenty-one beads were found with the female grave group at 
1 ildenha1l, and one amber and two paste beads were fo-,: nd with the female 
skeleton at Poulton Downs. 
Later ormaments were found at Shro:: tcn and P. oundway Down II. 
A seventh-century bracteate accompanied a female skeleton at SS rewton, 
but the position of the object was not recorded. Near the neck of 
the Roundway Down skeleton with a pin suite, there lore found the com- 
ponents of an elaborate necklace - four gold beads, four ca=et and 
four paste pendants. 
Finger rings were found in five graves at Haxnh== Hill (four 
clearly female), a relatively high number since the graves on the 
whole were not rich. Three rings, gold, silver and bronze, wore 
found among the left-h: nd finger bones of a female at =ham Rill, 
buried with perhaps the most elaborate grave f1z. Y~iture - this was the 
only grave with three brooches. Three pc--sons at Hr ham Hill had 
worn the rings on the loft hands, two on the right. Two rings found 
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at Petorsfinger were again not in the cemetery's richest graves. They 
were found on the right hand of the skeleton of an old wonsn, and above 
the pelvis of a girl (having perhaps dropped there from the hand). A 
bronze ring found at 11ildenhall had probably been worn on one of the 
fingers since the bone was stained. 
Armlets were found on the wrists of a female and a child at 
Harnham Hill, and another was recovered fron tho site. he old fc ^1e 
at Petersfinger, equipped with a finger ring, also had a bracelet on 
the right amm, and another was found in the same position in relation 
to another skeleton at the site. 
I 
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ýIX 
Worcestarshire 
1. Sites 
Ten Worcestershire sites aro mentioned in the Gaz ctteer, 
1 but little 
primary information is available from tho county. This has been derived 
from one Bravo at Beckford B2 and from Broadway. 
3 Additional evidence 
has been derived from: Blockloy; 
4 B. ric c -pton; 
5 Evesham; 
6 
Little- 
hanpton; 7 Upton Siodbuzy. 8 
Despite the relatively snail nunber of cites providing evidence 
of costune in Worcestershire, info=aticn is available fron all centuries 
of the pagan period. The burials at I-oadvmy were fifth- and early- 
sixth-century, the site at Upton . odbii y probably sixth-century, 
Beckford B and Evesham sixth- to seventh- and Littlehcpton seventh- 
century. 
2. "Paired"brooches 
The "paired" brooch fashion oceuxred in the earliest and later 
graves. TWO cancer brooches aceompa i od a fe=e in af ifth-century 
burial at Broadway, and applied brooches were on the clavicles of 
another female in a slightly later burial at the came site. Applied 
brooches were found on the shoulders of the fcnale skeleton in a late- 
sixth- or early-seventh-century g=zwe el. Backford B. The fashion 
probably extended to other areas, since brooches recovered from Evesham 
included two matching a=al=e and two disc brooches alike in size 
though not in decoration. From Upton iodbury taro matchin z=ccr 
brooches and two matching cruciformz were recovered. 
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3. Third brooches 
"Paired" brooches appear to have been co=only w*o= in conjunction 
with third brooches. Both theBeckford B skeleton and the Broadway 
skeleton with "paired" applied brooches were also equippod with squaro- 
-headed brooches which seen to have been worn centrally on the chest. 
A cruciform brooch, gilt, decorated and larger than the others found 
at the site, was recovered from Upton Snödbu;. f, and may have functioned 
as a third brooch. 
4. Possible single brooch 
There is no clear evidcnce for the wearing of silo brooches in 
the county. Part of a small-long brooch was recovered from Blockley, 
where it was associated with two skeletons, but it is not certain that 
this had been functional at the time of burial. 
5" Pin 
From Littlehampton, a cite a, parcntly without brooches, there 
was recovered a in site with a central roidol. 
6. Pins 
No other pins have boon found in association with ^Leletonz 
in tho county, although they worn probably utili od in : ono of the 
earlier burials. Two iron pins (or buckle ton, es) were tong un- 
associated finds fron Eve:, ha, and a bronze pin ws found at Broadway. 
It was noted that there was a resemblance between the Broadway pin 
and an object described as a "pricker" fron Abingdon, Bolt; cupportir 
the possibility which has arisen in the prczc nt survey that objects 
identified as "prickors" night have functioned as clothing fasteners. 
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7. Buckles 
Buckles had evidently fastened the belts of both sexes at Broadway, 
being found with two male skeletons and with both the females equipped 
with brooches. The positions of two of the buckles were, recorded: 
one was found on the backbone of a =ale skeleton, and the other in the 
waist area of the female with three brooches. Buckles were probably 
not an essential part of the equipment, even at Broadway, however, 
since a skeleton of indotermin, tto sex (but with three beads, so 
probably female) was accompanied by a bronze strap end, but lacked a 
buckle. At Beckford Ba bronze-and-bone belt o--^Ment was found 
across the waist of the female skeleton with brooches. From Eveshan 
there were recovered a bronze belt tab and an object which may have 
been the remains of a buckle, but the associations of these articles 
were not recorded. 
8. Girdle ring 
A bronze ring which nay havo originally been gilded was found 
between the ribs and the left humerus of a =a-lo s'zoleton at Broadway. 
Since the position of the lmife suggests that a bolt was wow, but 
there was no. buckle, this ring may have been used, to fasten the bolt. 
90 Adjuncts to costume 
The presence of : wives in An,, lo-Sa. cn g aves may often indicato 
that belts were worn, 'but the evidence for Worcoatorshiro is limited. 
The only definite associations of knives and s'-'elotons have been 
recorded from Blockley, whoro a lmifo acconpsnied a male, and from 
3u" 
Broadway, where two male and two fcna3. e skeletons were equipped with 
knives. Both Broadway females and one of the males had buckles. The 
knife was found at the right side of the female skeleton with three 
brooches. The male skeleton with a ring at the loft ribs, had the 
knife against the backbone' a position consistent with suspension from 
a belt. 
Evidence for the wearing of other objects attached to the girdle 
is limited to the find of chatelaine instruments at Bloc; kley. Probably 
one of the two skeletons recovered fron the site was fcmalo. 
10, Other jewellery 
Sixty-five beads (Including thirty-four amber and twenty-four 
paste) found at BlockZey spay have ongn.: ally accompanied ono (or both) 
of the skeletons. One amber bea ds one of glaze and tho perforated 
tooth of an animal had probably fo=cd a neck o=--- nt accompanying a 
burial at Bricklehempton, althou h no =eleton was found. Reports of 
the finds at Upton Snodbury note that "a nocklaco" of about one-hundred- 
and-thirty amber beads war found, but since the belle appo to have 
been collected from dispersed finds, there is little likelihood that 
they all came from tho same burial, and no certainty that all were 
\ 
worn at the neck. 
Hore definite evidence comes from Broadway, uhero beds accom- 
panied the burials of two females with brooches and another skeleton 
of indeterminate sex. Nineteen beads of class and paste accompaied. 
the female with two brooches. Bronze and silver wire f--aGnent4s found 
in the same gave nicht porhaps have been constituents of the necklace 
(if indeed those beads were worn at the neck). Three ill amber beams 
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accompanied the skeleton without brooches, while the most richly- 
equipped burial, that with three brooches, was apparently without a 
necklace. The four amber beads recovered from the grave were found 
near the left wrist. A silver bead among unassociatod finds from the 
site suggests that a more elaborate o. ^ent had been worn by one of 
the persons buried there. 
Two silver finger rings were found no= the fingers of the left 
hand of the richest Broadway skeleton (accompanicd by three brooches, 
a buckle, knife and beads). Bronze wire ; 2za&=cnts found near the 
fingers may have been the rcmains of another ring, or it perhaps 
have been associated with the beads. 
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X}ý: 
Yoxkshixo 
. ýr...... 
1. Sites 
Eighty-nine Yorkshire b=ial sites =a listed in the Ga. zetteer, 
l 
to which should be added a race :t diccovery' r, --t Wr. ttcn. Prß.:. ary 
evidence is available fron eichto:. n sitos: Lc:: 1= Woid; 
2 Burton 
Pidsea; 3 Carthorpe; 4 Cheeseca: e Eili, L. -iffield; 
5 T. =iffield I; 
6 
EllouEhton; 
7 Garton 1I; 8 Gaon Slag: I; 9 Garton Slag: 11; 10 Hamby; 11 
Kilham; 12 Kirsburn II; 13 Londesborou h; 
14 I, Iý.. rkot Weis4ton; 
ý3 P. insthorpe 
Void 1; 16 Seamer; 
17 Staxton, Willorby; 18 Uielcby (Kclloythorpo). "9 
Additional evideaco has boon drawn from: Cattcric1c; 
20 East Witten; 21 
Everthorpe; 
22 Fi=ber; 23 Garton Wold; 24 G: y. rowby Vold, Bishop Wilton; 
25 
Hambleton Hoor; 26 Hoasea; 27 Howe Hill, Duc; loby; 28 Lilla Howe, 
Goatland; 
29 Melton Hill; 30 Izorth ilea-ioald; 31 Ococ-ey B3cy:; 32 8udctono 
II; 33 Saltburn-on-Sea; 
34 Sane ton II; 35 Sewerby; '6 tlomersiey. 37 
Despite the fact that Hoch Yorksiaira material was excavated 
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries there are detailed records 
of many burials. In addition to tho mono u. aual intcrWcnta, the 
violent burial of a wonan at Sewerby, and several careless burials 
apparently r,. -AO in haste of er a cY - sh, at Ellou&htcn, provide 
evidence of the costuno of those who had not boon carefully prepared 
for the rave. 
There is no prinary evidence fron the fifth century iron Yor: shire, 
although brooches fron xudstcno and one from VIII -m probably date fro-- 
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this time. Other early evidence may be obscured by the practice of 
cremation in this ; lian area, there beint many cremation sites among 
those noted by 12eaney. There is considerable evidence for costzmzo in 
the sixth century, including largo cemeteries at Cheesecake Hill and 
Driffield which have been recorded in detail, ed an unu : ual quantity 
of evidence from later sites. The fairly largo sites at Garton II 
and IIncleby provide detailed evidence from the seventh century, and 
finds from Painsthorpo Wold, Soemcr, Elloughton, Everthorpa, Hsmbleton 
Moor, Lilla Howe, North Nowb. ld, Occanoy Be& and Womersley also appear 
to be seventh-century. Objects recovered from bcilem Wold, Burton 
Pidsea and Kirkburn may alto derive from late burials, and the site 
at Sewerby appears to have been in use from the sixth to seventh 
centuries. 
2. "Paired"brooches 
"Paired" brooches were attested at the neiShbouring sites of 
Cheesecake Hill and Driffield I and at Sta ton, and the fashion wzy have 
been current at other sites. Brooches were found in nino nuxbered 
graves at Cheesecake Hill (in addition to finds in earlier uncyetcnatic 
excavations) and were "paired" in eight of then. The exact positicn 
varied, some being "paired" at the shoulders, others at the clavicles, 
the upper at of the breasts or near the neck. Cruciform brooches 
were "paired" in one grave, but the more popular choice was of cnnulr 
brooches, found "paired" in seven graves. Two raves, however, con- 
tained dissimilar annular brooches and there was ,n unuvzus 1. case of 
brooches made, not of metal, but of bone or ivory. 
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Brooches accompanied six skeletons, all apparently female, at 
Mriffield I. Annular brooches were found "paired" at the shoulders of 
a , young person, and another grave at the site contained two annular 
brooches which might perhaps have been "paired", but this was not the 
fashion of the majority at the site. At Staxton, brooches accompanied 
all four skeletons excavated. Annular brooches were "paired" on the 
shoulders of one skeleton, and matching applied brooches found near the 
shoulder of another may also have been "paired". Matching trefoil- 
headed brooches, and penannular brooches not assigned to speoifio 
graves, might also have been "paired". 
Two small annular brooches found at the neck of a skeleton at 
Market Weighton may have been "paired", and several grave groups from 
other sites include matching brooches which may have been wo= in this 
fashion. Matching annular brooches were found in graves at Kilham, 
Londesborough, Sancton, Staxton and East Witten, matching small-longs 
in a grave at Homsea and possibly Sewerby. Matching, early cruciform 
brooches were found at Rudstone, and two of the three cruciforms found 
in a grave at Ganton Wold may have been "paired". These brooches 
were either associated with female skeletons, or with persons of in- 
determinate sex. In a grave at Occaney Beck, however, two small 
annular brooches, considered seventh-century, accompanied a skeleton- 
thought to be that of a young man. 
3. Additional brooches 
Several graves in the county contained more than three brooches. 
A skoloton excavated at Londesborough was equipped with a single 
crucifo= brooch at the neck, two matching craoiform brooches on the 
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lower ribs and an annular brooch made of horn with a detachable metal 
pin. A female at Market Weighton was similarly equipped with a cruci- 
form brooch on the chest, two larger (similar) cruciform brooches at 
the waist, another annular brooch and a ring of deer's horn with a 
metal pin which was found at the wai. st. 
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Other graves with numerous brooches were found at Hawnby, where 
a young female was accompanied by one bronze and four silver annular 
brooches, and at Staxton. There, Grave 2 contained, in addition to 
t"paired" annular brooches, a massive annular brooch which shared a 
distinctive blue stain with the girdle hangers, so had probably been 
worn near the waist, and the remains of an applied brooch; and 
Grave 4 contained a large wire penannular brooch, one flat pen= nular 
brooch, fragments of two others of similar proportions =d on a 
enamelled, oval, disc brooch as well as part of a square-headed brooch 
which may have been attached to a necklace. 
4. Third brooches 
The fashion of wearing a third brooch does not appear to have 
been common in the area, nor was any one type of brooch concictcntly 
employed in this role. A third brooch aeconp ed the Cheesecake 
Sill skeleton with matchin, c3n: ciform brooches. The cruciform brooches 
were unusual in this cemetery 
(although not unusual in inglisa areas) 
and the brooch which acconpcnied them was also unusual. It was 
saucer-shaped "but not a saucer brooch in the true sense" 
(R. A. ith) 
decorated with gold soil, possibly having been jewelled. It was found 
on the right shoulder of the skeleton, apparently higher than the 
cruciform brooches which were on the breast. An object which may 
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have been the pin catch of a decayed brooch was found under the chin 
of a Cheesecake Hill skeleton which had annular brooches on the 
upper part of the breasts. One of te three cruciform brooches 
found with a female skeleton at Ganton Mold may have been a "third" 
brooch worn with a "pair". The richest grave at Sowerby contained 
a large square-headed brooch as well as two Willer ones, and a 
cruciform brooch was found in a grave with two arnulars at Scncton. 
A massive ring, with incisions where a pin may have been attached, was 
found with matching applied brooches in Grave 1 at Staxton. 
5. Two brooches not "mixed" 
At least three Yorkshire sites provide evidence of the wearing of 
two brooches which were not "paired". An annular brooch was found on 
the right shoulder of the Iariffieid skeleton in Grave 7 (a position 
corresponding to that of at least one of the single brooches at the 
site) and a second brooch, of cruciform typo, at the upper chest. 
It is possible that those brooches had been wo= as a "pair", 
but the difference in type, in conjunction with the description of 
the positions, seems to su& ost some other use. There is a similar 
ambiguity in the description of the brooches in Grave 35 at Uncleby. 
Two annular brooches were found in front of\tho face, a position not 
inconsistent with "pairing", but there were no other instances of 
"pairing" at the site. 
At both Londesborough and Uncleby there were skeletons with one 
brooch at the upper and, one at the lower part of the body. The 
I, ondesborough skeleton had one "b ouzo" brooch at the it should= 
and mother at the side* while one Uncloby ckeleton hA ün nu1 
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brooch at the neck and a small safety-pin brooch at the hip. The 
position of the =nular brooch corresponds to the positions of the 
single annular brooches which were the predominant fashion at Uncleby 
among those persons equipped with brooches. T h3 positions of the 
two brooches in Grave 3 at Staxton were not recorded, but since they 
were of dissimilar type and shape - one being pens nular, the other 
a large square-headed example - it is possible that they had boon 
worn in some manner other than "paired". 
6. Single brooches 
Single brooches have been found both at sites whore "paired" 
brooches were worn, and elsewhere. The positions of single brooches 
at Cheesecake Bill, Driffield I, Elloughton, Garton, Bawnby, Kilhan, 
Londesborough, Painsthorpe Weld- end Uncleby have been recorded. 
At Cheesecake Bill the "paired" fashion predominated, and only one of 
the graves recorded in detail contained a simile brooch. This was a 
cruciform example, found on the chest of the skeleton, towards the 
right shoulder. At Driffield It in contrast, single brooches were 
the more popular fashion, being found in four of the Craves recorded 
in detail. One, at least, was cmnular. One vas on a skeleton's 
right shoulder, a position similar to that of the annular brooch in 
Grave 7 at the cemetery (subsection 5, p. 3 17, above). Another found 
near the head of a skeleton may have been torn in a similar position. 
Two female skeletons at Elloughton had single annular brooches 
near the breastbones. Two other, dissimilar annular brooches, 
recovered from the site could have been worn singly. 
(Sheppard 
called then penannular, but a photos aph 
shows then to have been annular. ) 
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At Garton brooches were found in six graves, all probably con- 
taining females ranging in age from young adults to the middle-aged. 
All the brooches were worn. singly. One, found at the upper part of 
the breastbone, appears to have been worn centrally, the others were 
all at the right, three at the shoulder and two at the breast. 
At Uncleby, where five single annular brooches accompanied 
skeletons, one was found to the left of the head, one on the shoulder, 
and the rest appear to have been worn centrally. One was found in 
front of the neck, one in front of the face and one on the breast. 
A single annular brooch, considered seventh-century, was found on 
the breast of a female skeleton at Painsthorpe Vold. 
An annular brooch was found on the chest of a skeleton at 
Hawnby. The latter was considered by the excavator to have been 
possibly male, but the associated'objocts suggest that it may have 
been female. The annular brooch was attached to a neodlecase or 
threadbox. It is poszole that the noedlýcaso had been suspended from 
the brooch worn on the chest, but there is no other instance of such 
an object having been carried in this way. It is perhaps possible 
that the annular brooch at Haunby had been re-used as a chatelaine 
ring, and that the chatelaine had been placed in the grave, en the 
chest, rather than suspended from the bolt as it might have been during 
life. 
Long brooches were worn cin ly at Kilhiia and Londesborouh. 
At Wham the brooch was found close to the breast and at Londesborough 
a cruciform brooch was found on the breast. mother cint; lo brooch 
recovered from Londesborouth was found at the neck of a skeleton. 
Several other graves have contained single brooches, but the 
positions of these have not been recorded. Single annuls brooches 
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have been found with fe-nalos at E bloton Moor, North Newbald, and 
(two cases) Saltburn. A single craciforn was also found at Saltbura 
and single penannulars at Fieber and Molten Hill. A single gold 
brooch, said to have been sot with a white steno, was fotnd at Lilla 
Howe, traditionally the burial place of a nan. (Lilla, protector of 
the Northumbrian King Edwin. ) 
7. Secondary use of brooches 
A plain annular brooch at Garton nay have boon re-used aa 
chatelaine ring, and one at Painathorpe Weld was used to suspend a 
needle-case. Hawnby may provide a further ex=ple. 
8. Pins 
Pins were recoverod-fron several sites in the county, and 
were associated with femalo skelotons or skeletons of indeto=inato 
sex. Their positions woro recorded in relation to skeletons at 
Driffield I, Garton, Garton Slack I =d Uneleby. Two of the three 
pins found at Driffield and the one fron Gorton appear to have boor 
hairpins or fasteners for the headdress. : rin. -headed o plo was 
found behind the skull of a your fenelo at Driffiold, an object 
described by the excavator as a "hairpin" accoWpaniod a disturbed 
female skeleton at the -.. =o sito. Both woo equipped with two brooches. 
The pin which accompanied a young adult at Garton was found under the 
skull. The skeleton had only a sin to brooch, but this was the 
richest female gave at the . site. 
A bone pin found at the left hip of a Driffiold skoloton of 
indeterminate sex was considcrcd by the excavator to havo been possibly 
ý 
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a shroud fastener. An article found at the left shoulder of a skeleton 
of a middle-aged person at Garton Slack was identified as the point of 
a "pricker" or tongue of a buckle. A similar identification was sugg- 
gested by Sheppard for a broken bone pin among finds from Elloughton. 
The object, 1" long when found, but probably not much longer when com- 
plete, may have functioned as the pin of a small brooch or buckle. 
One of the four Uncleby pins was at the front of the neck of a 
skeleton with other objects including a brooch. Another was found at 
the hip of a skeleton and a third (which was only tentatively identified 
as a pin) was at the waist. Another "pin-shaped" object was associated 
with two brooches, but its position was not recorded. A bone pin was 
found with two skeletons, one of them female, at Howe Hill, and a bronze 
pin with looped end, described as a "hairpin", was found in the Staxton 
grave with two applied brooches. A silver pin was among the grave-goods 
of a female at Hambleton Moor, which included a brooch and a threadbox 
typical of the seventh century. Two gold-and-garnet pins were ümong 
seventh-century finds at Seamer, and two objects identified as "hais- 
pins", one gold, one silver, wero among the grave-goods of a richly- 
equipped'fenale at Hawnby. 
9. Cl 
Wrist clasps were found in position on skeletons at Cheesecake 
Hill, Kilham and Londesborough, and at several other sites, but not, 
apparently, in seventh-century burials. At Cheesecake Hill clasps 
were found in five numbered waves and elsewhere. None accompanied 
male skeletons. The positions were sometimes described in terms of 
the vertebrae or waist, but it seems likely that all but those in 
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Grave 8 (where one clasp was under the skull) had been worn at the 
wrists. Grave 11 contained two pairs of clasps which were similar 
but not identical in ornament. The clasps in Grave 2 w'nich were 
found under the lower waist and partly under the right arm of the 
skeleton were accompanied by bronze strip and decayed natter; dark 
matter was also found between the left hand and the left pelvis. It 
is possible that this was the remains of the wrist bands which the 
clasps had fastened. The Cheesecake Hill clasps were found in graves 
with one, two and three brooches and without brooches. 
Clasps were found in five Londesborough graves and others were 
recovered from the site. The positions in which they were found 
(the loins, lower ribs and breast) probably result from the positions 
of the arms at burial rather than some unique function. The Londesborough 
finds included two similar, but not identical, pairs of clasps found with 
the same skeleton, and two dissimilar halves, found with another. Clasps 
accompanied a skeleton with a single brooch and one with four. A 
Kilham skeleton with one brooch was found to have clasps at the right 
of the waist and at the right upper'arm, probably the left arm having 
been placed across the chest. 
it seems likely that the position of the finds influenced the 
excavatorts description of an object from Garton Wold as a "waist bolt 
clasp". Two pairs of clasps from Market Weightcn were also considered 
to have been girdle fasteners. Parts of clasps were found at Driffield 
I, and one pair only accompanied a female with throe brooches at 
Sewerby. 
Clasps were found in all four graves at Stanton, where they 
were considered to have been belt fasteners, those in Grave 2 being 
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found at the waist. Two pairs were found in one grave, one-and-a- 
half in another, and two graves contained only one pair. They occurred 
in graves with "paired" brooches, and with brooches used in other ways. 
A pair of "massive" clasps, unlike the normal thin ones, were among 
other finds fron Staxton. 
10, Possible headgear 
At Cheesecake Hill a skeleton with two buckles had one of these 
at the right of the sku119 with bronze remains. 
11. Buckles 
The positions of buckles have been recorded from Acklam Wold, 
Carthorpe, Cheesecake Hill, Driffield I, Garton, Garton Slack I, 
Kilham, Seamer and Unoleby, and they have been found at several other 
sites. 
At Acklam Void, a site apparently without brooches, a buckle 
was found at the pelvis of a skeleton of indetemminate sex, and 
another accompanied a skeleton with weapons. The position of the 
latter was not: recorded. 
Six Cheesecake Hill skeletons had buckles. One was male, the 
rest certainly or probably female. In all but one grave the buckles 
were found at the waist or hips, once in association with tags and 
once attached to some bronze which may have decorated the girdle. 
The exception was a skeleton with two buckles, one at the skull, the 
other under the left knee with objects belonging to the chatelaine. 
The second buckle, may have fastened a'pouch, or the strap from which 
the objects were suspended. 
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Two Carthorpe skeletons had buckles. One was found with two 
strap ends at the neck of an elderly female, another had probably 
fastened a belt, being found at the left hand in front of the abdomen. 
No brooches were found at this site. 
Buckles accompanied ten skeletons, in detail at Driffield, and 
others were found at the site. The associated skeletons included four 
males and four females. One young female without brooches had the 
buckle at the left shoulder. All the 'other buckles from 31riffield 
appear to have fastened girdles and to have been worn centrally. Two 
graves contained two small buckles, and one also an object which may 
have been a strap end. Another skeleton with a buckle had a strap 
tag, and another the remains of bronze and rivets which may have 
decorated the belt. 
At Garton buckles accompanied fourteen skeletons (and possibly 
two more). These included both sexes - six male, two female - and a 
child. One buckle accompanying a probable female was found with 
chatelaine constituents at the ankles. The belt and objects attached 
to it may have been laid at the foot of the grave. Another buckle, 
found near the knife under the skull of the skeleton, may have been 
deposited in a similar way. Both deposits confirm that certain 
objects were normally associated with the belt. In other graves at 
Garton, buckles appear to have fastened belts. In five instances 
they were found to the right of the bodies. One female skeleton had 
a second buckle at the right knee. It may have fastened a garter, 
or been attached to something suspended from the belt. 
The Garton Slack evidence consists of a piece of iron found 
at the left shoulder of a skeleton, mentioned above among pins (p. )h1), 
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but which may have been the tongue of a buckle. The buckle aocompanying 
a skeleton at Kilham was found lower down the body than the single 
brooch, and is likely to have fastened a belt, Fragments of what 
may have been a buckle were found at the right side of a skeleton at 
Seamer. 
At Uncleby, buckles were associated with twenty-two skeletons, 
including six male and five female. One female without brooches had 
a buckle at the right shoulder. It is possible that this had funcc, 
tioned similarly to the single annular brooches which were found in 
several graves at this cemetery. One male skeleton had a buckle on 
the breast. One young female was accompanied by two buckles which 
were found under the skull and under the shoulders, but it seems un- 
likely that these had been part of the clothing worn at the time of 
burial. Other buckles seem to have fastened. -, belts. Two were föund 
at the right and one at the left. The rest seem to have been central. 
The skeleton of an old woman had two buckles at the waist. 
Other interesting grave groups with buckles include one from 
Catterick, where a skeleton (without brooches) had two buckles; a 
group from Hambleton Moor with one brooch and one pin; one from 
Saltburn with a single brooch; and three grave-groups from Staxton, 
one with "pairod" broochoc, one containing two dissimilar buckles, 
the others one. Tab and strap ends weºo found in Grave 4 with a 
buckle. The buckle* in Grave 2 was accompanied by a stylized horse, 
which had, like the buckle, been silvered, and was probably a belt 
ornament. Another belt ornament, a buckle and more tabs we among 
stray finds from this site. A buckle, buckle plate and a bronze 
attachment for a strap accompanied a female skeleton at Market Weighton. 
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12. Belt and strap fittings 
A strap end at the right shoulder of a Driffield female with 
brooches, provided a second example at that site of a strap worn at the 
upper part of the body. Strap ends were found in two other female 
graves at the site, one found at the right thigh. Staxton Grave 1 
contained strap tabs and brooches, but no,. buikles, Two silver strap 
tags were found at Lilla Howe., 
S 
13. Adjuncts to costume 
The positions of knives were recorded in relation to skeletons 
at Acklam Wold, Carthorpe, Cheesecake Hill, Driffield I, Garton, Garton 
Slack II9 Hawnby, Londesborough, Painsthorpe Wold I, Seamer and 
Uncleby. At Acklam Wold knives were found with four skeletons, one 
of which was certainly male. All the knives were found at the hips, 
having probably been attached to belts, which were evidenced by buckles 
in only two of the graves. 
Two knives found at the left waists of skeletons at Carthorpe 
were accompanied by buckles. One of the'knives had been carried point 
up. Knives were recorded in six of the documented graves at Cheesecake 
Hill, two of which contained males and four females. One was found 
under the left knee of a skeleton, where it may have been thrust into 
a stocking or gartor, or hung from a belt. The othom had all probably 
been stuck through or suspended from the belt though only four of the 
graves contained buckles. Three knives were found at the left and 
one at the right. Three had been carried point upwards. 
Knives found with fourteen skeletons at Driffield I, including 
seven males and six females, had all, where the position was recorded, 
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been found at the belt area, except one found at the lower part of the 
chest. Eight skeletons with knives had buckles, so that in five 
cases the presence of knives evidenced belts. Six knives were found 
at the left and one at the right of the associated skeletons. Three 
were carried point up. 
Fifteen Garton skeletons, including five males, two females and 
a child, had knives. One knife, found with the buckle under the skull 
of a skeleton, may have been laid in the grave with the belt to which 
it was attached. One knife was found on the chest of a young female. 
Others had probably been carried at the belt. Three (possibly four) 
were found at the left, four at the right. Four were point up. 
Seven of the skeletons with knives had buckles, and seven which had 
probably carried the knives at the belt did not. 
A knife found across the lower part of a skeleton at Garton 
Slack II (at the forearm) may have been worn at the belt, though 
there was no buckle in the grave. At Hawnby, a small knife was 
attached to a needloase with the objects, which (as suggested above, 
subsection 6, p. 319 ) may have been suspended from the annular brooch 
which was found on the chest. 
A knife was found at the knee of a skeleton with one brooch 
at Londesborough, having perhaps been suspended from the girdle or 
attached to the leg. The positions of other knives found at this site 
were not recorded. At Painsthorpe Wold a knife, found with the chate- 
laine complex in the angle fozzaed between the body and the doubled-up 
legs, had probably been attached to a belt, but there was no buckle 
present. A knife was found at the left side of a Se=er skeleton 
equipped with a buckle. 
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Twenty-two Uncleby skeletons, including five males and six' 
females, wore equipped with knives. Two knives were found at the 
upper parts of the bodies, one under the chin of a female, the other 
on the chest of a male. Others appear to have been wox i at the belt, 
once specifically at the left and twice specifically at the right side 
(one of the latter cases having two knives). Thirteen of these 
skeletons had buckles which had probably fastened girdles, one had a 
whorl or toggle which may have functioned in the same way, and one a 
hook-and-eye. There were therefore ten without belt fasteners. 
In addition, male and female grave groups from North Newbald, 
and female groups from Sewerby, included knives but not buckles. 
A variety of other girdle attachmonts have been recovered from 
the county. Keys attached to rings were found with two females. at 
Cheesocake Hill, one at the left knee and the other behind the body. 
Ono alcoloton had a buckle and one had not. A key was found with two 
links and other objects on tho chost of the Hawnby okoloton and keys 
were also recovered from other sites, including Kirkburn, Londesborough 
(though the object in this case could have been a girdle, hanger), 
North Newbald, Spaunton and Staxton. Rings (without keys) which 
may have suspended objects from the girdle were found at the waist of 
a Cheesecake Hill skeleton and in the girdle area of a Seamer skeleton. 
(Both had buckles), An undecorated ring, originally an annular brooch, 
was found at the feet of a female at Garton with other objects, some 
of which might normally have been suspended from the belt. The 
brooch may have been re-used as a chatelaine ring (subsection 7, p. 320, 
above). An iron ring with a projection, and a small wire ring, found 
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at Ilriffield and Spannton, respectively, could have been attached to 
girdles. Girdle hangers occurred in sixth- and seventh-century graves. 
They were found with a skeleton at Ilriffield, a female equipped with 
a belt buckle, and at the lower ribs of a Londesborough skeleton without 
a buckle, so that in the latter instance the presence of the hangers 
confirmed that a belt had been worn. Three girdle hangers were found 
in the belt area of Uncleby skeletons, all without buckles, although 
one had a bone whorl in a position suggesting that it might have func- 
tioned as a girdle toggle. Another hanger was associated with two 
rings and chain. Chain was also found with one of the other girdle 
hangers. Girdle hangers, new when buried, were found at the waists 
of two Staxton females, one with a buckle, one without. Eangers 
were also in grave groups at other sites, including Sewerby, where 
they were associated with"a threadbox. There was no buckle in the 
grave (but an iron ring was found). 
Threadboxes were found on the chest of a female at Eawnby, 
associated with chain; in the hip area of a female at Painsthorpe 
Wold, also associated with links; and in a (male grave at Hambleton 
Moor, position unrecorded, but also associated with chain. Three or 
four were associated with females at Uncleby. One was found at the 
front of the waist, another at the left shoulder. One skeleton 
had two containers, both possibly hanging from the waist. One was at 
the front of the waist, the other between the shin and thigh. 
Pouches, purses and other containers were attested by the finds 
at several sites. An object which may have been a pouch frameaccom- 
panied a Iariffield skeleton, and ivory rings found in Spannton and 
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Staxton grave groups may have decorated pouches. The remains of a 
pouch or wallet found on the fifth vertebra of a male skeleton at 
Garton may derive from an object worn on the person, but it is pos- 
sible that it was laid separately in the grave, as other containers 
at this site appear to have been. The remains of purses were found 
at Kirkburn and at the right side of a skeleton at Seamer. 
Among objects which may be categorized as tools, there was a 
high proportion of sharpening implement's in the Yorkshire area. At 
Carton a sharpening iron found with a male skeleton lay at right- 
angles to tho knife. Probably both had boon carried at the belt, 
although there was no buckle. (A similar object accompanying another 
skeleton at this site had apparently not been worn on the person. ) 
At Garton Slack II also, an object which may have been a sharpening 
iron was found with the l=ife, again without other evidence of a belt. 
Male grave groups at Elloughton and North Newbald had sharpening imple- 
ments and three hones were among finds from Kirkburn. At üncleby 
four sharpening stools and a whetstone were found in positions consis- 
tent with suspension at the belt. The whetstone accompanied a male, 
the steels were found with both sexes. The evidence shows that the 
regional tendency to bury such instruments, which is moremrked in 
this area than in others, persisted throughout the pagan period. 
Shears, found with a bodkin and comb in a case, accompanied 'a 
female skeleton at I)riffield. They had probably been carried at the 
belt which was attested by a buckle. Shears were found in another 
female grave at this site, with a strike-a-light and comb, and in a 
Howe Hill grave group, but were otherwise rare. (A pair of scissors 
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found by the left leg of a Cheesecake Hill skeleton, a female, may 
have been modern. ) An earthenware spindle whorl accompanied a female 
at Staxton. Tweezers were uncommon grave finds in this area. Illus- 
tration suggests that an object found at the right hip of a male skele- 
ton at Garton may have been a pair of tweezers, but they were not 
identified as such by the excavator. A buckle accompanied the inter- 
ment, and the tweezers had probably been carried at the belt. Another 
pair were recovered from Spaunton, and ä pair was found with a female 
at Staxton. 
Other objects which had probably been attached to girdles in- 
clude a ladle, found in front of an Acklam Wold skeleton without a 
buckle, and possibly a spoon associated with a female at Garton. 
The positions of combs sometimes suggest that they may have been 
e 
worn on the person, not merely laid in the grave as appears more common. 
A comb was found on the breast of a Garton female, and one under the 
right elbow of a youth at Garton Slack I. The former comb might have 
been strung round the neck, the latter carried at the belt. Two 
combs accompanying females at Uncleby, one at the neck, the other at 
the left of the head, were found, and may have been worn, with jewellery. 
Another Garton comb, however, was demonstrably not worn on the person, 
being found at the feet, therefore one cannot deduce that the carrying 
of the comb on the person was the fashion of this area. 
14" Possible toggle 
a29, 
The bone whorl found at Unoleby above) could have functioned 
aa a toggle. 
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15. Other" : jewellery 
Beads were observed in position on skeletons at Burton Pidsea, 
Carthorpe, Cheesecake Hill, Driffield, Garton, Kilham, Londosborough, 
Painsthorpe Wold, Sewerby, Staxton and Uncleby, 'and were associated 
with grave groups from Elloughton, Hawnby, Market Weighton, North 
Newbald and Saliburn. 
The Burton Pidsea beads were of glass, and were attached to. 
gold wire rings. Two such ornaments, which were considered to have 
been earrings, but which might have formed a ring-and-bead necklace, 
were found on either side of the skull of a skeleton. At Carthorpe, 
four small glass beads had probably formed a simple necklace. They 
were found among the neck bones of the skeleton of a young female. 
No brooches were found at this site. 
At Cheesecake Hill-beads were found with "most" skeletons, and 
in four instances appear to have been worn round the neck: in at 
least one case beads were recovered from under the neck as well as 
above it. Others were found on the breasts of skeletons. In one 
grave five beads formed a small festoon near the right-hand "paired" 
brooch. In another, beads were accompanied by a metal object which 
may have been a pendant. The largest number of beads to accompany 
a Cheesecake Hill skeleton was two-hundred-and-nineteen, recovered 
from Grave 11. These were mostly amber, but included three crystal 
examples, arranged in three "links" (? festoons). Five cowrie shells 
were found with thorn, but it is unclear whether or not these could have 
been suspended with the ornament. Beads were twice found at the heads 
of skeletons at this site, once in such a position as to suggest that 
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a bead had been used as an ear ornament. Amber and glass beads were 
found round each wrist of one skeleton, having apparently been worn as 
bracelets. 
Bead ornaments accompanied four females at Driffield, varying 
from a single amber bead in Grave 24 to a necklace two feet long com- 
posed of fifty-five glass and amber beads in Grave 18. A bracteate 
probably hung as a pendant from the necklace of twenty-four beads in 
Grave 26. The remains of leather and bronze, and bronze drums 
fastened together, found on the neck of a child aged about five years, 
may have constituted a necklace of some kind. Similar bronze drums 
were found in a grave at Cheesecake Hill. 
Six Garton graves, containing the remains of adult females and 
a child, had beads. The most elaborate ornament was in Grave 7, 
where thirteen beads, including amethyst and glass, were found "about 
the neck", three pendants, one of them garnet, on the chest, and two 
silver knot rings close by. A pendant was found on the chest of the 
skeleton in Grave 12, which had nine beads under the chin. The female 
in Grave 19 had eleven beads, including one of silver, near the lap, 
and a bronze ring at the ankle, in addition to one bead found at the 
upper part of the body, which was considered to have been an ear orna- 
mont. Two beads found on either side of the skull of another female, 
and a single bead to the right of the neck of a child were considered 
possible ear ornaments by the excavator. A single bead and a bronze 
pendant were found on the breast of another female. 
At Kilham amber and glass beads were found near the neck of a 
female skeleton with a single brooch, and beads were probably among 
the "other ornaments" found at the neck of a Londesborough skeleton 
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w, iich also had one brooch. A skeleton from the latter site, which was 
accompanied by two'brooches, had a single bead, and glass and melon 
beads were exhibited among objects from the grave containing four 
brooches, but the position of the beads was not recorded. 
Two amethyst and nine paste beads found at the neck of a female 
skeleton at Painsthorpe Wold accompanied a single brooch. The richest 
of the graves excavated at Sewerby apparently contained two necklaces 
of amber and glass beads, plus two bronze pendants. 
Necklaces were found in all four Staxton graves, although only 
in Grave 2 was their position (on the chest) recorded. Necklaces were 
of amber and glass beads, the largest number being recovered from Grave 
2, where eighty large amber beads, four long thin1glass ones and three 
other glass ones were found. The beads were also plentiful. in Grave 
1, where eighty-three amber beads and two long thin glass ones were 
found with a perforated shell which may have hung as a pendant from 
the necklace. In addition the person in this grave appeared to have 
had a bracelet, of nine amber and three glass beads. The female in 
Grave 4 apparently had two necklaces, one of fourteen amber and three 
glass beads, the other of twelve, squarish, amber beads, an. animal Is 
tooth and a piece of metal which had originally been part of a square- 
headed brooch. 
Beads were found in eleven graves at Unoloby, all probably con- 
taining the remains of females. Five of the graves contained single 
beads, although one, in which the skull only remained, might originally 
have had more. The bead was found behind the skull. The other single 
boado were found at the chin or neck area of skeletons. Seven glass 
beads and two of amethyst were found in Grave 38. The other strings 
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of beads wore accompanied by pendants or rings. The pendant in Grave 13, 
found at-the neck with the beads, was of silver and carnelian, that in 
Grave 31, which was gold, was found in the centre of a string of 
beads, and a gold- and-garnet ornament found at the left side of the 
head of a probably female skeleton in Grave 65 may also have been a 
. 
necklace pendant, although in this case there were no beads. A piece 
of Saurian ware had apparently been used as a pendant in Grave 39" Two 
silver "earrings" found with beads and a silver pendant in Crave 62 
could have been part of a ring-and-bead necklace and three silver 
rings found with beads in Grave 3 probably had this function. Two 
beads were found at the hip of the skeleton in this grave. . 
They 
could have functioned as fasteners (there was no buckle in the grave) 
but it is possible that beads had been scattered in the grave, as two 
others were found at the feet of the skeleton, together with a thread- 
box which might normally have been suspended at the belt. 
At Hawnby blue glass beads were among the objects from a grave 
group, and twenty-eight beads of amber, glass and paste accompanied a 
skeleton from Market Weighton. Beads accompanied at least four 
skeletons at Saltbuin and included amber, crystal, glass, jet and 
paste examples. Grave groups from Elloughton and North Newbald may 
have included ring-and-bead necklaces. At Elloughton the skeleton 
of a child was equipped with two glass beads suspended from silver 
wire, in addition to three larger beads or whorls, and a North Newbald 
skeleton had two beads suspended from a wire ring. Beads of amethyst, 
glass and jet found at Kirkburi suggest a late pagan neck ornament. 
We ornaments were also found at Acklam Wold and Womersley. At 
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Acklam Weld a gold-and-garnot pendant was found, as well as. amber and 
glass beads which may belong to earlier interments. A gold-and-garnet 
pendant was also found at Womersley. 
Other, rarer, items of jewellery from Yorkshire include a 
bronze armlet associated with a disturbed female skeleton at Driffield 
and the remains of a similar armlet from Grave 1 at Staxton. A wire 
finger ring was found at Everthorpe, apparently with a male skeleton, 
an unusual association. 
/ 
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Discussion 
1. Female costume 
Disputing Wilson's statement that "women's dress ... changed 
but little" in the Anglo-Saxon period, 
1 S. C. Hawkes mentioned 
"archaeological evidence for a major change in the seventh-. century, 
The conversion brought in its wake a taste for Mediterranean fashions 
and the pagan style of dress with its assortment of brooches as 
fasteners and 'buttons' was superceded by a morn classical garb that 
2 
needed no fasteners beyond a single large brooch for the mantle", 
The survey (Sections I- XU, above) supports to some extent 
the suggestion that a change in women's costume occurred about the 
conversion period, therefore the female costume of the fifth to 
sixth 
centuries, andttat of the seventh are considered separately in the 
following discussion. 
a. The earlier period 
The evidence of the survey suggests that from the settlement 
(cz 449) to a time which may be equivalent to the conversion to 
Christianity (597 onwards), women wore a basic, traditional costume 
which could be arranged and augmented in various ways. 
The most noticeable feature of earlier grave furniture is 
the popularity of "paired" brooches. The fashion is characteristic 
of female graves, only rarely occurring in graves considered male. 
"'Pairing" is clearly attested in most of the counties examined in the 
surveys Bedfordshire, Berkshire, Bwckiagbamshire, Cambridgeshire, 
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Derbyahire, 'Essex, Gloucestershire, Hampshire and the Isle of Wight, 
Kent, Linoolnshire, Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire, Rutland, Staffordshire, 
Suffolk, Surrey, Sussex, Warwickshire, Wiltshire, Worcestershire and 
Yorkshire (I, 2, pp. 23-4; II, 2, pp. 33-8; III9 2, p" 52; IV, 2, 
pp. 57-9. - Yp 2, PP* 72-3; YlII9 2, pp. 80 - 1; IXr 29 pp. 86-7; 
X,. 2, pp" 92-3; XIII, 2, pp. 108-11; XV, 2, pp. 1RS-b ; XVIII, 2, 
pp* 1'74-9; XX, 2, pp. I 93- 6; XXI, 2, pp. 2I I -1 a; JOOIII, 2, pXý ; 
XXlV, 2, PP": ý7-31; 1XV, 2, pp. BSI -a; XKVI, 2, pp. 2 L ]; X wII, 2, 
pp. 5 o-a ; XXVIII, 2, PP. 2I -ý; XXIX, 2, ; ýp"3a8; XOC, 2, pp. 114"5). 
Exceptions include those which have yielded few Anglo-Saxon burials 
(Dorset, Middlesex and Somerset); areas where cremation was practiced 
(Norfolk provides only secondary evidence of "pairing"); and those 
counties in which the major burials derive from the seventh century 
(Buckinghamshire and Derbyshire). 
At the majority of fifth- and sixth-century sites,. "pairing"" 
appeared more often than any other arrangement of-brooches, although 
there are exceptions such as Wheatley, 0, and Driffield, Y, where single 
brooches predominated (XX, 4, pp. 197-8; 7000,6, and Chessell 
Down, IOW9 and Ipswich, Sf, where brooches were placed centrally 
(X, 3, P" 93; =, 6, p. ß 3o ). Typical "paired" arrangements utilized 
matching brooches. The recurrence of identical brooches in this role 
justifies the inclusion in the survey, as supplementary evidence, 
of some of the many instances of matching brooches not recorded in situ; 
and as possible examples of "pairing" some of the matching brooches 
found in asymmetrical positions. In cases where dissimilar brooches 
were "paired", there was some aymmatry, in that long brooches were 
normally associated with long, circular with circular. The degree of 
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care shown in matching identical brooches varied from site to site, 
Sleaford, Li, for example, having a high proportion of dissimilar 
"pairs" (XV, 2, p. 156 ). The several instances of dissimilar`partners" 
in Berkshire cemeteries usually involved the "pairing" of an unusual 
brooch with one of more common Anglo-Saxon type (II, 2, -pp. 34-8)- 
Almost all of the known Anglo-Saxon brooch types have been found 
"paired", an exception being the circular, polychrome brooch character- 
istic of the seventh century. Re-used'Romam brooches have also been 
utilized in this way, either in pairs or coupled with Anglo-Saxon 
brooches of similar shape and size. 
Regional variations in brooch types have long been established. 
3 
Cruciform brooches are considered typically "Anglian", saucer brooches 
"Saxon" and inlaid brooches "Jutish". The survey, sugests that the 
"paired" brooch fashion transcended the cultural boundaries of Angle, 
Saxon and Jute, and it is likely that the same type of garment was 
worn by women in most areas in the one-and-a-half centuries following 
the settlement. 
The contention that the occurrence of "paired" brooches indicates 
the wearing of a particular style of garment is supported by continental 
evidence; this may also help to explain the function of the brooches 
in Anglo-Saxon graves. Pairs of brooches have been worn at the 
shoulders by women of various civilizations to clasp together the 
front and back of a tubular, sleeveless garment. The Greek =Ios 
was clasped in this way (Fig. 1) and this style of garment has been 
obsorvod as rocontly as the nineteenth century in Algeria4 (Pig. 2). 
The fashion is well attested among Gormanic pooplos. Captivo. t 
German women depicted on the second-century ColuM of Marcus Aurelius 
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in Rome wear tubular g=ents clasped at the shoulders by small, round 
brooches (Plate 1). A similar garment is 
.a 
characteristic constituent 
of a costume identified by Wild in his examination of the clothing of 
the north-west provinces of the Roman Ilnpire. 
5 This dress, which 
Wild has called the "Costume of Ienimane" from its appearance on the 
sculpture of a lady of that name (Plate II), occurs on ten funerary 
sculptures of the first and early second centuries, mostly located in 
the Rhine Valley. Wild noted that archaeological evidence would sug- 
gest that MenimaneIs costume, which essentially required a third, cen- 
tral brooch in addition to the "paired" brooches (below, p. 34(, was 
a rural fashion of the first century; but that a related costume with 
only the "paired" brooches (corresponding to the Anglo-Saxon grave 
finds) occurred in the Danubian provinces from the first to the third 
6 
centuries and was also known in the Rhineland. 
A similar costume was evidently worn in Scandinavia. An Iron 
Age garment recovered from the peat bog of IIuldremose, _Denmark, 
takes 
the form of a gown, designed to be girdled and clasped together at the 
shoulders (Plate III). The garment consists of a tubular length of 
woollen fabric, and as exhibited in the National Museum of Antiquities 
in Copenhagen, with the top turned out to form a double thickness round 
chest and shoulders, it resembles in shape the modern example from 
Algeria. 
A variety of this costume evidently persisted in Scandinavia 
until the Viking Age, since "paired""tortoiscPbrooches have been found 
in women's graves there. The costumes worn by women buried in the 
tenth-century cemetery at Birka, Sweden, have been reconstructed from 
archaeological evidence, including textile fragments; the garments 
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meet have been similar in appearance to tho Huldremoee example, though 
made from a rectangular, not a cylindrical, length of fabric, and 
attached to the shoulder brooches by means of loops, instead of being 
clasped directly by the brooch pins6 (Fig. 3). Finds from the tenth- 
to twelfth-century cemetery at Vernes, Norway, however, indicate that 
the Viking g=ent could be worn with or without the loops, since 
some brooches directly clasped the fabric of the gown.? 
Wild noted that "clothing requiring more than one fibula to 
support it is rare in the North". 
8 Since there do not appear to be 
any depictions from the early Middle Ages of "paired" shoulder brooches 
functioning in any other way, it seems reasonable to suppose that 
wherever a pair of matching or similar brooches is found near the 
shoulders of a female skeleton, they had clasped a gown of the appearance 
described. It appears, therefore, that the costume of pagan Anglo- 
Saxon women was a traditional one shared by other Germanic peoples, 
and also known to non-Germanic races. 
Wild has shown that although the characteristic garment was designed 
to be clasped together on the shouldersby two brooches, the positions 
and number of the brooches might be varied. Menimane, whose gown was 
secured to an under bodice by means of an additional brooch worn at 
the centre of the chest, had arranged the left aide of her gown so 
that it slipped from the shoulder, down the arm, one of the "pair" 
of brooches lying against the left upper arm instead of on the shoulder. 
The characteristic looseness-of this gown, and the fact that 
"paired" brooches were not used to pin the gown to the undergarment, 
but were worn in such a way as to leave the shoulders of the garment 
movable, may explain some of the varieties in the positions of "paired" 
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brooches in the Anglo-Saxon graves examined. The permitted freedom 
of movement could result in the brooches lying "near the teeth" or 
"on the breasts" of a corpse. The asymmetrical arrangement of the 
brooches in the depiction of Menimano may explain similar Anglo-Saxon 
arrangements, such as the matching disc brooches found at the right 
shoulder and the left side of a skeleton at Wheatley, 0 (, 2, p. 19 6). 
A girl depicted on a Mainz sculpture, one of Wild's corpus of 
figures in M: ez neIs costume (Plate Iv), weals the tubular garment 
clasped only on the left shoulder, exposing the bodice over the right 
breast. The loose folds of the gown are confined by the girdle at 
the waist. This example raises the possibility that some of the 
many single brooches found near the shoulders of female Anglo-Saxon 
skeletons might have fastened the same type 
of gown as that clasped 
e 
by the "paired". If a bodice was worn under the gown, it was not 
necessary for the latter to be fastened at both shoulders. 
It is possible that the tubular garment could be worn without 
the characteristic brooches, since it could be held in place by 
stitching the front to the back at one or both shoulders. It is not 
necessary therefore to assume that women buried in fifth- or sixth. 
century graves with grave-goods such as buckles or clasps but without 
brooches, wore a different type of costume from, the women in 
neighbouring graves equipped with "paired" brooches. A typical 
example is found at Sleaford, Li, where the majority of furnished 
female graves had "paired" brooches, many had wrist clasps and 
several had buckles, but some of the skeletons with clasps and one 
of those with a buckle lacked brooches (XV, 4. '1)p")W). It is possible 
that in those graves the gown had boon stitched. Women buriod in 
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some of the many apparently unfurnished graves in Anglo-Saxon 
cemeteries may have been dressed in a stitched version of the tradi- 
tional gown. The fact that beads, which often hung in festoons from 
"paired" brooches, also hung from the shoulders in graves without 
brooches, suggests that the costume was fastened at the shoulders 
even without the brooches. 
Some Anglo-Saxon skeletons with "paired" brooches had third 
brooches at shoulder or chest. The additional brooch appears to 
have been a minority fashion, more common to areas traditionally 
Anglian than to Saxon. There are many examples from Cambridgeshire, 
Lincolnshire (Sleaford), Northamptonshire and Suffolk (Ili, 4, pp. 59-60; 
XV, 3, p" )57 ; XVIII, 4P PP-P77-10; XXIV, 4, fP"?  32"x)" The fashion is 
also evidenced from Leicestershire, Norfolk, Rutland, Worcestershire 
and Yorkshire (XIV, 2, pp. 150-1; XVII, 2, p. 171 ; 7Q0., 3, PP-21t-11; 
XXIx, 3, P-ß 01 ; XXX, 4, P014-7)- Third brooches do occur in 
Saxon areas, but mostly as isolated cases. Bedfordshire, Surrey 
and Warwickshire have each yielded only one instance, and Oxfordshire 
two certain cases (I, 3, P" 24; XV, 3, P"i 5ý ; XXVII, 3, P"M ; 
xx, 3, P. i46 )" There are no instances from Berkshire and 
Gloucestershire where "paired" brooches are common. Some Hampshire 
and Kent graves have been found to contain more than two brooches, 
but no arrangement of brooches in these traditionally Jutish areas 
of settlement parallels the simple combination of "paired" plus third 
brooch. 
The third brooch was normally unlike the "paired". Even in 
Anglian areas where "paired" long brooches (usually cruciform) were 
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commonly associated with a third brooch of similar type, this usually 
differed in size and/or decoration. Long brooches, usually square- 
headed or cruciform, were used as third brooches more often than 
circular, occurring in conjunction with "paired" brooches of various 
types. more are a small number of cases in which saucer or applied 
brooches have fulfilled the role of third brooch, and rarer instances 
of annular, disc, swastika and equal-armed brooches being used in 
this way. 
The majority of third brooches observed in situ appear to have 
been worn at the centre of the chest, between, and usually below, the 
"paired" brooches. In other cases third brooches have been found 
at the shoulder. This variation of position does not appear to be 
related to date, and is probably not a regional variation. At 
6 
Barrington B, Ca, for instance, a third brooch was found overlying 
one of a "pair", on the shoulder of a skeleton (IV9 4, P" 59). 
Third brooches were worn centrally elsewhere in Cambridgeshire (p. 60), 
but not, apparently, at Barrington B. The two arrangements are not 
normally found in the same cemetery, though they may occur in the 
same region. Only at Holywell Row, Sf, where third brooches were 
usually worn centrally, was there a possible exception -- a brooch 
found beside the jaw (XXIV, 4, p, 2 3; ). 
The evidence of grave-goods has suggested that pins or pin-like 
objects, when recovered from the chest or shoulder, may have ful- 
filled similar functions to third brooches. Such finds of pins in 
association with "paired" brooches have been most numerous in Berkshire, 
Cambridgeshire, Linco]nshire, Northamptonshire and Wiltshire (II9 10, 
pp. 42-3; IV, lo, pp. 63-4; XV, 5, P. 1.59 ; XVIII, 9, P. 1 
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XXVIII, 8, p. 29 5), but also occur as isolated examples in Bedfordshire, 
Essex, Kent, Surrey, Sussex and Warwickshire (I, 9, p. 26; VIII, 6, 
p. 82; XIII, 9, p. 121; XXV, 7, pp. 55-b; ]OC I9 6, p. aI (; XXVII, 
5, pp4g3_O. They are therefore found in traditionally Anglian, 
Saxon and Jutish areas. The use of the pin was clearly not a regional 
variation on the third brooch, except possibly in Wiltshire, since 
third brooches have been found in all the other counties in which 
pins appear in this role. 
The position of the third brooch found on the shoulder of a 
Barrington B skeleton (above) suggests that it had clasped an outer 
gent, such as 4 cloak, since it was wore outside one of the "paired" 
brooches which, as demonstrated, are likely to have fastened the gown. 
The function of third brooches worn centrally is loss obvious. 
e 
Evidence from the costuno of Germanic women other than Anglo- 
Saxon suggests three possible functions for a brooch worn. in addition 
to a "pair"s to secure a cloak; to fasten the gown to an under. 
blouse; to fasten the underblouso. 
The cloak of a captive German woman depicted on a sculpture 
in Rome (Plate V) is apparently fastened together on the right shoulder, 
and hangs down the back of the figure, exposing the arms, but conceal- 
inE; tho ahouldern. Monimano1a cloak, which like the captivo'a in 
probably rectangular, is also claspod at the right shoulder by a 
clearly-depicted brooch. Unlike the cloak of the captive, Menimane's 
garment hangs down the front of the body, partly concealing the gown, 
then passes under the left arm, leaving the arm: and shoulder exposed. 
Those examples confirm the possibility that Anglo-Saxon third brooches 
worn at the shoulder like the one at Barrington B, fastened outer 
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cloaks. There appears to be no evidence to support an interpretation 
of centrally-placed brooches as having clasped cloaks, though the 
positions of some, such as a diagonally-placed brooch at Nassington, 
Nh (XUIII, 49 p. º79 ), may suggest this function. 
A central brooch which clasped the gown to an undergarment is, 
however, an essential feature of the costume of Menimane as described 
by Wild. In Anglo-Saxon England the third brooch was clearly an 
optional extra rather than a necessity, and it is possible that Wild 
overestimated its importance even on the Continent. He considered 
that continental grave groups with "paired" brooches represented 
a variation of the three-brooch costume of Menimane. It might be 
more realistio to consider her clothing a more elaborate version of 
the "paired" brooch costume. 
The central brooch of the woman in the north-west Roman 
" 
provinces was pinned horizontally, and sometimes differed in shape 
from the "paired" brooches. It enabled Menimane to drape the shoulder 
of her gown down over her arm, since the central fastener clasped the 
gown to the undergarment, preventing it from slipping down. Another 
sculpted figure in Wild's corpus wears a central brooch with a gown 
worn in a more conventional manner, over both shoulders (Plate VI). 
The under.; garments worn by the women in the Rhineland 
sculptures axe depicted as tight-fitting bodices, open down the front 
and clasped together by brooches, one brooch in the case of Menimane, 
three on the sculpture of a girl from Mainz. Those suggest another 
possible function for Anglo-Saxon brooches worn at the centre of 
the chest. 
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The continental sculptures also suggest that the occasional 
asymmetrical arrangements of brooches in Anglo-Saxon graves (in which 
two brooches, usually dissimilar, are found, one on the shoulder, one 
centrally) may be variations of the traditional costume, rather than 
the result of a totally different dress. Several cases have occurred 
in Berkshire (II9 3, p. 38), and isolated examples have been noted 
from Petersfinger, Wi, Driffield, Y, and possibly Holywell Row, Sf. 
(XXVIII, 3, p. 293; xxx, 5, p" 317,; XXN, 2, P. 228). In these 
cases the brooch at the shoulder may have clasped the gown at one 
side, leaving the other free after the manner of Xenimane (the 
shoulder brooch functioning as half of the usual "pair"). 
Alternatively, it may have clasped a cloak over a gown fastened by 
some other moans. The central brooch may have clasped the gown to 
the underblouse, or fastonod the front slit of that blouso. 
The placing of two brooches, often a matching pair, usually 
circular, at one shoulder or breast, has been noted at Blewburton 
Hill (on a skeleton which was considered male but which might have 
been female), East Shefford and possibly Abingdon, Bek (II, 3, PP- 
33-49 38); at Bishop's Cleeve and Fairford, G1 (IX, 3, p. 87); and 
at Linton Heath, Ca (IV, 5, pp. 60 - 1), Guildown, Sr (XXV, 4, p" 253) 
and possibly at Holywell Row, Sf (XXIV, 2, pp. 227-8). Fairford, 
where the brooches were placed one above the other, offers a clear 
variation from the normal placing of brooches, but there is insuf- 
ficient information from the other sites to determine if the 
brooches there were also arranged vertically. These cases, par- 
ticularly those at Abingdon, may have been extreme instances of 
the asymmetry discussed above. The excavators'of Abingdon 
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and Bishop's Cloeve considered that the usual garment (the gown 
supported by "paired" brooches) had'slipped during burial; but 
the Grown would have had to be very loose to be displaced to this 
extent. Moreover, since at all the sites mentioned exoopt Blewburton 
Hill and Holywell Row, this positioning was observed in more than one 
grave, it appears to have been deliberate. It is possible that 
these brooches were worn in conjunction with a gown fastened over one 
shoulder only, and that the fastening was made secure with two brooches; 
or that a cloak, clasped at shoulder or breast, was worn over a gown 
fastened at the same shoulder. 
Single brooches have been recovered from the shoulders of 
fifth- and sixth-century skeletons in Berkshire, Cambridgeshire, 
a 
Dorset, Kent, Lincolnshir©, Middlesex, Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire, 
Surrey, Sussex and Yorkshire (II, 5, PP", 39-40; 17,6, p. 61; 
7I, 2, p. 77; , X, 5, Pp. 116,117; X7,4, PP. 157-8; xVI, 
2, p. 167; XVIII, 6, p. 181; XX, 4, P" 197; XXV, 5, PP- 254-5; 
0 VI, 5, P" 270; X, 6, PP- 318-9), end possibly in other counties 
of which the records are incomplete. Craciform, annular End saucer 
brooches appear most often'in this role, but the rarer penarinular 
occurs in at least four cases. The brooches wore most often worn 
on the loft shoulder, and although several sites - Stowting, K 
(XI-Tl, 5, P" 117), Wheatley, 0 (XX, 4, P" 197), Ewell and Guildown, 
Sr (XXV, 5, P" 254), Alfriston, Sx (XXVI, 5, p. 270), Cheesecake 
Kill and Driffield, Y (30IX, 6, p. 318) - provide examples of the 
right shoulder only, these are mostly isolated cases. bt Mitcham, 
Sr (7IXP, 5, PP* 254-5), four single brooches were found at the loft 
shoulder and one at the right, which su gents that this was a matter 
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of personal taste or convenience. (It might be easier for a right- 
handed person to fasten a brooch on her left shoulder than on her 
right. It might be argued that the clothes of the dead were 
probably arranged by someone else, but they were probably positioned 
as during life. ) 
Since single brooches occur in many cemeteries which also 
exhibit "pairing", it is unlikely that they indicate an entirely 
different costume. A brooch worn on cue shoulder might have clasped 
together one side of a typical gown, +leaving the other shoulder 
free; or it might have fastened a cloak over a gown secured by other 
means. Lethbridge suggested that Holyweli Row, Sf, brooches lacking 
'partners" (XXIV, 4, p. 233) had fastened hoods. This is a possible 
explanation for these and other examples such as the Oakley Down, Do, 
brooch, found in the ear area (VI, 2, p. 77), but there is no sup- 
porting evidence. 
Centrally-placed single brooches occur more frequently than 
central third brooches. Probable instances have been recorded 
from Berkshire, Cambridgeshire, Essex, Gloucestershire, Kent, Lincolnshire, 
Norfolk, Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire, Staffordshire, Suffolk, 
Sussex, Wiltshire and Yorkshire (II, 5, P" 39; IT, 6, P" 61; : III, 
5, pp. 81-2; IX, 4, PP- 87-8; XIII, 5, PP- 115-7; XV, 4, pp- 157-8; 
XVII, 2, p. 172; XVIII, 6, p. 181; XX, 4, PP: i97-8; =11,3, p" 222; 
6, pp. 235-6; I, 5, P" 270; I, 5, p" 294; XXX, 6, pp. 
318_9), plus other possible cases. Single brooches worn both at the 
shoulder and centrally appear at Biseley, K (XIIi, 5, p. 116), Sleaford, Li 
(XY, 4, PP- 157-8), Nassington, Nh (=It I, 6, p. 181) and Wheatley, 0 
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(XX, 4, pp. 19-1-g ),. so the placing of the single brooch does not 
appear to be a regional variation. The positions of brooches worn 
centrally vary from the chin and throat area to the breast. Single 
brooches at Bifrons, K (XIII, 5, pp. 115-6), were found at the neck 
and the waist, and it may be reasonable to include the latter as well 
as the former in the present group. 
Brooches placed centrally near the throat may have fastened 
the front opening of a blouse worn under the gown. Brooches worn 
lower down could also have functioned in this way, or, like third 
brooches, they might have been used to attach the gown to the blouse. ' 
Single brooches were found with the skeletons of young women 
at Long Wittenharn, Bok (II, 5, p. 40), and only in the graves of 
children in Wiltshire (XXVIII, 59 p. 29 h- ). It is possible that 
these wore instances of girls who had not lived long enough to 
" 
accumulate more than one brooch, or that young people in these 
areas tended to wear a simpler costume than others. Single brooches 
have been found elsewhere with the skeletons of-children and young 
people, but nationally, the fashion does not appear confined to any 
ago group. 
Pins, often worn centrally at'the breast, but sometimes at the 
shoulder, have been found in conjunction with single brooches in 
Berkshire, Essex, Huntingdonshire, Lincolnshire, Oxfordshire, Surrey, 
Sussex, Warwickshire and Wiltshire (II9 10, pp. 42,43; VIII16, 
p. 82; XII, 3, P- 105; X, 5, PP., 58-9; XX, 6, pp. i s, i 49; DC V, 7, P"= s6; 
X i, 6,4 XXYII, 5, P. 283 ; =It 8, p. 2 15 though this was 
not a predominant fashion at any site. It seems likely that in 
. 
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these cases the pin had been used in conjunction with the brooch to 
make up the pair of fastenings at the shoulders. Alternatively, the 
pin may have been used to attach the gown to the blouse, or to clasp 
the cloak. 
Pins found in graves without brooches, particularly in the 
absence of any other grave-goods, have often been identified as 
shroud pins by excavators. There are examples from sixth-century 
female graves in Berkshire, Glouceste: 'shire, Oxfordshire, Suffolk and 
Yorkshire (II9 10, p. 43; IX, 6, p. 88; , 6, Pp. i I. oi XXIV,, 9, p"23$; 
XXX, 8, pp. 3.10"I ). It is possible, however, that these pins were part 
of the clothing, as they seem to have been in the better-equipped 
graves already discussed. 
Pins have usually been found singly'in fifth- and sixth- 
century graves. There are isolated occurrences of two pins being 
found in the same grave, but only one instance of matching pins, 
from Basset Down, Wi (XXVIII, at pp. 3is 6), anticipates the fashion 
of the pin suite which was to appear in the seventh century. 
N 
The excavators of Chesse2l Do-, m, IOW (X# 39 P- 93) and 
Ipswich, Sf (XXIY, 5, FP. 234-5'; deduced, from the positions 
of brooches, that women at these sites had worn centrally-fastened 
garments. Chesseli Down women were equipped with two or three 
brooches, arranged in a vertical row on the chest, their pins 
lying horizontally. At Ipswich, annular brooches were twice found 
one above the other on the chests of skeletons, and the single 
brooches which were more common at this site were also found at 
the centre of the chest. Similar arrangements have been observed 
as isolated cases at other cemeteries. At Hocking, 31c9. square- 
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headed brooches, lying horizontally, were placed one above the other 
on the chest of a skeleton (VIII, 3, p. 81); two circular brooches, 
linked by a chain, were apparently found one above the other at 
Bifrons, K (XII, 4, p. 114); and a button brooch was worn above a 
radiate-headed one, the latter placed horizontally, at Lyninge, K 
(pp. 114-5). It is noticeable that these sites are all either in 
Kent, or have some cultural relationship with Kent. 
At Ipswich, all brooches appear to have been worn centrally, 
but at Chessell Down, Plucking, Bifrons and Lyminge, the "paired" 
fashion was also evidenced. One elaborately-equipped skeleton at 
Chessell Down had "paired" shoulder brooches in addition to three 
brooches placed centrally. If, as was probably the case, the central 
brooches secured a garment which opened down the front, this garment 
could be wo= in conjunction with the gown secured by "paired" brooches. 
A likely function for the central brooches, therefore, is the olasping 
of an underblouse of the kind depicted in the Rhineland sculptures. 
One Mainz figure, with three brooches in this position (Plate IP), 
offers a parallel to the Chessell Down example. 
The Mucking and Bifrons cemeteries, however, also offer 
instances of single brooches which were placed too low to have 
fastened a blouse over the chest, and which would have been hidden 
by the gown if used in this way. At Hacking two button brooches 
were placed one above the other at waist level in one grave. In 
another, two applied brooches and one penannular were similarly 
arranged (VIII, 3, p. 81). Two Bifrons skeletons had single brooches 
at the waist (XIII, 4, pp. 115-6). 
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A possible explanation may be found in a Prankish ga ment, 
attested by a late-sixth-century burial excavated in Paris. 
9 A 
woman, probably of royal rank, was buried in an ankle-length, sleeved 
robe, clasped at neck and waist by matching brooches. The robe was 
worn over a knee-length tunic. This burial is later than the Anglo- 
Saxon guavas under consideration, but the fashion may have existed 
for some time before the Prankish woman was buried. The well- 
established Frankish influence on sixth-century gently justifier con- 
sideration of this garment in explanation of the positions of. these 
brooches (and possibly of the brooches found at the waist in later 
Kent burials). The chief objection to this explanation is that the 
Frankish woman's costume did not include a gown fastened by "paired" 
brooches, and it is doubtful whether the Frankish robe could have 
been worn satisfactorily over such a gown. (It would have concealed 
the shoulder brooches. ) One plucking and one Bifrons grave had 
"paired" brooches as well as central brooches at the waist. 
Apart from the examples above, however, it is not uncommon 
for Anglo-Saxon brooches to be recovered from low on the body. These 
are not parallelled on the Rhineland sculptures. It is possible that 
they were not functional, or were used to clasp the shroud. Brooches 
have been found in the "laps" of skeletons at Harnham Hill and 
Petarsfinger, Wi (XXYIII, 3, P1g3 ; 5, p. 294 
), at Market Weighton, Y 
(=P ý, p. '31 6 and between the legs of skeletons at Sarre, K (=I 
4, P" 115) and Bidford, Wa (XXVII, 3, Ammular brooches 
at Mitcham, Sr and Aifriston, Sx (xiil, 5, p. 17o) 
may also be considered in this category, though they may have 
decorated or fastened belts. 
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Brooches regularly occur at the hip. The fashion is nowt 
noticeable in Anglian areas, especially Cambridgeshire, at Barrington 
B and in four possible cases at Linton Heath (IV9 3, P. 59; 5, p. 61) 
also at Nassington, Nh (XVIII, 5, pp. 180-1) Holywell Row and Lakenheath, 
Sf (XXIV, 5, p" 234), and at Londesborough, Y (=95, P" 317). It 
also occurs in non-Anglian areas, at Wheatley, 0 (XX, 2, p. 196), 
High Dorn, Ex (XXVI, 4, p. 269) and Ha=ham Hill, Wi (XXVIII, 4, Pp. 293-4)- 
It may be misleading to isolate these instances from those mentioned 
in the previous paragraph, but there does seem to be, in those cases, 
an attention to diagonal arrangement which is not explicitly men- 
tioned in reports of other sites. The brooch worn at one hip is 
often found diagonally opposite a brooch at the other shoulder. Some- 
times the two brooches match. The brooch at the hip also occurs in 
conjunction with "paired" brooches (it may match one of the "pair") 
and with "paired" plus third brooches. A possible function of 
the brooch at the hip might be to secure a cloak like that worn by 
Menimane, which fastened on the shoulder and passed under the 
opposite arm. Alternatively, some brooches at the hip, particularly 
annular examples which are similar to buckles, may have been used 
to secure girdles, 
pins found in the hip or "lap" area of eke; -Ietons at Blewburton 
Hill and Long Wittenham I, Bek (II, 10, PP- 42,43), Brighthampton, 0 
(XX, 6, p. 198), Driffield, Y (XXX, 8, pp. 320-1) and possibly 
Mucking, Ex (VIII, 6, p. 82), may have fulfilled a similar function 
to the brooches. 0 
part of an, annular brooch found with a Mitcham, Sr, skoleton 
also equipped with a diso brooch on the breast (XXY, 4, pp. 253-4) 
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may have been re-used as a girdle adjunct (two other annular brooches 
were found in the waist areas of Iritcham skeletons), or carried as a 
trinket by the owner. A broken square-headed brooch from the same 
site (p., ýSS ) was thought to have been carried in a pouch. There 
was a similar case from Riseley, K, where a broken brooch was found 
near the elbow of a skeleton with "paired" brooches (XIII, 3, pp. 112- 
3). It is possible that broken jewellery was included among the 
possessions of the dead to increase the number of the grave-goods. 
Fasteners which were no longer functional may have been stitched to 
the clothing or carried in containers. These cases suggest the 
possibility that some of the undamaged brooches and pins found in 
unusual positions in the hip area, may also have been carried in 
pouches attached to belts, or fastened to them for additional 
decoration. 
A number of graves have been found to contain extra pairs 
of brooches. A popular arrangement, particularly in Kent, appears 
to have included a pair of brooches worn at the waist, in addition 
to those "paired" higher up the body. There were at least three, 
possibly five, cases at Bifrons, and isolated cases at Chatham Lines 
(throe pairs of brooches), Pinglessham (two pairs plus a fifth), 
Xgmingo and Sarro (two pairs each, though at Sarro the uppor pair 
were not as high as "paired" brooches were normally worn). These 
sites are all in Kent (XIII, 2, pp. 109-10). There were also two 
cases at Holywell Row, a Suffolk cemetery showing some Kentish in- 
fluence (one instance of two pairs, one of two pairs plus, a fifth, 
XXIV, 3, PP. 
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Brooches have also been found in pairs at the waist in 
graves having only one brooch at the upper part of the body. Again 
this is particularly common in Kent, occtarring twice at Bifrons 
(XIII, 3, pp. 111-2), and possibly once at Charthaa Down (p. 112), 
but recorded outside Kent at Alfriston, Sm (XXVi, 3, p. 268), and 
Market Weichton, Y (XXX, 3, P" 316). (There were two other, dissimilar 
brooches in the Market Weighton grave, but they were not worn at 
the upper part of the body. ) Two graves at Bowcombe Down and Cacssell 
Down, IOW9 might also be included in this category (X, 4, pp. 94-5)- 
The former had three brooches at the waist and one at the upper part 
of the body, the latter two at the left hand plus one higher up the 
body. 
At Bifrons there was a pair of brooches at the waist of a 
skeleton without other brooches (1111,2, p. 109), and there was ä 
similar case at 2Iitcham, Sr (xxv, 4, p. 254), where single brooches 
wore also found at the waists of skeletons as mentioned above. 
It is possible that brooches worn in pairs near the waist 
clasped an additional garment, such as the Frankish robe mentioned 
above, though the Yorkshire and Surrey examples are remote from Kent 
whore the Frankish influence seems to have centred. The brooches 
are not positioned like those clasping the Frankish robe, but they 
could have attached such a robe to the goun worn underneath it. 
Alternatively, it is possible that the additional brooches in 
these graves were not functional. They may represent the 
accumulated wealth of women, which was buried with them even though 
all the items of jewellery were not necessary to fasten the burial 
costume. This lavish provision of brooches may 'reflect local 
burial practices or superstitions. 
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Other female graves have been found to contain more than the 
three brooches which may be considered a normal quantity. Some 
have already been mentioned (the Chessell Down, IOW, and Mucking, nc 
graves with central brooches, and the Linton Heath, Ca, Holywell Row, 
Sf, High Down, Sx, Bidford, Wag Londosborough and Market Weighton, Y, 
cases with brooches at the hip). Other elaborate arrangements in- 
clude additional pairs of brooches, not worn at the waist, but found 
at the chest, or in unrecorded position. Exaarplos'occurred at 
ilassington, Nh, (two pairs plus a single, XVIII, 3, pP" 178-9), and 
A1triston, Sx (two instances of two pairs plus a single, one case of 
three pairs plus two dissimilar, XXVI, 3, P" 268). in addition, 
mention may be made of a Bifrons, K, grave (containing a pair plus 
two dissimilar, XIII, 3, p. 112), and cases at Stowting, K (PP- 113-4) 
Searby, Li (x, 3, P" 157), High Dom, Sx (=P 3, p. 269) and 
Stratford, Wa (XXVII, 3, pp. 282-3), in which several brooches were 
recovered from graves, but their positions not recorded. 
Several of the females well-equipped with brooches were also 
accompanied by grave-goods rare enough to be considered luxuries, in 
addition to more coon articles of grave furniture. The majority 
of these well-equipped graves were Kentish interments with brooches 
at the waist. The luxury items associated with them include crystal 
balls and perforated spoons which appear to have boon attached to the 
girdle, and headdresses, usually embroidered with gold, as described 
in section D, 16, below (pp. 452-4). Uncommon items of jewellery, 
such as finger rings and armlets, were found in most of these graves, 
and necklaces accompanying them were often elaborate. Metal weaving 
swords and vessels of metal or glass, not mentioned in the survey 
since they did not form part of tho costume, were among the luxuries 
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found with these females. 
It is possible that these women were of high social status 
and/or were dressed in ceremonial regalia. The perforated spoons 
and crystal balls may possibly relate. ` to some religious or other 
custom demanding a special costume. (The crystal beads found among 
many necklaces could reflect the same superstition. ) Typical 
elaborate graves of this kind, occurring about the middle of the 
sixth century in Kent and areas culturally related to Kent have been 
listed in a chart (pp. 359-60 ). 
11 
The gowns and cloaks of women may have been sometimes clasped 
by fasteners other than brooches and pins. Brooches may occasionally 
have been replaced by buckles, especially in Cambridgeshire: at 
6 
Barrington As buckles were found in the "paired" position; at Linton 
Heath a skeleton had a buckle at the shoulder; at Girton and Soham 
buckles were found at the upper and lower trunk of skeletons (1V, 14, 
p. 66). It is possible that a shoulder strap was attached to some 
Crows (Section D, 11, p. 44o , below), and that this could be secured 
by a buckle substituting for the more usual brooch. However, 
buckles found at the upper bodies of skeletons at Holywell Row, Sf 
(7ýY, lý, and Aston Cantlow, Wa (XXPII, 9, P. &85 ), were 
associated with brooches, so are likely to have had some other func- 
tion. 
Uncommon fasteners include studs or buttons found at the 
upper part of the body at Frilford, Bek (II, 8, p 41), and Saxonburg, 
sx (ýIXyI, S, p. V7 o part of a bronze clasp found with the Saxonburg 
(7, P"27I), 
skeletons and an unusual bronze fastener placed at the chest of a 
skeleton at Riseley, K (XIII, 8, p. 120). 
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The rings (possibly brooches) of horn found at Sleaford, Li 
(xv, 10, p. 163). Nasaington end Newnha-a, Nh (XVIII, 8, p. 182), 
Londosborough and Market Weighton, Y (XXX, 3, p. 316) -all Anglian 
areas - the bone button from Chossell Down, IOW (X, 9, p. 96) and the 
wooden wedge from Staponhill, St (XXIII, 6, p. 223), demonstrate the 
use made of natural materials. The absence of fasteners from many 
other graves may result from the decay of such materials. 
The rings which apparently foräed a basis for the lacing of 
a garment at Guildown, Sr, (XXP, 9, pp. 256-7), are unique, and suggest 
that there was room for individualism even whore a traditional costume 
was worn. 
It is clear that the typical costume included a belt or 
girdle. Direct evidence of this in the fora of buckles, and in- 
direct evidence - the discovery of objects which are likely to have 
been attached to belts - occurs in graves containing various com- 
binations of brooches and in those without brooches. It seems 
likely that the girdled garment was that gown which was often fastened 
by "paired" brooches, and that a cloak could be worn over it. 
Buckles have been found in association with female skeletons 
of the fifth or sixth centuries in Bedfordshire, Berkshire, Cambridge- 
shire, Derbyshire, Essex, Gloucestorshire, Huntingdonshire, Kent, 
Lincolnshiro, Nor'hamptonshire, Oxfordshire, Staffordshire, Suffolk, Surrey, 
Sussex, Warwickshire, Wiltshire, Worcestershire and Yorkshire (I, 12, 
pp. 27-8; II, 12, PP- 43-5; N, 14, pp. 65-6; V, 6, P" 74; VIII, 8, 
pp. 82-3; IX, 7, P" 88; X, 5, P. 105; XIII, 12, pp, 124-7,129; 1V, 7, p. 16 
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XVIII, 11, p. 184; XX, 8, pp. 200-2; XXIII, 7, P. 223; v, 13, pp. 
240-2; XXV, 10, p. 257; I, 8, pp. 272-3; XI, 9, pp. 285-6; 
XXVIII, 11, pp. 297-8; XXIX, 7, P" 310; 00C, 11, PP. 323-5). The 
counties which do not offer evidence of buckled belts are mostly those 
which have little material from the period. Buckles worn loss common 
than brooches, however, and were relatively rare in some areas where 
other finds have been made, for example, Gloucestershire, Lincolnshire, 
Norfolk and Rutland. 
The majority of buckles found seem to have fastened belts, 
having been recovered from the hip or waist area of skeletons. 
Some appear to have been worn centrally at the front, a few at 
the back, and some at the right or left side. Local preferences 
for one side are sometimes-apparent, for example for the right at' 
Abingdon, Bek (II9 12, p. 43), and the left at Barrington B, Ca 
(Iv, 14, p. 66), but no national patter emerges. 
Some skeletons have been found to be equipped with two 
buckles. The second was probably used in most cases to secure 
the fastening of a purse, or to attach some article to the 
gircil. e. 
Only rarely was women's belt equip--=t of this period 
elaborate, belt plates and studs being uncommon even in graves 
lavishly equipped with brooches. Girdles may sometimes have been 
decorated with beads, since groups of bead. have been found in the 
waist area of females in Gloucestershire, Oxfordshire and Wiltshire 
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(IX, . 11, p. 90; XX, 13, P. 
20q 
.; j , XXVIII, 15, p-'304-5,306. These beads 
may, alternatively, have hung from the neck by unusually long strings. ) 
It is evident that girdles were worn by the majority, although 
only a minority were equipped with buckles. Possible alternative 
fasteners may be found in the large beads and the rings often dis- 
covered at the waist areas of skeletons. Beads which may have func- 
tioned as toggles have been found in women's graves in Gloucestershire, 
Northamptonshire, Suffolk, Warwickshire and Wiltshire (IX, 10, pp. 
89-90; XVIII, 15, p. 18 'l ; XXIV, 17, P. 4-(o ; XXVII, 13, P" fig; 
XXVIII, 14, pp. 303 It is, however, possible that some were 
spindle whorls, or merely ornaments. Rings which could have been 
used in fastening girdles, have been found in Cambridgeshire, Dorset, 
Kent, Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire, Suffolk, Sussex, 
Warwickshire and Worcestershire (IV, 16, p. 67; VI, 3, p. 78; XIII, 
14, P" 130; XV, 9, P" XVIII, 13, p. 1$ S; XX, 10, p. do; 
=, 15, p. 2 k1 ; XXVI, 10, P-274- ; XXVII, 11, p.. 2a .; 
XXIX, 8, p. 'ZIOj , 
j). Where rings have been found in association 
with buckles the former were probably used to suspend articles from 
the belt. It is of course possible that this was their function in 
all cases, and that they were not used as fasteners. Xamy people 
no doubt secured their girdles by knotting them, and it is clear that 
girdles wiiout metal fasteners were capable of carrying considerable 
quantities of appendages. 
! be metal tags which were used to fasten off the ends of girdles 
mostly occur in graves without buckles. Girdle tags were not so 
popular as thoy were to become in the Christian period, occurring in 
a small number of pagan graves distributed over a wide area. They 
have been found in fifth- or sixth-century female (or probably female) 
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graves in Cambridgeshire, Kent, Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, 
Oxfordshire, Suffolk, Surrey, Sussex, Warwickshire, Worcestershire 
and Yorkshire (IV, 15, p. 67; XIII, 12, p. 126,13, p. 129; XIV, 
5, P. 153; X7,8, P. 161; XX, 9, p. 202; XXIV, 14, p. 242; XXV, 
10, p. 258; XXVI, 9, P. 273; XXVII, 10, p. 286; OCCX, 7, p. 310; 
XXX, 12, p. 326), and in a cremation grave in Berkshire (II, 13, P" 46). 
The existence of girdles is often indicated by objects found 
in positions suggesting attachment to belts. The article most often 
found in this position is the knife. Knives are the co=onest of 
Anglo-Saxon artefacts, many burials yielding no other grave-goods. 
Knives have been found with skeletons of both sexes, including children, 
from throughout the pagan period. They appear to have been worn in 
most, probably all, areas of Anglo-Saxon settlement, although there 
are some gaps in the evidence. (There are no examples of females 
with knives from Leicestershire and there is no evidence from Middlesex. 
) 
Knives have been found in the waist or hip area more frequently 
than in any other position, and it appears that they were habitually 
carried at the belt.. They occur at the right and left hips of 
skeletons, centrally, and occasionally at the backs of bodies. The 
majority appear to have been worn at the left side, this perhaps 
being the more convenient arrangement for a right-handed person. 
Knives were probably stuck through the belt, and were often 
carried point upwaicds. Occasionally a knife may have hung from the 
bolt on a strap, sometimes in addition to another carried in the 
usual way. 
The choice of other articles suspended at the belt appears 
to have been more dependent on sex, date and region. Women wore 
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the greater quantity and variety of girdle adjuncts. Some'may have 
been symbolic of the wo=ants position as housekeeper. Keys, or 
latch-lifters, have been found as girdle adjuncts in most areas, 
particularly in graves of the earlier period. These have sometimes 
been attached to rings, leading excavators to identify many of the 
rings found at the waists of skeletons as "key rings", whether or 
not they were attached to keys. The objects known as girdle hangers 
appear to have been attached to the belt for the suspension of small 
objects. Although they bear some resemblance to koys, girdle hangers 
do not seem to have had any other function, although they appear ex- 
clusively female adjuncts and may have had. some symbolic purpose as 
suggested. They are generally considered to be peculiar to Anglian 
areas, but the survey shows that although the majority have been 
found in Anglian regions some have been recovered elsewhere, for 
example in Kent and Oxfordshire (XIII, 15, P. 138; XX, 11, P" 205)" 
Crystal balls and perforated spoons appear to have hung from 
the girdles of women, usually prosperous ones, in sixth-century Kent 
(XIII, 15, P" 136), and in areas having cultural relationships with 
Kent such as the Isle of Wight (X, 14, p. 99; and possibly Sussex 
where a spoon was found at the feet of a skeleton at Alfriston, 
xxvi, 11, p. 276). As implied above, possibly these women were 
prioctoscea of the Anglo-Saxon paganism of which littlo is known. 
The Igrmingo, K, skeleton oquippod in this way was small-boned and 
thick-skulled, with physical characteristics of both male and female. 
This may have been a person of unusual physical appearance, command- 
ing respect and position. 
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Chatelaine chains, hanging from the bolt, and to which small objects 
were attached, are not confined to any region, and appear on earlier 
sites though they are particularly characteristic of soventh-century 
cemeteries. Some of the rings which have been found in multiples may 
have been linked together to form similar chains. Other rings, if not 
key rings or girdle fasteners, may have been the frames of pouches, the 
fabric of which has decayed. The ivory rings which some excavators have 
assumed to be axmlets, may originally have been pouch ornaments. 
Large beads which may have functioned as spindle whorls have often 
been found at the waists of female skeletons, particularly in the earlier 
period. Women probably carried around with them the tools for what must 
have been a constant occupation -- sp ; ng. An iron spindle survives 
from Wingham, K (XIII, 15, p. 140). Other-functional articles -- 
strike-arlights, purse frames resembling strike-a-lights in shape, shears 
and tweezers -- have been found with female interments, but the survey 
shows that they more often accompanied men. In two instances where 
tweezers have been found with a female, the skeleton has been that of 
an old person. (These associations occurred at Brighthampton, 0 and 
Harnham Hill, Wi, XX, 11, p. 206; XXVIII, 13, p. 302) 
Toilet implements, often comprising pin-like objects for 
scraping the nails or picking the tooth and a spoon-shaped article 
for cleaning the ears, attached to a suspension ring, are almost 
entirely confined to female graves of the earlier period. The 
majority appear to have hung from the girdle. (Three examples have 
been found at the upper part of skeletons, having perhaps been 
suspended round the neck, or attached to one of the clothing 
fasteners. Viking women suspended articles in this way from one of 
their "paired" brooches. )12 
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It is clear therefore that a girdle was generally wom, more 
often without than with a buckle,, and that, apart from the Ruction 
of securing tho gaz-cent at the waist, it served to suspend a variety 
of objects, symbolic, Lunctional and personal. 
Wrist clasps have been found with skeletons in Bedfordshire 
(at the northernmost site, Kempston), Cambridgeshire, Huntingdonshire, 
Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Norfolk, Northamptonshire, Rutland, 
Suffolk and Yorkshire (I, 11, p. 27; 1V, 12, pp. 64-5; XII, 4, p" 105; 
XV, 3, p. 152; XV, 6, pP. 159-61; XVII, 5, p" 173; X=, 10, pp. 
183-4; XXZ, 6, pp. 213-4; XXZV, 10, p. 239; =, 9, PP. 321-3), 
confirms the well-established theory, that these are typically Anglian 
objects. (Kempston is situated in an area where the Saxon culture of 
Wessex and Essex overlapped with that of Middle Annglia. )13 Despite some 
excavatorst descriptions of the objects' positions, the survey demon- 
strates that these clasps were habitually attached to the arm. In 
Section D, 13, (p. 443) it will be shown that the clasps ware stitched 
to the braided or leather band which edged a close-fitting sleeve. 
Clasps have mostly been found with skeletons which are 
clearly female, although come were thought to be associated with 
=ales at Nassington, Nh (XVIII, 10, p. 183), and Lakenhoath, Sf 
(XXIY, 10, p. 239). in spite of their wide distribution and frequent 
occurrence, clasps were not worn by the majority of women at the 
sites where they have been found. 
Sometimes sets of clasps were Trade up of pieces which did not 
match. Very often corpses were-provided with incomplete sets of 
clasps. This suggests that although the clasps may appear thin and 
unimpressive to the modern eye, they were relatively valuable, and 
not easily replaced; or, they may have been easily damaged, and if 
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supplied by a travelling merchant, impossible to match. When only 
one pair was found it was often at the left wrist. At Linton 
Heath, Ca, the clasps at one wrist were matched with buttons or studs 
at the other (IV, 11, p. 64; 12, p. 65), and at Woolstor,, Hu (XII, 
4, p. 105), beads were found at the right wrist of a skeleton with 
clasps at the left. Both cases show attempts to supply fasteners 
as substitutes'for the pair of clasps which was missing. The button 
brooches found at the wrists of a skeleton at Petersfinger, Wi (xxvIII, 31 
p. qq 3), and possibly the small brooches near the hands of a Kempston, 
Bd, skeleton (I, 11, p. 27), may have also fastened sleeves. It is 
likely that the sleeved garment which was secured by wrist clasps in 
Anglian areas, was not itself confined to these areas, though in Saxon 
regions, except at Petersfinger, it was not secured by metal sleeve 
fasteners. It may have been usual to stitch the opening. 
Given that the clasps fastened sleeves, the evidence of the 
survey may also indicate the nature of the sleeved garment. Wrist 
clasps have been found in association with all the normal combinations 
of brooches, that is, in graves without brooches, and with women having 
one, two or three brooches, and in one instance, five. The cylindrical 
grown, clasped by "paired" brooches, is by definition sleeveless, and 
tho cloak which has boon postulated as an outor garment, would wrap 
round tho body and could not roquiro sleeve clasps. The Frankish 
robe mentioned above had wide, not close-fitting sleeves (even if there 
were evidence that such a robe was worn in Anglian areas). It is 
suggested, therefore, that wrist clasps fastened the sleeves of blouses. 
The Greek peplos and the gowns with "paired" brooches depicted 
on the Marcus Aurelius Column were worn over bare arms; but the 
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Rhineland figures in Menimane's costume wear the characteristic gown 
over a close-fitting bodice with long sleeves turnod back into a cuff. 
Viking women buried at Birka wore linen undergarments, scraps of which 
have been preserved inside the "paired" brooches which clasped their 
gowns over these undergarments. 
14 It is likely that Anglo-Saxon, 
women, in a similarly northern climate, were accustomed to wear an 
undergarment and to cover their as. It has already been suggested 
that brooches worn centrally may have, fastened a blouse worn under 
the gown. It seems likely that the clasps fastened the close- 
fitting sloovos of the same garment. 
The evidence of the survey suggests that headdresses were worn, 
but is insufficient for reconstruction. It has been demonstrated 
that pins with spangles. were not, as Baldwin Brown had supposed, ex- 
clusively worn at the head. Pins of similar design might be put to 
different uses by different owners, and pins of various types might 
have fastened the hair or headdress. Pins have been found at the 
heads of women and children in pre-seventh-century gravoa at Abingdon, 
Bek (II9 10, p. 42), Newport Pagnell, Bu (III, 5, p. 53), Barrington B, 
Ca (IV, 10, pp. 63-4), Chessel1 Down, IOW (X, 8, p. 96), Brighthampton 
and Wheatley, 0 (XX, 6, pp. i48rg94), Bidford, Wa (XXVII, 5, p, 4%3) and 
Driffield, Y (XXX, 8, p. 6ao ), and possibly at Broughton Poggs, 0 
(xx, 6, p. Iq C) and Alfriston, Sx (XXVi, 6, pp. 2 70-/). Despite their 
relative rarity, therefore, pins positioned at the head have been 
found over a wide area. 
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The small, staple-like clips which have been found more often 
at the heads of skeletons than in any other posit ion, may have been 
attached to headgear. These objects have been found with both sexes, 
and at seventh-century as well as earlier sites. Significant examples 
from the earlier period include the nine clips positioned near the 
skull of a girl at Iryminge, K (XIII, 10, p. 122), the five found at 
Petersfinger, Wi VIII, 9, p. ý %) and those on either side of the 
head of a skeleton at Little Wilbrahaza, Ca (IV, 11, p. 64). Other 
examples from the earlier period occurred at Abingdon, Bek (II, 11, p. 43)ß 
Holywell Row, Sf ()nv, 11, p. 34 ), High Down, Sx (Jxvi, '7 , p. 27 I) 
and possibly at Guildown, Sr (XXV, 8, Such clips were found 
at the breast and thigh at Bidford, twla (XXVII, 7, p. possibly 
at the feet at trucking, Ex (VIII9 7, p. 82), at feet and thigh at 
tiitcharn, Sr (XXV, 8, p-Mo) and at the right arm at Risoley, x 
(XIII, 10, p. 122). The last-mentioned example had probably been 
attached to a leather strap, and one Mitcham example to a pouch. 
The Holywell Row clips were attached to-wood. These cases suggest 
that clips were used to secure a variety of leather and wooden articles, 
and that though they might sometimes have been attached to headgear, 
they could also have belonged to vessels or other objects laid at 
the heads of graves. 
Other indications of headgear among earlier female_buriala 
are rare. They include rings which may have secured braids of hair 
at Lakenheath, Sf and Bidford, Wa (XXIY, , p" Q4o ; XXVII, 5, p. 284); 
bronze and leather fragments accompanying a skeleton at East Shefford, 
Bek (ii, 11, p. 43); triangular wood and bronze in association with 
a clip at Holywell Row, Sf (XXIF, 11, pp. 2117-40); bronze and rivets 
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similarly associated at Guildown, Sr (XXV, 8, p. SLO ); a square 
mount found over the head of a female at High Down, Sx (XXVI, 7, p. 211); 
and a bronze fastening at the left of a skull at Harnham Hill, Wi 
(xxviiT, 9, p. 9(0 ). The many combs recovered from Anglo-Saxon 
context suggests that the care of the hair was important (unless those 
were textile implements), but only one find, from Cambridge it was 
positioned in such a way as to suggest that it could have been worn 
in the hair (IV, 17, p. 69). 
Continental evidence, while offering suggestions as to the 
type of headgear early Anglo-Saxon women might have worn, does not 
help to interpret the archaeological evidence. Figures of captive 
German women on Roman sculptures sometimes appear bare-headed, their 
hair drawn back and knotted (Plate I) or hanging down (Plate V). 
Some appear with unbound hair sometimes draped by loose veils (Plates 
VII9 VIII). Pins such as have been found at the heads of lo- 
Saxon skeletons might conceivably have been used to keep such veils 
in position, but would probably require some firm base, such as 
braided hair, or a cap worn under the veil, which is not indicated 
in the sculptures. The Prankish woman buried in Paris worn a red 
satin veil which hung to the waist at the back, and was fixed at the 
temples by two small pins. 
15 None of the Anglo-Saxon pins occur 
in this position, however, only the Little Wilbraham, Cai clips 
offering a possible, parallel. 
Some women depicted on Rhineland funerary monuments wear, in 
conjunction with the costume of Nenimane, a hairnet fitting closely 
over rolled or braided hair (Plate VI). A cap of this kind, woven 
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in s rang technique, and dating from the Iron Age, accompanied the 
16 
body of a girl found at Arden Hose, Denmark. The girlts hair had 
been plaited and wound round the head beneath the cap. A knot of 
hair recovered from Greenwich Park, K (Appendix 1, p. 4e5 ),. suggests 
that Anglo-Saxon women might wear their hair in a coil, but there is 
no evidence to confirn that a net was worn over it. 
These continental hair coverings are unlike the voluminous 
hood worn by women depicted in Anmlo-Saxon manuscripts (Part 3, P, 
1, pp. 1+-67-8). It is unlikely that such a hood was worn in the 
pagan period as the garment covered the shoulders, and would have 
concealed the brooches and pins. It seems likely, therefore, that 
if a hair covering was worn by early Anglo-Saxon women, it was of the 
veil or cap type, rather than like that. worn by their successors. 
a 
Brightly-coloured beads must have ornamented the costume of 
many women in the fifth and sixth centuries. Most beads appear 
to have been of amber, (*possibly acquired for prophylactic as well 
as ornamental value) or of coloured glass and paste. Rarer materials 
include crystal (possibly having some magical or other significance and 
related to the crystal balls mounted in silver slings found among 
the grave-goods of wealthy Kent women); also jet, stone and amethyst, 
the latter being unusual among early graves, although it was to become 
more common in the seventh century, 
Pendants were often attached to strings of beads, and'loss often, 
worn without beads. The pendants in earlier graves wore rarely 
elaborate, often consisting of objects which were not of Anglo-Saxon 
origin. The commonest pendant was the perforated Roman coin. 
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, 
Bracteates (circular pendants, designed in imitation of Roman coins) 
and plain metal discs were used with similar effect. Roman artefacts, 
an intaglio and an enamel ornament, were among the pendants worn by 
early Anglo-Saxon women; lame beads may sometimes have hung from 
strings of smaller beads; and natural objects, animals, teeth and 
an eaglets talon, which may have been cherished as amulets were also 
worn as pendants. 
Rings sometimes occur in conjunction with strings of beads from 
earlier graves, but not so reaalarly as in seventh-century cemeteries. 
Beads are rarely strung on the rings in these earlier finds. Such 
rings had probably been sehn to the garment of a woman at Holywell 
Row, Sf, and the beads suspended from them (xxiv, 18, p. 2 ý). 
Some strings of beads, such as one at Warren Hill, Sf, were graduated 
according to size (p. s48') but most arrangements appear to have been 
random. 
Beads have most often been recovered from the neck or chest 
area of skeletons. Metal necklace-fasteners are rare finds, and it 
is likely that bead strings passing round the neck were either attached 
to fasteners made of perishable material, such as wood, or simply 
knotted together. Beads have not often been recovered from under- 
neath okoletons, which are normally supine. , 
It is clear. that in many 
casos the boada wore worn at the front of the body only. This effect 
may have been achieved by stringing the beads only at the front of 
the suspension cord which was then tied round the neck, or, as 
attested at several sites, by attaching a festoon of beads to the 
front of the garment. "Paired" brooches appear to have been utilized 
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as suspension points for festoons, although beads could be festooned 
without the use of brooches. It is possible that the brooches did 
not always suspend the string of beads, but only kept them in 
position, as a single brooch did at the centre chest of a skeleton 
at Hunstanton Park, Nf (XviI, 9, p. 175). This concentration upon 
ornament at the front of the body could be a feature of funeral prac. 
tico which did not mirror everyday costume. If a corpse was to be 
laid out, on its back, displaying finery, it would be wasteful to 
place beads in a position where they would not be seen. Strings of 
beads normally hung round the neck might have been slung from the' 
shoulders instead, on these occasions. 
It is possible that the attachment of festoons of beads to 
"paired" brooches is a fashion related to the earlier continental 
practice of linking matched brooches with chains, and to later . nglo- 
Saxon pin suites; but this is unlikely on aesthetic grounds, the 
beads and brooches being much clumsier than the chained pairs, and 
on the practical grounds that "paired" brooches and festoons of beads 
are found independently. 
The number of beads utilized varied greatly. There were 
some regional preferences for simple or elaborate neck oznaments, 
but there wore also great variations within cemeteries. In general, 
graves generously equipped with brooches and other articles appear to 
have been well supplied with beads, but this was not an inflexible 
rule, since the richest female graves at Broadway, Wo (ýüx, 10, p. 31ý) 
and Filkins, 0 (xx, 13, P-4016 ),. had no beads and one bead, 
respectively. 
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Excavators of several sites, such as Girton, Ca, and Mucking, 
Ex, have noted the practice of equipping the corpse of a child with 
a single bead, or with a small quantity of beads (IV, 19, p. 70; 
VIII, 10, p. 85). T. Jones, in excavating Mucking, has considered 
the possibility that the beads related to the age of the infant, but 
has boon unable to find a relationship between the quantity of beads 
and the size of the skeletal remains. Conversely, some children 
were equipped with unusually elaborate bead ornaments. There is 
an example at Ho]. ywell Row, Sf (XXN, 18, p. 3.47 ). 
Apart from their use as necklaces, festoons and girdle 
ornaments (ppUl-3, above), beads may have been worn in other ways. 
Bead clusters may have been sewn to the clothing, since they some-' 
times occur well away from the neck, brooches or other possible 
points of suspension. Beads may have been attached to headdresses 
at, for example, Abingdon and Blowburton Hill, Bek (II, 15, P" 49), 
Bifrons and Stowting, K (XIII, 17, PP- 147-8). They appear to have 
been worn as bracelets round one or both arms by many women throughout 
the country, but this was not the general practice at any one site. 
At Petersfinger, Wi, beads may have decorated or fastened a shoe or 
garter (XRVIII, 'S , pp. 3 o5-4, ), and they may have been worn at the 
ankle at I+yminge, K (XLII, 17, p. 148). It is possible that beads, 
in conjunction with metal rings, may have been used as simple ear 
ornaments, since the elaborate earrings which appear on the conti- 
nent are not known from Anglo-Saxon context. 
17 These beads and 
rings, however, might equally well be the constituents of necklaces. 
Beads may have somotimes been factional: Apart from use 
as toggles and spindle whorls (discussed above) they xay have acted 
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as buttons. Possible cases occur at Wheatley, 0 (xx, 13 , p. 2oy ) 
and Mitcham, Sr (XXV, 14 , p. 3L 3, )t whore beads were placed in vertical 
rows at the front of bodies, and at Holywell Row, Sf, where beads and 
rings were similarly arranged (XXIV, I5, p. 347 )" There is no inde- 
pendent evidence, however, to suggest that a buttoned coat was worn 
by Germanic women, and such a garment would appear to be inconsistent 
with the costume as reconstructed so far. It seems likely that these 
beads had been strung together and displayed at the front of the 
bodies for burial as was usual, but arranged vertically. 
. 
Neck ornaments other than beads have been found in several 
graves. The Nassington, Nh, necklace of bucket-shaped pendants is 
unique, though similar pendants have been found at Cheesecake Bill 
and ])riffield, Y (XVIII, 16, p. 129 ; XXX, 15, p. 3) " All three 
sites were in Anglian areas. Decorative metal collars have been 
found at Market Overton II, R (XXI, 10, p. P. Ito ), Ipswich, Sf 
(XXIV, 18, p., 14(1 ) and Emscote, Wa (XXVII, 14, p.? 9p), and r torques 
" Nw. (. d, 
in r oinerary urns at Caistorr Nf (XVII, 9, p. 
Women sometimes adorned their arms with metal bracelets as 
well as with beads. Metal armlets are not uncommon finds from Kent, 
but also occur in other-areas. There are many examples, but most 
are unusual in the cemeteries in which they have been found. At 
Sleaford, Li, both metal and bead bracelets were worn, and appear 
mostly to have been the property. of young women (XV, 11, p. 16 bý. 
Other articles may have been adopted as bracelets. A glass armilla 
of Roman manufacture may have been worn by an Anglo-Saxon woman at 
Mailing Bill, 'Sx (XXVI, 12, p. 37Q), and the ivory rings which may 
originally have been pouch ornaments or girdle attachments, might 
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have been re-used as bracelets, as, for example, at Mitcham, Sr 
()IXv, ), P., nt-O). 
Finger rings, which have sometimes been found in conjunction with 
armlots, similarly occur in n-a low proportion of graves, though a con- 
siderable number have been recovered from the country as a whole. 
Several skeletons have been accompanied by more than one finger ring. 
Rings have more often been found in graves equipped with unusual rich- 
ness than in those of average wealth (a - distinction, less marked with 
regard to armlets). 
Metal amlets and finger rings from the pagan period are mostly 
simple bands or spirals, without elaborate ornament. This simplicity, 
the absence of neck rings and circlets for the head, and the relative 
rarity of arm and finger rings in comparison with other jowollery such 
as brooches and buckles (or even compared to the less co=n pi='=d 
wrist clasps) is striking in view of the fact that rings ($beagast, 
thringast) are a traditional adorrnent of women in Anglo-Saxon poetry. 
18 
The partial limitation of these objects to the graves of the wealthy, 
suggests that in early Anglo-Saxon times rings were Indicative of 
social status, though many appear of little artistic or Intrinsic 
value. (Some, of course, were of precious metal. ) Unless one assumes 
that rings were normally too valuable to be loft with tho dead, it 
appoars that Anglo-Saxon women proforrod to dock themselves in other 
items of jewellery rather than the rings of literary tradition. 
ALL MISSING PAGES ARE BLANK 
IN 
ORIGINAL 
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b. Tho conversion period 
It is clear that choice of fasteners, ornaments and the 
Emotional objects attached to the belt changed in the conversion 
period. 
Brooches, eo chzracteristio a part of the woaauls grave f=: L- 
ture in the fifth and sixth centuries, are found lean froquently in 
cemeteries of the seventh. Maz3y sites of this period have yielded 
no brooches. Evidence of "pairing" is rare, there being possible 
cases at Winnall, Ha (x, 2, p. 92), and North Runcton, Nf (XPIi, 2, 
p. i-ýý perhaps an instance of deliberate archaise, and at Becsford 
B. Wo (XXIX, 2, p. ' o2 ). Otherwise brooches have been found singly. 
Only circular brooches occur, mostly either Kentish explos with 
inlaid garnets, or annul arse 
Elaborate gold-and-garnet cloisonne brooches, unlike the 
simpler "keystone" garnet brooches found in sixth-century graves, 
appear to have only been worn singly. Bx=ples mentioned in the 
survey occur at the Kent sites of Broach Doins, Chatham Lines, Gilton, 
Kingston, Milton-next-Sittingbourne, possibly Osongal (perhaps a late 
grave in a long-lasting cemetery), Sibertswold and Winggham (XEE, 5, 
pp. 115,117,110-9). Finds of gold-and-garnot brooches from other 
aroas confirm that the taste for this item of jowollcry, and possibly 
therefore for the garment which it cla*ed, was not confinod to Kent. 
The Sutton, Sf, exairple appears to have been a product of the East 
Anglian jeweller, since it has the mushroom-shaped cloizons which 
are characteristic of the Sutton Hoo je^llery. Cloisonn'O brooches 
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have not only been recovered from the Suffolk sites which are close 
to Kent, and therefore within easy range of Kentish influence (XKZV, 
Q, pp. 9374), but also from more distant Anglian sites. Brooches 
found in boxes at Borrowash and White Low, Db (V, 3, p. 73), the 
fastener found at East Boldon, Du (VII9 2, p. 79) and the brooch from 
Lilla Howe, Y (XXX, 6, all reflect the Kentish fashion, 
while the quoit-shaped gold-and-garnet brooch found near'Husband's 
Bosworth, Lo (XIV, 2, pp. 151-2), may bombine the Kentish mode of. 
decoration with the Anglian taste for annular shape. The N l. ton, 
Bek, and Winnall, Ha, examples show that the polychrome style 
was also popular in Saxon areas (II, 5, P" 39; X, 5, P. 95). 
The later cemeteries of Yorkshire have provided the majority 
of examples of the single annular brooch -*a type popular in Anglian 
areas from earlier times. Sites mentioned in the survey include 
Elloughton, Garton II, Hambleton Moor, possibly Bawnby (the skeleton 
may have been male, and the brooch may not have been used as a 
fastener), North Newbald, Painsthorpe Woid and Uncleby (XXX, 69pp, vue). 
More is also an example from what may have been a seventh-century 
burial at Wetton, St (XXIII, 3, p. = ), and several possible instances 
from Kent (XISI, 5, pp. 117,118). These include an annular brooch 
found under the head of a skeleton at Breach Downs, one lacking a 
pin found with a skeleton at Finglesham (a site evidently in use 
during the seventh as well as the sixth century) and ono from 
Gilton. A single Roman brooch found at Gilton may have boon used 
as the polychrome and annular 'examples were, and a penannular brooch 
found with a skeleton at Wigber Low, Db (V, 3, p. 73), presents 
another variation of the late pagan/early Gbristian single brooch 
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fashion. 
Though the majority of cloisonne brooches derive from Kent, 
and most annular brooches worn singly by women of this period from 
modern Yorkshio, which was within the Anglian kingdom of Northumbria, 
there was clearly cultural interchange between regions, in that 
annular brooches have boon found in Kent and polychrome brooches in 
areas outside Kent, including Yorkshire. 
The majority of the examples mentioned were found at the neck 
or chest, many worn centrally, though one of those at Kingston, K, 
and five at Garton, Y, were worn on the right, - (XIII, 5, P. 119; 
X}IX, 6, ). S. C. Hawkes suggested that such brooches were 
used to clasp cloaks. There are other possibilities: firstly, a 
continuation of that variation on the "paired" brooch fashion in 
which only one brooch clasped the garment which was not fastened on 
the other shoulder (subsection la, p. 3 is , above); but since many 
of the later brooches were worn centrally, this function is unlikely. 
Secondly, centrally-placed brooches may have clasped blouses, as has 
been suggested for earlier examples of single brooches (p. '344, ). 
Eawkes's assumption that these brooches clasped cloaks, however, 
accounts for either position -- at one shoulder or at the centre of 
the chest -- and it may not be necessary to theorise further. 
Thus the disappearance of "paired" brooches may indicate that 
the gown they had once fastened was, by the later period, secured by 
some other means, or, more likely, it may result from a change in 
costume and the disappearance of this garment. Reconstruction of 
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'tlio role of the brooch at the conversion period is complicated by 
the apparent change in attitude to grave-goods at that time, The 
relative rarity of brooches in proportion to the number of burials 
of this period may reflect a decline in the popularity of brooches 
among the population as a whole, or it may derive from the widespread 
acceptance of the Christian teaching which discouraged the provision 
of grave-goods. If the latter, the corpses interred with brooches 
might represent the more conservative sections of society. 
It is possible that brooches had become luxuries. This 
would correspond to their rarity, and would account for the depo- 
sition of brooches which were no longer functional at Winnall, Ha 
and linglesham, K. (x, 5, p" 95; =III9 5, p. 117- - Broken brooches 
may have been kept because they were precious, or they may have been 
given to the dead because better ones could not be spared. ) 
The practice of re-using brooches is noticeable in conversion 
period cemeteries, possibly oAcvrring only at Abingdon, Belt, and. 
Mitcham, Sr, among earlier sites. (II, 5, P" 39; XXV, 6, p. 255)" 
At the late sites of Leighton Buzzard II and Totternhoo, Bd (I, 7, 
pp. 25-6), Burwell, Ca (Iv, 8, p. 62) Ozengal and. Polhill, K (XIII, 7, p. 120) 
and possibly at Garton, Hamby and Painsthorpo Woid, Y (X7IX, 7, p. 320), 
broochos wore ro-uzed as toys, trinkets or chatelaine rings. This may 
support the thoory that the popularity of brooches was in doolino, since 
these ersmples were no longer required as fasteners. A further exsziple of 
the re-use of a brooch is provided by the Winnall, Ha, pendant (X, 15, 
p. 100) which appears to have been made from the centro of a cloisonnä 
brooch; but one cannot know if the brooch was converted because it 
was broken beyond repair, or because it was considered out of date. 
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The primitive-looking safety-pin brooch appears only in 
graves of the conversion period, and in one case, in conjunction 
with one of the most elaborate of Kentish brooches. The two 
safety-pin brooches found at Kingston, K (XIII, 3, p. 114), were 
thought by the excavator to have fastened stockings. Their position 
might be compared to that of two annular brooches found inside the 
tibia of a (disturbed) Sohan, Ca, skeleton, which were thought to 
have fastened a. ckirt (N, 5, " p. 61). Since there is evidence 
from other late sites to suggest that leg coverings were worn, and 
since there is no independent evidence for the wearing of a skirt 
of a kind requiring such a fastener, it seems likely that in both 
these cases the brooches fastened stockings or garters. 
A safety-pin brooch found at the hip of an Uncleby, Y. skeleton 
(XXXt 5 , Qp. 3r7-$) may have secured the belt or chatelaine, since a 
brooch of this kind was associated with a chatelaine at Shudy Camps, 
Ca, (IV, 8, pp. 62-3). 
/ 
Suites consisting of two pins linked by a chain appear to be 
an innovation of the conversion period, occurring at Leighton 
Buzzard III, Bd (two cases, It 8, p. 26), Long Wittenhan II, Bek 
(two cases, II, 9, P. 41), Shudy Comps, Ca (IV, 9, p. 63), Cowo Lowe 
and Wyaaton, Db (V, 4, P" 74), Roundway Down, Ili (xxviiI, 7, p. 190 
and Littlehampton, Wo (XXIX, 5, p0o9 ). The suites have only been 
found in the graves of females, varying in age 1r: = a child at 
Shudy Camps to adults elsewhere. The suites appear to have normally 
been worn at the neck, and at Leighton Buzzard were outsido two 
layers of cloth. 
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The pin suites, like "paired" brooches, provide a twin 
fastening at the upper part of the body, but it seems unlikely that 
the pin suite was a seventh-century substitute for "paired" brooches 
as it would not appear an efficient means of fastening the character- 
istic gown. It seems likely that the pin suites clasped a different 
type of G==t, which opened centrally, and which may have been an 
innovation of the conversion period. The exact nature of this 
costume and the function of the pin suite remain uncertain. 
Possible interpretations of the textile attached to the Leighton 
Buzzard suite are discussed below (Section D. 14, k, cp. 449.50). 
Pairs of pins, of precious metal, have been found in late 
burials at Wigber Low, Mb (V, 5, P" 74), Farthfn9down, Sr (xxv, 7, 
p.: ) and Seamen, Y (Rxx, 8, p. -621 ). These a ples may be com- 
pared with the suites of siailar date. They may have been linked 
together by some perishable substance, to fora suites; or it may 
be that the costume which required two pins did not demand a chain, 
and that this was an added refinement. 
Pin suites and matching pairs of pins are not confined to 
any one region. They are uncommon, but finds of two suites at two 
of the sites suggests some degree of popularity. 
The incomplete clasp found at Cha=tham Down, K. is unique 
(iii, 8, pp. 120-1), but may be compared to the pin suites of the 
same period in that it was designed to clasp together two edges 
of a garment. The "hook-and-eye" from Melbourn, Ca (17,11, p. 64), 
though found lower down the body, on the pelvis of a skeleton, is 
also indicative of a garment which fastened down the front. 
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Pins found on the breast or shoulder may have been usod to 
clasp the cloak. There are seventh-century ex=pies from Burwell 
and Soham, Ca (IV9 10, p. 63), possibly Broadwell, Gl (IX, 6, p. 88, 
date uncertain), possibly 11n; lesham, Holborough, Einton and 
possibly Osengal, K (XIII, 9, p. 121), Stanton Harcourt, 0 (xX, 6, 
"p" 199), C=erton, So 
(XXII, 2, p. 217) and Garton Slack, Y (XIDC, 8, 
3u). 
At Camerton, So (=P 2, p. 218), and Uncleby, Y (XU., 
8, p. 321), pins woro observed at the hips of skeletons, and one 
at Burwell, Ca (17,10, p. 63) was found near the wrist. These 
may have secured the belt, or a g=ent such as the cloak. 
Several other pins have been found high up the body in 
positions described as "at the neck" or "under the chin". Those. 
might also have fastened cloaks, or it is possible that they secured 
some form of headdress, such as a veil, as was suggested by the 
excavator of Burwell, Ca, where a pin was found at the clavicle 
of a skeleton (1v, 10, p. 63). Pins found in positions noar 
the jaw have been excavated from late cemotorios: Snell's Corner 
and Winnall, ILa' (X, 8, p. 96), the Winnall example in an-cociation 
with a second pin found at the forehead; the Kent sites of 
Chartham Down, Crundalo, Dovor II, Holborough and Sibortswold 
( I, 9, p. 121); and Unoleby, Y (xxx, 8, p. 321). It is 
possible that the conversion period saw the introduction of a 
women's headdress which required fixing with a pin, or a spite of 
pins. 
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Other pins, found like some of those from earlier gravo3 at 
the skulls of skeletons, had more obviously fastened the hair or head- 
dress. Cases aro particularly co=on in Kent, occurring at Broach 
Downs, Chartham Dorm, Paveraham (a pin identified as a "hairpin" was 
recovorod), Fingleshum, Gilton, Kingston and Sibertswold, the two 
latter sites producing six oxaznples End seven, respectively (xiii, 
9, pp, 121-2). At Garton, Y, also, a pin was found under the skull. 
of a skeleton (XXX, 81, p. $ a0 ). and, as mentioned above, a in was 
found at the forehead of a Winnall, Ha, : keleton which had another 
under the chin. 
Other finds which may have been the remains of headgear include 
a bone or ivory ornament, found with silver wire, at the back of a 
child's skull at Camerton, So (XXII, y. 9 p. ý IS 
)a ring to the left 
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of the skull and shoulder *of a female at Etiell's Comer, Ha (X, 
10, p. 97), beads found noar skulls at Totternhoe and Leighton 
Buzzard II B, Bd, and a buckle associated with bronze found at 
the latter site (I, 10, p. 27). A clip of the type iaid from 
earlier sites was found near the brooch at Winnall, Ha (X, 10, p., 96)0 
This may possibly have been attached to headgear. 
Women'a costume continued to include a girdlo, which wan 
somotimoa buckled, though since many of the buckles found in later 
graves are small, it is possible that belts were narrower thsn 
before. An innovation of the conversion period in Kent, is the 
buckle with perforated plate, in which the perforations are arranged 
in a cruciform pattern. This may have been wore with a 
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brightly-coloured girdle which would show through the holes in 
imitation of jewelled buckles. 
19 (XIII, 12, pp. 124,125). 
The genoral lack of Bravo-goods in later cemeteries, including 
the beads and brooches characteristic of female burials on earlier 
sitoz, means that the sex of mfr skeletons has not been identified. 
The survey suggests, however, that in some areas in the seventh cen- 
tury, buckles were not popular with women. In Canbridgeshiro, for 
example, more male than female graves were equipped with buckles, 
and none of the seventh-century Derbyzhire" graves containing 
charaoteristical]y feminine articles had buckles. This trend is 
not repeated natinnally. There were m=y buckles in seventh- 
century female graves in Kent (XIII, 12, pp. 123-6, though they were 
noticeably absent from Polhill) end individual sites in other areas, 
such as Thorri1 m, Nf (XPII, 6, p. ti3 ) and Uncleby, Y (XXX, 11, 
IDS), offer contrary evidence. 
A few buckles have been found at the upper parts of bodies. 
They include one, found at the breast of a fcma1o at Long Wittenham 
II, Bek (II9 12, p. 46), one at the right shoulder of an Uncleby, Y, 
skeleton (XXX, 11, p. '325) and one, found with strap ends, near the 
neck of a skeleton at Carthorpe, Y (7CIX, 11, p. 3 2 Lt ). ' The majority 
of buckles, though, have been found in the waist area and probably 
fastened belts. 
As in earlier cemeteries, the absence of a buckle need not 
necessarily mean the absence of a belt. , At Beckford B, Wo, a 
belt o manent of bronze and bone was not accompanied by a buckle 
(, , p, 31o). Various adjuncts continued 
to be attached to 
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girdles which often lacked bucklos. The knife continued to be the 
most common girdle adjunct. It was probably still worn tucked 
into the belt, though in at least one-case, at Painsthorpo Wold, Y. 
the knife had hung with the chatelaine (XXX, 13, p. 327). Only 
rarely were knives found in other positions, such as at the shoulder. 
The toilet articles found as girdle adjuncts in earlier 
cemeteries do not appear in seventh-century graves, and the survey 
suggests that tweezers and purses with metal mounts were nöt carried 
by women of this period. Strike-a-lights have been found loss 
often than in earlier graves, but still occur, for example, in 
Cambridgeshiro (IV, 17, 'p. 68). Keys and girdle hangars have also 
been found in late graves. The ivory rings which may have been 
attached to pouches are not found in later graves, but other rings 
have been found at the waists of skeletons of the later period, 
including the re-used annular brooches discussed above. The spindle 
whorl still occurs, and pairs of shears appear more frequently in 
later graves, for example in Cambridgeshire, Kent and Somerset 
(IY, 17, p. (s ; XIII, 15, P. 139; XXiI, 6, 'p. 219). The chate- 
iaino chain increases in frequency into a distinctive feature of later 
burials, noticeable in Cambridgeshire, Derbyshire, Hamp+hire, Kent, 
Northumberland, Suffolk, Wiltshire and Yorkshire (1V, 17, P. 1-99 
V, 7, P. 75; X, 14, P. q q; XIII, 15, P" 137; X, 3, P" 191; 
=9 16, p. 245; XXV=, 13, P" 303; XXX, 13, P" 329)" The 
cylindrical threadboxes or needle-cases which are unknown from 
earlier sites except riitcham, Sr (XXV, 12, p. 260, which has been 
considered a fifth- to sixth-century site, but anticipates some 
later customs), are also characteristic of the period.. Throadboxes 
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occur in Bedfordshire, Derbyshire, Kent, Oxfordshire, Warwickshire, 
Wiltzhir© and Yorkshire (I, 13, p" 29; V, 7, P" 75; mi, 15, p. 
140; XX, 11, p. 206; XXVII, 12, p. 287; XUIII, 13, P" 303; 
XXX, 13, P" 329)" They probably hung from the girdle in most 
cases, though one found at Hawmby, Y, was attached to an annular 
brooch at the chest (XXX, 6, p. 319). Combs, which in the earlier 
period appear more frequently in cremations than in inhumations, occur 
in some later graves in positions suggesting that they night have boon 
woos on the person, for example at Burwell, Ca (IV, 17, p. bR), 
Winnall, Ha (X, 14, p. 99 ), possibly Camerton, So (XXII, 6, p. 219) 
and at Garton, Carton Slack I and Uncleby, Y (XXX, 13, P" 331)" 
The later graves offer evidence of footwear which was not 
attested earlier except at Chessell Down, IOW (X, 11, p. 97) and pos- 
sibly at Riseley, K (XIII, 11, p. 123). Shoelace tags have been 
found in the graves of women and children at Burwell and Melbourn, 
Ca (IV9 13, p. 65), Wienall and Snell's Cozier, Ha (X, il, P" 97) 
and at Stanton Harcourt, 0 (XX, 7, p. 200). It is possible that 
the dead were being buried in footwear more often, and/or that 
laced shoes were more common than before. The type of footwear 
which requires laces of the kind indicated by these tags differs 
from the shoes of the later Anglo-Saxon and the Inglo-Viking period 
(Saation D, 18, Pp- 455-7 and Part 3: B, 1, p. a7si': 2ý ýP"ýt9'D-'1 i C, 2, 
Pp. cc3'4; D, It p. 509 3 Es 1, pp. öJS-6 ). "Tho shoo-buckles found 
with females at Fin, lesha1, K# indioato the adoption of a Fraakich 
fashion (XIII, 11p p. 123). 
The necklaces of the conversion period exhibit a number of 
changes. Beads do not occur in large quantities; often a ninglo 
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bead, or a group of three or four, is found at the neck. Amber is 
less common than before, the simpler beads being mostly of glass. 
There is an increase in the popularity of amethyst, which occurs both 
in the form of beads and mounted as pendants. Beads of gold and 
silver are frequent finds from the period, and the beads of shell 
which have been found in Oxfordshire and Somerset may have been an 
innovation of the seventh century (ISM, 13, p. lo$ ; =, 8, P-2,21 ). 
Rings, sometimes found in association with beads in earlier 
graves, occur so frequently in seventh-century cemeteries as to be 
considered characteristic of the period. Beads are frequently 
found strung on the rings, or surrounded by them, having been sus- 
pended across them by thread now perished. Possibly those ring- 
and-bead ornaments imitated the pendant b` worn by the more 
prosperous. Several ring-and-bead ornaments considered by their 
excavators to have been earrings, may have been neck oz aments of 
this typo, as suggested for the earlier period. The fashion was 
widespread, being evidence from Bedfordshire, Borkshiro, Cambridgeshire, 
Derbyshire, Gloucestershire, Hampshire, Kent, Northumberland, 
Somerset, Suffolk and Yorkshire (I, 15, p. 30; II, 16, p. 50; IV, 
19, p" 70; V, 9, P" 76; IX, ll, p. 90; X, 15, p. 100; XIII, 17, 
pp. 146-7; XIX, 5, P-192 ; XIII, 8, (gyp.:? o -1 ; =t 18, p-949 ; 
X}IX, 15, pps32,33313g). Examples varied from the single bead strung on 
a ring to elaborate festoons. Ring-and bead ornaments also occur 
in conjunction with pendant bullae. 
The latter most often take the fora of amethysts, or get 
carbuncles set in gold frames, but other stones occur, and some 
entirely metal pendants have beat fotimd. When most elaborately 
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arranged, as in the Desborough. Nh, necklace (XVIII, 16, p. It 9) 
pendants occur in association with silver or gold beads, but they 
axe also to be found in simple= ornaments, and do occur singly. 
Such pendants derive from Dorbyshire, Dorset, Essex, Hampshire, Kent, 
Northamptonshire, O. rfordshiro, Staffordshire, Suffolk, Sussex, 
Wlarwickshie, Wiltshire and Yorkshire (V, 9, P" 76; VI, 4, P" 78; 
VIII, 10, p. 85; X, 15, P" 100; XIII, 17, pp. 145-6; X=9 16, p. 189; 
XX, 139F. 0,208-9; QwJ., 9, p.: &5 ; =9 18, p. 14c? ; XXVI, 12, pp. 27.7; 
XXVII, 14, P-921; XXVIII, 15, P. 3oG; XXX, 15,4P. 333-6). 
Pendant crosses were attached to necklaces at Chazthaa*Down 
and Kingston, K (XIII, 17, p. 145), Desborough, Nh (XVIII, 16, p. 1ci9), 
Staulake, 0 (XX, 13, p. Ao q) and possibly at White low, Db (V, 9, 
p. 76). The presence of the Christian symbol may have been the 
reason why the necklaces were tolerated when other grave-goods were 
not. Other pendant ornaments of this period, like the re-used 
escutcheon at Caperton, So (I, 8p p. a: o ), rV also have been 
valued for their crucifom motifs. At Ixworth, Sf. a gold-and- 
garnet cloisonnä cross was evidently worn by, a woman (=V, l8g p.: 49 ). 
Necklaces appear to have becomo vehicles for the display of pioty 
as well as of wealth. Pendants of the types found in earlier 
graves, among then coins, braeteates and 1___inas' teeth, porciat 
into the seventh eontury. 
There is little evidence about other items of jewollery. 
Beads andbullaq appear to have usually been womn at the neck. 
Beads on rings found near the waist of a Chatham Linea, K, skeleton 
wore considered to have hurl fron the neck 
(üII, 17, p. 143), and 
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a similar explanation may be applied to beads found in the lap of a 
skeleton at Garton, Y (XXX, 15, P" 333)" These articles might, 
however, have decorated girdles, as suggested of beads in such 
positions in earlier graves. There are still no "earrings" which 
cannot be adequately interpreted as necklace constituents. Bracelets 
and finger rings accompanying skeletons at Snellts Corner, Ha, and 
Breach Dowms, K (X, 15, p. 100; XIII, 17, P" 149), suggest that 
such jewellery wä. s still popular among' the prosperous, though 
interred with the dead even less frequently than before. 
Clearly there were changes in artistic taste about the 
seventh century. Since this coincides with the conversion, it seems 
likely that, as S. C. Hawkes has suggested, the new fashions were 
introduced from the Continent via Christianity. It is less easy to 
decide if the change in jewellery fashions also narks a change in the 
structure of garnents, an abandonment of a traditional costume and an 
adoption of a novel one. The traditional gown, clasped at the 
shoulders, could be secured without brooches; but the general aban- 
donment of "paired" brooches at the conversion period suggests that this 
garment, with its North European and pagan associations, was replaced 
by another. The absence of wrist clasps need not indicate the absence 
of a sleeved garment, yet the lack of clasps in seventh-century cometories, 
even-in Anglian areas, suggests that they wore no longer required. It 
may be that the traditional sleeveless gown, worn with a tight-sleeved 
underblouse, was replaced by a sleeved robe. The cloak which was 
worn over this, and probably fastened by tho single circular brooch, 
would be arranged so as to display the elegant necklace of bum, 
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echoing 1'oditerranean taste, or the choapor rind-and-bead imitation. 
A now, centrally-fastenod garment, oithor"a cloak or roil, clas3pod 
by ]inked pins, may have appeared at this time, and there was a now 
emphasis upon leg and foot coverings. 
The conversion period, therefore, probably marks a change 
from the traditional costume shared by early . nglo-Saxon women and 
their Germanic kin, and may indicate the begintiinV of the very dif- 
ferent costume which is shown in the manuscript illustrations of the 
late Anglo-Saxon period. 
6 
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2. Ifalo costume 
Reconstruction of the costume of Anglo-Saxon men i`rom 
cemeteries of the pawn period is more difficult than deducing 
the forn of wo=en's clothing. The grave-goods of men include 
fewer articles' which may have been worn on the person, and conti- 
nental representations of Geinanic men offer fewer correspondences 
with Anglo-Saxon grave furniture than 
he those of woven. 
Continental art and archaeology make it possible to distinguish 
certain characteristics of male costume in the Gernaaio world. The 
costume of the Germanic man, as represented on Roman sculptures, 
may include trousers, tunic and cloak. The trousers, which appear 
most consistently, are depicted as loosely-fitting, and hang in 
folds, as, for example, shown on the second-century Colin of Marcus 
Aurelius (Plate IX). The barbarians are sometimes depicted in 
humiliating circumstances, with the upper part of the body bared, 
revealing that the trousers were fastened round the waist by a belt 
(Plato X. ). Trousers are usually depicted as ankle-length, but short 
trousers are we= by a figure on horseback on the tombstone of a 
soldier of Germanic descent20 and Girlce has established that short 
trousers were worn by men in Hanover in the fourth century, 
21 
Archaeological evidence from Scandinavia confirms that leg- 
coverings were a well-established feature of Germanic cost=o. A 
pair of trousers, with foot pieces attached to then, are anon the 
g=ents which have been recovered from Thorsbjorg Fen, Dem=rk, 
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dating from tho third century B. C. 
22 Other surviving Iron Ago 
gs`rments include leggings which had apparently been bound to the 
calf with woollen strings, and which were wo= by a Hale corpse 
found in Daugb j erg Pon* 
23 
Barbarians depicted in Roman art may wear over the trousers 
a girdled tunic, with long or short sleeves (Plate IX). Such tunics 
are sometimes knee-length, sometimes shorter, reaching only to the 
hip. A sleeved tunic is among the finds from Thorsbjerg Fen. 
24 
Roman sculptures indicate that a cloak was usually worn, over 
either the tunic or the bare torso. The cloaks depicted are 
usually of the short, rectangular type, mostly clasped at the right 
shoulder (Plates ? X, X), more rarely at the left shoulder or at the 
centre of the chest. Men depicted on the-AdFlissi Monument 
(probably first-century B. C. ) wear op ncho-like outer gacnts, 
falling in V-shaped folds at the chest. The head emerges from a 
central slit (Plate XI). The existence of this garment has been 
confirmed by a crudely-made poncho recovered from R; tmbjerg Moso, 
Denmark :r 
The costume of men as reconstructed from Anglo-Saxon manu- 
script illuminations (Part 3, B, 2, pp. 476.22, below) corresponds in 
several respects to these earlier Germanic examples. It would 
therefore appear that men may have continued to wear a traditional 
costume throughout the Anglo-Saxon period. The archaeological 
evidence of SectionsI to =, however, provides supplenentazq infor- 
mation about the pagan period. 
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The majority of cloaks worn by secular males pictured in late 
Anglo-Saxon manuscripts, are rectangular and clasped by a single, 
circular brooch. Cloaks of similar shape, clasped at the shoulder, 
were worn by Germanic men before the settlement. Yet, surprisingly, 
the majority of Anglo-Saxon male skeletons from pagan graves have not 
been found to be equipped with brooches at the shoulder. It is 
possible that a different type of cloak, such as the poncho mentioned 
above, which would not require a fastener, was popular in the pagan 
period. Alternatively, it is possible that men were not buried 
in cloaks, or that, for burial, the versatile rectangular cloak was 
used as a blanket, and not clasped; or it is possible that rectangular 
cloaks were clasped by fasteners of perishable material at this date. 
A bone rectangle found at the left shoulder of a male skeleton at 
Lowbury, Bek (II, 8, p. 41), a "shroud fastrner" under a skull at 
Burwell, Ca. (Iv, 11, p. 64), a "latchet" found at Baggravo, La (XIV, 
4, p. 152) and the toggle bead at the neck of a young man buried at 
Northolt, Mx (XVI, 6, p. l(o8) demonstrate that use was made of 
fasteners other than the metal brooches and pins which are co=on 
finds from women's graves. 
Brooches and pins have apparently been found in the graves of 
men, but the circumstances of many of the brooch finds have been 
such that the attributions are uncertain. Some, for ex nplo. " those 
at Kenpston, Bd, were discovered before syatio excavation (I, 5, '" 
p. 25). Other brooches attributed to males, such as those at 
Abingdon and Blewburton Hill, Bek, occurred in graves without weapons,, 
although other male skeletons in the sand cemeteries were accoapaniod 
I 
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by weapons (II9 7,. p. 41). In several instances "male" graves 
with brooches have also contained beads, which the survey of pagan 
grave-goods has shown to be primarily a female ornament. An annular 
brooch on the chest of a skeleton believed male, at Hawnby, Y 
(=9 !o, p. 31q), was attached to a noodle-case, a typically 
feminine adjunct. 
Nevertheless, excavators have recorded the discovery of 
brooches in male graves in Bedfordshire, Berkshire, Buc n,, ranshire, 
Cambridgeshire, Gloucestersh. b, the Isle of Wight, Kent, 12iddlosex, 
Norfolk, Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire, Suffolk and Wiltshire (I, 
5, p. 25; II, 7, P. 41; III, 4, P. 53; IV, 7, p. 62; IX, 5, P" 83; 
; x, 6, p. 95; XIII, 6, p. 120; XPI, 3, pp. v7 -8; XPII, 3, P. 1'12 
XVIII, 7, P . 1$1 ; 
XX, 5, P"iQ; XM, 7, P-227; XKYIII, 6, P" 9't) " 
No type of brooch appears to have boeil exclusive to men, although it 
was observed at ChessellDown, IOW, that the larser brooches accompanied 
malo skolotona. Sovoral of the "malo" graves from those counties 
contained two circular brooches in positions equivalent to the 
"pairing" normally associated with females. There appears to be 
no other evidence from art or aroimcologsr to confirm that a gent 
fastened in this way was a component of the costume of An. lo-Saxon 
pagan neng26 although considerations of sex may not have prevented 
an individual from fastening his garment with a pair of brooches 
if convenient, or his kiss from doing m at his burial. 
There have been more single brooches that pairs recovered 
from apparently male graves, but these were not positioned 
consistently. They have been found at shoulder, breast# waist 
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and side. There is insufficient evidence to judge if them was a 
change in the manner of wearing brooches among men in the later 
period as there was among women. Single annular brooches and a 
single gold-and-garnet brooch occur in later male as in later 
female graves, but single brooches were apparently also worn earlier. 
Two brooches, believed to be seventh-century, were found in the grave 
of a man at 0ccaney Beck, Y (m, ý! p. IiS), but this evidence is 
too slender to deduce that men continued to wear two brooches when 
women did not. 
Pins, though found more often with females, occur in the 
graves of men, as well as in association with skeletons of indeter- 
minate sex, some of which are likelytb have been male. Pins have 
been recorded in association with Hale skeletons in Cambridgeshire, 
Kent, Norfolk, Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire, Stafford: hiro, Suffolk, 
Sussex and Wiltshire (IV, 10, p. 63; XIII, 9, pp" 121,122; XVII, 
4, p. 173; XVIII, 9, p .1Ia XX, 6, p. i -?, I ; II, 4, PP 2ý 
CCLV, 9, p"d38; XXPI, 6, p. 9 71 ; XXVIII, 8, Dp" 9 Sý 29 G) . 
Those examples of which the positions have been recorded, have 
mostly been found at the upper parts of skeletons, in positions con- 
sistent with having clasped the cloak which otherwise is scarcely 
evidenced from the period. Pins were found at the breast or chest 
at perry Hill, Ex (XXVI, 6, p.. 71) and Winklebury II, Wi (xxviiI, 
82p. : 19 6), at the left of the chest at Lakenheat1, Sf (Xav, 9, 
p,. ý3 8, although this skeleton also had brooches and may have been 
female), at the right clavicle at Soharn, Ca (IVY 10P p. 63) and at 
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the upper part of a disturbed Sarre, K, grave (XIII, 9, p. 122). 
A pin found on the lumbar vertebrae at Cassington, 0 (XX, 6, p. 199) 
might have secured the cloak as it wrapped round the body. 
It is clear that Anglo-Saxon non of the pagan period habitually 
wore belts, but impossible to establish whether theze fastened 
trousers or tunics. Males found with two buckles at waist level 
may have wore both garments, but additional buckles might have 
fastened pouches or other articles, as attested at I{ymingo, K 
(XIII, 12, p. 126), rather than second belts. 
Buckles have been very often found at the waists and hips of 
male skeletons from throughout the pagan period. Such buckles have 
been recovered from Bedfordchire, Berkshiro, Cambridgeshire, Essex, 
6 
Hamcpshiro and the Isle of Wight, Hertfordshire, Kont, Leicestershire, 
Lincolnshire, Norfolk, Northamptonuhiro, Oxfordshire, Somorsot, 
Staffordshire,. Suffolk, Surrey, Sussex, %rarwickchiro, Wiltshire, 
Worcestershire and Yorkshire (I, 12, p. 28; II, 12, pp. 43-5; 179 14, 
pp. 65-6; VIII, 8, pp* 82-3; X, 12, pp. 97-8; XI, 3. P. 103; =, 
12, pp. 124-8; XIV, 5, P. 153; XV, 7, P. ' 161; XVII, 6, pp. 173-4; 
XVIII, 11, p. 184; XX, 8, pp* 200,201,202; XXII, 5, p. 218; CCIII, 7, 
p. 223; V, 13, PP- 240-2; XXV, 10, p. 257; XTI, 8, pp. 272-3; 
XXVII, 9, p. 286; XXVIII, 11, pp. 296-8; 
, 
XXIX, 7, p. 310; XXX, 11, 
pp- 323-4,325). Finds of metal belt fittings without buckles confi2a 
that belts were worn by men in Bucking ^ shiro (III, 6, P. 53) and 
Dorset (VI, 3, p. 78). The fact that buckles wore the only clothing 
fasteners found at the battlefield ccneteries of Danstablo, Bd (I, 12, p. 28) 
and Old Sarum, Wi (XXVIII, 11, p. 297) suggests that the bolt was conaidorod 
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an essential item of clothing, not a luxury to be plundered. 
As in women's graves, buckles have been recovered from right 
and left, and also from the back of skeletons, but many were worn 
centrally. The majority of elaborate belt fittings to have been 
recovered have been associated with men. These include belts with 
ornamental plates, such as have been found at Blewburton Hill and 
Wallingford, Bek (II, 12, pp. 44,45), Xxcking, Ex (VIII9 8, P" 83), 
Winnall, Ha (X, 12, p. 98), Kingston, K (XIII, 13, P. 130), Sleaford, 
Li (XV, 8, p. 161), Cassington, 0 (XX, 8, p. 200), Holywell Row, 
Sf (XXIP, 13, p. 241) and Mitcham, Sr (XXV, 11, p. 258), several 
of them without buckles; a reinforced belt from Riseley, Y. (XIII, 
13, p. 130); and unique equipment from Dorchester, 0 (XX, 8, p. 201) 
and Taplow, Bu (III, 6, p. 53)., Elaborate belt equipment was some- 
times, but not exclusively, associated with swords, and in one case 
with a scramasax. 
Belt fittings and strap tags have been recovered from many 
graves lacking buckles. It is clear that alternative methods of 
fastening were available even for heavy belt equipment. Beads which 
may have functioned as toggles have been found in some male graves, for 
example, at Bishopstone, Bu (III, 9, P" 55), Melbourn, Ca (IV, 18, 
p. 69) and Mitcham, Sr (XXV, 13, p. 261). 
Finds of objects which had probably been attached to the 
girdle, in many male graves, as in many female, confirm that unbuckled 
belts were worn. Numerous knives have been found with men, as with 
women, and again appear to have been most frequently carried at the 
belt. . 
The knives were sometimes carried in sheaths, particularly 
in the seventh century. Other articles carried at men's bolts 
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include strike-ar-lights and purses (which may in some cases have con- 
tained fire-making materials), tweezers and shears. Corms may have 
been carried on the person, az attested by late graves, but may not 
always havo been worn at the belt. Objects more usually associated 
with females have been found in the graves of apparently mal© 
skeletons. Koyp, toilet articles and suspension rings appear to 
have been occasionally worn by men, and in one case (at ire, Nh, 
I 
XVIII, 14, p- 18 7 ), an ivory ring. Amulets, such as the shell 
carried by a man buried at Ellesborough, Ba (III, 8, p. 55) and the 
______g -tooth 
by one at Sleaford, Li (XV, 9, p. Ib were apparently 
attäahed to the bolt. Tools were sometimes carried in this way, for 
example axes at Iyminge, K (XIII, 15, p. 138), and a whetstone at 
Uncleby, Y (XXX, 13 , p. 33c ). 
Some non may have worn diagonal belts or baldrics, attested 
by finds of buckles and other belt fittings at breast or shoulder. 
The purpose of buckles positioned in this manner is clarified by 
graves at Taplow, Bu (III9 7, p. 54) and Dorchester, 0 (XX, 8, p. 2o, ). 
At the latter site a buckle fotmd on the shoulder had been attached 
to a baldric which was part of the regalia of a Gerianic Raman 
norconary.. At Taplow a buckle on the shoulder had boon attached 
to gold material which lay diagonally and had probably ozncmented a 
baldric. Both the early settler at Dorchester and the conversion- 
period chieftain at Taplow seem also to have worn elaborate belts 
at the waist. The harnesses worn by other men, as attostod by 
belt fittings found at the upper parts of the body, ray also havo 
boon wom in addition to belts at the waist. It is possible that 
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baldrics denoted rank or military status, -though buckles placed at 
the shoulder are not confined to rich or male graves. Buckles or 
other belt equipment have been found at the breasts or shoulders of 
nale skeletons at Abingdon and Long Wittenham I, Bek (II, 12, pp. 43-4, 
45-6); Ellesborbugh and Taplow, Bu (III, 7, pp. 53-4), Burwell and Girton, 
Ca (IV, 14, pp. 66-7), Mucking, Esc (VIII9 8, p. 83), Winnall, -Ha (X, 12, 
p. 98). Riseley and Sarre, K (XIII, 12, p. 128), Sleaford, Li (BY, i , 
p. ! (ol ), Brigkithampton and Dorchester, 'O (XX, 8, ppJoo, Io), Caperton, 
So (XXII, 3, P. & I'S ), Stapenhill, St (XXIII, 7, P. 2: 23 ), Holywell 
now, Sf (XXIV, 1 '3, P. k 1) and Garton Slack, Y (XXX, Ij, p. 324 ). 
Knives may sometimes have been suspended from such straps, since knives 
have been found on the chests of skeletons. 
In three instances, the positions of grave-goods have suggested 
that leg coverings were wom. Knives found at the lower legs of male 
skeletons at 1 ynsham, 0 (XX, 11 9p. ýo 4) and Chee W RIll, Y (xxx, 13, 
p. `, ý(o ) may have been attached to garters or thrust into stockings. 
One of the axeheads found at Alfriston, Sx (xxvi, 11t p. 277)# lay 
at the knee and may have been carried in the same way, although other 
axes found at the site had apparently been carried at the belt, and 
a tool of this kind may have been too heavy to be supported by 
leggings. 
Evidence of footLrear is limited to an object which may have 
been a shoe-lace tag, found at 1rolbourn, Ca (a late site, IV9 13, p. 
65), and tags and shoe buckles from Pinglosh^. (a site which bras in 
use for a long period) and Polhill 
(a late site), K (XIII, 11, p. 123). 
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It is probable that in the earlier pagan period ments footwear, like 
womentslhad no metal fittings, or was never buried. 
There is little archaeological evidence about the headgear of 
men. A buckle found near the earbonesof a male skeleton at Ipswich, 
Sf, may have been the rerna.. ins of a head covering (XXIV, 11, p.. 40), 
as also may have been the metal remains found near the heads of males 
at Totternhoe, Bd (I, 10, P. 97), East Sheiford, Bak (II, 11, p" 43),. 
Bowcombe Dorm, IOW (X, l0, pp. 96-7) and at Alfriston, Fide and 
High Down, Sx (XXVI, 7s p. `ý71 )" No two of those finds are similar, 
however, and na consistent pattern is established. Articles described 
as "cramps" were found near the head of a male skeleton at High Down, 
and clips of the type also found with females were at the heads of 
males at Totternhoe, Bd (I, 10, P. 27), fiseley, K (XIII, 10, p. 122) 
and Holywell Row, Sf (XXIV, 11, p. 2 39)- - Such clips have also been 
found ut logs, Lips and breasts of male ckelotons, and as in female 
graves, it seems that they might have been attached to knife sheaths 
and leather vessels, as well as possibly to leather caps. 
Men appear to have been buried in loss purely ornamental 
jewellery than women were. Beads have sometimes boon found in 
association with males, but necilaces are rare, and usually found in 
graves also containing brooches, suggesting mis-identification of 
sex. Single beads, if not attached to sword hilts, may have boon 
used as toggles or worn as amulets. The wearing of rings, again 
contrary to literary tradition, 
27 is rare, the majority of finds in 
this category having been associated with females. - Exceptions 
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- include bracelets accompanying males at Biirons and Milton, K 
(XIII, 17, pp. 148-9), a finger ring at Everthorpe, Y (xxx, 15, p. 33(-) 
and an anklet at Iyminge, K (XIII, 17, p. 148). The latter article 
is almost unique in Anglo-Saxon context. Another was ford in a 
cinerary urn at Caistor, Nf (XVII, 9, p. l'75 ) but it appears that 
foot and ankle ornaments were a regional peculiarity of Iyminge, not 
confined to either sex. 
I 
Archaeological evidence, therefore, suggests that in practice 
less jewellery was worn by men than is indicated in art and literature 
-- the brooches of later sculpture and illumination are not coon in 
the graves, and the rings which, according to literary tradition 
28 
were distributed to the desDrving, were not worn on the necks, arcs 
a 
or fingers of pagan men. Conversely, articles which are not attested 
by art are shoes to have been carried on the person: buckles, Iniivos 
and other articles carried at the belt were clearly common features 
of the costume. 
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Children's costume 
The survey does not suggest that childrents clothing differed 
fundamentally from that of adults. No types of clothing fastener 
are associated only with children, and no consistent positioning of 
fasteners occurs only with children. Heaney noted that "Children 
seem often to have been buried in a simpler manner and with fewer 
grave-goods than adults, but this was probably due to the fact that 
they had had less time than adults to acquire possessions, or to 
stamp their character on their surroundings. "29 This simplicity 
may explain the association of single brooches with the skeletons of 
children and young women at Long Witteriha, 1, Bek, and in Wiltshire, 
mentioned above, and the simple arrangements of beads found with many 
young people, already discu-sr. ed (subsection la, pp. 1sozi. 5). 
This simplicity of burial does not apply to all children's 
graves. In some instances there may have been attempts to provido 
a child with appropriate grave-goods though it was too young to have 
used them. samples include the provision of knives in the burials 
of infants at East Shofford, Bok (II, 14, p. 47) and the lavishly- 
oquippod grave of a girl at Holywoll Row, Sf (MV, 18, p.. 141 ), 
which included over-large strings of beads. 
A row children+s gravos of the convorsion poriod offer more 
evidence than contemporary graves of adults. Footwear, for example, 
is evidenced by shoe-lace tags and leather traces from, Stanton 
Harcourt, 0 (XX, 7, p. ýoo ). Leather footwear is also attested in 
the graves of adults, however. The deposits in those children's 
graves may be the result of an archaism which has beon sometimes 
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observed in the burials of young, persons. 
30 The custom of equipping 
a corpse with grave-goods was ceasing for adult's funerals at the time 
these children were buried, and any differences nay result fron 
archaise in burial rather than any distinction in dress. 
.. 6 
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C. THE EIGETH TO EIsEMMM CE`i7LTU8IEä 
Sources and datiniT of evidence 
The artefacts of the later Saxon period have been recovered 
from hoards, or from. occupation sites, or constitute stray finds; 
they have only rarely been associated with burials. Few= deduc- 
tions, therefore, are possible about the function of these objects 
than about articles from the pagan periods the sex of the wearer 
can not be dote- fined; the position in which an object was worn is 
rarely demonstrated by archaeological evidence alone. The survival 
of a considerable quantity of Christian period material does, however, 
Hake possible a comparison of the range of objects in use then, with 
what is knowa of pagan times. 
A variety of factors make it possible to date article3. A 
few artefacts are associated with known historical persons, such as 
a finger ring inscribed with the nano of JEthelwulf, King of Wescax 
from A. D. 839 to, 858 or 859; 
1 
others are associated with datable 
places, such as objects found at ItJhitby, Y, whore the abbey 'was in 
existence from A. D. 657 to 8672 and at York, where the current scicati- 
fie excavation is establishing chronology. The presence of coins 
makes it possible to establish the date of jewellery deposited in 
hoards, such as the one from Trowhiddle, Cornwall, c. A. D. 875, and 
another from Cuerdale, La, in an area of Viking settlement, deposited 
A. D. 903.3 Other items may be dated on stylistic groin from 
their resemblance to sculpture, nanuscripts or notalwor: C of such 
. styles as the eighth-century 
Anglian/blercian, the ninth- to tenth. 
, century Trewhiddle or tenth-century Winchester. 
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A survey of clothing fasteners and adjuncts based upon this 
material rust take account of certain reservations. Firstly, the 
deposition of these objects was more haphazard than the systematic 
provision of grave-goods which took place in the pagan period. 
Secondly, some finds lacking omanent and not deriving on securely- 
"dated contexts, may have escaped assignment to the late Saxon period. 
Conclusions based on negative evidence can only be tentative: the 
absence or scarcity of any class of object may, but need not, reflect 
its lack of popularity in this period. 
Brooches: the South 
The distribution of brooches in post-seventh-century mgland 
reflects the cultural division of the country which resulted fron the 
Viking settlement of the North. Brooches from the southern (and 
persistently Anglo-Saxon) part of the country, from the oith to 
the eleventh century are consistently disc-shaped. The brooches 
are of silver, bronze or base metal, gold being rarer than in the 
conversion period, though the Strickland Brooch is an unusual excep- 
tion among the corpus of late disc brooches in being inlaid' with 
gold. 
4 The decoration and quality of the disc brooches varies. 
Some are oponwork, most have decorated surfaces. The corpus includoa 
fine and unusual examples, such as the ninth-century Puller Brooch 
(Plate XII) which bears representations of the five Senses, 
5 the 
Strickland Brooch already mentioned, which is tenth-century or 
earlier, and the brooch from Sutton, Isle of Ely, which bears 
eleventh-century Bingerike Style ern ent on the front and two 
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inscriptions on the back. This example, though found in a Danelaw 
area and decorated according to Anglo-Scandinavian taste, corresponds 
in shape to the Anglo-Saxon norm for the period., and bears Old Fizglith 
on the reverse. The gender of the personal pronouns in one of the 
inscriptions suggests that an owner of the brooch was femalo: 1 dwon 
no ag: age hyo Drihten. Drihten hino awerie ä'e me hire aatferie, 
buton hyo no selle hire agenes willes', translated by Page as: 
dwen owns me, may the Lord own her., Iiay the Lord curse the man 
who takes me from her, unless she give no of her own free will. "6 
There survive mashy other disc brooches of inferior quality.? 
A few others imitate coins, mostly tenth-century. 
8 Fhsmelled brooches 
may also have enjoyed some popularity, since one has been recovered 
from Dowgate Hill, London9 and another from Oxford. 
10 Both are 
probably tenth-century.. 
The disc brooches of the Christian Saxon centuries indicate 
some continuity of jewellery fashions from the late paan/conversion 
period. It has been established that the design of the later Saxon 
brooches developed from the circular, garnet brooches found in late 
pagan graves. 
ll It may also be significant that the large, seventh- 
century, Kentish disc broochos were apparently worn singly, a 
departure from the "paired" fashion which had prevailed in most 
areas (B, XQ1, Zb, P-120 
+ ). The fashion of weurizC a single 
brooch evidently continued, since the late Saxon disc brooches have 
never been found in matching pairs. 
The form of the later brooches also corresponds to the brooches 
depicted in late Anglo-Saxon illuminations, where brooches cr© usually 
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though not exclusively, represented by circles, without projecting 
pins (Part Three, B, 2, p. 1-26, below). It would be an over-cimpli- 
fication to suggest unbroken continuation in fashion from the late 
pawn graves to the period of the manuscript illuminations, particularly 
since the gave finds relate to female interments and the illustrated 
brooches appear almost exclusively on the costumes of men. The 
brooches do, however, offer some evidence of continuity in taste, 
and offer tangible confirmation of the manuscript evidence. 
3" Brooches: the North 
Finds fron Whitby,, Yt 
12 
suggest that the early community of 
Anglo-Saxon nuns continued to use clothing fasteners of the kinds 
worn by many seculars buried in the late pagan/convorsion period 
graves in Yorkshire. (Literary evidence,, Part Four, 34 5s PP"'5310, 
below'suggests that nuns were not obliged to wear a distinctive habit 
at this period, though simplicity in dress was desirable. ) Un- 
matching annular and simple penannular brooches were found at Whitby 
including one flat annular brooch closely resembling oxamples from 
pagan context. Whitby has also yielded safety-pin brooches of: the 
kind found in seventh-century graves (B, =, lb, p. 3) 
For the greater part of the period under consideration the 
North of nigland was under Viking domination and, although it is not 
the present purpose to examine Viking costume in detail, the pro- 
bability that differences of dress were among the cultural variations 
between the communities at this time is worth brief considoration. 
The evidence offered by archaeological finds of brooches 
raises three points about the costume of the Viking cottlera. FYrstly. 
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the "paired" brooch fashion which had evidently declined throughout 
iland in the seventh century, nay. have been temporarily reintroduced 
by the femalo Vikings of the North. The skeleton of a woman, evi, 
dently Viking-poriod, excavated at Bedalo, Y. had Scandinavian 
"tortoise" brooches "paired" in this way. 
13 The Viking women, there- 
for, nay have reintroduced the traditional Gez nio costume which 
their Flo-Saxon predecessors had worn, and which continued to be 
worn by their Scandinavian kinswonen, 
14 the characteristic feature 
of which was the employment of "paired" brooches. 
Secondly, the influence of Scandinavian trefoil brooches 
(sometimes worn in Scandinavia as "third" brooches between "paired") 
may perhaps be seen in an eighth- or ninth-century trefoil object 
from Kirkoswald, Cumb, which may have functioned as a brooch. 
15 
Possibly the Scandinavian women wore the third brooch as an addition 
to their traditional dress. 
A further variation between the brooches of the North and 
the South is that the brooches found in hoards in the Viking area 
have been of the penannular type, with expanded terminals, sore being 
of the design known as "thistle". Earlier penannular brooches of 
simpler fora have been found in Anglo-Saxon contexts and (particularly 
those deriving from Anglian areas such as Yorkshire) may indicate an 
established taste for this type of brooch; yet it is likoly that 
the eith-, ninth- and tenth-century pen"=ular brooches did not 
develop stylistically from those of the pagan Anglo-Saxon period, but 
were introduced directly from Ireland. They correspond closely to 
examples found in Ireland, their shape being characteristically 
Celtic and their ozuament S"iberno-Saxon. 
l6 
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The choice . of the pen^nnular brooch by the Anglian and Viking 
population of the North may indicate a third variation in costuae 
between then and the Anglo-Saxons of the South, and suggests a use 
for brooches apart from the feminine "pairing". Like the disc 
brooch of the South, the large penannular brooch dppears to have 
always been worn singly in the British Tslesl? although the typo 
has been worn "paired" by women outside Europö 
8 (Fig. 2). The 
chaxactcristic manner of wearing the peearnular brooch in Ireland waa 
deduced by Allen, on the evidence of ninth- to tenth-century sculpt=os. 
l9 
The brooch was worn on the right shoulder of a cloak or coat which 
fastened down the front. Unlike the single brooches in late Anglo- 
Saxon manuscripts, the Irish brooches on sculptures do not clasp to- 
gether the edges of garments, their fiction (if any) being to sgcuro 
the cloak or coat to the tunic underneath. The outer gaeat might 
therefore be tailored, unlike the simple Anglo-Saxon reotznMolar 
cloak which could double as a blanket. It is possible that the 
Anglo-Viking population of the North, in adoptint; the peaannular 
brooch from Ireland, also adopted the coat which it accompanies on 
Irish carvings. 
The Irish sculpt=os evidence the wearing of the penannular 
brooch by mon. 
4" Pin suites 
The change in A10-Saxon women's costae in the seventh century 
Which 3s marked by the disappearance of "paired" brooches and the 
increased proferenco for the single, circular brooch, also involved 
the introduction of suites bf linked pins (B, 70IX1, ib, P, 3 -ait). This 
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fashion, like the sin, lo brooch, evidcntly continued into the Clristian 
period. Pin suites, however, on available evidence, did not continue 
in use beyond the eighth century. Unlike the conversion period 
suites, the later examples have been found, -chiefly in A-gliau/Vikin,,; 
areas. 
The only complete pin suite from the period under consideration 
is one recovered from the River Witham, which consists of three 
disc-headed pins'linked by flat connecting pieces. 
20 Several other 
disc-headed pins from incomplete suites have been discovered. These 
late pin suites differ from those of the late pagan/conversion period 
in three main features: the disc-shaped heads are unlike the slender 
heads of the earlier pins; the flat connecting pieces of the Witham 
and Kegworth, Le, pins differ iron the chains linking earlier snitos; 
and the only complete suite from the later period consists of threo 
pins, not the two found in the earlier examples. A suite of three 
pins might have been designed to fulfil an entirely different func- 
tion. The later suites might not have been gazent fasteners. 
Those variations are not so great, however, as to preclude 
continuity of fashion. It has been recognised that the late pagan 
suites from Roundway Down, 11i, and Littlehampton, Wo, " utilize flat 
platos as woll as chain to link the two pins, anticipating the later 
Witham and Kogworth arrangement; also that these suites woro 
provided with central medallions which bear some resemblance to the 
flat heads of later pins. ' The central pin of the later suite may 
have been a functional development of the ornamental moda11ion. 
It is possible that the later sots did not originally consist 
of three pins, but of two, since the only three-pin suite, that from 
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the River Witham, includes one-pin (the right-hand member) which does 
not match the others* 
22 It seers probable, though, since the central 
pin is longer than the other two, that: the suite originally consisted 
of three pins, though not necessarily the same three. 
It is possible that the continued use of the pin suite marks 
some continuity in the manner of fastening the costume fron the seventh 
to the eighth centuries and may have result©d from the continued uze 
of a particular garment; but the differences in shape and number of 
pins in the later suites in addition to the nornal lack of evidonee 
as to function in this period, make the conclusion far fron certain. 
5" Pins 
Single, straight pins, plain or with ornamented heads, con- 
tinued to be used after the seventh century. Metal and. bone wales 
survive. A number have been found at Whitby, Y, mostly being between 
23 
1.3" and 3" long. A uni-que, decorated metal pin, over , 
7" long, 
was found in the Trewhiddle, Cornwall, hoard. Pins wo=o not con- 
fined to the native Anglo-Saxons, having been ford in apparontly 
Viking levels at York. 
25 They were co=on finds on sitos of the 
middle and late Saxon period at Southampton, "26 As is the case 
with othor fuatonera from thooo ocnturios, the oxaot funotion of tho 
pins is unlmown, but it is probable that soma had been used to fasten 
clothing. 
6. 
, Alternative 
fasteners 
Several small hooks (sometimes called "dress hooks") with 
simply-decorated heads, usually triangular, have be= rocoverod from 
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post-seventh-century context. Five were found at Whitby, Y, four 
on the Ronan villa site at Whittington, G1,20 and two with a hoard 
deposited in the tenth century at Tetney, Li, 
29 One was found at 
Silchester, Ha, 
30 
and others in the excavation of the late Saxon 
town at Thotford, Nf. 
31 The objects resemble hooks found in the 
late pagan/early Christian cemeteries of Burwel132and Shady Camps, 
33 
Ca. One of the Whitby examples was pierced as if for attachment to 
a light fabric, and it is possible that this, and other examples, 
had been attached to the costume. This class of object, evidently 
an innovation of the conversion period, apparently remained in use 
throughout the remainder of the Saxon period, both in areas which 
were subject to Viking influence and in those which remained Anglo- 
Sax=* 
e 
A hollowed bone object found in the River Thames in London, 
dated by its Jellinge Style omaiaent to the a Tenth century, 
34ir 
have been attached to fabric or a strap, but is unique. 
7" : Buckles 
The use of buckles continued after the conversion. A few 
ornamented examples may be dated on stylistic grounds. A buckle 
found in a disturbed gave in an apparently early Christian cemetery 
at Early, Reading, Bek, 
35 
and several at Whitby, Y, 
36confim that 
some of the examples from the later period were used in the costume. 
(There are, of course, many other possible Emotions for buckles, ) 
as Belt equipment 
Other articles which may have forced part of the belt equip- 
ment of this later period include a trefoil strap-distributor of 
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uncertain date, 
37. 
and numerous strap ends. Both classes of 
article are knotim from the pagan period, but strap ends have been 
recovered in much l. rger numbers from the later centuries of the 
Saxon era. Several bronze examples from Whitby have bee dated 
on stylistic grounds to the early ninth century; metal, ivory and 
bone examples from elsewhere to the ninth and tenth centuries. 
Wilson observed that heavier specimens came into use in the tenth 
century, but otherwise denied that there was much stylistic variation: 
"The Anglo-Saxon strap-end is a ubiquitous and stereotyped object. "38 
Peers and Radford suggested that such strap ends had been attached to 
bookmaskers39 (and there must have been many other uses for straps 
which might have been ornamented in this way) but Wilson rejected 
this, considering that the strap ends were attached to belts. 
40 
The range of possible uses for these articles was extended by the 
discovery in 1969 at Winchester, Ha, of a skeleton with the remains 
of some clothing. The grave-goods included two triangular strap 
tags ornamented in Trewhiddle Style, which were found beneath the 
knees of the skeleton, having perhaps been attached to ga. -, I 
9" Adjuncts to costume 
A key, toilet implements, a wire chain, a bronze spoon end 
a crystal ball have been found at WJhitby, Y, as well as tweezers of 
various types, some like those of the pagan period, others of 
apparently more advanced design. 
42 Moro tweezers, datable on 
stylistic grounds to the eighth or ninth century, again difforing in 
shape, have been found at Reculver, 5.43 There is no evidence that 
any of these articles were carried on the person, but since women 
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. 
had continued to year articles such as chatelaines in the seventh 
century, and both sexes still wore Imivos at the belt, it is likely 
that the custom continued after the conversion. No chatelaine 
articles found appear to have been decorated with characteristically 
late Saxon ornament. It is possible that they had declined in 
popularity by the tenth century, which would correspond to their 
absence from manuscript illustrations. 
0 
10. Other Jewellery 
Finds of amber and glass beads on the site of an eleventh- 
century workshop at York testify to the continued popularity of 
these objects. There is no evidence that the jewelled pendants 
and ring-and-bead necklaces which appeared In the conversion period 
persisted. The fashion of wearing pendant crosses, however, which 
had become established at the conversion, is likely to have continued: 
two small porforatod croasos of jot worn found at Whitby, Y, 
45 
and 
a powtor cxoac-pendant was recovered from a grave at Early, Bot. 
46 
A brooch-like object in the shape of a cross, found at York, sug- 
gests the possibility that the cross symbol might have been woui 
as a badge. Bradley suggested that the unusual attachments on the 
reverse of the object indicate "that the cross was seen onto some- 
thing -- a hat or a robe". 
47 
Finger rings, which in the pagan period chiefly took the go= 
of simple circles or spirals, and which accompanied only the richer 
women to the grave, appear to have developed in technique and 
popularity in the Chri-tian Saxon period. It is likely that they 
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remained the prerogative of the rich, since many- of the surviving 
examples are gold, a metal which was evidently scarce in Ragland in 
the Christian period, and is rarely found in other surviving jewellery. 
Among the corpus of finger rings there are some of those rare objects 
which bear the names of known historical persons. Among the names 
, 
on rings are that of Othelwulf (mentioned in subsection 1, p. 408), 
his daughter Jtholswith, Queen of Iercia (A. D. 853-888)48 and Athelotang 
King of Wessex (A. D. 925-939). 
49 The inscription of male names, as 
well as the size of the rings, suggests that this type of jewellery 
was no longer confined to women. Wilson, however, has suggested 
that these objects, which were clearly not seal-rings, were inscribed 
with the names of donors, rather than owners. 
50 
Omani has identified various types of ring popular in the 
Christian period, including nielloed, gold examples datable to the 
ninth century, filigree rings, signet rings and plain rings, some 
with inscriptions, including runic examples, of Viking workmanship. 
51 
Armlets, sometimes associated with finger rings in pawn 
graves, do not appear to have shared their increased popularity 
among the Christian Anglo-Saxons. Armlets do, however, appear in 
Viking context: a plaited gold example was found at Wetherby, y, 
52 
and others in the Goldesborough, Y, hoard; 
53 
a silver example has 
been found in London. 
54 
11. Suns mare 
Certain trends in dress which are apparent in the graves of the 
conversion period evidently continued -among the Christian Alo-Saxons. 
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Earlier pagan fashions involving "paired" brooches and wrist clasps 
had clearly been abandoned, though the traditional Ger nuic costume 
for women may have been reintroduced by Vikings in the North. The 
single circular brooch was to continue in popularity throughout the 
era. Other fashions may have been more short-lived. Pin suites 
and the adjuncts which in pagan times would have been attached to the 
girdle appear only early in the Christian period. Buckles and pins 
continuod to be used. I 
The chief innovations which are apparent are the nueroua "dress 
hooks" which first appeared singly in the conversion period, and 
the increased popularity of strap tags and finger rings. 
There were probably differences between the costune of the 
. Anglo-Saxons and 
that of the Vikin,, s. Sone functional objects 
worn by both comunities, "such as buckles and pins, may have bees 
similar; but the difference in the choice of brooches, sad the 
implicit differences in the costume which the brooches fastened, 
plus the differing taste which led the Vikings to treasure amlets, 
suggest that the appearance of some Viking settlers may have differed 
greatly from that of some native Anglo-Saxons. 
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D. " SURVIVING REMAINS OF GARMENTS 
1. The study of Anglo-Saxon textiles 
The survival of textile remains from the Anglo-Saxon 'period 
has been recognised since the eighteenth century, when Douglas and 
Faussott noticed fabric in Kent graves; but archaeologists largely 
contented themselves with non-technical observations about such re- 
mains until the study of the textiles found among the relics of 
St. Cuthbert1 revealed the quality and variety of stuffs, native and 
imported, in Anglo-Saxon England. Many other textile fragments from 
secular contexts were afterwards submitted for detailed study to Nra 
Grace Crowfoot, who had analysed the Cuthbert braids. The majority 
of published analyses of secular textiles from the Anglo-Saxon period 
have been the work of the late rirs Crowfoot and of Miss Elisabeth 
Crowfoot, who kindly made available and discussed unpublished material 
for the present study. 
The secular finds are less well-preserved and of less 
artistic interest than the Cuthbert textiles (which, consisting of 
ecclesiastical vestments and imported silks, are outside the scope 
of the present study). Surviving examples do not include any com- 
ploto gnrmontn. All axo fra rnonta, raroly larger than a fow conti- 
metres in length and breadth. It is, however, often possible to 
distinguish the type of fabric and the technique of manufacture, and 
from this information to make certain deductions about the costume 
from which the fragments derive. 
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2. Tochnical details;: spinning-, weaving-, braiding-, 
Early archaeologists were sometimes able to distinguish 
2 
materials (linen, silk or wool, sometimes "worsted"")by observation 
and simple tests, but in more recent publications, scientific analyses 
tmdertaken by bodies such as the Wool Industries 8ecearch Association 
and the Shirley Institute have ensured that the origin of an sur- 
viving fibres may be identified. 
Varieties in spinning may sometimes be observed. (Spinning 
in Anglo-Saxon times was carried out by hand, by womon using spindle 
and whorl. 'Spindle whorls are common archaeological finds. 
It is often possible to distini . tch 
the direction in which the thread has 
boon spun ("Z" or "S") or in which 
single threads have been twisted to- 
gether ("-ply"). In the appended 
chart (Pp. 454"111) the phrase "Z-apima 
In reference to a textile fragment 
indicates that both warp and weft 
I'm 
threads were spun in this direction. /, I 
!k1, '., 1 
"Z-spua threads" refers to individual Z-spinning S-mpinn 
threads which may have been used only in one ayston (warp or weft). 
Observation of spinning direction helps to octablich what was normal 
practice in Anglo-Saxon textile production, and may supplement ovidonoe 
of costume by indicating the presence of more than ono textile in 
asaooiation with a skoloton. A toxtile fragiaont with Z-apun warp 
and woft may dorivo from a diftorcnt piece of material from an 
associated £ragaont in which one syatom in Z-opun and the other S. 
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It is possible to produce a range of effects, including a pattern 
of checks, by varying the spinning direction of threads used during 
weaving, but Scandinavian evidence suggests that this practice was 
3 
confined to the period from the second to fourth centuries. It 
is therefore possible, but not probable, that such variation in 
spinning direction would be used in a single piece of textile from 
the Anglo-Saxon period. 
Early excavators were forced to describe the texture of the 
fabrics they found as merely "coarse" or "fine" or by comparison with 
the materials of their own era. Recent studies give more precise 
descriptions by means of thread counts: by counting the number of 
parallel threads in both warp and weft in a measured area of fabric 
(usually one square centimetre) it is possible to demonstrate the 
relative fineness or coarseness of a fabric. 
When textile fragments have not deteriorated too much, it is 
possible to determine their weave. Two distinct, and complementary, 
methods were'-used to produce the majority of the textiles found in 
Anglo-Saxon context. The warp-weighted loom, 
4 
used throughout the 
period, as attested by finds of the characteristic clay loom weights 
on settlement sites, could be used to weave sizeable pieces of tex- 
tile, for, for example, blankets, sacks or clothing. This method 
of weaving depended on the warp threads being suspended from a hori- 
zontal beam, divided into front and back by a horizontal rod and 
weighted at the bottom (Fig. 4). The natural shed (the division in 
the warp threads through which the weft is passed during weaving) 
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forced by the division of threads into front and back, is an advantage 
of this over other methods of weaving which require mechanical means to 
make the shed. This typo of loom is suited to the weaving of tabby 
(plain weave, in which the weft thread passes over one, undo= one of 
the warp, reversing the pattern in alternate rows, Fig. 5), 2x2 
twills (over two, under two, repeating on different warp threads in 
the second and third rows, Fig. 6), which are the commonest weaves 
among linglo-Saxon textiles, and also the rarer diamond or lozenge twills 
(Pig. 7) " The warp-weighted 1ooa, which was used in many parts of the 
world, and survived into modern times in North-West Europe, was an 
implement traditionally used by women. The constituent parts (up- 
rights, beam, shed rod and heddle rods) could be taken to pieces and 
stored when not in use, or partially improvised (by suspending the 
warp threads from a roof beam) thus making it a suitable implement 
for domestio use, though it is possible that it was also used by 
skilled professionals in organized weaving sheds. 
A second technique, braiding, could be used to produco strong, 
flexible, narrow bands. The majority of braids recovered from 
Anglo-Saxon context have been woven on four-hole tablets. In this 
method, the warp threads of the braid are threaded through holes in 
each corner of the small, square tablets, one thread for each hole.. 
The threaded tablets are placed together in a pack and the ends of 
the threads secured. In weaving, the weft is passed through the 
shed between the top and bottom warps, and the shed is changed to 
make the pattorn by turning the tablets so as to alter the positions 
of the holes (Fig. 9). This method necessitated no professional 
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equipment other than the tablets. Other desirable tools could be 
improvised, and in the absence of a frame, braiding could be carried 
out by attaching one end of the warp to a fixed point and the other 
end to the weaver's belt. 
The braids thus produced are thick (three layers) the weft is 
concealed, and a pattern is made by the warp threads on both sides 
of the braid. The characteristic "plain" pattern produced by this 
method is a series -of chevrons, but the method is very versatile and 
can produce may effects, including plaits. The products of tablet 
weaving were suitable for use as belts or as strengthening edges to 
garments. They might also be used as starting borders for the warp- 
weighted loom, and as such, would be connected to the loon-woven fabric 
by weaving (the weft of the braid becoming the warp of the larger piece 
of textile) not by sewing threads. 
3" Sources of information 
The majority of extant textiles owe their preservation to 
contact with metal, (though there are a few important exceptions, ) 
rust from the metal having surrounded the textile. There are many 
other cases in which rust has entirely replaced textile, but has pre- 
served the impression of it. from such improssions (referred to in 
the chart as "replaced textile") it io sometimes possible to determine 
the weave and other details. 
5 
The majority of the evidence available derives from. the fifth 
to seventh centuries, since most surviving a pies derive from an 
graves, being the remains of fabrics used to clothe the dead or wrap 
their possessions. Textile fragments which are manifestly not the 
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remains of garments (such as wraps of spears or strips used to bind 
the hand grips of shields) have not normally been included in the 
present survey. Two-textiles from Coombe and Lakenheath which did not 
appear to derive from garments, but which are of unusual weaves, have 
been included for comparative purposes. 
Fragments of leather have been frequently found in pagan graves, 
usually attached to metal belt equipment. Archaeologists have also 
recorded visible stains in the soil, marking the positions of decayed 
leather articles buried with the dead. Detached leather may also 
survive in soil without contact with metal, probably due to the action 
of tannins. Complete shoes from late Saxon and Viking York are among 
the leather recovered under such circumstances. 
Other items to be considered include the possible remains of 
4 
fur garments from pagan burials, and the gold wire surviving from 
brocaded garments worn by richly-equipped pagans. 
The conclusions which follow are deduced from information set 
out in the large chart, Appendix 1, (pp. 654-117 ). The chart has been 
compiled from published records, replies to a questionnaire sent to all 
museums having objects from the Anglo-Saxon period, personal visits to 
museums and from information provided by Miss Crowfoot. Some textiles 
mentioned in published records are now lost, or have been destroyed 
during the cleaning of the metalwork to which they were attached. 
Many surviving remains are too fragmentary or too much deteriorated 
for analysis; in other cases analysis is not possible without removing 
the textile from its attachment, or without unpick, and so destroying, 
part of it. The purpose of the chart is to list as exhaustively as 
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posziblo the remains of clothing which have survived, or did survive 
until recently, their position in relation to the body, if they were 
grave finds, and any other relevant information. 
Information has been drawn from the following sites:. Kempston, 
6 
Leighton Buzzard II, Chamberlain's Barns, A7 and B8 and Tottornhoe, 
rlarina Drive, 9 Bd; Abingdon T, 
lý Blewburton Hill, Bleirbury, 1'1' Frilford, l2 
Lowbuxy, Aston üpthorpe, 
l3 East Shefford, 14 Wallingford15 and Long 
Wittenhan I, 
16 Bek; Cop Round Barrow, tledlow, 
17 Stone II18 and 
Taplow, 
19Bu; Barrington A20 and B, 
21 Burwell, 22 Cambridge It St. John's 
Cricket Field, 
23 Foxton, 24 Haslingfield, 25 Melbourn26 and Little 
Wilbraham, 
27 Ca; Benty Grange, Harrington Middle QuarEer, 28 Brushfield, 
Lapwing Hi11,29 Heath Wood, Ingleby, 
30 Hurdlow, Harlington Middle 
Quarter, 
31 Sharp Low, Tissington32 and Swarkeston, 
33Db; Broomfield, 34 
Dovercourt, 
35 2uking36 and Saffron Walden, 
37 Ex; Bishop's Cleave, 38 
Kempsford, 
39cnd Leckhanpton Hi11,40G1; Alton, 41 Snellts Corner, 
Horndean42 and Winchester, 
43 Ha; plus Bowcombe Down, Carisbrooke44 and 
Chessell Down, 
45 I O. W:; King's Walden, 46 Het; Woodstone, 47 Hu; 
Beakesbouxne I, 
48 Bifrons, Patrixbourne, 49 Breach Downs, Barham, 50 
Chartham Down, 
51 Chatham Lines, 52 Coombe, Woodn sborough, 
53 Dover II, 
Old Park, 
54 Faversham Ii, King's Fiold, 55 Finglesham, Northbourne, 56 
Groenwich Park, 
57 Holborough, Snodland, 58 Howletts, Littlobourne, 59 
King3ton, 
60 
Lymingo 11,61 Minster, Thanot, 
62 
Osenga1,63 Riseley, 
Horton Kirby II, Sarre, 
65 
Sibertswold, 
66 
Stowting. 
67 68 
and Worthy Park, 
64 
K; Barkby Field, 
69Le; 
Fonaby, Caistorýý"- iaceby, 
71 Sleafordg72 
Tallington73 and Weibe* 11i11974 Li; Broome, 
75 Caistor-by-Norwich. 76 
Grimston, 
77 Hunstanton Park, 78 Keaninghall 1,79 Sporle$C and Tiotford, 
82 
Nf; Holdenby, 
82 Holmanby83 and Wakerley, 
84ih; Galewood, 85Nb; 
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Cassington, 86 Great Tew, 
87 Minster Lovell, 83 Stanton Harcourt 1,89 
Wheatley90 and Yelford, 
91 0; Market Overt=, 92 R; A. =den Fourth 
Barrow, I1an, 93 St; Holywell Row, Mildenhall, 
94 Ipswich, 95 Lakenheath, 96 
Mildenhall, 97 Mitchell's Hill, Icklinghari, 
98 Snape, 99 Sutton Hoo, 100 
101 
and West Stow Heath, 
102 Sf; Farthingdown, Warren Hill, Mildenhall 
Coulsden, 103 Sr; Alfriston, 
104 High Down, Ferringlß5 and Woodingdean, 
106 
Sx; Baginton, 107 Bidford, 108 Stratford, Alveston109 and Stretton-on- 
110Wa; Ashton Valley II, 111 Petersfinger, Clarendon, 112 Posse, Roche 
Court Down II2,113 Sherrington, I-Unklebury IT 
115 
and Winterbourne 
Gunner, 116 Wi; Boynton, 
1'17 Cheesecake Hill, Driffield, 118 Driffield, 119 
Canton Wold, 
120 Kirkbu= II (Eastbuzn), 121 Londesborough, 122 Occaney 
Beck, 123 Painsthorpe Wold 11124 Saltburn-on-Seas 125 Sewerby, 126 
Uncleby, 
127 Whitby 128and York, 129 Y. The sites axe sharked on Map 1. 
a 
4. Fabrics 
Surviving fragments show that wool and linen. were in common 
use. Threads of both materials have also been found in workboxes. 
Plain weaves, 2x2 twills and other, rarer weaves, are found in both 
linen and wool. Silk, which was found among the St. Cuthbert textiles, 
both as imported cloth and as sewing threads used by Flish 
embroideresses, has rarely been recorded from pagan graves. The 
recorded instances are not recent, and are not among the textiles 
which have been scientifically analysed. The published occurrences 
are from Benty Grange, Db, a conversion period burial of a warrior 
unusually well-equipped with helmet and chain mail& and from Chatham 
Lines, K, where the burials were evidently those of a prosperous 
community of the fifth and sixth centuries . Lq Tho general absence of 
silk from other pagan graves may be an accident of survival, but may 
reflect the rarity of silk at this early stage in the Saxon era. 
I 
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Sninninrr, 
The majority of Anglo-Saxon textiles have Z-spun warps and 
wefts, though there are some variations: S-spun threads from 
Barrington A and B and Haslingfield, Ca (pp. 659,660,662-6,668), 
Welbeck Hill, Li (pp. 692-4) and Caistor-by-Norwich, Nf (p. 695); and 
S-ply threads from Barrington (pp. 662-3), Itanlingfield (p. 669) and 
Wolbock Hill (pp. 692-4). Scandinavian toxtile'finds suggest a 
chronological development in the fashion of spinning directions: - the 
oldest Scandinavian examples (first- and second-century) are S-spun 
in both directions, later examples have mixed spinning, one direction Z, 
the other S (late- first- to fifth-century) giving way to the 
predominantly Z-spun fashions of the Viking Age. 
130 The Anglo-Saxon 
textiles correspond to this chronology, being mostly Z-spun, with a 
few variations, mostly mixed spinning. 
E. Crowfoot has observed that the combination of Z- and 
S-spun threads is used in the (unpublished) Sutton Hoo, Sf, textiles 
for particularly fine fabrics, and that this corresponds to Scandinavian 
practice. 
131 This spinning arrangement occurs also at Welbeck Hill, 
Li, in a textile which is not particularly fine, but is woven in an 
uncommon diamond twill weave which was probably considered a fabric 
of superior quality (p. 692). 
"ý. 
6. The positions on the body of textile and leather remain 
Textile and leather remains are most often found attached 
to clothing fasteners: brooches, buckles, strap ends and wrist 
clasps. Fabrics associated with brooches are most often found 
attached to the iron pins at the backs of the brooches, or to the 
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supports of those pins. These fabrics thus derive from the stuffs 
to which the brooches were pinned. Less frequently, textile may 
be found on the front of brooches. In the case of annular brooches 
(the pins of which are visible from the front) textile found on the 
front of a brooch pin may derive from the garment worn underneath 
the brooch, ' brought forward by the pin which passed through it. In 
other circumstances, fabrics found on the fronts of brooches must 
derive from garments or wraps worn over the brooches, such as cloaks, 
coats or shrouds, which may or may not have been secured by fasteners 
found among the grave-goods. Buckles and strap ends may contain 
. 
the remains of the belts or straps which were fastened into them, 
but may also preserve fragments of the garments worn over or under 
them. Clasps, shown by repeated archaeological finds to have been 
worn at the wrist, occasionally enclose fragments which must be the 
edger of sleeves. 
Other metal articles worn on the person, usually attached to 
the belt, sometimes preserve traces of textile. This may derive 
from the skirts of garments worn under them, from garments or shrouds 
worn over them, or r-. straps from which they hung. Articles found 
in this position may also preserve traces of leather or fabric 
pouches which had hung from the belt. 
Textile remains may help to clarify the role of the third brooch.. 
frequently found in pagan graves. Third brooches found at Mucking, 
Ex (Grave 90), and Lakenheath, Sf (Grave 9) preserved textile 
on their fronts as well as on their backs 
(pp. 672,701), co did not 
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fasten the outertaost garmont or wrap. (The textiles on the front 
were tabby-woven in both cases. ) A third brooch found in a grave 
at Warren Hill, Sf (p. 7 a8 ), lay over a layer of textile which 
itself covered the necklace, so this brooch might have been attached 
to the outer garnent. However, this may not have been a functional 
brooch, since the excavator's opinion was that it had been sewn on, 
rather than pinned. 
The large cruciform brooch in Grave 82 at Barrington B, Ca, 
found overlying one of the smaller brooches "paired" at the shoulders 
(p. 663 would seem to have clasped a g.. ment worn outside that 
clasped by the "paired" brooches. Yet the textile remains found 
on the larger brooch can not be distinguished from those on the 
small, and as the relatively unusual combination of Z- and S-spun 
threads appears on both, 'it'is likely that they derive from the same 
material. Twill textile found on a third brooch in Grave 9 at 
Lakenheath, Sf, (worn centrally) was also similar to that on the 
associated "paired" broocheso The thread counts were not identical, 
but not sufficiently unlike to preclude the possibility that they 
derived from the same piece of material (pp. 7oo-t). The evidence from 
textiles, therefore, supports the possibility that this, and other 
third brooches morn centrally, clasped the gown to the blouse or 
other/garment beneath it (the gown itself being fastened at the 
shoulders by "paired" brooches). 
Similarly, apin found in Grave 56 at Welbeck Hill, Li (p. rgy. ), 
was covered with textile probably identical to that on the back of 
an annular brooch (possibly one of a "pair") found in the same grave, 
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which would suggest that both fasteners were attached to the same 
ga=ent. 
7. Tabby toxtilon; shrouds 
The textiles found on the front of brooches are most often 
tabby weaves. There are examples from Wallingford, Bek (p. 49'a ), 
Barrington B, Ca (p. 66a Mucking, Ex (ý. 67i, ý75), Bishop's Cleeve, Gl 
(p. (P» ), Beakesbourne and Biseley, K (pp. Wo, '7), Laceby, Tallington 
and Welbeck Hill, It (pp. 69o- 4. ) and Lakenheath, Sf (p. 7o I ). Tabby 
weaves have also been found on the outer surfaces of buckles recovered 
from male graves at Mucking, Ex (p. 67.: ) and Great Tew, 0 (p. b97 ). 
At eight of these sites, textiles of other weaves were found in association 
with the plain weaves, either on the other aide of the metal fastener 
to which the tabby weave adhered, or elsewhere in the grave. It seems 
possible that these outer, tabby textiles are the remain of shrouds, 
particularly those from the Mucking buckle and the Wallingford, Laceby 
and Tallington brooches which have been identified as linen. Tabby- 
woven wool has only been identified on the fronts of brooches in two 
recorded instances, both at Welbeok Hill, Li, Graves 41 and 49" In 
the former grave, tabby-woven flax was found on the front of a second 
brooch, and in the. latter, detached fragmenta of what may have been flax 
were found. It is possible therefore in both oases that the tabby- 
woven wool textile was not the outermoat, and that a linen wra44t probably 
a abroud, was originally present. 
i 
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Shrouds, of which little-or nothing survives, have been 
visible to excavators on opening graves at Leighton Buzzard, Bd 
(p. 655), Sporlo, 2tf (wool, p. 696), Warren Hill, Sf-(P- 707), 
Driffield (linen", and Ganton Wold, Y (p. 714). Many grave-goods 
from other sites, particularly girdle adjuncts, preserve traces of 
linen, and of tabby-woven textile, and it is possible that these 
are the remains of shrouds. 
It is apparent, however, that textiles of plain weave could 
be worn as garments, also that textiles other than tabby weaves occur 
on the fronts of brooches. Tabby-woven cloth has been found on the 
backs of brooches from Barrington, Ca (pp. 661,666), Ipswich and 
Lakenheath, Sf (pp. 699,702) and Petersfinger, Wi (p. 711), and on 
the undersides of buckles in male graves at Snell's Corner, Ha (linen, 
p. 678), Great Tex, 0 (p. 697) and Petersfinger, Wi (p. 711). 
8. Twill textiles; 2x2 twill 
Recorded instances of twill textiles preserved on the fronts 
of brooches are less common than cases of tabby. There are examples 
from Barrington and Haslingfield, Ca (pp. 664,669), Mucking, Ex (two 
instances, pp. 675-6) and Welbock Hill, Li (p. 694). The Hanlingfiold 
brooch and one of the Mucking oxamples had different textiles on tho 
backs, suggesting that more than one garment was worn. The textile 
from the front of the Mucking brooch was coarser than that on the 
1ýý' 
back, and the example from Barrington was also of a coarse twill, 
consistent with use as an outer garment. 
In the majority of cases in which textile from the backs of 
brooches has been preserved, it has been found to be 2x2 twill. 
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Twill textiles (either 2x2 or incapable of detailed analysis) have 
also been found on the belt equipment of both sexes, at Barrington A 
and B, Ca (female, pp. 660,662), Ilucking, be (male, pp. 672-4), Lakenheath, 
Sf (male and female, pp. 701,704) and Londesborough, Y (p. 715); and 
on other articles, usually girdle adjuncts, at Mucking, Ex (female, 
pp. 674-5). Yelford, 0 (p. 698), Lakenheath, Sf (female, pp. 703,705) 
and Winterbourne Gunner, Wi (male, p. 713). It is likely therefore 
that a belted gown or tunic in 2x2 twill, usually woollen, was worn 
by both sexes, clasped, in the case of women, at the shoulders or 
breasts by "paired" brooches. The find of a detached piece of 2x2 
twill at Whitby, Y (p. 716), attests the continued use of this popular 
weave-into the Christian period. 
9.2 x1 twill 
The rarer 2x1 twill (Fig. 8) has been found at Barrington B, 
Ca (p. 666), Broomfield, Ex (p. 672), Osengal, K (p. 687), Welbeck Hill, 
Li (p. 692), Lakenheath and Sutton Hoo, Sf (pp. 701,707) and Petersfingor, 
Wi (p. 712), but only three of these instances provide clear evidence 
that the fabric was part of a garment. A fragment was found on the 
underside of a buckle from Barrington B (No. 34.854) and another on 
the underside of one of a pair of brooches from Peterafingor (Grave 29). 
At Welbeck Hill (Grave 3) the specimen, which was associated with 
annular brooches, was identified as flax. These finds suggest that 
the 2x1 weave could be used for the gown or tunic as the 2x2 twills 
were. 
Unlike the 2x2 and patterned twills found in Anglo-Saxon 
graves, the 2x1 weave is unsuited to the warp-weighted lootr., since, 
in its weaving, the warp threads must always be divided 
ä 
. symmetrically. 
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Thus, although it would be possible to weave such a fabric on the loom, 
this weave fails to exploit the division of the warp thread into two 
balanced halves, and the resulting natural shed. 
132 The 2x1 con- 
struction is more likely to have been developed for, and woven upon, 
some other type of loom, such as the two beam loom. There is no 
definite archaeological evidence for the existence of such a loom in 
Anglo-Saxon E gland# but unlike the warp-weighted type with its clay 
weights, it would be unlikely to leave 
much trace. It is possible 
that such a method of weaving survived in the country from Roman times, 
or that it was introduced during the Anglo-Saxon period. An eleventh- 
century Old English list of itowtolao, implements required for textile 
production, apparently fails to mention loom weights133 which supports 
the possibility that some loom other than the warp-weighted was in 
6 
popular use at the time. 
The 2x1 twills are, however, relatively rare. At least one 
of them (from Lakenheath) exhibits a high quality of workmanship and 
two derive from outstandingly well-equipped burials (Broomfield and 
Sutton Hoo). It seems likely that they were luxury items. Their 
distribution, apart from the example from Petersfinger, Wi, is confined 
to the eastern counties south of the Wash" (Map 2). This suggests 
localized production, or limited distribution from a trading point 
if the textiles were imported. The English 2x1 twills are older 
than any others yet found in Western Europe. There are older examples 
from the Near East, where looms other than the warp-weighted were in use. 
It is possible that the Anglo-Saxon examples were imported from the Near 
134 
East and sometimes put to use in'the same way as native-woven fabrics. 
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Map 2. DISTRIBÜTION OF RARE. TWILLS 
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10. Diamond twills 
Diamond, or lozenge2twilis have been found at Barrington Bp Ca 
(p. (. '$ ), Broomfield, Ex (p. 671 Snell's Coiner, Ha (p. 673) , 
Coombe and Dover, K (:, p. (083 ), Welbeck Hill, Li (pp. VWW !) Sutton 
Hoo, Sf ( p. 107 ) and in a Viking level at York (, .p. 71 b ). It 
is apparent that these examples had not all been used as garments, 
but the fabrics had apparently been used for clothing at Barrington 
B and Welbeck Hill (being found on the undersides of brooches, and 
probably on the upper side of a brooch. at Welbeck Hill), at Snell's 
Corner (under and over buckles), and at Dover (attached to a pin). 
The sixth- and seventh-century Anglo-Saxon examples are among the 
earliest of a considerable corpus of such fabrics from North-Western 
Europe of which the latest are tenth-century Scandinavian and Icelandic 
examples. The textiles are of consistently high quality. The 
group of such fabrics from Birka,. Swedenp, which have received con- 
siderable attention, have been considered the product of skilled pro- 
fessional weavers. 
135 The place of origin of these fabrics is un- 
certain. It is likely that these diamond twills were developed for 
the warp-weighted loom and some Scandinavian examples had clearly 
been woven upon it: Since Ragland has produced early examples, and 
the warp-weighted loom is knotin to have been in use in this country, 
the possibility of an English origin for this type of weave could 
be considered. However, it is possible that diamond twills were 
popular among the Germanic peoples even earlier than the Anglo-Saxon 
examples were produced. A female figure on a Mainz sculpture, wears 
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trousers incised na diamond pattern (Plate VIII) and a girl depicted 
on a gravestone from Mainz has an incised diamond patter on her costume 
over the left breast (Plate IV). This ornament may have been only a 
decorative feature of the Mainz sculpture but since similar decoration 
is also discernable on the trousers of a male figure ("a Parthian 
'prisoner") on a Roman clay lamp found in Corfu, 
136 it is possible that 
the patterned weave is represented by these. 
Hoffmann argued against a Western European source for these 
textiles, on the grounds that the textile industry of this area was 
insufficiently developed at this period to produce such standardized 
fabrics. ' She considered them imports. 
137 Geijer has suggested that 
these patterned twill fabrics may be identified with the gallium 
Frew or Frisian cloth138 some of which was sent, according to 
Charlemagne's-biographer, the Monk of St. Gal1,139 by Charlemagne 
to Haroun-al-Rashid, in the ninth century. The reliability of 
the Monk, and the origin and quality of the textile called "Frisian 
cloth" have provoked considerable discussion. The role of the 
Frisians is now agreed to have been a trading rather than manufacturing 
one. Various European sources for the textile other than Frisia 
have been suggested14° but Geijer considered that "Frisian" cloth 
was manufactured in Syria and exported to the West, consolidating 
her identification of Frisian cloth with diamond twill by citing a 
fragment of this weave, of proven Syrian origin. 
141 
The Anglo-Saxon examples, which, like the 2x1 twills, are 
found in a limited area (Map 2) which includes two rich sites (the 
same two), are likely to be early products of trade with Frisian 
merchants, originating from professional workshops in Syria. 
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11. Braids, plaits. fr3. npea 
The remains of tablet-woven braids have been found attached 
to the backs of brooches from Blewburton Hal, Bek (p. 657), Barrington 
A and B and Haalingfield, Ca (pp. 660tA 668), Beakesbourne, S (p. 680), 
Laceby and Welbeck Hill, Li (pp. 690,693-4), Ipswich and Lakenheath, Sf 
(pp. 699,704).. The braids found on two matching brooches from Blewburton 
Hill were part of a starting border utilized by the weaver when setting 
up the warp-weighted loom to weave the twill textile from which the 
Blewburton Hill woman's gown was made; but clearly the wearer had 
exploited this border, for ornament or practical use, The chevron- 
patterned braid would form a decorative edging to the garment. It 
would not fray, and its presence avoided the, neoessity of hemming 
a raw edge. It also provided a strong attachment point for the " 
brooches which fastened the tunio. 
The Blewburton Hill braids'are the only Anglo-Saxon examples 
so far. identified as starting borders (though a closing border from 
Broomfield, Ex, p. 671, and a braid attached to two edges, forming a 
cozier, from Sutton Hoo, Sf, p. 707, have been found). The method of 
attachment of others, whether structural in'the same way, or sewa to the 
other fabric after weaving, has not been established. However, the fre- 
quency of oocurrcenoe (three of the sites listed above offer more 
than one example) suggests deliberate choice, rather than the 
accident that a garment was made from the beginning of a length of 
cloth. It is possible that the braids fulfilled a useful function. 
It has already been noted (Section B, XXXI, la, pp. 340-1) that Viking 
i 
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women who wore "paired" brooches to support their-tunics, usually 
attached them to loops which were fastened to the front and back of 
the garment (Geijer's H1ngerock)142at each shoulder (Fig. 3). The 
loops which survive inside Viking "tortoise" brooches are tubular, and 
unlike any Anglo-Saxon finds; but it is possible that Anglo-Saxon 
braids were sometimes used for a similar purpose, supporting the gar- 
went and avoiding the danger of the metal fastener ripping the thinner 
material of the gown. The braids may have edged the grown, or like 
the Viking loops, been used as shoulder straps. 
The possibility of a practical function may be extended to the 
plaits which have been found on brooches at Welbeck Hill, Li (p. 692) 
and (possibly) Barrington B, Ca (p. 664); the warp weave braids from 
Haslingfield, Ca (p. 669), and Laceby, Li (p. 690); and the textiles 
with the appearance of string attached to the pin supports of brooches 
from Kempston, Bd (p. 654), Barrington A. Ca (p. 660), Mucking, be (p. 676) 
Bowcombe Down, IOW (p. 678) and Cassington, 0 (p. 697). It has been 
supposed that the string was used to mend broken brooches, and certainly 
the pin was missing from the Mucking brooch when it was excavated. Yet 
it is not unusual to find that the iron pins of brooches, other than 
these examples with string, have rusted away. It is possible that the 
plaits and braids other than tablet-woven examples also decorated the 
neck-line of the tunic, and that these and the string-like threads_ 
were fastened to the brooches deliberately, perhaps in the case of 
the string, for use as shoulder straps. The Bowcombe Down grave, 
however, in which there were four brooches, all with string, suggests 
that the string need not necessarily function in this way. 
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Threads which may have derived from fringe have been found 
on several brooches from Barrington B. Ca*(pp. 661-2,665-6), and, 
possibly, Welbeck Hill, Li (p. 693). The use of fringe as a 
decorative edging is not attested elsewhere in Anglo-Saxon context, 
but fringes may have been a traditional feature of Germanic oostumo 
since they are sometimes depicted ornamenting the cloaks of Germanic 
, men on 
Roman sculptures, for example the second-century Trajan's Column. 
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12. Belts 
It is probable that tablet-woven braids were used as belts, 
indeed such braids may have been used for the many girdles which are 
attested by the survival of the knives and girdle adjuncts which were 
attached to them, but apparently did not require buckles or rivets. 
The tablet-woven braid attached to a strap end found on St. John's 
Cricket Field, Cambridge, had probably been used as a belt (p. 667). 
The traces of tablet-woven fabric on a key from Ipswich, Sf (p. 699), 
may indicate contact with a belt, and the textile attached to the tabs 
from Alfriston, Sx (p. 709), may also derive from a woven, possibly 
embroidered, girdle. 
.j 
Leather belts are attested by more evidence. The shape of belts 
has been visible in the soil to excavators of graves at Burwell, Ca 
(p. 667), Holywell Row, Sf (p. 699) and Woodingdean, Sx (p. 710). 
There are numerous instances of leather remains attached 
to buckles. Fragments have also survived in contact with 
belt plates and strap ends. Leather attached to girdle 
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adjuncts may also, in some cases, derive from belts. Leather belts 
appear to have been worn by both sexes throughout the pagan period, 
and are evidenced from most areas. 
Only from Taplow, Bu (p. LS 9 ), Beakesbourne, Chartham Down 
and possibly from Sibertswold, K (pp. 6796`Bý, is there evidence of 
ornamented leather and those examples may not derive from belts. All 
are from late pagan sites. (Many surviving leather fragments are, 
however, so small and/or have so deteriorated that any decoration 
would have disappeared. ) The ornamented examples consist of a 
stamped fragment from the well-equipped grave of a man at Taplow, 
and punched leather from the Kent sites, associated in one case, at 
least, with a female burial. Paussett considered that the Beakesbourne 
fragments were the remains of knife sheaths and there is no clear 
evidence to the contrary. 
A combination of textile and-leather was apparently used to 
make the belt of a female buried at Burwell, C4. aiý Both materials 
were attached to an openwork buckle of the type which, it has been 
suggested (Section B. =, ib, pp. 3Q1-S) might have been worn with a 
girdle of brightly-coloured material. The leather found on the 
tongue of this buckle suggests that the part of the belt which fastened 
was leather, but the association of textile may be seen as support 
for the'suggestion of a coloured girdle. The excavator of Grave 134 
at Kingston, K (p. C 6 ), considered that there the belt had been 
lined with linen. It is possible that a similar combination of 
leather, and textile had been used in this instance, 'but it is also 
possible that the textile remains derived from the tunic worn under 
the belt. 
I 
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13" Cuffs 
As leather strips and woven braids appear to have provided 
alternatives for use as belts, so both occur attached to wrist clasps. 
Some of those examples of wrist clasps which have been discovered 
embedded in leather, such as those from Sleaford, Li (p. b4l ) were 
considered by their excavaters to have been the fasteners of leather: -' 
armlets., However, the textile attached to clasps found at Mildenhall 
and Hitchell's Hill, Sf (pp. 7oc-6) demonstrates that at these sites 
the clasps fastened sleeves. The clasps were sewn to tablet-woven 
bands of the same width as themselves. The tablet weave edged the 
twill textile of the sleeve. When both portions of the clasp were 
hooked together, they closed the slit at the sleeve edge so that it 
fitted closely at the wrist (Fig. 10). The Lakenheath, Sf, clasps 
(p. iocf. ) and possibly those from Woodstone, Hu (p. 09 ) and West' 
Stow, Sf (p, 702 ), also attached to textile, may have fastened 
/ 
sleeves of this kind. 
It is therefore probable that the leather associated with 
clasps at Sleaford and Welbeck Hill, Li and Holy-well Row, Sf (pp. o oqA4yy 
had also been used as sleeve edging. The use of wrist clasps, as 
has already been observed (Section Bt MIp la, p. (. i) was a fashion 
of Anglian areas. The use of leather rather than braided wrist bands 
does not appear to have been a regional fashion within this larger area 
since , i-although the two Lincolnshire sites which have produced leather 
bands are north of the sites with tablet weave, Holywell Row, which 
also evidenced the use of leather, is located close to other Suffolk 
sites, Mildenhall, Mitchell's Hill and West Stow, which had textile. 
I 
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It has boon, saggestod (Section Bt MI, lay p. -5613 ) that the 
sleeved garment was known in a wider area than the wrist clasp. It 
is possible that sleeve edging of the type found on wrist clasps was 
not itself confined to Anglian areas. Leather attached to the button 
brooches found at the wrists of a Petersfinger, Wi, skeleton (p. 111) 
may derive from a similar fashion. 
14. Discussion of individual graves 
Before the consideration of garments'other than woven, and 
of textile and leather adjuncts, to the costume, the fabrics from 
eleven individual graves will be discussed. In each case more than 
one textile was preserved, making some reoonstruotion of the costume 
possible. 
a. Mucking, Ec, Grave 117 (Chart PP- 02-3) 
In Grave 117 at Mucking, a man was buried with an elaborate 
belt, the buckle and plates of which were decorated in Quoit Brooch 
Style, suggestive of a fifth-century date for the burial. The belt 
equipment preserved several layers of material which showed that the 
belt, which was leather, had been worn over a woollen twill garment, 
and was covered by undyed linen, in plain weave, of two degrees of 
coarseness. The woollen twill garment is likely to have been a 
tunic and the undyed linen the remains of a shroud, possibly two 
shrouds. 
be Shell's Corner, Hai Grave S10 (Chart 
The later, probably male' burial in Grave S10 at Snell's 
Corner reveals a different use of materials. The tabby-woven 
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textile, possibly linen, found underneath the buckle, may derive 
from the tunic, while the fine woollen outer layer, possibly diamond 
twill, may be the remains of a cloak. 
0. Blewburton Hill, Bek (Chart p. 657 
The textiles attached to matching brooches from Blewburton 
Hill demonstrate that the woman wearing them was dressed in two 
inner layers of finely-woven textile which were probably undergarments, 
of which the outer (and finer) was 2x2 twill. A third textile, a 
coarser 2x2 twill, woollen, probably derives from a gown edged with 
the tablet-woven starting border which was clasped by both brooches. 
d. Lacebyg Li (Cba. rt pp. 690-1) 
4 
A fabric similar to the last-mentioned Blewburton Hill example 
was probably utilized for the gown or tunic at Laceby, as represented 
by a tablet-bordered twill textile. The tabby-woven textile, 
probably linen, found covering the Laceby brooch, may have been the 
remains of a shroud. 
Go Welbeck Hill, Lip Grave 41 (Chart p. 692) 
Throe gravoe from Wolbock Mill have producod more than one 
textile, but an the pooitiono of the Bravo-Goode have not boon made 
available, it has not always been possible to dotermino the relation- 
ship between the fabrics. The burials under consideration are all 
probably female. The body in Grave'41 was probably wrapped in a 
shroud, (tabbyt flax) which covered a coloured woollen cloak in plain 
weave, perhaps bordered by a plait. The cloak was possibly clasped 
together and fastened to the gown by the square-headed brooch,, 
I 
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although there were, no traces of this textile on that brooch, only 
upon the annular brooch which had been covered by the wool garment. 
The unusual combination of spinning directions shared by the fragments 
of twill textile on the backs of both these brooches suggests they 
derive from the same fabric. This material may have belonged to 
a gown fastened by the armular brooch (or by a pair of them) to which 
the cloak was attached by the square-headed brooch. The string of 
beads was probably tied to the annular brooch (or brooches). 
Alternatively it is possible, though unlikely, that the square-headed 
and annular brooches were "paired" together, fastening the twill gown. 
The woollen cloak may have only partially covered the body, passing 
over the annular brooch, but leaving the square-headed one in contact 
with the shroud. 
Welbeck Hill, Li, Grave 49 (Chart p. 64 3) 
The female in Grave 49 at the same site is likely to have 
been dressed in an undergarment of twill-woven linen, and a twill 
gown with tablet-woven border, fastened by the annular brooch (or 
a pair of them). Over this, and covering the brooch, was worn the 
coloured textile of tabby-woven wool, 'as in Grave 41, which was 
probably a cloak. 
g. Welbeck Hill, Lip Grave 56 (Chart p. G94) 
The 2x2 twill textile which had left its impression on the 
pin in Grave 56 at Welbeck Hill, was possibly identical with the 
threads found on the back of a brooch in the same gave. The inner 
of the two textiles found on the bronze wire ring was also a2x2 
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twill, and was of the same degree of coarseness as that on the pin, 
but differed in spinning direction. Both warp and weft of the tex- 
tile on the ring were Z-spun, but both Z- and S-spun threads (replaced) 
were observed on the pin. It is possible that these textiles derived 
from different garments of the same degree of coarseness, but in view 
of the similarity of weave and thread count it is possible that they 
belonged to the same material, and that, the spinning direction varied, 
possibly as a deliberate device to make a pattern. This twill (or 
at least the Z-and S-spun remains) probably derived from the gown 
which was perhaps fastened by a tablet-woven border to the annular 
brooch or brooches. The outer textile on the wire ring may have been 
identical with the coarser of the textiles on-the front of the brooch, 
and may have been a cloak,. probably wool, Z-spun twill. The tabby 
weave on the front of the brooch could derive from a shroud, 
particularly as loose flax threads were found in the grave, possibly 
also deriving from a shroud. However, the relationship between the 
textiles on the front of the brooch is unclear. The tabby was 
apparently covered by the twill on the brooch pin, yet did not appear 
between the layers of textile on the wire ring. The textiles on the 
front of. the brooch pin may have been worn under the brooch. Finally, 
the presence of wrist clasps in this grave suggests that one of the 
textiles may have belonged to a sleeved garment. 
Lakenheath, Sf, Grave 28 (CharEpp. 7o2-3) 
The female buried in Grave 28 at Lakenheath wore an outer 
layer of tabby-woven textile, a cloak or shroud, ' found on the outside 
AAA 
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of the bronze buckle, and on the knife and iron strip. It is possible 
that a fur garment was worn, but the fur remains are more likely to 
derive from a pouch, hanging with the girdle hangers from the leather 
belt which was fastened by a bronze buckle and finished off with a metal 
tag. Three different textiles appear to have occurred in the hip area, 
one the tabby mentioned above, the others2 x2 twills, one finer than 
the other. It is possible that one of the twills derived from a 
second pouch, but consideration of the textiles in relation to the 
jewellery suggests that the finer textile belonged to a gown fastened 
by "paired" brooches, though preserved only on the iron of the chatelaine, 
not on the brooches themselves. The coarser twill may have derived 
from a cloak fastened under the chin by the square-headed brooch. 
$ 
i. Lakenheath, Sf, Grave 33 (Cýaº+k rp. 7o'r- S) 
A similar arrangement to that suggested above may have existed 
in Grave 33 at the same site. The cruciform third brooch may have 
fastened a twill cloak (thread count 9x 9) under the chin, while the 
finer twill found on metal above the knees may have derived from a 
gown fastened by "paired" brooches, perhaps bordered by the four-hole 
tablet braid. The tabby-woven textile associated with the wrist clasps 
may have derived from the sleeves of another garment, probably a blouse, 
which could have been bordered by the two-hole tablet braid. 
j. Petersfinger, Wi, Grave 25 (Chart p. Tij 
Comparison with the latter Lakenheath grave suggests. that the 
tabby-woven textile associated with leather and button brooches in Grave 25 
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at Petersfinger, may have derived from a sleeved garment with leather 
cuffs. The outer layer of twill textile on the brooches may have 
come from the gown with which the arm was in contact. 
k. Leighton Buzzard IIB, Bd, Grave 39 (Chart P. M) 
The textile in, tho Leighton Buzzard grave has not been analysed, 
and apparently no longer exists, but the grave is of interest since 
it contained the only typically seventh-century in suite to have been 
found in association with textile. The Leighton Buzzard pins were 
covered by coarse textile and appear to have fastened together two 
other layers of textile, differentiated by the necklace which lay 
between them. The possibility that the linked pins parallelled the 
function of the earlier "paired" brooch fashion has already been dis- 
cussed (Section B. XXXI, lb, p. 3 85). It is unlikely that the pins 
and layers of textile would have appeared in-the positions described 
if the pins had clasped together the front and back edges of a tunic 
as "paired" brooches appear to have done. The suggestion of Leeds, 
considering the evidence of Gurney, the excavator, was that the pins 
had fastened down a veil. Superficially, at least, the suggestion 
seems plausible. Such a veil could have been an innovation of the 
seventh century, possibly as a result of Christianity. The evidence 
of art and literature shows that women were accustomed to cover their 
heads throughout the Christian Saxon'period. The suggestion was, 
however, rejected in Hyslop'a publication of the site: "it was clear 
that the pins had been used to fasten a cloak or outer garment to the 
dress underneath it ... no textile remains were found in the region 
of the skull". 
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It is clear, therefore, that the pins were used to secure an 
outer garment to an inner, but the exact nature of both garments 
remains unclear. Since the pins were linked by a chain, it is pos- 
sible that they had the secondary function of holding together the 
edges of a cloak; or that this was the primary function, and the 
pins need not have passed through the inner layer of clothing. It 
would be unjustified, however, to assume that the chain must have 
been functional. The practice of linking a pair of brooches by a 
chain across the breast is known in North-West Europe from pre-Anglo- 
Saxon times when the chain appears to have had only ornamental value. 
l« 
The chain linking the pins would, of course, have prevented the loss 
of one of the pair if the garment were not fastened down symmetrically. 
The Anglo-Saxon cloak appears to have been a versatile garment, and 
such a variable fastener might be suited to it. 
It would seem reasonable to suppose that the elaborate necklace 
of rings-and-beads, and the handsome pins, would be worn in such a way 
as to be displayed, during life, even if both were covered by a shroud 
in death. Assuming that the layer of textile found covering the pins 
derived from a shroud, the Leighton Buzzard woman may have worn a front- 
fastened cloak over a gown. Another possibility is that the pins were 
covered by a shroud, or a cloak worn only outdoors, and that the. pins 
fastened a robe which opened at the front to reveal the jewellery and 
under-tunic as worn in the Frankish grave discussed in Section B, )OOCI, 
la (p. 353)" 
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15. Fur and hair; "shaggy" cloaks 
Archaeology has produced little evidence of the wearing of 
fur garments and no indication of the tailored skin capes and caps 
which earlier Scandinavian sites have yielded. 
145 There is one 
possible instance of a fur cap from Anglo-Saxon context, found under 
the skull of a child at Farthingdown, Sr (p. 7 0$). Other traces of 
fur or. hair in seventh-century barrows at Broomfield, Ex (p. 671), 
Musden, St (p. 69 8) and perhaps at Foriaby, Li (p. 69 o ), may have 
been the remains of fur garments or covers. The position of the fur 
found in Grave 28 at Lakenheath, Sf (p. i0S )" leads to the conclusion 
that it may have been a pouch hanging from the girdle. (Discussed 
in subsection 14, by p. 448, above. ) 
From Taplow, Bu (p, 65 i), Ben-L7 Grange, Db (p. 610 ), Broomfield, 
Ex (B 4, P-16'7-1 ), Broome, Nf; (p. b9S ,) and Shape and Sutton Hoo, 
Sf (pp, lo&-7 ), there have been recovered remains which may derive 
from "shaggy" cloaks. All but Broomfield were barrow burials, and 
the Broomfield grave was of unusual and elaborate construction. All 
apart from Broome (an uncertain case, in which reddish-brown hair was 
found adhering to the skull) were clearly seventh-century and well- 
equipped burials. All apparently commemmorated meng though for 
various reasons there are few skeletal remains of these burials: 
because of soil conditions at Taplow, because the skeleton was cremated, 
as at Shape (and possibly Sutton Hoo) or because skeletons had either 
completely decayed or never been present as at Benty Grange and 
Broomfield (and possibly Sutton Hoo). The burials therefore are 
of similar date, sex and social status, and may share some details 
of ritual. 
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The "shaggy" cloaks are attested by finds of reddish-brown 
animal hair, sometimes in contact with textile. Appleyard and Wildman 
have suggested that the effect was produced by the use of the wool"of 
a double-coated sheep. A tabby-woven example, not a grave find, from 
York (p. "71 10 ) which may be Saxon, probably derived from such a 
fleece. It seems possible, however, that the pagan period garments 
were woven by the technique of pile weaving, in which pile threads 
are inserted into the fabric during weaving, producing a fleece-like 
effect., This ancient technique was used to produce textiles of 
which eighth- and tenth-century fragments have been recovered from 
Sweden, and late-ninth-to tenth-century examples from the Isle of 
Eigg (Scotland) and the Isle of Man. "Shaggy" cloaks were among 
the articles traded by the Frisians a. A. D. 600 to 900 and were pro- 
duced in and exported from Ireland at this time. 
146 It is possible 
that the fur and textile fragments from pagan Anglo-Saxon sites are 
the remains of "shaggy" oloaks which were Irish or Frisian imports. 
16. Gold 
Gold strips which were embroidered or brocaded into decorative 
bands testify a luxury fashion of limited distribution. Gold frag- 
ments were found in the seventh-century Taplow, Bu, barrow (p. GSq ), 
but in only one other male burial. Reports of the excavation of 
Taplow are conflicting, but E. Crowfoot and S. C. Hawkes concluded 
that the gold strips had decorated the belt and diagonal baldric, 
rather than edging the cloak as had previously been suggeated. 
147 
Other finds of gold strips derive from earlier (mid- to late- 
Ck. ait. M k. "tj sixth-century) graves at ChesseliDown, IOW (p. bl q ), Bifrons, &Paversham, 
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Howlett, 74yminge, Sarre and Stowting, K (pp 68o bU-ý bsi 6, beaqý and Holywell 
Row, Sf (p. bgq ). The distribution of gold strip is therefore mostly 
confined to Kent, exceptions being the Taplow find, Holywell Row and 
Chessell Down. Other articles in the Taplow and Holywell Row graves 
suggest Kentish influence, and the ChessellDown grave is in the Isle 
of Wight, where archaeology has not contradicted Bede's statement that 
the people were of the same stock as the inhabitants of Kent. 
A fragment of gold ornament was found attached to the blade of 
a sword in a grave at Faversham, g (p. m ), having probably decorated 
the hem or sleeve of a man's garment, but the majority of gold strips 
have been found near the skulls of female skeletons. Crowfoot and 
Hawkes concluded that they were worn as fillets, and represent the 
adoption of a Frankish fashion, since there are a number of continental 
parallels, both literary and archaeological, for the wearing of gold 
brocaded bands as fillets vittae , in the Carolingian and Merovingian 
periods. 
148 There are fewer parallels for the brocaded "bracelets" 
worn on one wrist by women at Chatham Lines and Sarre. The closest 
are a burial a. A. D. 1000)at Mammen, Denmark, where padded silk arm- 
or wrist-bands decorated with gold-brocaded tablet weave were found, 
and the burial of the woman in the Cathedral of Saint-Denia, Paris 
(dating to the latter half of the sixth century) who had worn gold- 
embroidered cuffs on the wide sleeves of her robe. The decoration 
of one wrist only, represented by*the two Kent graves, has not yet 
been parallelled. 
149 
The gold in theso braids oonsists of strips of gold foil, not, 
ao in the later Cuthbert embroideries, gold "spun" round a silk coro. 
15° 
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The workmanship of the pagan period braids therefore exhibits a dif- 
ferent technique from the late Saxon examples. The gold braids are 
confined to rich graves, and apart from the Faversham and Taplow examples, 
to female burials from a limited period of the sixth century. They 
are confined to burials otherwise richly equipped, and are often asso- 
ciated with a recurrent pattern of grave-goods (see Section B, 0OCI9 
Chart, PP- 359-60) perhaps deriving from a ceremonial costume or regalia. 
The Heath Wood fragment of a metal-embroidered braid is a unique 
and much later example of a similar technique and article known to the 
Viking settlers. 
17. Adjuncts to costume 
Finds of leather and textiles in pagan graves may not always 
derive from the garments. It is clear that the knives which were 
usually carried at the belt were often contained in leather sheaths. 
Evidence for this is found in burials of both sexes, throughout the 
pagan period, but only the perforated leather fragments from Kent 
suggest that these objects may have been ornamented. Leather, or 
leather-and-textile pouches appear chiefly on seventh-century sites 
-- Totternhoe, Bd (pp. 655-6), Burwell, Ca (p. 667), Beakesbourne, K 
and Winklebury, Wi (p. 713) -- the late-sixth-to seventh-century 
Petersfinger, Wi (pp. 711-13), and sites which were in use for a con- 
siderable period of time, up to and including the seventh century -- 
Abingdon, Bek (p. 656) and Holywell Row, Sf (p. 699). it is pos- 
sible that these pouches were a late pagan addition to the articles 
normally worn on the person. It is possible that, like the boxes 
which have been found in some conversion period graves, they mark a 
(p" 679) 
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change in burial habits. The pouches, unlike some boxes, however, 
do not appear to have been habitually used to contain jewellery or 
other items which would normally be worn on the person. Evidence of 
pouches has been found with burials of children and adults of both 
sexes. 
18. Footwear 
Pagan period graves provide little evidence of footwear. The 
metal lace tags which have been found near the feet of a few skeletons 
mostly derive from the seventh century, though the Chesse31Down, IOW, 
example, containing worsted thread, is earlier (p. 09 ). Only the 
(probably seventh-century) grave of a child at Stanton Harcourt, 0, 
has yielded shoe leather (p. 6g8 ), and only the piece of shoe mud with 
imprint of linen from the grave of two children at Totternhoe, Bd 
(P. 6 SS suggests that linen stockings or slippers might be worn. 
It is, nevertheless, likely that some form of footwear was worn in the 
pagan period. Wells has pointed out that the incidence of leg 
fractures among pagan Anglo-Saxons may result from the wearing of clumsy 
footwear151 and also noted a tendency towards tibial infections which 
may have resulted from tight gartering or the habitual wearing of a 
"buskin" above the anklos. 
152 
Corroborative evidence may yet appoar 
in the form of toxtile or loather finds. 
A wider range of evidence is available about later footwear, 
particularly deriving from York, where several complete shoes of 
various types have been recovered (pp. -116-'l ). The footwear from 
York includes a boot fastened by means of a leather toggle (Fig. 11); 
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a slipper, the sole of which was extended in a triangular projection 
up the back of the heel (Fig. 12); and shoes reaching to the ankle. 
The latter were joined by a seam at the side (Fig. 13). Examples from 
Hungate were either provided with slits for thongs passing round the 
ankle, or were fastened by means of a triangular flap which covered 
the instep and was attached by a latchet. A similar ankle shoe, from 
the Roman fortress site at York, had three slits in the throat, making 
the opening elastic. 
The boot is unlike any illustration of Anglo-Saxon footwear, 
but the slipper resembles the footwear of the figure on a sculpture 
at Codford St. Peter, Wi (Plate XXXVII). The ankle shoes resemble 
in shape most shoes illustrated in Anglo-Saxon manuscripts, but differ 
in that none of the archaeological finds have fastening or decoration 
running in a strip down the centre front of the shoe. This feature 
is characteristic of most illustrations. However, shoes found in the 
ninth-century boat burial at Oseberg, Norway, do offer a parallel 
(Fig. We Two pairs were shaped like the Anglo-Saxon ankle shoes 
and were fastened by thongs. One was seamed down the front like those 
in Anglo-Saxon illustrations. A second, finer, pair;, were seamed on 
the inner side of the foot, but decorated with a false seam at the 
centre of the front. 
153 It is possible that this style became popular 
in England towards tho and of the Saxon period, though it is a feature 
of primitive shoes from various regions, not only North-Wost Europe. 
154 
Other remains of Anglo-Saxon footwear -a pair of soles from 
Whitby, Y (p. y 16 ) and fragments from Thetford, Nf (p. (o 46) --- con- 
firm that shoes of the Christian Saxon period were flat-heeled, -round- 
soled (unlike the pointed shoes charaoteristio of the later medieval 
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period) and fastened by leather thongs. The soles were stitched, not 
nailed as Roman shoes are known to have been. 
19. s 
Surviving remains of clothing, mostly from pagan graves, demon- 
strate that wool and linen were in common use. The majority of sur- 
viving textile fragments are Z-spun, but other variations occur. Many 
corpses were evidently buried in shrouds, 'asually of tabby-woven linen; 
but since the remains of shrouds have been found on the fronts of buckles 
and brooches, and other textiles on the backs of these, it seems that the 
shrouds were worn in addition to the clothing. 
In the pagan period, both sexes commonly wore a garment of 2x2 
twill, usually wool (a textile which was to remain popular in the Christian 
period). This fabric was used by women of the fifth and sixth centuries 
for the gown supported by "paired" brooches,, and by men for the garment 
which was belted (probably a tunic, but possibly trousers). Men might 
also wear a belted garment of tabby weave, and women a gown of the same. 
The woman's gown could be edged by fringe, or by a decorative braid which 
could act as suspension-point for the brooches. Braids, plaits and 
"string" may have been used by women as shoulder straps. In addition 
to the grown, women wore a sleeved garment, probably a blouse, edged with 
tablet-wovon or loathor cuffs. Tho clooved garment could bo mado of 
twill-woven wool, though thore is also evidence of tabby-woven and linen 
(twill) undergarments. 
Belts might be tablet-woven, or leather. Some may have been 
made of both leather and textile. The knives which were attached to 
the belts of most people could be carried in leather sheaths. 
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Both sexes probably wore outer garments of tabby weave or of a 
twill coarser than the gown/tunic. The rarer 2x1 and diamond 
twills could be used for the outer garment or the gown/tunic. These 
rarer weaves had a limited distribution and may have been imports. 
Gold-embroidered headdresses (and cuffs) enjoyed a limited 
, 
popularity among prosperous Kentish women in the sixth century, 
probably being a Frankish fashion. Similar gold decoration was 
employed on the belt and baldric of a man buried in the seventh century 
at Taplow. 
Fur garments are occasionally attested from seventh-century 
graves, and it seems probable that "shaggy" cloaks, possibly imported, 
were worn by a limited number of prosperous men buried at that time. 
Other developments of the. seventh century include the punched leather 
I 
belts worn by both sexes in Kent, and the pouches which evidently 
had been carried at the waist in various areas. The conversion period 
also offers increased evidence of footwear - linen stockings or 
slippers and leather shoes. Ninth- to eleventh-century footwear -- 
slippers, shoes and boots -- survives from workshops and other 
(non-burial) 
sites. 
